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gas plant
deal to go ahead
says Shell group
'Hie plan by a consortium led by Shell to build a
liquefied natural gas plant in Nigeria will go ahead
although financing for the $&6bn project has not
been finalised, the companies said. The project has
been the source of controversy since last week's
execution in Nigeria ofKen Saro-Wiwa and other
human rights activists. Page 18

Apee dow to free trade dead: The 18
governments of the Asia Pacific Economic Co-opera-
tion forum are near to agreement on a mmpmmiaa
plan to eliminate all barriers to trade by 2020. The
compromise would allow flexible treatment for
opening markets in sensitive sectors. Page 18;
Editorial Comment, Page 17

HK hits art Chinese civil rights plan: Bong
Kong’s Legislative Council rrmrt«m«>d Beijing's
plans to water down civil rights laws after its 1997
takeover ctf the colony. Page 6

Russia hints at Chinese security pact:
Russia hinted it might try to draw china into a new
anti-western security bloc if Nato went ahead with
plans to expand eastwards. Page 4

Lloyd’s chief executive resigns: Peter
Middleton resigned as chief executive of the Lloyd’s
ofLondon insurance market and is to take up a
senior management role at Salomon Brothers, the
investment bank. Page 10

Sterling sinks to record lows: The pound
sank to a record low as figures showed a rise in
unemployment and the biggest fall in UK living

standards for nearly 14 years. Page 18

Telecom Italia faces rival: France TflGcam,
Italy's Olivetti and Bell Atlantic ofthe US are to

join forces in the Italian telecoms market with the
aim of becoming the main rival to state-controlled

Telecom Italia. Page 19; Seeking strength in unity,

Page 21; Lex. Page 18; EU clears lines far telecom
hopefuls. Page 2

Unilever names next UK chairman
Niall FitzGerald, head of

Unilever’s global deter-

gent business during last

year’s controversial fail-

ure of Persil and Omo
Power laundry deter-

gents, is to be the next
chairman of the UK arm
of the Anglo-Dutch con-

sumer goods company.
Unilever is still spending

heavily on advertising

and marketing to claw

back market share lost by PersO and Omo and Mr
FitzGerald is expected to instigate sweeping

changes. Page 18

Oeorga Wbnpeynd Tarmac, two ofthe UK
construction sector's largest companies, revealed

plans to swap their housebuilding, building materi-

als and construction divisions. Page 26; Lex
comment. Page 26

Fund for EU flbn industry: Tbe European
Commission launched an Ecu2QQm (5262m) fond to

bolsterdm productions from well-established com-

panies in the European Union. Page 3

Warning on sugar fraud: An upsurge in

international sugar fraud could be costing compa-

nies in developing and Eastern European countries

up to $400m. Page 19

Czech oil Investment agreed: Three western

oil companies - Agip of Italy, Conoco ofthe US and

Royal Dutch/Shell - signed an agreement on a

$480m investment in the Czech Republic's oil refin-

ing industry. Page 19

Australia sat for industrial unrest: Australia

was braced fora wave of industrial action as a dis-

pute between the mining group CRA and unions

over collective bargaining rights threatened to shut

docks and coal mines. Page 8

German opposition backs Emu: Germany's

opposition Social Democratic party dispelled the

European economic and monetary union at its con-

gress in Mannheim. Page 4

Ford unions rajtct offer: Trade unions and

Ford management were still trying to reach agree-

ment on a two-year pay deal for the company’s

22,000 manual workers in the UK. Management ear-

lier improved its basic wage offer from 3 per cent to

4 per cent but unions rejected it Page 12

Pour alleged Mafia hitmen held: Sicilian

police have arrested four alleged hitmen for me
Corieone clan of the Sicilian Mafia. The men have

been charged with a string of murdersm and

around Palermo.
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Budget crunch
What ifthe

US defaults?

Samuel Britten, Page 10
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French PM unveils welfare shake-up
By John Rkfcfing and
David Buchan in Paris

A fundamental reform of
France’s welfare system, includ-
ing spending cuts and higher
taxes, to wipe out accumulated
deficits of FFr250tm (JSlbn), was
announced yesterday by Mr
Alain Juppd, the prime minister.
The measures, approved last

night by the National Assembly
in a confidence vote, are based an
structural reforms designed to
bring the social security system
under closer government control.

They inehidft Immediate steps to
slash the deficit from FFrSibn
this year to FFri7bn in 1996 aid
produce a surplus the following
year. Mr Jupp6 also requested
drugs companies to make a one-

off FFr2 Phn contribution.

Juppe targets public deficit with spending cuts and tax plans
FHminattng the welfare deficit

is a central element in France’s
attempt to cat its public deficits

to below 8 per cent of gross
domestic product, of the con-
ditions for qualifying for Euro-
pean monetary nnirm from 1999.

The tough French plan nftmes

as the US and many other Euro-
pean governments are reviewing
welfare systems in an attempt to

reduce budget deficits. The shut-

down of some US government
operations this week is linked to

a dispute over cots in welfare
spending.

Announcing bi«t proposals to
overhaul politically sensitive
social security institutions, Mr

Juppi grasps the welfare nettle .Page 2

Juppi told MPs from the ruling
centre-right it is not the fate of
the government that is involved,

there is a national issue at
stake."

His plans drew strong criticism

from some trade unions. The
communist-led CGT called for a
"powerful day of struggle" on
November 28, the date set far a
strike by Force Ouvri&re, which
has a strong base among social

security workers. Bnt the moder-
ate CFDT union said it would not
support the strike.

financial markets responded

favourably to Mr Juppe's
reforms. The CAC-40 index of

leading shares jumped 2 per cent
to dose at 1,875 points, while the
French franc strengthened
slightly to trade at FFr385 to the
D-Mark.
Mr Jean Gandois, head of the

Patronat employers’ federation,

welcomed "brave decisions",
applauding the fact that the defi-

cits will be cut largely through
spending cuts.
Mr juppd raid the government

planned to amend the constitu-

tion to give parliament power to

set overall ceilings on welfare
spending. He outlined plans to

tighten budgetary controls in
hospitals, one of the main
sources of inefficiency, and said

doctors who overstepped spend-

ing limits would be penalised
through restrictions on charges

to patients.

The Gaullist premier said he
would implement emergency
measures by decree. These
include the creation of a special

body to combine and repay the
FFr250bn of accumulated wdlfare

debts.

This will be achieved partly by
raised taxes. A new 0.5 per cent

tax on income, dubbed the RDS

and based on the existing CSG
income tax, will be levied for the

next 13 years. Exemptions from
the CSG itself will be reduced to

help finance welfare spending,
and to reduce the contribution

from payroll taxes, which pres-

ently fund the bulk of the social

security system.

Overall health spending will be
limited to an increase of 2.1 per
cent next year, while the pharma-
ceuticals industry will be asked
to contribute FFr5L5hn to support
the health insurance system.

The prime minister did not
specify how the charge would be
levied or distributed, but it is

expected to be spread across the

industry and may be determined
on how companies have kept
agreements with the government
on price and volumes.
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Opening move: US trade representative Mickey
(Cantor presents a gift to Ms Japanese counter-

part Ryutaro Haahhnoto before their bilateral

meeting in Osaka. Hie 18 governments of the

Asia Pacific Economic Co-operation forum meet
in the city this week seeking a long-term deal

on lowering trade barriers. Apoc nears deal. Page
1 87 Editorial Comment, Page 17

Hafslund
investors

halt US
merger
By HughjCamegy in Stockhota
and Tony Jackson bi New York

Hafslund Nycomed, Norway’s
biggest healthcare company, yes-

terday pulled out of its proposed
merger with Ivax of the US, bow-
ing to strong objections from a
minority of shareholders.

The merger, announced last

month, would have created the

world's biggest producer of

generic drugs - those that have
lost patent, protection - with
market capitalisation of about
$6.5bn and sales this year of

more than $2.5bn.

But it ran into trouble in Nor-

wayTvhere several key Hafslund
shareholders were sceptical of

Ivax’s long-tom prospects and
afraid, that the merger would
lead to the rundown of Hafs-
hrnd’s operations there.

The chief opponents were Folk-

etrygdfoutlet, . the state pension

fond, and KLP. the municipal
pension fond, which together
control about 15 per cent of Hafs-

lund’s shares.

"The main problem was they
believed that the merger meant
Hafehmd would eventually aban-

don Norway. The deal was unap-
petising for the pension funds
whose raison d’etre is to create

Jobs," said (me observer.

Hafslund said it had with-
drawn because it was unlikely

that if would win the required

two-thirds support, although it

Continued on Page 18

Euro Disney park
makes first profit as

visitors reach 10.7m

Fed likely to cut rates

as factory output falls
Move expected once budget impasse resolved

By Michael Prowso
tn vraamngton

US industrial production fell in

October, providing fresh evidence

that economic growth is decelera-

ting. official figures indicated

yesterday.

The Federal Reserve said out-

put dropped 03 par cent in its

first decline in six months. The
fall partly reflected the impact of

a strike at Boeing, the aircraft

maker, which cut factory output

by about 0l2 per cent But even
allowing for the strike, most sec-

tors were flat or down.
Separately, the labour Depart-

ment released figures showing an
unexpected upward move in

inflation last month. Consumer

US industrial production

1994

Sduck DaJastnsarT)

prices rose 03 per cent from Sep-

tember and by 23 per cent on an
annual basis, but economists said

the underlying inflation picture

remained bright.

The figures were released amid
growing expectations that the
Fed would respond to signs of

slowing growth by lowering
interest rates in coming months.

Fed policy makers met in Wash-
ington yesterday but made no
immediate announcement on
rates. However, an easing of

monetary policy is seen as likely

next month, if the budget
impasse between Congress and
the White House is resolved.

No negotiations an the budget

RUbin finds debt cash Page 7

Samuel Brittan ...Page 16

Wal Street Page 38

crisis, which has shut down large

areas of the federal government,
were due to be held yesterday.

The National Association of

Business Economists yesterday

predicted economic growth would
slow sharply - to an annual rate

of 2.4 per cent in the fourth quar-

ter against 42 per cent in the

July-September period. Growth
was likely to remain moderate
next year.

Against this backdrop, the Fed
was likely to reduce rates signifi-

cantly, perhaps by as much as

half a percentage point, the asso-

ciation said. The Fed lowered
short-term rates by a quarter
point in July to 5.75 per cent,

citing a decline in inflationary

pressures.

Industrial production showed
across-the-board weakness last

month. Output of consumer
goods, business equipment and
construction supplies were down
03 per cent. 0.8 per cent and 0.6

per cent respectively. The rate of

industrial capacity utilisation fell

sharply to 83.6 per cent from a
revised 84.1 per cent in Septem-
ber, indicating little risk of fac-

tory sector pressure on prices.

The 03 per cent rise in con-
sumer prices reflected larger

than expected Increases in the
cost of housing, energy and cloth-

ing. Excluding food and energy,

the "core" consumer price index

also rose by 03 per cent, follow-

ing a string of moderate 03 per
cent increases.

Economists, however, said the
increase did not signal an accel-

eration in inflation and should
not stand in the way of lower
interest rates.

“The underlying inflation pic-

ture is very benign," said Mr
Bruce Steinberg, senior econo-

mist at Merrill Lynch in New
York. “The performance of the

economy fully justifies an easing

of monetary policy."

By Andrew Jackin Paris

Euro Disney, operator of the

theme park near Paris, made a
profit this year far the first time

since.it opened in 1993, with net
income of FFrll4m (8233m) and
a sharp rise in the number of

visitors.

Mr Philippe Bonrguignon,
nhghrnan, said Euro Disney was
now undergoing a "renaissance"

after last year’s losses of
FFrLSbn, which triggered a wide-
ranging financial restructuring.

The company was now in a
"virtuous circle . . . and can con-

centrate on its future’*, he said.

The number of visitors jumped
21 per cent to a record 10.7m in

the year to Septanber 30, and
hotel occupancy rose 14 per cent
to 68.5 per cent, which the group
said was higher than the average
rate of occupancy for hotel
chains across France.
Euro Disney said the results

were due to a significant increase

in park and hotel income, tight
cost management and the finan-

cial restructuring made in the
summer of last year.
However, the company’s shares

closed down 14 per cent at
FFr1430 on the Paris bourse yes-

terday, in a drop that analysts
attributed to the fact that nearly
all of the profits were the result

of exceptional gains.

The group generated profits of
FFr2m before one-off profits
which were largely the result of
buying back FFr372m in convert-

ible bonds far FFrflllm, saving it

interest payments. Under US
rules, it

.
would have made a

FFrLlbn loss for the year.

Revenues increased 8 per cent

to FFr2.5bn, although spending
per visitor dropped 10 per cent to

FFr224, largely as a result of the
group's derision in April to cut
entrance prices, which represent

cm average half of the expendi-

ture in the park.

Ur Bonrguignon said gate
prices would stay at current rates

at least for the coming year, but
there would be farther adjust-
ments to hotel, restaurant, gift

and other prices.

He said that an average 65 per
cent of the extra income brought
in by additional guests to the
park would be profits, up to a
total estimated capacity of 14m
visitors a year. :

He estimated that the group
would need to increase revenues
by 4 to 5 per cent a year to meet
interest and management
charges which would add
FFrlSOm to costs in 1996,
FFr230m in 1997 and FFrl2Cttn in

1998. after which there are also
royalties and management fees to

the US Disney parent company.
He said there were no plans to
distribute a dividend at feast dur-

ing this period.

Euro Disney said Disney would
provide the finance for a new
convention centre to be opened
in late 1997, which is expected to

cost up to FFrl70m.

Investors unimpressed, page 20
Lex, Page 18
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Front mini tower
to Superpower.

Introducing the all-powerful new Mini Tower from Bonex. Of aH its strengths, versatility is

undoubtedly the greatest This is one Mini Tower that enables you to configure machines to your precise

needs, whether a stand alone workstation or a mission critical server.

Compact and highly scaleable. it offers a choice of single or dual Pentium processors, with a bus

utffising both EISA and PO technology. Massive storage options indude single and triple channel disk

arrays with up to five hot swappable drives.

What's more, with Bonex you benefit from the highest level of back-up all the way from R8o
through to delivery, installation and maintenance

_ Prices start at a highly reasonable £1 100. which includes a 75Mhz Pentium
processor. 8MB RAM and 540MB hard disk.*

For more information about our Min?Tower in particular,

or personal computer systems in general, don't hesitate to give

Pentium us a call Or ifyou prefer, call into any ofour showrooms.

London 0181-452 4444 Bradford 01274-307226 Cumbernauld 01236-452052
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Juppe grasps the welfare nettle
PM’s reform plans stunned the National Assembly yesterday, writes David Buchan

A ny serious overhaul of
Prance’s social security
system - which has

become riddled with waste and
vested interests over the past
50 years - was bound to cause
a big impact. But Mr Alain
Juppe, the prime minister,
deliberately resorted to shock
tactics in presenting his
reforms yesterday to a spell-

bound National Assembly.
First, he proposed to cut ru»*t

year’s estimated welfare deficit

of FFr61bn (£8bn) not just in
half, as he had promised ear-

lier. but to FFrlTbn.
Second, reversing the

traditional tack taken by
French governments when
confronted with a financial
gap. he proposed closing it

more by cutting welfare spend-
ing than by raising welfare
charges and taxes. Next year
alone, he plans savings of
FFrl7bn and increased charges
of FFrlSbo.
The prime minister flour-

ished another new figure
before the National Assembly
where some of his backbench-
ers. particularly supporters of

his predecessor. Mr Edouard
Balladur. had complained in
this week's social security
debate that the government
was exaggerating by putting
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Social security; the axe fads
^

rDebt total FFr250bn backlog to be repaid over

13 years by a new 0^ per cent tavy
7
on aH

;
income. a

*• Deficit: to be cut from FFir64ton Jn.i996 to

FFr17bn in 1996. •

vi/
• -

N- Future funding: to be shifted from fteyroB to

income levies, wtth companies paying more .

according to value added than number of :

employees. •

'Old peoples pension contributions to be extended
from 37.5 to 40 years. Proposed homecare
allowance delayed to 1 997.

.
.

N FamSy allowances: to be frozen In 1996 and taxed
from 1997.

B- Health: some insurance Mntributiansto rise 1-2 per

cent In 1998 arid. 1997; Spending corttralnts dri ..

hospital, doctors and drug companies. Patients

should consult general practifonera before going to

specialists- * \

,PrmaMb}isterAfakiA]p(t4

the welfare debt backlog at
FFr230bn. Far from being too
low, Mr Juppe said yesterday,
the real debt figure was
FFr250bn, because debt from a
separate scheme for farmers
bad to be added in.

Mr Juppe’s other tactic yes-

terday was to spread the pain
of his measures as widely as
possible. Hie clearest evidence
of this was his proposed new
0.5 per cent levy on all forms of
income of all but the poorest
citizens, in order to repay the
FPr250bn debt backlog over the
next 13 years.

But, In dosing the current

defidt, he also stressed the
shared nature of the sacrifices

he was calling for. Pensioners,

and those unemployed drawing
higher rates of compensation
would have their relatively low
health insurances charges
increased by FFrTbn next year.

Families would have to forego

next year a rise in allowances,
which, from 1997. would be
taxed and means-tested.

Big companies would lose a
FFr2.5bn tax exemption on
pension contributions, while
the drug sector - considered

partly to blame for France's

health spending extravaganza

- would be asked to kick in the

same amount.
Drug companies said yester-

day they expected their contri-

butions to be gauged according

to how they respected price

and volume conventions
agreed last year. Mr Juppe said

the industry bad experienced
sales growth of 12 per cent
between September 1994 and
September 1995.

Doctors and hospitals are

supposed to discipline them-
selves better to the tune of

FFr5bn next year. Finally,
yviai security administrators

themselves will be expected

next year to lop FFrLShn off

the FFr4Qbn annual cost of

running the system.

Indeed, the system itself will

be turned upside down. Overt

control will now pass from
unions and employer organisa-

tions to parliament Mr Juppfs

announced that the govern-

ment would soon table a con-

stitutional amendment to bring

the welfare system under the

purview of parliament, which

would set welfare taxes and fix

its spending goals each year.

Taking the system out of the

grasp of unelected “social part-

ners" would give it “new demo-
cratic legitimacy”, Mr Jupp6
claimed.

He plans to use another spe-

cial procedure. Proposals to

unify the country's 19 different

health insurance schemes, to

widen the current CSG welfare

charge, and to create private

pension funds will be pres-

ented In the form of standard
legislation. But all immediate
financial changes, and every-

thing relating to the reorgani-

sation of hospitals and doctors'

practices, are to be passed by
decree.

Legislation by decree only

requires MPs to vote on the

measures en bloc. It therefore

saves time, and MPs the

embarrassment of having to

take a position on individually

unpopular measures.

In return for all this, Mr
Jupp6 only made one notable

concession. He postponed until

1997 a homecare allowance for

the elderly which he had made
a key pledge fin: his new gov-

ernment.

Cabinet reins in budget deficit
By David Buchan and
Andrew Jackin Paris

The French government yesterday took
remedial action to keep this year’s budget
deficit to its FFr322bn (£42bn) target
The cabinet announced measures -

chiefly the cancellation of FFr20bn of
departmental spending credits, and the
“sale" of FFrisbn of public housing cred-

its to the state-owned Caisse des Depots -

to offset a FFr24bn shortfall in tax reve-

nue and an extra FFrl6bn spending com-
mitments made during the year.

At yesterday's cabinet meeting, Mr
Alain Juppe, the prime minister, said the

cuts, which hit defence equipment heavi-

est, were “at the limit of what is possible

In the present institutional structure’*. He
was counting on reforms of France’s gov-

ernmental structure next year to produce
further cots in 1998.

The finance ministry also announced
yesterday the extension of tax breaks to

help the hard-pressed property market
and to promote the new Nasdaq-type mar-
ket the Paris Bourse is setting up for

small, fast-growing companies.
To prevent more property being dumped

on the market, the government Is to

extend for two years, until the end of

1998, the registry tax exemption for deal-

ers on real estate acquired before 1993.

Individual investors on the Paris Bourse’s
New Market will not have to pay bourse
tax, while capital-risk funds can continue
to get favourable tax treatment far their

operations on the new market
The one surprise element in the 1995

budget revision is the way the govern-

ment plans to cash in its enormous past
subsidies to the CGLS public housing
guarantee fund. It argues these subsidies

now make it effective “owner" of past
CGLS credits, which Mr Jean Arthms, the
finance minister, said yesterday had a
market value of FFrlSbn, and which he
plans to “selT to the Caisse des Depdts.
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EU clears

lines for

telecom

hopefuls
By Emma Tucker In Brussels

New measures to ensure a
fully competitive telecoms

market in the European Union

after liberalisation in 1998 were

presented by the Commission
yesterday.

They set common rules for

granting licences to operators

who wish to offer services any-

where in the Union. The idea is

to myiba the system as trans-

parent and non-discrimioatoxy

as possible, so that an compa-

nies have an equal chance of

access once remaining indus-

try restrictions have been
lifted and traditional operators

have lost their monopolies on
voice telephony.

The proposals form part of a

steady stream of roles and reg-

ulations emanating from the

Commission as it seeks to

establish a regulatory frame-
work for the 15 member states.

Brussels wants the regime to

be as lighthanded as possible.

Under the proposals member
states win retain responsibility

for authorising operators who
want to offer sendees. How-
ever, rules will have to be

applied to ensure national

authorities do not favour
domestic companies.

First, no limitations should

be set for the number of new
entrants except where
resources are scarce.

Secondly, the rules favour

granting telecoms companies
general permission to offer all

services in another member
state, rather than making them
apply for a separate licence for

each service.

Individual licences should
only apply in specific cases, for

example, where radio frequen-

cies are limited or where an
operator wants access to a
non-EU country.

Countries must also intro-

duce provisions to facilitate

cross-border services. In partic-

ular, a company that intends

to provide a service in more
than one member state may
request the national regulatory

authorities concerned to co-or-

dinate their authorisation pro-

cedures so that permission to

operate is granted on substan-

tially the same conditions.

EUROPEAN NEWS_DIGEST

Irish plea on

divorce vote
The leaders or iraauus mm /tt*—

-

a joint press conference to urge a Yes vote in the divorce

referendum, in the first sign of official concern at the prospect

of losing next week’s key poll. .

Mr Dick Spring, the Labour party leader analoreign

minister, said threats from the church that divorcees would De

denied the last rites and other Catholic sacraments was ^vay

over the top". Mr John Bruton-, the prime minister, strongly

rebutted charges from the anti-divorce campaign, whichh®
alleged mat uie

damages property rights, and encourages “quickie divorces.

A ffimfiwr referendum to end the constitutional ban on

divorce was defeated by 2:1 in 1986 and latest polls suggest

support for a Yes vote is slipping. A Yes vote isimdonadlby
all the parties to the Dail - although some individual MPs
have said they will vote against John Murray Brown, Dublin

Belarus former PM accused
The public prosecutor to Belarus said yesterday he had

evidence that Mr Vyacheslav Kebich, the country’s first

post-Soviet prime minister, had illegally signed securities

putting at risk huge sums of public money. Mr Kebich, a

candidate far president last year, denied the allegations,

describing than as a “political provocation".

Investigators claim Mr Kebich last year signed 32 securities,

payable to the bearer, worth a total of fLlbn and turned them
over to a Yugoslav construction concern, ostensibly with the

arm of obtaining credits. It is alleged that the securities fell

into the hands of a British criminal gang later apprehended by

chance by London police. Investigators said the documents

were returned to Minsk last month. Mr Kebich, now an MP,
said he had signed a single document which posed no threat to

the economy as no credits had been issued to connection with

it He suggested the charges bad been raised to blunt his bid to

become the Speaker of pariiament Reuter, Minsk

Inflation eases in Spain

.Svmafaii Inflation

Annual % chancre In CP*

>*5S
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Spain’s inflation rate eased

slightly last mouth with a 02
per cent rise to consumer
prices, bringing the 12-month

rate down to 43 per cent from
4.4 in September. After a
surge in the spring,

accumulated price Increases

this year have already

exceeded an original 3J> per

cent target. But the finance

ministry said it expected a
rate well below 4 per cent in

the early months of 1996.

Food was the only category

i for which prices actually fell

in October, the index fin- fresh

foodstuffs falling 0.9 per cent
The lower consumer price

figure W8S offset by an unchanged 4J) per cent rate fix-

underlying inflation and a onnHnning- high level offactory

gate price increases, which stood at a 12-month rate of 6.6 per

cent to September. David White, Madrid.

Portuguese consumer prices rose 0.4 per cent in October
after02 per cent in September, for unchanged inflation of4
per cent year-on-year, industrial output rose 5.6 per cent in

August from August last year but fell 29.7 per cent from July.
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He’ll cover hundreds of houses with just 2.9 litres.
ti

The new turbodiesel Sprinter. 25% more power.

17% lower consumption.

2.9 litres of emulsion won’t

get you that far, whether

you’re a professional

painter or not 2.9 litres of

Mercedes direct injection

turbodiesel most definitely

will. The alHiew 122bhp 5-cylinder engine

offers 25% more power than its predecessor,

with 17% more fuel economy. So as well as

being quick off the block, you’ll find the

Sprinter to be a long distance runner.

Mercedes engineers and designers have put

years of work Into making me new Sprinter one

of the strongest, most versatile and most

durable vans you can buy. A van that’s long-

lasting, economical and comfortable, with toe

carrying capacity your business needs. And

not surprisingly, a van that’s just earned toe

accolade of the International van erf the year

award.

The Sprinter is also one of toe best-looking

vans on the road. With its thoughtfully laid-out

controls, attractive upholstery and comfort-

able seats, the view is as good from the inside

asthe outside.

But that sleek new shape isn’t just there for

show. It helps the Sprinter to achieve a Cd

figure of 0.34. That’s more than respectable for

a family saloon, let alone a goods-carrymg

vehicle. And that pays off in improved economy.

Finafly, around 95% of a Sprinter is recyclable,

with all plastic components being coded for re-

use. But that’s a long way in the future. And as

far as its owner is concerned, he’ll have done a

lotof finishes before his van reaches theend of

the road

For more information phono free

on 0800336644 or write;

Mercedes-Benz Trucksand Vans,

Dept. FT/161 1/M3, FREEPOST,

RM805, Ilford, Essex IG26BR

Mercedes-Benz
Trucks and Veins
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-EU fund to help film industry financing
By Emma Tucker in Brussels

A bold initiative to revitalise Europe's
film industry through a guarantee
fund aimed at mass-appeal produc-
tions was launched by the European
Commission yesterday.
The Ecu200m (£i70m) fund is to hol-

ster popular, commerdally-sound tele-
vision and film productions from well-
established companies rather than
“one-off, artistically brilliant but
financially disastrous” projects, as
one industry source put it.

The fund will make it easier for film
companies to raise money from hantre

and financial institutions by as
an insurer. It wiD offer financial back-
ers partial guarantees on loans and
credit to film and programme makers.
“By diversifying and spreading the

risks, it will encourage the financial

sector to step up the scale of its activi-
ties in support of the industry," said
the Commission. Mr Marceiino Oreja
and Mr Yves Thibault de Silguy,
respectively commissioners for audio-
visual policy and economic affairs,
believe the fund will mobilise some
Eculbn of finance.
The initiative marks a shift away

from the idea that direct subsidies.

still provided by most EU countries,
are the best way to enhance Europe’s
film industry.

It reflects a belief in the industry
that incentives such as guarantee
funds are a better way of promoting
competitiveness and meeting the chal-

lenge from Hollywood.
“New financial incentives to

encourage large-scale investment in
film are key to the development of a
healthy and competitive audiovisual

industry in Europe,” said Polygram,
the Netherlands-based music and
gntortainmeint group.
Big European film companies were

delighted with the scheme. “This plan
Is not asking for hand-outs or subsi-

dies.” said the European Film Compa-
nies Alliance, a lobby group which
counts French, German, British.
Patch, Italian and Spanish companies
among its members. “The fund wiD be
a market-oriented incentive scheme,
administered with financial discipline

by commercial bankers.”

The fund, which will benefit Euro-
pean production and distribution com-
panies, is intended exclusively for fic-

tional works as "original works with
wide audience appeal” is where
Europe faces its biggest deficit.

according to Brussels. To win backing
from the fund, projects will have to

have “major European and interna-

tional market potential”.

It will not operate in direct contact

with companies, but via the banks
and insurance companies which pro-

pose to share the risks associated
with the productions.

The fund will be administered by
the European Investment Fund (EIF)

set up as a general guarantee fund for

other EU initiatives last year. The EIF
was set up by the European Invest-

ment Bank, the Commission and 76
financial institutions.

Santer doubt on
stability pact

Flynn tries to end long disagreement on single market issues

Brussels dusts off blocked laws
The Commission yesterday signalled an end to the days when ft

unleashed annual torrents of legislation on member states. It

said ft planned to propose just 19 new laws in 1996, compared
with about 50 this year and a high of 180 in 1990. Reuter reports

from Brussels. However, this partly reflects the fact that most of

the laws needed to create the ElTs huge tingle market have
already been initiated.

By Lionel Barber in Brussels

Germany’s plan for a “stability

pact” on budget discipline
within a future European mon-
etary union received qualified
endorsement yesterday from
Mr Jacques Santer, the Com-
mission president
While firmly supporting the

idea of sustained fiscal disci-

pline for Emu members, Mr
Santer said there could be no
changes in Maastricht treaty
rules governing membership.
“The Commission could

accept a stability pact only to

the extent this would increase

m cohesion in the member states“ which are members of the
monetary union,” he said in

Strasbourg.

The worry in Brussels is that

Germany's push for a stability

pact could serve as a cover for

tightening the so-called conver-

gence criteria on deficits, debt,

inflation rates and exchange
rate stability which govern
entry- into Emu.
Mr Theo Waigel, German

finance minister has insisted

he has no desire to modify the

treaty. But the Commission is

uncomfortable about his pro-

posal for draconian fines on
countries which run deficits in

excess of Maastricht's ceiling

of 3 per cent of GDP.
EU finance ministers are due

to discuss the German plan -

and this week’s European Mon-
etary Institute's report on the

changeover to a single Euro-

pean currency - in Brussels on
November 27. Some officials

are already predicting a lively

exchange over the way Ger-
many is dominating the Emu
debate.

Mr Waigel *s campaign is

partly in response to the threat
by the opposition Social Demo-
crat party to exploit public
ambivalence about a single
currency as an election issue.

But it may also be an attempt
to make the Emu scheme more
feasible and credible.

Mr Felipe Gonz&lez, Spanish
prime minister, warned about
creating confusion concerning
the Maastricht treaty, particu-

larly for those countries which
are going to form the nucleus
of monetary union. Some coun-

tries were making twnwmtem
efforts to qualify for a single

currency, he said. This process
could be derailed if the mem-
bership criteria were altered.

Mr Santer and Mr Ganz&lez
were appearing at a joint news
conference with Mr Klaus
Haenscb. president of the
European Parliament, after the

first ever political debate on
the state of the Union.
In his speech, Mr Santer

warned against a minimal out-

come at next year's intergov-

ernmental conference to

review Maastricht and said it

was vital to prepare for

enlargement to the east. With-

out mentioning an extension of

qualified majority voting
directly, he said that without
further institutional changes
there was a risk of having an
enlarged Union which was
totally paralysed.

By CaroOna Southey
in Brussels

The European Commission
yesterday launched a novel ini-

tiative to end years of disagree-

ment on five pieces of single

market legislation covering
important aspects of company
law.

The statutes have been
blocked, in one case for mare
than 20 years, because some
member states . notably
Britain, opposed the inclusion

of clauses relating to employee
consultation.

Four of the statutes set out a
single law for the creation of
companies, associations,
mutual societies and coopera-

tives - designed to let than
operate Europe-wide without
having to set up subsidiaries in

different member states. The
fifth directive covers the pow-
ers and obligations of public

limited companies.

By Emma Tucker in Brussels

The European Commission is

investigating ways of allowing
EU companies to prepare their

consolidated accounts on the

basis of international account-

ing standards, following com-
plaints that accounts prepared

on the basis of national legis-

lation are not accepted in the
main securities markets out-

side Europe.

Mr Padraig Flynn, social pol-

icy commissioner, is proposing

scrapping the clauses on
employee involvement They
might instead be replaced by a
reference to the European
works council directive, which
sets out the rules under which
larger EU companies must con-

sult their workers.
Britain could be excluded

from the benefits of the stat-

utes if their implpmer
i
fotinn is

conditional on acceptance of

the works council directive.

The UK has an opt-out from
the directive, agreed by the

other 14 member states under
the social protocol

Companies currently have to

prepare two sets of accounts,

which can confuse investors

by giving different results.

“Companies should only be
required to prepare one set of

consolidated accounts,” said

Mr Mario Monti, the commis-
sioner responsible for finan-

cial services.

Mr Monti believes EU
accounting rules are flexible

enough to allow companies to

A Commission official said

Mr Flynn was “initiating a
debate" on how to break the

impasse on the statutes and
address the problem of worker
consultation. He has invited

comments from member states,

the European Parliament,
employers’ federations and
nnifins on the various alterna-

tives outlined in the paper.

Other ideas include leaving

out a reference to works coun-

cils, which would open the way
for Britain to apply the new
statutes. But this could run
into problems with some mem-
ber states which would object

to the idea of giving Britain

prepare one set of accounts
without far-reaching legisla-

tive changes, helping to ease

their access to international

capital markets

.

“We are looking for compati-

bility between European
accounting laws and interna-

tional accounting standards,”

said an official. “We want to

find out how companies can
use international standards as
a framework for their

the benefits of the statutes

without having to address the

issue of employee consultation.

Mr Flynn has also suggested
that Brussels draw up ground
rules on worker involvement
for national companies.

An EU official pointed out
that the Commission’s propos-

als could also face union oppo-

sition. “The Commission might
be accused of retreating. But
the reality is that the statutes

are blocked. Unless we do
something nothing will be
achieved,” he said.

The works council directive

says only that employees have
to be informed and consulted,

while the clauses in the five

statutes provide ha- the right of

employee involvement in com-
pany affairs at board level.

In addition, the works coun-

cil directive covers only multi-

national companies with 1000
employees, including at least

150 in two member states.

accounts without violating

existing EU rules.”

A task force of experts from
the member states is to inves-

tigate where there are con-

flicts between EU norms and
international standards. The
Commission will then decide

whether further legislation is

required or - the preferred

option - how better to inter-

pret the existing law to allow

for compatibility.

Accounting rules may be changed

Car sales ticking

over in Europe
Car sales in western Europe rose slightly last month, but
manufacturers fear recovery has petered out and that total sales

tUs year will be little changed from 1994, writes John Griffiths.

Total sales last month reached 928,300, 1.6 per cent up on the

912,100 of the previous October. Of the 17 individual markets
covered in European Automobile Manufacturers’ Association sta-

tistics, lO.showed increases, but these included Norway, Finland,

Greece and Ireland, whose combined sales were only around
30,000.
For the first 10 months of the year. Western European sales

readied 10.284,400, a rise of only 0.7 per cent on the same period

of last year. Germany, which typically accounts for around 25
per cent of the sales total, was one of only two large markets to

record a significant year-on-year sales rise in October - of 9.4

per cent to 248,800 units. The other was the UK, where sales

were 11.5 per cent higher In October, at 136,600 units.

Even the reintroduction In France of government-sponsored
incentives to stimulate new car purchases produced no response,

the market there falling by 6.5 per cent in October compared
with the same period a year ago.

October saw the Volkswagen group, including Audi, Seat and
Skoda, further consolidate its position as west European market
leader. Its unit sales rose by 11.9 per cent to 162,606, represent-

ing a market share of 17.6 pm* cent, more than 5 percentage
points dear of second-placed General Motors.

WEST EUROPEAN NEW CAR REGISTRATIONS
Jantiaty-October 1995

Volume Volume Store (%) Stan (%)
(Units) CfaanflefS) Jw-Dec 94 Jan-Dee S3

TOTAL MARKET 1(^284^400 +0.7 1000 1000

MANUFACTURERS:
Volkswagen group 1.714,182 +5-B 16.7 15*
- Volkswagen 1491.582 +4.4 10.6 102
- Audi 320399 +21.4 3.1 2*
- Seat 247.121 -AS 2A 2.5

- Skoda 55.080 +7.8 0.5 0.5

General Motors 1,342,767 +2.1 13.1 12*
- OpeWsuxhall 1,282,381 +2.1 12.5 12*
- Saab 49.477 +14.3 05 04
Ford grow 1,239,940 +1.5 12.1 12*
- Ford 1*26*61 +12 11.9 11*
- Jaguar 13,379 +51.4 0.1 0.1

PSA Peugeot Citroen 1,238*66 -5A 12j0 12*
- Peugeot 739,754 -6.1 72 7.7

- Citroen 499,212 -4.4 4.9 5.1

Flat group* 1,122*37 +2JD 109 10*
- Flat B79.07B +0.3 8.5 8.6

- Lancia 136.280 -03 1.3 1*
- Alta Romeo 105,526 +22.7 1.0 0*
Renault 1,071,152 -3.4 104 10*
BMW group 638,726 -4.1 62 05
BMW 331,823 +0.4 3.2 32
Rover 304.903 -8.6 3.0 3*
Mercedes-Benz 346,160 -56 04 3*
Volvo 187,706 +96 1* 1.7

Nissan 319.684 -1.5 3.1 3*
Toyota 263,181 -2.3 2.6 2.6

Honda 155.2B7 +5-2 1.5 1.4

Mazda 144,734 -5.4 1.4 1.5

Mitsubishi 1D9.811 +7.6 1.1 1*
Total Japanese 1,117,539 -06 10.9 11*
Told Korean
MARKETS:

140,050 +66.1 1A 0*

Germany 2Ji21JiOO +3* 27A 26*
United Kingdom 1,730,800 +1.2 16* 16.7

France 1*15*00 +0-5 15.7 15.7

Italy 1,429,900 -1.0 13* 14.1

Spain 689,400 -BA 6.7 7A
•VWhout SA3 per cere and mwgww eonmi of Stoata.

uncftjdte art knpumd ton USMntfti iiartan fianpn.
-GM haUt SO per cant and emtegenttn career of Sad) HPematm.
U Aar graft rewrote Lonobi Ate Romeo, trooMt Fanorl end MmoetL

Soros : ACEA (Bropaan Auaaotfc Mawtacnma Aeaomtoni aarfcteMa. Rgutc am lamMcL

* innovation could bo tomorrow's relic. So we never stop developing leading-edge technology. Take
roday s m

.r|ift and maritime-patrol aircraft. We start by listening closely to our customers. Then we deliver
>ur fighter. solutions with advanced avionics and mission systems. While continually improving dedicated
ilghly *nteg^ The result? Aircraft to dominate the skies well Into the 21st century.
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Russia waves China card in Nato’s face
By John Thomttfl in Moscow and
Bruce Clark in Washington

Russia hinted yesterday that it might
try to draw China into a new, anti-
westera security bloc if Nato went
ahead with plans to expand
eastwards.

General Pavel Grachev, the Russian
defence minister, also Moscow
would not meet the terms of the Con-
ventional Forces in Europe (CFE)
agreement, one of the cornerstones of
post-cold war arms control, by mid-
night tomorrow when the deadline for
compliance expires.

In a further escalation of Moscow's
anti-Nato rhetoric, Gen Grachev said
any enlargement of the Atlantic alli-

ance would create a new balance of

forces in Europe and “plant the seeds

for further dangerous crises".

Speaking after a top-level review of

Russia's strategic priorities, he said

Moscow aimed to strengthen security

agreements with Belarus and Kazakh-
stan by the end of the year.

If Nata looks east, then we will

also look east and find allies with
whom we can solve security prob-

lems." be said. Gen Grachev was
apparently alluding to China as well

as the ex-Soviet republics.

Referring to the CFE accord, Gen
Grachev said: “We are not ready at

the moment to carry out the provi-

sions of this treaty," adding that the

Chechen conflict required Moscow to

keep more troops in the Caucasus

region than the treaty allowed.

These comments indicate the fail-

ure of a compromise stitched together

by Gen Grachev and his US counter-

part, Mr William Perry-

This accord would have limited,

the areas of north-western
and south-western Russia where
Moscow's armour is subject to

restrictions.

Turkey, a Nato member, had
already criticised the Perry-Grachev

deal as too generous to Russia, and
Gen ftachev’s remarks suggest that

Moscow now regards the compromise
as not generous enough.
In a separate problem for Nato, alli-

ance members were straggling yester-

day to reach agreement on a new sec-

retary-general, following the failed

candidacy of the former prime minis-

ter of The Netherlands, Mr Ruud
Lubbers.

Mr Javier Solana, 53, the Spanish

foreign minister who signalled his

interest in the job last month, masted
yesterday that his country could pro-

vide a secretary-general, even though

It does not participate fully in Nate’s

integrated military structure.

us officials said the status of Spain

could be a drawback, but Mr Solatia's

fluent English and dose ties with the

US - he is a former Fulbright scholar

and Is said to have a good relation-

ship with senior administration fig-

ures - would count in his favour.

Washington remains interested in

the candidacy of Mr Uffe Enemann-

Jertsen. the former Danish foreign

minister who has run into French

objections. .

Mr Felipe Gonxdlez, the Spanish
prime minister, said Mir Solana would

TTiafep a “magnificent" secretary-

general but added that Spain bad not

yet considered the suggestion.

“We have not considered the possi-

bility oT putting forward Mr. Solana’s

n»mp as secretary-general of Nato,"

Mr rinrwwipe told journalists in Brus-

sels.

Span’s Foreign Ministry said Mad-

rid reserved the right to put forward a
name. “For the time being there is no

Spanish candidate," the ministry said.

SPD pledges
loyalty to EU
By Peter Norman in Mannheim

Germany's opposition Social
Democratic party (SPD) yester-

day put its internal discord
briefly to one side and pledged
itself to the causes of European
Union, international peace and
job creation in Germany.

In a rousing speech that
earned an enthusiastic stand-

ing ovation from the delegates
to the SPD congress in Mann-
heim, Mr Oskar Lafontaine,
the prime minister of the Saar
and deputy chairman of the
party, insisted that the SPD “is

and stays the European party
of Germany”.
In putting the party leader-

ship squarely behind the idea

of European union. Mr Lafon-
taine dispelled the impression
that the SPD was hostile to the
idea of economic and monetary
union (Emu). But some reser-

vations were apparent in spite

of his pro-European rhetoric. It

had been a mistake not to link

Emu closer to the political

union of Europe, he said. A
European economic policy was
needed to make Emu work. It

would also he necessary to link

the currencies of non-Emn
countries in Europe to the sin-

gle European currency to avoid

competitive devaluations that

would destroy jobs in Emu
member states.

Mr Lafontaine's speech Med
the party congress out of the
introspective and bitter discus-

sion about divisions in the

leadership that had dominated
the first day. Its reception con-
trasted with the' subdued ova-

tion given to Mr Rudolf
Scharping, the party leader, on
the first day of the congress.

The speech also contained a
threat to Mr Scharping's
authority because Mr Lafon-

taine made clear that he was
opposed to the deployment of

German Tornado aircraft over

Bosnia, a policy that Mr
Scharping supports.

Introducing a debate on eco-

nomic policy, Mr Lafontaine
called for a fairer tax system in

Germany, shorter working
hours and more support for

research and development In a
resolution, the party leadership

said the main goal of SPD eco-

nomic policy was “to secure

and create jobs” and this dis-

tinguished it from the policies

of the Bonn government which
were “primarily geared to

short-term profits”.

At the centre of the party’s

efforts to take the economic
initiative from the government
of Chancellor Helmut Kohl is

“ecological reform” of the Ger-

man tax system which envis-

ages a step-by-step reduction of
taxes and non-wage labour
costs such as social security

levies. To pay for these cuts

and help preserve the environ-

ment, the party wants a
“steady and measured"
increase of taxes an environ-

mentally damaging energy at||i

raw material consumption.

Beaujolais

Nouveau
producers

get sniffy

on boycott

By Andrew Jack In Paris

Opposition to French nuclear
testing in the South Pacific

may have cut demand for
Beaujolais Nouveau In some
countries, but the French are
bracing themselves to malm up
the shortfall.

After years of turning up
their noses at what many saw
as a snobby or arriviste Pari-

sian obsession, la France pro-

firnde (outside the capital) is

apparently beginning to
express interest in the first

significant wine crop of the
year.

The light-bodied, fruity red
wine was “discovered” by
smart Parisian cafes and bras-

series after the war, with the
slogan le Beaujolais nouveau
estarriot Consumption topped
50m bottles last year, boosted
by decades of international
hype, inchiding races to bring
tibte first bottles from producer
to table.

Figures released by the
Beaujolais producers’ associa-

tion, ahead of the launch
today of this year’s wine, sug-
gest that any boycott may be
offset by a serge in domestic
demand - even though the
overall wine market is in

Austrian artist TTarmanh Nltsch pouring pig’s blood an to dead fish outside the French embassy in

Vienna yesterday in protest against France's nuclear testing in the South Padflc. A Frencfaembassy

spokesman, who said he rated Nltsch's work highly, described the protest as artistic expression m>

decline. Mr Michel Defiache,
assistant director of the pro-

ducers' association, said
advance orders for Beaujolais
Nouveau were down 80 per
cent in Japan and more than 5
per cent in the Netherlands.

There had ben noticeable
drops In demand elsewhere,
including Australia, New Zea-

land and Scandinavia, bnt
these were insignificant mar-
kets for Beaujolais.

There was growth in other

markets, he said, farfndhig in

the UK, where Mr John Major,

the prime minister, has
refused to criticise President
Jacques Chirac’s decision to

re-start testing. But the mar-
ket in France, which repre-

sents about a half of sales, was
growing well. “Beaujolais is

rediscovering its roots,” he
«riH-

He conceded that Beaujolais

Nouvean was not a top-range

wine, but said the French were
increasingly drinking it as a
party wine.

The country’s cafes have
gone into decline, with thou-

sands dosing in the last few
yean, but Mr Defiache said

Interest among restaurants

was growing and more and
more French people were buy-
ing Beaujolais Nouvean to

drink at home, fie cited a
ehutn of 300 wine stores which
was stocking Beaujolais Nou-
veau for the first time this

year.

But today’s release of the
new season's Beaujolais comes
against a background of an
overall decline in wine sales,

particularly ' of red wine.
France's National Interprofes-

sional Wine Office said domes-
tic wine consumption fell 7 per
cent in 1994 compared with
the year before, continuing a
long-term trend - the number
of people buying wine fell, as

did the average number of bot-

tles each bought.

EUROPEAN NEtoS DIGEST_

Polish rivals
*

neck-and-neck
PresidentLech Walesa and his challenger for Poland’s

presidency, Mr Alexander Kwasniewski, are running
neck-and-neck before the second round of voting an Sunday,

according to latest opinion polls.

(hie poE canted out before last Sunday’s live television

debate gaveMr Walesa, the former Solidarity leader, 51 pe
cent, two patate ahead of hfefarmer Communist rivaL

However, another put Mr Kwasniewski, leader of the

Democratic Left Affiance party (SLD), at 5L5 per cent, agamst

Mr Walesa’s 48*5.

Yesterday t~*y»Walesa campaign tacitly admitted that the

president had miiudged the popular mood in the flret

television debate and that he would be “statesmanlike” in last

night's second debate. The two sides continue to trade

allegations, withMr Walesa’s supportas claimingMr
Kwasniewski paid a lowerthan market price for his flat and

that Mr Jerzy DzLswtOskJ. a Kwasniewski supporter

responsiblefor security, had contacts with Mbssad, the Israeli

intelligence agency. ChristopherBobtnsfd, Warsaw

Russians pass draft budget
The lower house cf Russia’s parliament yesterday approved a

modified version ofthe 1996 draft budgetafter the government

agreed to Increase spending cm social programmes,

agriculture, and defence by an additional Rbs4^0Qbn (Jibn)-

The governmentreceived unexpected support fromMr
Vladimir Zhirinovsky, the leader of the ultramationalist

Liberal Democratic party of Russia, whose support helped

push the budget through by a margin of 237 votes to 77 after it

was initially refected three times yesterday.

Itte draft budget, which had already been amended bya
conciliatory commission composed of government ministers

and parliamentary deputies, envisages an average monthly
inflation nf 7 ft par cent and a budget deficit of 3J3 par cent But

some of the details will have to be farthar re-worked after the

government's latest promise to increase total expenditure by

abriutlper cent Meanwhile, the upper house of parliament

yesterday ^mfirmpd that next year's presidential poll would
tafcg place an June 16. John Thornhill, Moscow |

Oslo’s central banker goes
Mr Tharsteto Moland, Norway’s central bank governor, said

last night he was stepping down temporarily while authorities

jpvpqtign+«ri a tax canfl against him. "I have a dear conscience,

(but) my credibility has been questioned. I find it difficult to

carry out my duties as central bank governor so I am stepping

down, temporarily while the matter is dealt with,”Mr Moland

told a news conference. Investigators are looking at a limited

partnership ctf around 150 investors established to acquire

Airbus aircraft. Mr Moland is being investigated to determine

if he prior knowledge of a repurchase agreement which
would have allegedly given him illegal tax breaks. Reuter, Oslo

Czechs set to join OECD
Mr Josefaeteniec, the Czech foreign minister, is to sign an
agreement on November 28 allowing the Czech Republic to

join tiu» Orgnmgfltinn frir BCQDtgniC no-nperatiflm and

Development, Mr Vaclav Klaus, tike prime minister, said

yesterday.

He told reporters that after parliament had ratified the

agreement, the Czech Republic would became the 26th

member ofthe organisation of industrialised nations and the

first from post-communist eastern Europe. Reuter, Prague
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Nigeria’s military rulers are united in valuing their grip on power at home above their image abroad

For Abacha’s regime, the world can wait
Prevention

better than
W hen Nigeria's army

rulers met last week
to confirm the death

sentences against Mr Ken Saro-
Wiwa and eight other Ogams,
they had to choose between
securing their grip on power at
home and keeping on good
terms with the world.

It did not take long. The
swift order to execute the-

last Friday was a dear state-

ment of their priorities. At the
top of the list is a firm hold on
the aimed forces during a slow
move towards civilian elec-

tions without any serious chal-

lenge from civilian opponents.
Friendship with Nigeria’s
international creditors, trading
partners and fellow African
nations can wait
General Sani Abacha’s reac-

tionary power base was united
in favour of execution of the
nine Ogonls for murdering four
rival politicians last year.

The decision earlier this year
to commute the sentences of
retired generals Shehu
Yar’Adua and Olusegun Oba-
sanjo and other officers alleged
to have plotted a coup was
seen by the hawks in the army
as a sign of weakness, with
possible effects on discipline.

So when it came to the fate

of Mr Saro-Wiwa and his fellow
Ogonis there was to be no
hacking down.
There has been little protest

within Nigeria. In the Niger
delta, where there is anger at

the executions, a heavy army
and police presence has
deterred any disorder.

However, the civilian ruling

class dominated by the mainly
Moslem and Hausa-speaking
north saw Mr Saro-Wiwa as a

trouble-maker whose campaign
for the rights of minority tribes

in the oil producing region

threatened the unity of the
country and the flow of about
$7bn a year in oil revenue from
the Niger delta to the rest of

the country. This revenue sus-

tains the government and is

the lifeblood of the civilian pol-

iticians In the south who are
hungry for fresh elections and
are aligning themselves for the
formation of political parties
under the watchful eye of the
government
The regime also felt justified

in going ahead with the execu-
tions because, as was not the

case with the alleged coup plot,

this could be presented as a

straightforward criminal case.

Abacha, right, feft

snubbed by the west
when they criticised

his three-year

transition programme
announced in

October when he
commuted the

sentences of the

alleged

coup-plotters.

There was a crime, they had
held a trial (widely condemned
as unjust) and there was evi-

dence against Mr Saro-Wiwa.
The regime cares little about

membership of the Common-
wealth. Gen Abacha had any-
way felt snubbed by the west-

ern powers when they
criticised his three-year transi-

tion programme, announced on
October 1 when he commuted
the sentences of the alleged

coup-plotters.

Meanwhile, the international

reaction has snowballed. An
unprecedented exodus of
ambassadors from Lagos, sus-

pension from the Common-

wealth and a ban on a Nigerian
sports team visiting South
Africa add to Nigeria's growing
isolation. But these and a
Hgiitpning of pgifting mea-
sures by the European Union
are unlikely to change the
hardening stance of the Aba-
cha regime to outside pressure.

The reluctance of Britain,

the US and other trading part-

ners to take damaging eco-

nomic sanctions against
Nigeria, the only outside pres-

sure which could bring a
change of tack from Abuja, is

partly through self-interest and
partly lack of faith in the alter-

native to this regime.

Companies from Britain, the

Netherlands, the US. Germany.
France, Japan and others have
invested heavily in the coun-

try's economy, for others
Nigeria is a valuable export

market and these countries

rely on it for at least some of

their crude ofi. Indeed, Nigeria

is the largest African market
outside South Africa and has

huge untapped potential in gas

onland and in ofl and gas in

unexplored offshore blocks.

Only an outright oil export

embargo would hurt the
regime immediately. Yet this

seems unlikely after the deci-

sion by the EU on Tuesday
merely to extend restrictions

on arms sales, aid and entry

visas for the regime.

A full oil embargo aside, a
on investment by thp mul-

tinationals or on the import of
spare parts for oil and gas
facilities would lead to a dan-
gerous deterioration of the
Industry. This could add to the

environmental damage against

which the Ogonis and Green-

peace, the environmental
group, have campaigned. It

would ai«n failing oil rev-

enues, some of which the gov-

ernment and the oil industry

are committed to Invest In the

under-developed oil producing

region.

There Is another risk. If lim-

ited sanctions angered the

Nigerian regime, it could

nationalise same nr all of the

Nigerian assets of some or all

of the oil majors or bring In

other oil companies to replace

their operations. There was a
reminder of that in the recent

visit by a delegation from
Iran’s oil ministry to discuss

opportunities in Nigeria.

There has always been a

strong element of nationalism

in Nigerian governments and
this regime is keen to show the

world who is In charge, espe-

cially now that it has its back

to the wall. There was a

reminder of this in July when
Mr Dan Etete, the oil minister,

blurted out a warning to Shell

and BP that their interests in

Nigeria could be at risk if the

British government continued

to discuss Nigeria's expulsion

from the Commonwealth. BP
was nationalised in 1979 and
has only recently returned to

do offshore exploration in alli-

ance with StatoiL

Paul Adams

Algerian poll security

tightened to curb attacks
By Roula Khalaf In Algiers

Security was tightened in

Algiers yesterday to limit

potential targets for Islamic
militants who have vowed to
disrupt today's presidential

election.

Fearing an interruption of

supplies, Algerians queued out-

side bakeries and stocked up
on basic foodstuffs.

Boycotted by the main oppo-

sition parties and taking place

amid threats from armed
Islamic groups, the election

has been billed by Algeria's

army-backed government as a
way out of a four-year crisis.

While violence in and around
Algiers seems to have subsided

in recent weeks, bomb explo-

sions continue to be reported

around the country. One explo-

sion was heard in the capital

yesterday. .Officials said an
armed group fired at a truck
loaded with gas cylinders after
failing to hijack it

Algerians are pinning their

hopes on the poll to end the

crisis. They have been caught
in the struggle pitting Islamic

militants against government
forces ever since legislative

polls were cancelled In 1992.

President T.famine Zeroual,

appointed in January 1994, is

favourite. The three other can-

didates are Mr Mahfoud
Nahnah, a moderate Islamist
opposed to the Islamic Salva-

tion Front (FIS); an anti-falam-

ist, Mr Said Saadi, and Mr Nou-
reddine Boukrouh, an
intellectual with mild Islamist

leanings.

A candidate needs to secure
50 per cent of the vote to avoid
a second round next month.

The election is being watched
in Western capitals and some
200 foreign journalists are in

Algiers this week. France has
seen a series of terrorist

attacks the summer.
European countries have

called for a return to democ-

racy, fearing the spread of vio-

lence could lead to an extrem-
ist Islamic takeover and
increase immigration pressures

into southern Europe.

Algeria is a big gas supplier

to Europe and is in the
advanced stages of negotiating

oil and gas deals with western

companies such as British

Petroleum. The energy sector

has been largely spared in this

crisis, but worries persist it

could be hit by sabotage.

'Die government wants a big
turnout and has been encour-

aged by the crowds of Algeri-

ans who voted in western capi-

tals this week. Some 102 inter-

national observers will moni-

tor the poll, six of whom have
been sent by the United
Nations. The parties that won

most of the vote in the 1991

elections are not faking part.

Editorial comment. Page 17

cure says UN
refugee chief
Mrs Sadako Ogata, United

Nations High Commissioner

far Refugees, called yesterday

for a new approach to the

world's refugee crisis involving

systematic conflict prevention

and a greater emphasis on
development. Reuter reports

from Geneva.
T fmnp.hing' the UNHCR’s sec-

ond “State of the World’s Refu-

gees" report, Mrs Ogata said

her agency could no longer sit

at borders and wait for refu-

gees to flood across them but

should play “a much more
proactive role".

“We live in a sophisticated

world, but we are responding

in a patchy and short-sighted

way to problems of conflict and
displacement,'’ Mrs Ogata told

|

a news conference.

The 260-page report puts the
number of people looked after

by the agency at 27m, only half

of whom are actually refugees
^farming asylum abroad.

A relaxation of rigid Cold
War notions of sovereignty

meant that, at the beginning of

1995, UNHCR was helping
internally-displaced popula-
tions of more than 250,000 in

no fewer than 10 countries.

Although the UNHCR, -easily

the most respected UN agency,

has no real problem moating a
1995 budget of about $1.3bn

(£820m), funding of long-term

development has fallen

steadily in recent years.

The report argues against
tfrat riaallrm - iwwi if only for

reasons of pragmatic self-inter-

est “What might have hap-
pened in Rwanda if the esti-

mated $2bn spent on refugee

relief in the first two weds of

the emergency had been
devoted to keeping the peace,

protecting human rights and
promoting development In the

period which preceded the exo-

dus?” the report asks.

“At what point will the
world recognise the cost in

both human and financial

terms, of failing to invest in
the future?"

In a rare descent into jargon.

the report proposes a home

land-oriented. & olls,t
‘

,

approach" to the problems m

displacement - Quick fixes

were not sufficient.

Mrs Ogata said it was "lift

just an expensive wish-list .

The new approaches, combin-

ing relief work with develop-

ment programmes and human
rights protection had been

tried and shown to work in

war zones such as Cambodin

and Mozambique.
An active international pres-

ence produced dear results in

El Salvador and Tajikistan.

Th« rls»In refageoa

Mfflon

.30 —

Scurcv UNHCfl
‘

from their homes in 1992 have
almost all been able to return.

The report, says that
aHHnngh the number of con-

flicts taking place around the

werid now is the ««na as 10 or

15 years ago, the nature of the

conflicts has changed - civil-

ians are increasingly the target

of military action.

While the number of refu-

gees, at 14.4m, is lower than
five years ago, the number of
internally displaced has risen

sharply to reach 30m.
“Massacres and genocide,

such as we have seen in Bosnia
and Rwanda, should not be
taking place at the dawn of the

21st century. Similarly millions

of people should not be having
to become refugees in order to

survive," said Mrs Ogata.

Kevlar*. Nomex*. Nylon:

Helping redefine the cars

you drive.

Under the skin of the model changes, which mark progress in the automobile

industry, a more fundamental shift in thinking is taking place.

Consumer expectations are causing

car makers to redefine their product. In

trend-setting markets, emphasis on

looks and performance is giving way to

Modem engines Hn this WBcnngnScvfindar

24 valve power anh an critically threaten m Irigb

qua% components with KEVIAR.

new criteria - comfort, efficiency, reli-

ability and, above all, safety. Designers

are being challenged 10 build in more

of each at evt.7 point in the model

range.

DuPont's engineering fibres are

playing an increasingly important part in

this process.

NYLON that saves Byes

For example, in airbag technology

DuPont has been active in the develop-

ment of passive restraint systems since

the early 1970s. By the year 2000,

almost all new cars are expected to

have ihem.

State-of-the-an airbags made from

high-tenacity industrial NYLON inflate on

impact, then deflate to absorb crash

energy - all in a split second. At the

".Vfr*! « |j/“

moment of inflation, airbags contain up

to 90 litres of gas. Failure is unaccept-

able: there are no second chances for

this component

The special NYLON yams DuPont

has developed meet exacting specifica-

tions, but save weight and enable a

20% reduction in pack space - advan-

tageous to designers, engineers, and

ultimately drivers and passengers.

Fail-safe hose technology

DuPont materials help in other

ways. Modem engines perform most

efficiently at high temperatures - the

highenhe better. So the mechanical and

heat stress on components in and

around today's power units is much

greater. Engine bays are nrc only hotter,

they’re more crowded, limiting access to

many components. This increases the

reliability stakes: failure is not just

inconvenient to drivers, it's time-

consuming and costly to put right

KEVLAR para-aramid and NOMEX

meta-aramid fibres give designers the

Hedrie teas for tartachaigftrs on heavy Hilda

an rarfarcal wfth H0MEX in raBHlaqwmrBS
up to 200 °C

freedom of more demanding specifica-

tions for key components such as hoses.

The industry's ultimate objective is

fail-safe products with a guaranteed

service life. Manufacturers such as

Continental, Gates, Hutchinson, Metzeler,

Phoenix and Saiag are wei on the way

to achieving this, using KEVLAH and

NDMEX to reinforce water, oil fuel and

hydraulic hoses. ThBse set the industry

standard for durability and dimensional

stability, especially when things get hot:

KEVLAR resists temperatures of up to

16D°C, and NOMEX 200 °C. without

functional alteration.

KEVLAR takes the friction

Other component suppliers, such as

Goetze, Klinger and Reinz, have adopted

KEVLAR as a superior, environmentaly-

friendly alternative to asbestos for

heavy-duty cylinder head gaskets.

Despite higher compression ratios and

increased cylinder head temperatures,

failure of this key component is rare.

Engine performance gains have

been matched by.aH-round improve-

ments in handling and braking. KEVLAR

in brake linings delivers smoother, more

efficient stopping power in all road and

weather conditions, adding to the safety

margin and driver comfort

linings also last longer and cause

less wear to discs and drums, so saving

on service costs. The same qualities

make KEVLAR a natural choice to rein-

force dutch linings, too.

High performance where

it's needed

DuPont NYLON is widely used to

reinforce car and truck tyres, and

KEVLAR is used by Micheltn, Dunlop and

others specifically to strengthen modem,

low-profile designs developed for high-

performance motoring and racing.

Elsewhere, the unique properties of

ZYTEL-KEVLAR make an ideal plastic

reinforcement h reduces noise, is hard

wearing, needs no lubrication and

doesn’t damage counter-surfaces.

ZYTEL-KEVLAR is used by Toyota

for door check bars, by the Automotive

Products Co. for clutch activation

systems, and by other manufacturers

for a wide range of gears, bushes and

bearing applications.

AH-in-aH DuPont materials are an

integral part of millions of cars rolling off

Euro-production lines at Audi, BMW, Fiat

Ford, Lancia. Mercedes-Benz, Opel,
'

Peugeot Saab, Toyota, Renault Volvo and

Volkswagen. The list of applications gets

longer each year - hardly surprising, given

the extensive use of KEVLAR and NOMEX

in moror racing and rallying, proving

pund for most ofihe industry's advances

in materials technology.

DuPont mnovatian

The ability of car makers to continue

to meet your expectations for increased

comfort, efficiency, reliabflity and safety

- and respond to environmental .

concerns - is critically dependent on

new and even better materials. DuPont

is committed to their development; the

innovative drive behind our engineering

fibre products continues.

DuPont is one of the world's leading

industrial companies, with 40 production

and development facilities in Europe

. alone, and over $1.3 billion spent

annually by its R&D and customer

service laboratories worldwide. KEVLAR,

NOMEX and NYLON are produced by

DuPont Engineering Fibres which also

developed TEFLON* and C0RDURA*.

These products continue to open up
new perspectives in applications ranging

from household goods to space vehicles.

DuPont Engineering Fibres

P.0. Box 50

CH-1218 Le Grand-Saconnex (Geneva)

TeL ++41/22/717 51 11 j Fax 7175109
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NEWS: THE AMERICAS

*
Securities withheld from civil service retirement funds provide $61bn

Rubin finds cash for
six weeks’ US debts

:V

Republicans square up
Budget row may aid outsiders, writes Jurek Martin

By Jurek Martin in Washington

Mr Robert Rubin, the Treasury
secretary, yesterday took addi-
tional technical steps aimed at
enabling the VS government to
pay its debts “through late
December".
He converted into cash a

total of $61.3bn worth of non-
marketable treasury securities
that would otherwise have
been invested in two civil ser-
vice retirement funds.
This enabled the treasury to

issue $57^bn of cash manage-
ment bills yesterday, while a
Treasury bill auction today
will generate an extra $48bn.
Together this covered $102bn
worth of debt about to come
due, including a $&L8bn repay-
ment made yesterday.
This diversion, Mr Rubin

said, was allowed by law and
the funds would be repaid with
interest so as to protect the
rights of beneficiaries. The
funds “will remain whole and
anyone who says otherwise is

mistaken”, he said, adding that.

he would not touch the much
larger social security trust
fund, and Indeed was not per-
mitted by law to do so.
The action cools the issue of

raising the $4JO0bn statutory
debt ceiling, part of the budget
confrontation, for six weeks ctr

so. The impasse has already
closed down all non-essential
federal government operations
for two days and hafl cast
doubt on the US ability to dis-

charge its official debt.
No new negotiations between

the administration and the
Republican congressional lead-

cars ware due yesterday, follow-

ing sharp exchanges of rheto-

ric late on Tuesday between
President Bill Clinton. Con-
gressman Newt Gingrich, the
Speaker, and Senator Bob Dole,
the majority leader.

In television interviews yes-

terday, Mr Gingrich raised the
prospect of Congress passing
legislation that could restore
some government services.

AMERICAN NEWS DIGEST

Pollock fails to

sell at Christie’s
Christie’s in New York suffered a big

f l-.-fV disappointment on Tuesday night when the

wrf'-
'

;• most important work in its auction of
* Unjtf' contemporary art. one of Jackson Pollock’s

historically significant “drip” paintings, failedV to find a buyer. Bids of up to $5m were
' •

"•w expected for "Number 1, 1952” but were not
forthcoming in the event.

This apart, the sale did quite well, with 46 of the 60 lots

changing hands for a total of $1453m. A new auction record of

$3m was paid for a work by Barnett Newman, "The Word IT.

an austere canvas of bands of mainly black and blue, painted

in 1954. A mobile by Alexander Calder sold for $992£00 and a

silkscreen painting by Robert Rauschenbergmade $827,500, at

the bottom of its estimate.

Meanwhile at Sotheby's on Tuesday an extremely rare Cook
Islands Rarotongan Head ofa Staff God sold for $530,500, well

over twice its estimate and a record price for art from the

Cook Islands. The high price reflects its authenticity, it was
probably acquired in the South Pacific around 1800, by a

whaling captain from Martha's Vineyard, and descended

through his family. Antony Thomcroft. London

Run-off poll for Guatemala
Two conservatives will face each other in a run-off

presidential election on January 7 for the Guatemalan ^
presidency, after neither received an absolute majority in

Sunday's election.

Mr Alvaro Arzti, e wealthy businessman and a former mayor
or Guatemala City, is seen as more moderate than his main
rival. Mr Alfonso Portillo, a lawyer representingthe party of

former military dictator General Efrain Rios Month
With almost 98 per cent of the precincts reporting yesterday,

Mr Arzu. of the Advanced National party, led with 3E55 per

ceut. Mr Portillo, of the Guatemalan Republican Front, was on

22.21 per cent The winner takes office an January 14 for a

four-year term. AP, Guatemala City

Electric cars for California
Leading carmakers have offered to start sdlirig limited

volumes of electric-powered cars next year in California in an

attempt to persuade the state government to back-track on

laws forcing them to market fixed quotas of non-polluting

vehicles from 1998. , _
Officials from Chrysler. General Motors, Ford, Toyota,

Mazda and Nissan are expected to discuss the proposal with

pollution control officials in Sacramento today. The companies

were unwilling to discuss details before the meeting, although

they are attempting to secure a compromise which might

encourage the natural evolution of the new market sector in

place of the mandated requirement that they place an

estimated 22,000 vehicles on distributors' forecourts in 1998.

This total. 2 per cent of sales, is due to rise to 5 per cent in

2001 and 10 per cent by 2003. Christopher Pttrfees, Los Angeles

Chretien silent on ‘spying’
Canadian Prime Minister Jean Chretien yesterday refused to

comment on allegations that Canada had spied on friendly

countries, but said the country’s spy agencies must obey the

law. He said he was not briefed anThe daily operations of

Canada's spy agencies but added: “They have to act within the

A former spy with Canada's electronic espionage agency, the

Communications Security *

television Interview on Sunday that Canada had spied mi

friendly countries, including ?jS
1f
orea'

Mexico and Japan are reported to have

protests with Canada. Reuter- Canberra

Bouchard ‘wants top BQ job’

Mr Luden Bouchard, leader of the separatist

Jrfvada’s House of Commons, may announce on Monday

i
will seekto become premier of Quebec early next year.

Le Soled toe Quebec City daily and the French service of

theCanadian Broadcasting Corporation,

Sm?

B

ouchard ns saving his decision to seek the leadership

£SriMrtSft* Part Quebecois and hence the premiership

reorganising proy^ s su^
encouraging another—*«*«

Ecuador bans new banks
Ector's JSt It

and financial institutions^^frepuiremeilt for existing
also tripled the

^ Those that do not comply
hanks and rinanci^ i^titutio^-

prohibited from opening
with the new requirements win

new offices or branches.
p mereers and help reduce

The move is intended the current 160. said

such as the national parks and
social security and passport
Offices, to normal.
But this piecemeal approach

was dismissed, as "silly" by Dr
Alice Rivhn, toe budget direc-

tor. while Mr Mike McCurry,
the presidential press secre-

tary, said: "We don't think the
Speaker should pick and
choose the victims of toe cur-

rent shutdown.*
Both sides now expect the

deadlock to last for some time,

with Mr Gingrich even saying
it could take 90 days to resolve

completely. But a more imme-
diate problem loomed in ^
shape of the overall budget rec-

onciliation bill which Congress
hopes to pass by tomorrow but
which Mr Clinton has also
threatened to veto.

This bill covers not only reg-

ular annual appropriations,

even though work on only four
of (he 13 has been completed
on Capitol Hill, but also $245bn
worth of tax cots and reforms
of toe social safety net.

mm

V *

A sign on the locked door of a passport office in Boston
yesterday reflects toe budget battle between president and Con-
gress, as the government shuts down for a second day.

S
enator Bob Dole, the
majority leader, faces a
worrying test this week-

end in Florida in which he
must his credentials as
the overwhelming favourite for
the Republican party’s presi-
dential nomination next year.
His concerns may be height-

ened by a discernible trend in
public opinion over the budget
impasse in Washington.
Although polls blame the
Republicans in Congress more
than President Bill Clinton for

the shutdown of the federal
government, they also reveal

disapproval of toe “politics as
usual” that many see as the
cause of the crisis.

That appears to offer a clear

opening for some of toe other
nine declared candidates who
are not associated, as Mr Dole
most prominently is, with the
politics of the nation's capital.

Mr Dole was the clear benefi-

ciary from retired General
Cohn Powell's decision not to
seek the Republican nomina-
tion, but all polls show the
majority leader galling behind
Mr Clinton. The latest survey

in New Hampshire, home of
the first Republican primary
next February, only gave him a

lb-point lead (27-17 per cent)

over Mr Pat Buchanan, the
rightwing polemicist, with the

rest of the field in single digits.

The weekend test, in

Orlando, cames-in the shape of

Presidency EL organised by Mr
Jeb Bush, son of toe former
president. It brings together
about 3,000 Republicans who
wiD cast votes in a straw poll

for their preferred nominee.
It will differ from earlier

exercises in Iowa and Maine in

limiting participants to one
vote a head. Those straw polls,

in which votes were cast
according to the number of
tickets bought helped Senator

Phil Gramm of Texas, who tied

with Mr Dole in Iowa and won
Maine easily in the majority
leader’s absence.

Florida has already been
inundated with negative com-
mercials and mailings, at their

nastiest between toe Dole and
Gramm camps bnt also involv-

ing Mr Lamar Alexander, the

fanner governor of Tennessee
whose whole campaign is pred-

icated on being not a Washing-
ton insider.

Mr Gramm, for example, has
distributed a “biography” of

Mr Alexander highlighting

SDo you think we’re
just a

computer company.

How reliable

is the rest

of your information?

what it charges are his “ethical

problems". Mr Dole's state
campaign chief has called Mr
Gramm “the Darth Vader of
negative politics” but has also

accused Mr Alexander of mud-
throwing in commercials aired

In New Hampshire.
Mr Gramm's aim is to

emerge as the only conserva-

tive alternative to Mr Dole, a
role also espoused by Mr Buch-
anan. The latter goes down
well in grass-roots gatherings
but has nothing like Mr
Gramm’s financial resources.

The Florida exercise is really

Mr Alexander's last chance to

establish himself as a threat,

which explains the negative
attention he has been getting.

He is a subscriber to the
Republican “Contract with
America” but feels it does not
go far enough in handing fed-

eral power back to the states.

The Orlando vote could also

mean the end of the road for

some candidates, such as Sena-
tors Arlen Specter of Pennsyl-
vania and Richard Lugar of

Indiana, both relative moder-
ates. as well as others on the
conservative fringe.

Thinking the unthinkable,
Page 16

Sometimes perception takes time to catch

up with reality. So here is reality: Unisys is not

just a computer company any more.

Yes,we do still sell a lot ofcomputers. But it’s

more accurate to think of us as the iitformation

management company.

We can help you identify, collect, analyse

and direct your vital company information at the

points in your decision making and customer

sendee systems that really matter.

What this means in practice maysurprise you.

For example: Today nearly a third of our business

comes from IT services - systems integration.

outsourcing and consulting. They are our

company's biggest single source of revenue and

they make us one of the largest service providers

in the world. We employ 7,(XX) service professionals

who workwith clients to design creative solutions

to their most pressing business challenges.

Tn partnership with other industry leaders

such as Oracle, Microsoft, Novell and Intel - we

provide a wealth of applications that keep our

UNISYS

clients in the forefront of emerging developments.

But size and numbers don't tell the whole

Unisys story. As the information management

company, we combine services, industry

knowledge and enabling technology to transform

the way our clients use information, so they

can make decisions that are more effective

and deliver better service.

To receive your own ‘Guide to Information

Management’ facts kit, fax Graham Roberts

on +44 1895 862807.

And start changing theway you think about a

company that does a lot more than you thought.

The Information Management Company

i, i
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Legislators vote against proposals

to water down colony’s civil rights Sins of the son visited on Taiwan tycoon

China’s Hong
Kong plans

condemned
By Simon Holberton
in Hong Kong 'W**:

The difficulties China faces in

its takeover of Hong Kong in
less than 600 days were graphi-
cally underlined last night
when the colony's Legislative
Council (LegCo) condemned
Beijing's plans to water down
civil lights law in Hong Kong.
The recently elected council

voted 40 to 15 in support of a
motion expressing deep con-
cern about China's plans to
change the Bill of Rights, a
1991 law which underpins civil

rights in Hong Kong.
Since China announced six

weeks ago that it planned to do
this, and reinstate security and
broadcasting laws which had
been changed to conform with
it. virtually all shades
of opinion in Hong Kong have
united in opposition to Bei-

jing's plans.

China believes the Bill of
Rights will weaken the admin-
istrative power of Hong Kong's
future government. "This is

harmful to social stability, and
seriously interferes with Chi-

na's sovereignty and internal

affairs.” Wen Wei Po. a Beijing-

funded Hong Kong newspaper,
said yesterday.

Mr Michael Suen, secretary

for home affairs, told the legis-

lature last night that the gov-

ernment rejected this and
other Chinese claims. Changes
to the law bad not undermined
the government's ability to
govern. “It signifies a lack of

trust to think otherwise,” he
said.

Observers said that an
important casualty of the con-

troversy was the reputation of

the colony’s judiciary. Chinese
officials, in their attempt to

demonstrate that support for

their position resided in high
places, revealed doubts about
the rights law held by Sir

T.L.Yang, chief justice, and Mr
Justice Benjamin Uu of Hong
Kong's court of appeal

Anson Chan: asked judge for

Bill of Rights views cm paper

I
t must have been when the

Taiwanese press turned its

attentions from foibles of

son to failings of father that

Mr Wang Yung-ching knew
matters had got well and truly

out of hand-
The 79-year-old founder and

chairman of Taiwan’s biggest

industrial conglomerate and
pillar of the island’s business

establishment doubtless gave
scant thought to the extra-mar-

ital dalliances of his eldest son
and heir apparent to the For-

mosa Plastics group. After all,

the Inimitable patriarch of the

petrochemicals empire is the
product of a generation which
still lives by the mores of old

China
,

and he himself has
three wives and 12 children.

But the limits of fatherly

Indulgence were shattered last

week when the local media
began unearthing steamy esca-

pades from Mr Wang senior's

own past The last straw may
have been when newspapers
began citing a Chinese prov-

erb: if the upper beam Is

crooked, the lower beams will

go askew.
The episode holds resonance

for many family-run Taiwanese
groups navigating the shoals of
generational transition. While
the Wang family may be an
egregious case, other groups
confront similar challenges
and, like Formosa Plastics, it is

not certain that they will suc-

Laura Tyson on a tale of passion, intrigue and succession in a family-run business

cessfuliy survive the handover
to the second generation.

For two months Taiwan has
been transfixed by a convo-
luted saga which began with a
graduate student at the coun-
try’s most prestigious univer-

sity accusing a professor of

sexual harassment and evolved
into a tale of intrigue, passion
amt power reminiscent of the

courts of imperial China
within one of fire island’s most
prominent families

Revelations that 44-year-old

Mr Winston Wang, top man-
ager in the Formosa group and
a part-time professor at Taiwan
University, was having an
affair with Ms Lu An-ni, 26,

were little cause far remark in

a society which regards extra-

marital liaisons as de rigveur

for men of means. Although
posing for a set ofwedding por-

traits with the lady, later inevi-

tably splashed in the press,

was perhaps a minor lapse in

judgment for the married
father of two, Winston's predic-

ament has evoked more sympa-
thy than condemnation.
What is mare important, the

affair ignited a fierce power
struggle in the family, pitting

the children of Mr Wang
senior's second wife against

the third wife and her children.

Further rampftnaHwg matters,

the elder Mr Wang’s brother.

Mr Wang Yung-tsai. has two
wives and eight children him-
self, many of whom hold senior

posts in the group. The inter-

necine rows have factionahsed

the companies, with staff back-

ing various family members.

The elder Mr Wang's third

wife is his favourite and
although she holds no formal,

position in the group- she is

said to exert substantial con-

trol through her five daugh-

ters, all of whom have promi-

nent jobs, and her considerable

influence over her husband-

Mr Winston Wang, who is

the son of the second wife, last

week conceded defeat. He
refused to obey his father's

order to break off the relation-

ship, but he 'publicly apolo-

gised for tarnishing the group’s

Image, said he had 'learned a
lesson” and was banished from
the group for a year.

But the fagade of harmony
within the family has been
irretrievably ruptured, and

«apdingr Winston into exile

may create more problems
than it solves. Briti&h-educated

Winston is widely regarded as

the most capable of all the chil-

dren, having spearheaded the

group’s successful moves into

high technology in spite of his

father's opposition

The long-term future of the

group has been cast into doubt,

observers say. What if Winston

decides to found his own com-

pany and not to return to the

group? What if third wife and

her brood prevent him from
naming back? And worst of all,

what if his domineering fetbar

should pass away without for-

mally nominating a successor,

leaving the offspring to fight

over the spoils?

Other groups that are candi-

PARTY RIVAL JOINS ELECTION CHALLENGE TO PRESIDENT

A leading political rival of Taiwan's
President Lee Teng-hui yesterday jaimed
the race for the island’s first presidential
elections next March, in a surprise move
Hkety to provoke a decisive split within
the ruling party and farther polarise
Taiwan politics, Laura Tyson reports from
Taipei.

Mr Han Pei-tsun, a former general and
prime minister from 1990 to 1993,

announced he would join the ticket of

presidential hopeful Mr Lin Yang-kang as
vice-presidential candidate.

As leader of the opposition faction

within the ruling Knomintang, Mr Han
commands wide supportamong
mainlanders - those residents ofTaiwan
who fled China’s civil war in 1949, who
make up 15 per cat of the population.

Mr Han’s entry in the race jeopardises
the Kumnintang's prospects ofretaining
its absolute majority in parliamentary

eHecfinw early next month. It threatens to

intensify public debate over whether

Taiwan siumid become an independent

country or unify with China, which
-regards the island as a rebel province. Mr
Han, who was born in China, supports
unllicfttlftP,
Although Mr Lee is still expected to

retain the presidency, his prrtable

margin of victory now appears less

comfortable than before.

dates for family succession

problems include Cathay Life,

Taiwan’s biggest financial

group, the diversified Rebar

group and diversified Tainan

Spinning. Others, including

Far Eastern Textile, Wei
Ch«<m r a foods group, and

Pacific Electric Wire and

Cable, appear to have managed

the transition successfully.

“In the generation of indus-

trialists that is now in their

seventies or eighties, the only

guy who doesn't officially have

more than one wife is C F Koo
[who heads the diversified

Koo’s Group! but they all have

girlfriends." said a well-con-

nected Taiwanese banker.

Polygamy is not the only fee-

tor complicating dynastic suc-

cession in Taiwanese industry.

Often the generation gap is

compounded by a cultural gap

as many of the second genera-

tion were sent abroad to study

and came back Americanised,

sometimes with poor Chinese-

language skiffs or, worse, busi-

ness school degrees.

“For those old guys with

hardly any education who built

up their companies them-
selves, theories learned in busi-

ness school don’t mean much,”

said the investment banker.

“Many of the older generation

just don’t trust their kids.”
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Both men were embarrassed
by the revelations and said

their views were communi-
cated in private discussions.

But Hong Kong's legal commu-
nity has been shocked by
them, with some lawyers
expressing doubts about the

ability of either Judge to pass

judgment on a Bill of Rights

case in future.

Observers also noted Bei-

jing’s willingness to sacrifice

Sir T.L., a man who has culti-

vated China's leadas and was
seen as the front runner for

the position of Hong Kong’s
chief executive, as the post-

1997 governor of the colony
will be known. "We are dealing

with some pretty ruthless peo-

ple here,” one noted.

Mrs Anson Chan, chief secre-

tary. has ensured, however,
that the controversy will run
for some time to come. She
asked Sir T.L. to commit his

doubts about the Bill of Bights
to paper for her. a paper which
she will find it difficult not to

publish.

Roh may be arrested

on bribe charges today
By John Burton in Seoul

Mr Roh Tae-woo, the former South Korean
president, was last night being questioned

by prosecutors amid expectations he
would be arrested today on bribery
charges.

Prosecutors believe Mr Roh, who has
confessed to amassing a $650m alnsh fond,

received the money for awarding govern-
ment contracts and other state favours
during his 198998 term. Mr Roh said the
funds were political contributions, not
bribes. The former president would
become the first Korean head of state to

face criminal charges. He could serve 10

years to life if convicted.

If indicted, Mr Roh is expected to be
taken into custody and imprisoned in a
special security ceQ at Seoul's main deten-

tion centre. The arrest is likely to end an
intensive four-week investigation of his
alleged corruption.

Mr Roh's appearance at the prosecutors’

office yesterday was his second in two
weeks. Interest is focusing on whether he
will confirm, as alleged by opposition par-

ties, that he secretly helped finance Presi-

dent Kim Yoong-sam’s election campaign

in 1992.

Such an admission would damage Mr
Kim’s reputation as a ciaan politician and

expose him to charges that he violated

election financing rules. Mr Kim has
denied he personally received money from
Mr Roh, his former political ally in the
ruling Democratic liberal party.

Prosecutors have interrogated more
than 30 leading business leaders to gather
evidence on whether their donations to Mr
Roh amounted to bribes for defence and
construction projects.

Up to 10 executives may also be indicted

on bribery charges, though most claimed

they were forced to give the money or face

official retribution. Roh: “contributions, not bribes’

Australia set for

industrial action
By Nikki T»t in Sydney
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The Potential

4 A large market - gateway to a

region with St00+ billion annual

imports.

A growing market - Dubai’s

imports doubled since 1989;

strong economic growth (6% in

1994).

A prosperous market -

strategic location at the heart of

one of the world's richest regions.

An expanding market - trading

emerging economies in the Middle -

Central Asia, the subcontinent and Africa.

The Incentives

• A tax free market - no corporateor

income taxes.

A liberal market- no trade

barriers; no foreign exchange

controls; krwor zero import duties;

100% foreign ownership in Jebd Ali
' Free Zone

An efficient market- state-of-

the-art telecommunications; first class

nfrastniciure facilities.

Australia was braced for a
wave of industrial action last

night, as a dispute between
CRA. the mining group, and
unions over collective bargain-

ing rights threatened to shut
down docks and coal mines.
The Australian Council of

Trade Unions, the powerful
umbrella body, said maritime
and:, stevedoring workers in
main,ports would begin a five-

day strike -from midnight
tonight. The big mining
unions,.meanwhile, plan a sev-

en-day.stoppage from midnight
on Tuesday. The 3/100 workers
at CRA’s own coal mines have
started a 48-hour strike.

With unions in the Metal
Trade Federation and the Aus-
tralian Education Union offer-

ing public support, Mr Tim Pal-

las, a seniorACTU official, said
a series of “industry meetings
intended to direct action”
against CRA and Comalco, its

aluminium subsidiary, would
be held on November 20. The
industries would include
power, off. chemicals, manufao
turing and transport
The dispute revolves around

"

a push by CRA, the mining
group, to replace traditional
union-negotiated “award"-.'
wage payments by individual
staff contracts. At its large
bauxite mining operations .in

Weipa, northern Queensland,
.'

more than 70 workers have
reftzsed- to make the switch.

and now claim that they are
being discriminated against.

They say workers on staff

contracts get up to A520.000
($14314) a year more in pay
and entitlements for similar

jobs. Comalco says “differences

averaging A$7,000 have
emerged” and would negotiate,

but wants a part blockade at
Weipa called off first

With a federal election loom-
ing in Australia and industrial

relations policy set to be a big
issue, the battle is as much
about national politics as
Weipa differentials.

The ACTU claims the ero-
sion of collective, bargaining
rights is part of the opposi-

- firm's industrial relations strat-

egy, and warns (hat its co-oper-
ative approach to labour
market Issues would quickly
vanish. “This is the

,
world we’d

all be living in,” Ms Jennie
George, president-elect of tile

ACTU. said yesterday.
In response, the opposition

points oat that CRA’s push
toward individual contracts
has arisen under Labor govern-
ment
“The CRA issue is happening

according to the Brereton book
' and under the Brereton
regime,**• Mr John Howard,

•''opposition leader, said yester-
day, referring to Mr Laurie
Brereton. federal industrial
relations minister. His own
coalition “would not sanction
discrimination against workers
doing the same work”.

established market- well

>ped banking and services sector;

inferenceand exhibition centre. -

CONFERENCES

An accessible market- served by 100 shipping

lines and 65 airtines.
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Philippine woes
hit stock market
The Philippine government said yesterday that TO per cent of

the country had been declared a “state of calamity” as the

stock market slid for the fifth consecutive day an fears of

higher inflation and growing food shortages. A series of

natural disasters, inrhifling a “super-typhoon" which wrought
havoctwo weds ago, and man-made mishaps including poor

rice distribution leading to the doubling of rice prices, have

caused the Philippine stock market to lose almost 25 per cent

of its value in the last few weeks.

Stockbrokers, who nntfl recently were riding on the crest of

the fastest growing emerging market in Asia, are now advising

foreign investors to steer dear ofthe Philippine market until

inflation is under control. The stock exchange dropped 25.15

points, or LI per cent, at yesterday’s dose to 2£1&26, almost

25 pa cent below its July peak of 2J958. Mr Jo De Venecia,

speaker ofthe House ofRepresentatives, said yesterday the

government would grant importers unlimited authority to buy
foreign rice in an effort to reduce prices. In the past two
months, the government has imported more than 200,000

tonnes of rice, the first time overseas rice has been bought
since file early 1970s. Edward Luce, Manila

Australians’ Mekong bridge deal
Australia and Vietnam agreed yesterday to spend about $60m
building Vietnam’s first bridge across the Mekong river by the
year 2000. The bridge, to be built at My Thuan in southern
Vietnam, is Vietnam’s highest infrastructure priority, said Mr
Gordon BUney, Australian development cooperation minister.

Mr Bilney and Mr Bui Danh Luu, Vietnam’s transport and
communications minister, signed a memorandum of
understanding in Canberra for the detailed design phase of the
bridge. It will replace a ferry service which carries up to 22£Q0
people, 4£00 tonnes of freight and 5,000 passenger vehicles a
day across the Mekong. Australia has already built the
Friendship Bridge ova* the Mekong linking Laos and
Thailand. But the future of the second bridge was put in doubt
soon after the signing as the conservative opposition said it

was inappropriate for Australia to spend so much money on
tiie project Reuter, Canberra

Malaysia admits steel losses
The Malaysian government has admitted what it describes as
heavy losses at Perwaja Steel, the state company seen as one
of the pillars of the country's industrialisation programing Mr
Anwar Ibrahim, deputy premier and finance minister, said a
new management had been put in place at Perwaja. “There is
a loss, a heavy loss," Mr Anwar said, refusing to state the size.
M* Kit Sang, leader of Malaysia’s main opposition party,
quoted a government report saying that up to March this year
Perwaja bad an accumulated loss ofM*245bn (USSlbn).
Perwaja was set up in the mid-1980s by Dr Mahathir

Jtohanrad, the prime minister, to provide the foundation of
Malaysia s entry into heavy industries. There have been
reports the government plans to offer Perwaja to Renong, one
ofMalaysia s biggest conglomerates, controlled by the Malay
enirepreneurMr Hahm Saad, possibly in return for allowingmm a controlling stake in Telekom Malaysia, the partially
privatised telecoms utility. Kiertm Cooke, Kuala Lumpur

Japan denies Timorese asylum
A group of 21 East Timorese who climbed into the Japaneseembassy compound in Jakarta on Monday this week

persecution in their home territory which wasfovaded^bylndonesia in 1975 after being abandoned byPartngaL This is the third embassy incident involving East

23S1as>*sSSSt twoSEEKS
to be a regular embarragmem tor the Indonesian

Manuela Saragosa, Jakarta
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NEWS: WORLD TRADE

Mexico ‘flouting privatisation contract’ Chinese bank
By Leslie Crawford
in Mexico City

A Belgian dredging company
yesterday accused the Mexican
government of flouting con-
tracts granted during the pri-
vatisation of part services, the
first time a foreign investor in
Mexico has taken a grievance
to an international forum.
The complaint is a blow for

President Ernesto Zedillo’s
government, which is strug-
gling to attract more direct for-
eign investment to mitigate the
effects Df a severe recession
and financial crisis.

Jan de Nul, one of the
world's four largest dredging
companies, has lodged a com-
plaint before the World Bank's
International Centre for the
Settlement of Investment Dis-

putes. The company, in part-
nership with Tribasa. one of
Mexico's Largest construction
companies, won contracts for
maintenance dredging work at
seven Mexican ports when port
services were privatised in
1998. The privatisation
inclnded the sale of govern-
ment-owned dredges, which
were to be partially paid for by
providing dredging services.
Jan de Nul alleges that

the vessels bad bran hilly paid
for. Mexico's port authorities
fell behind in paying for far-
ther services and in the com-
missioning of new work, guar-
anteed in the privatisation
contract The company says
several attempts were made to
settle the problem with port
authorities and the ministry of
transport and wrmrmml retiring

.‘The final straw came when -

the Mexican navy was brought
in to do dredging work in the
part of Manzanillo last month,
while our dredges lay idle."

said Mr Jan-Plet de NuL the
Belgian company's managing
director.

In his letter to the World
Bank, Mr de Nul accuses the
Mexican government of being
"blatantly in breach of con-

comparues on the maintenance
of ports’*. The navy, he argued,
should not be allowed to

undercut the services of pri-

vate companies.
Jan de Nul's appeal to the

World Bank h** fwiTmt 'riMSBd

Tribasa, its partner in Mexico,
which depends on government
contracts for a large part of its

$1bn-a-year construction busi-

ness. This tar outweighs its

joint-venture with Jan de Nul
called! Mexicana de Dragados.

“It is a very unfortunate let-

ter,” said Mr Andris Carre, Trl-

basa’s vice-president “We had
a wn>gHwg with the minister of

transport at the end of October
and he told us the contracts

would be honoured.”
Mr Frantz Guns, the man-

mi which Tribasa owns a 51 per

cent stake, said the company
had no Quarrel with the Mexi-
can government “Our Belgian

partners have clearly lost their

beads over this one."

In Belgium, however, Mr de
Nul said he felt cheated and
disappointed by the way his

company had been treated by
the Mexican authorities.

Mr Carlos Ruiz Sacristan, the
transport minister, said the
dredging dispute, including the
Navy's presence in the Pacific
port of Manzanillo, had arisen
due to a “misunderstanding”.
“The navy was called in after

an earthquake hit the Pacific
coast,” the minister sairi, "It

was an emergency". Mr Ruiz
Sacxistdn said he had ordered
the port authorities to reim-
burse Mexicans de Dragados
far unpaid work.
At the headquarters of the

Puertos Mexicanos, however,
Mr Marco Antonio di Sttfano,

the director-general, said he
could not afford to pay for

dredging services at the dollar

prices agreed before Mexico’s
traumatic devaluation of the
peso last December. “We are
searching for new solutions,”

he said. “Perhaps by offering
the companies more work, but
at a cheaper price.”

. In the mflantjpip
i a second

dredging company, Dragamex.
controlled by Boskalis of Hol-
land, says it is close to bank-
ruptcy because of the poor pay-
ment record of the Mexican
part authorities.

Boskalis, the world's largest
dredging company with annual

revenues of 8500m, says it has
also lost custom to dredges
operated by the Mexican navy.
Mr di Stfefano said he was

also holding talks with Draga-
mex to try to reach agreement
on a new contract. “We are
concerned that the navy
dredges may become a new
state-owned dredging com-
pany,” says Mr Jan Erygsman,
a Boskalis director.

Hoechst set to triple China investment by 2000

tract in respect of the guaran- * ager at Mericana de Dragados,
teed exclusivity for private

By Jenny Luesfay more than io per cent a year, investment target. DuPont of

„ . t . t J
to $680m last year. the US is investing $2bn in

Hoechst, the world's largest The German chemical group Asia, a large part of which will
chemicals company, said yes- had decided to move its head-
terday it was tripling its

investment in China to SIbn by
2000 in an effort to become the
country's leading foreign
chemicals company. Mr Horst
WSsche. director for Asia, said
sales to China, Hong Kong and
Taiwan had been rising by

But projects unveiled by joint ventures, making Indus- and another six had been
agreed in principle.

These would take its invest-

ments in china to $750m by
next year, and $lbn “long
before the year 2000", the com-
pany said.

The group's aim was to lift

its sales in Asia from 12 per

cent of the group’s turnover of

$33bn last year, to 20 per cent

of sales by 2000.

quarters for Hong Kong,
Taiwan and China from Hong
Kong to Beijing, and had.
already set up 15 branch offices

within China.
Of the world's top five chem-

ical companies, four have iden-
tified China as a principal

be m China, while Bayer and
BASF, both of Germany, are

investing between 8200m and
8300m each in the country.

Bayer yesterday announced
its sixth Chinese joint venture!
a 822m facility to produce
chemicals far the rubber and
oil industries.

ha« more manufacturing ven-

tures in the pipeline than its

competitors.

The group began investing in
China in 1987, when it set up a

joint venture producing
-tobacco filters. This was fol-

lowed in 1992 by an insecti-

cides factory. This year, it has
began production at four more

thetic fibres, and production
will start at another two
tobacco filter plants within the

next few weeks.
Hoechst said yesterday it

had committed 8340m to these

plants and two others that will

produce antibiotics and polyes-

ter. It was close to exchange of

contracts on 20 more plants,

Hoechst yesterday suggest it trial gases, car paints and syn-

delay concern
By Andrew Jack In Paris

International bankers, are to

hold talks with Chinese banks
amid concerns that some of

them are failing to honour
letters of credit on time.

The Banking Commission of

the International Chamber of

Commerce, the business organ-

isation. resolved this week at

its twice-yearly meeting in

Paris to hold discussions on
the topic with the Bank of

China and other Chinese
banks.

Their action follows growing
concern from western bankers
and exporters over the past 18

months that Chinese banks are

delaying or refusing to meet
their obligations in letters of

credit A letter of credit is a
promise for a local bank to pay
an exporter once evidence of

shipment is provided.

Mr Kenneth Smorthwaite.
vice-chairman, and Mr Charles

del Busto, chairman of the
commission, plan to hold meet-

ings in the next few months in

an effort to resolve the prob-

lems. The commission has set

up a formal reporting system
so hanks and exporters can for-

mally document and notify the
commission of problems in

their trade with China.

Separately, it is to urge all

China's banks to make a writ-

ten commitment to comply
with the conditions of the
letters of credit, a standard set

of rules for which are set down
by the ICC.
The hanking commission's

bargaining position has been
strengthened by China's deri-

sion this month to join the ICC
and comply with its rules an
international trade.

However. Mr de Busto
emphasised that he believed

many of the problems in trad-

ing with China might have
been exaggerated, and that he
was aware only of a few anec-
dotal examples of difficulties

with letters of credit.

He said some payments were
delayed because Chinese offi-

cials found the technical lan-

guage in documents difficult to

understand and sent them
back for clarification.

Others were part of the nor-

mal process of renegotiation
that happened in commodity
trading, when traders tried to

gain time to take advantage of
fluctuations In pricing.

In addition, he said some
problems were the result of the
“explosive growth" in trade
with China in recent years,

which had stretched the
resources of the country's
banking staff

ppe
sixiw v
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BA chief urges

free air market
Sir Colin Marshall, pictured

left, chairman of British

Airways, yesterday called on
theUK and US governments
to abandon their step-by-step

approach to aviation

negotiations and move
immediately to a
transatlantic single air

market. Sir Colin told the
Wings dob inNew York that

as airiinpR increasingly

formed cross-border alliances,

bilateral negotiations were
becoming irrelevant He said

that within a single market
US and UK airlines could
together resolve problems

such as access to London's Heathrow airport US carriers'

failure to win greater access to Heathrow has prevented the

conclusion of a new air agreement between the two countries.

“The airport is congested for all of us." SirColin.said. One. •

way for Heathrow's congestion to be eased was for tradingifi

takeoff and landing slots to be permitted. He also said airlines

in the UK and US should be allowed to invest freely in one

another. Michael Skopinker, London

WTO sets up regional watchdog
The World Trade Organisation is to strengthen the monitoring

of regional trade agreements, in a response to growing concern

that proliferating regional deals may be putting the

multilateral trading system at risk. The WTO's general council

yesterday agreed to back a Canadian proposal to establish a

single watchdog committee on regional trading arrangements.

The council’s chairman, Mr Krishnasamy Kesavapany of

Singapore, will consult WTO members on the committee's

terms of reference, and the new body could be set up early

D
nre jdea for a single committee emerged from a meeting last

month of trade ministers of the Quad group of leading traders

- the US. the European Union, Japan and Canada. Under the

present cumbersome procedures, a separate WTO working

party is set up for each notified regional agreement Some 8)

working parties are active. Canada said the move would
. .

streamline the WTO’s work in checking whether proposed free

trade areas and customs unions were consistent with fair

trade rules. Frances Williams, Geneva

oyota targets Chinese market

ines for small passenger carsmuunamanroon w
crowing Chinese vehicle market. Mr Hiroshi Okuda,

•ota’s president is expected to raise the
.

possibfliiy of a

it venture engine manufacturing facility in Tianjm with

nese authorities during his visit to China. He is also

i.j, ..rnmolc in Tiantfn to rimartiwi the OTODI

enter

Tovota manuiacture eusuita —
istrlal Corporation for use in cars made by the Chinese

tufmove represents a bid by Toyota to push forward its

tern- in China, where it has been somethingofa In

tember, Tovota took a controlling stake m Daihatsu, a

tufacturer of small passenger cars, which has been,

isfemns technology to Tianjin Automotive.

S5E Automotive produces 60.000 urate a year of theSSd passenger car, with technical assistant*tom

! Chinese compunv aims to increase ite manufacturing

JSJS32S to 150.000 units bythe end of the year.

i-, is nroScto assist in the production of engines for

rarcSS. which are to be mamiforira^ when

m Automotive* production capacity is increased.

iyp Xakormtfo. Tokyo

, ASR3m Mekong River onnge project at my
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Vn ^“^t^^Vvenunents, with Australia
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^t

'
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SSSaSr four years. Construction,
ihutmg about A*w» firm, is expected to
i will be

tikeaboul three years. About 20m ofSSi the Mekong delta and depend on

services. uavmetre bridge will come from
araliau funding for theL^JJ1

^ aid aim.
Id. the Australian t

i-f-actructure project It has
L-presents the designed to assist the
taken to date. Thep the countries. When
mg of «*cnnomu- hnks he

of lafgg Australian
:uu first opnwdiW^

l”
t̂ 5StuniS5 there, although

imcs seized imore ambivalent as anumber
oss attitudes have “JJH to get off the

jrrte and joint ventures ha e
yikki Talk Sydney

id.

aada and Australia y^terday
to expand ties

micdvopemtiona^€®_ agreement coincided with a

canatonprinie
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The government’s programme ‘Smooth transition’ is sought for Hong Kong B Nuclear deterrent will be maintained

Digital TV
to be given

early go-ahead
By Raymond Snoddy

The government plans to push
ahead almost immediately with
its bill to ease restrictions on
cross-media ownership and to
introduce digital television.
The new Broadcasting Bill is

likely to be introduced in the
ne\"t few weeks.
The main sense of urgency

comes from a desire to launch
digital terrestrial television as
quickly as possible. It should
be able to offer at least 20 new
channels of television to most
parts of the country. There is

thought to be a “window of
opportunity" for the terrestrial

technology before 120-150
channel digital satellite
systems due for launch in the
UK early in 1997. take too
strong a foothold.

Digital terrestrial will never
be able to compete with digital

satellite on number of
channels but it can offer high
quality wide-screen pictures
without the need of a cable
network or satellite dish The
service can be received on a
ordinary set-top aerial
although a decoder will be
needed.

There has been considerable

criticism of the Government’s
digital terrestrial plans fust
announced in August The lack

of a firm date for the transition

from the existing analogue
system to digital - whether 10

or 15 years Into the future - has
been criticised. There have
also been complaints that
under existing proposals

existing broadcasters are not
being given enough digital

capacity as of right

The details of proposed
changes to the cross-media
ownership rales to allow
newspapers to own television

stations far the first time, and
vice-versa, have also turned
out to be controversial.
There has been considerable

support for the idea that
technology is driving a degree
of convergence in the media
industries.

But the Government's
proposals to exclude
newspaper groups with more
than 20 per cent of national
circulation has angered Mr
Rupert Murdoch's News
International and has irritated

the Mirror Group. Both of
them would be prevented by
the circulation threshold from
owning ITV companies.
Regional newspaper groups

are also angry that they will be
unable to own television
stations in their regions if they
supply more than 30 per cent
of circulation there.

The television Industry will

examine the new broadcasting

bill particularly carefully to

see whether the government
has changed its mind on
ownership of television
companies. It said in May it

thought the present ban on
any company owning more
than two broadcasting licences

should stay. There has been
intense lobbying to have the

limit set instead at 25 per cent

of television advertising.

Empire is

lost but

ceremonial

survives
By Hugh Clayton

The Howard Pursuivant
Extraordinary was there as
were Bluemantle Pursuivant

and Portcullis Pursuivant.
There was also room in the

crowded halls of the Houses of

Parliament for Gold Stick in

Waiting, Silver Stick in
Waiting, the Gentleman Usher
to the Sword of State and the
Captain of the Honourable
Corps of Gentlemen at Arms.
Those are all the names of

attendants at yesterday's cere-

monial at Westminster, and
tradition requires some of
them to walk backwards. .

Prince Philip, husband of
the Queen, said tn a newspa-
per interview last year about
the role of the royal family in

a modern nation: H
I don’t

think anyone would actively
volunteer for this sort of job.”

He might have in mind

the antiquated ceremony, re-

enacted yesterday, in which
the monarch makes her
annual visit to Parliament.
With her for the state open-

ing of parliament were a col-

lection of politicians and
ambassadors in suits pins a
crowd of lords and officials

whose costumes could have
been borrowed from Alice in
Wonderland and whose titles

could have been invented by a
scriptwriter for a Monty
Python sketch.

The state opening was
shunned for many years in the
19th century by Queen Victo-

ria. but revived by her advis-

ers at the peak of Britain's

industrial and imperial power.

The Queen and Prince Philip visit Parliament

Although Britain has lost an
empire, it has kept the ceremo-
nial.

Behind the state opening Ues

a complex reaffirmation of the

complex relationship between
the monarch and parliament -

a relationship which suffered

its most brutal disruption in

1649 when the Queen’s ances-

tor Kmg Charles I was exe-

Ptupot, 1920 Honh. 1930-1939 Packard, 1936-1937

.luhara, f 9J<j Brack. 1933 HupamfSuua. 1930

.Ifimrai, /VJ5

(<*4
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Jaguar, 1965 IsoUa-Frmdnru, 193S

PmiUOi', Iq52 Pic-Pic, 1918 Ctu&Rac, 1937-1938
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‘My Lords and

members of the

Commons...’
Extracts from the Queen’s speech to Parliament

cnted at the behest of his oppo-

nents in Parliament.
Yesterday's ceremony at

Westminster underlined the
submission of the nation's leg-

islators to the Queen as head
of state. But although
described as “the Queen’s
speech" her words were writ-

ten by government officials

and approved by the cabinet

iNatc: National security

remains of the highest impor-

tance to my government They

.will continue to support the

North Atlantic Treaty Organi-

sation and to promote Britain's

wider security interests by con-

tributing to the maintenance of

International peace and stabil-

ity.

The United Kingdom's mmi-
mum nnniaar deterrent will he

maintained. My government
will encourage a cooperative

relationship between Nato and
Russia, and will offer further

help to countries in central

and eastern Europe to consoli-

date democratic reforms and
build stability and prosperity

in the region.

Weapons: My government will

continue to work to preserve

and modernise the Conven-
tional Forces in Europe Treaty.

During their presidency of the

Western European Union next

year, they will work to

enhance that organisation’s

effectiveness. Preventing the

proliferation of weapons of

mass destruction remains a

priority. My government will

introduce legislation to ratify

the Chemical Weapons Con-
vention. They will pursue
negotiations on a verifiable

comprehensive test ban treaty

and a Convention to ban the

production of fissile material

for nuclear weapons and other

explosive purposes.

European Union: My govern-

ment will participate in the

1996 inter-governmental confer-

ence and contribute to prepar-

ing the union for further
enlargement They will work
for the continued implementa-

tion of the principle of subsid-

iarity and maintain their

efforts to combat fraud. They
will promote flexible labour
markets and reduced social

costs as the best means to

improve the competitiveness of

the European economy and
create a climate for job cre-

ation.

United Nations: Reform of the

United Nations and efforts to

enhance the organisation's

effectiveness in peacekeeping

will remain an important

objective.

My government will work to

develop the capacity of the

United Nations and regional

organisations in the prevention

of conflict They will continue

to promote a negotiated settle-

ment in the former Yugoslavia.

My government will maintain
support for the Middle East
ppyrg process.

Hong Kong: My government
will work for the prosperity

and stability of Gong Kong. In

the interests of the Hang Kong
people, they will seek to

co-operate with China on the
basis of the Sino-British joint

declaration in order to promote

a smooth transition in 1997.

Ireland: My Government win
wwHnns to build on the pres-

ent peace and to create the
conditions for political prog-

ress through inclusive talks.

They will facilitate economic
development and promote fair

and equitable treatment for all

people in Northern Ireland.

They will maintain close and
friendly relations with the gov-

ernment of the Republic of

Ireland. Legislation will be
introduced to continue special

provisions required for pres-

erving the peace and maintain-

ing order.

The economy: My govern-
ment will continue with firm
financial policies designed to
support economic growth and
rising employment based on
permanently low inflation. Fis-

cal policy will continue to be
set to bring the public sector

borrowing requirement back
towards balance over the
medium term. The share of
national income taken by the

public sector wifi be reduced.
My government wifi promote
further deregulation- They win
introduce a BUI to extend
choice and competition in
broadcasting. Legislation wifi

again be brought before you to

authorise the construction and
operation of a high speed rail

link between London and the
fThjmnal tnrmnl.

Asylum row erupts
The Labour party accused the
government yesterday of pro-

posing tighter controls on
immigration and political asy-

lum as part of a lurch to the

right designed to mollify Con-
servative party extremists,
Kevin Brown writes. Outside

parliament, demonstrators
threw floor and orange paint

over Mr Brian Mawhinney, the
Conservative party chairman,
in a protest against the Asy-
lum and Immigration bfiL

Mr Blair said Labour sup-

ported action against bogus
asylum applications. But he
urged the government to

defuse tensions by referring

the bill to a committee. Minis-

ters say that the bill is needed
to curb growing exploitation of

asylum procedures by bogus
applicants. There were 32^30
applications for asylum in 1994.

of which only 825 qualified
under the United Nations con-
vention cm refugees.

It will seek to reduce the
number of applications
through a controversial “white
list” of countries whose resi-

dents will be presumed to be
free ctf persecution. There will

also be measures to accelerate

the asylum appeals process
and make employers carry out
checks for illegal immigrants.

‘Friction
5

is denied

as senior

man quits
By Ralph Atkins

and John Sapper In London

Mr Peter Middleton resigned

last night as chief executive of

Lloyd's, dealing a fresh shock

to the 300-year-old London
insurance market His surprise

to quit from tomorrow

for a senior management role

at Salomon Brothers, the US
investment bank, followed long

running bitterness towards Mr
Middleton by many of those

working at Lloyd's, including

members of its ruling council.

Mr Middleton, who joined

Lloyd’s three years ago from
Thomas Cook Group, was seen

as too sympathetic towards the

thousands of lossmaklng
Names - individuals whose
assets have traditionally sup-

ported the insurance market -

seeking compensation for

LLOYD’S
LLOYD'S OF LONDON
heavy losses in recent years.

He was also criticised for fail-

ing to understand the intrica-

cies of the market and for forc-

ing too many changes when
Lloyd's was struggling to

ensure mere survival.

Lloyd’s last night denied the

resignation was caused “by
any source of friction”. Offi-

cials said Mr Middleton would

have been attracted to Salo-

mon by a salary well above the

£320,000 ($499,000) he received

last year. He will be succeeded

by Mr Ron Sandler, who was
appointed earlier this year as

Lloyd's special projects direc-

tor.

But Mr Middleton’s depar-

ture comes at a particularly

awkward time for Mr David
Rowland, Lloyd's chairman,
who Is trying to see the imple-

mentation of the insurance
market's already delayed
recovery plan announced in

May. It follows the unexpected
departure in September of Mrs
Rosalind Gilmore as director of

Lloyd's regulatory department
Ms Heidi Hutter, head of the

Equitas reinsurance project,

which under Lloyd's recovery

plan wifi take responsibility for

heavy liabilities on old insur-

ance policies, has also

announced her decision to

leave.

The resignation caused
alarm among Names' represen-

tatives. Mr Michael Deeny,
chairman of the Gooda Walker
Action Group, said: “He is a
loss to Lloyd’s and his depar-

ture is a worrying develop-

ment" Mr Tom Benyon, direc-

tor of the Society of Names,
which represents lossmaking
members, said Mr Middleton
was an architect of Lloyd's
recovery plan, and "to leave
before its completion is quite
extraordinary".

Mr Rowland cancelled a
planned trip to Texas this
week to deal with the ructions
caused by his chief executive's

abrupt departure, understood
to have been decided last Fri-

day.
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The economy Much of productivity gap with Germany has closed
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against tax

investigators
By Jim Kelly,

Accountancy Correspondent

Glaxo Wellcome, the pharma-
ceuticals company, is to go to
the Court of Appeal in its fight

to restrict the Inland Reve-
nue’s powers to collect back
tax from multinationals.

Last week the Revenue won
High Court support for its

tight to Investigate Glaxo's tax
affairs before 1386 - giving it

access to details of thousands
of past transactions.

Glaxo is trying to win its

case against the tax authorities
before the government changes
the law in the forthcoming
Finance Bill, putting the Reve-
nue's rights beyond doubt
Other multinational compa-

nies with potential “lone-tail"
exposure to tax will hope that,
if Glaxo can win in time, the
government may have to intro-
duce a time limit on the Reve-
nue's powers.
Either side may want to take

the case to the House of Lords
in its role as the final court of
appeal "Glaxo is looking for a
knock-out decision," said a tax
expert. Mr Robert Berg, tax

Growth ‘hampered for 25 years’ Unions at Ford

sssss* SS reject improved
Britain's economy could have Annual percentage difflige, 38a3ona8yadMtad
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wium wako 4-Haw <k Seven cotmtrv except Japan.

. year pay oner
partner with KPMG, said; “If

the Court of Appeal finds
something repugnant in what
the Revenue is doing - an
infringement of the rights of

the taxpayer - it would have
some influence on the course
of the legislation.'*

The Revenue wants to look
at Glaxo’s past transactions
with respect to “transfer pric-

ing" - by which companies
allocate taxable profit to the
countries In which they oper-
ate. The High Court ruling
does not mean Glaxo has been
found liable for back tax, sim-
ply that the Revenue has the
power to review past transac-

tions to see if they have been
accounted for.

Tax authorities worldwide
have become more aggressive

in recent years in trying to get

their “fair share" from global

companies. Estimates of total

back tax UK authorities could
collect range as high as £lbn.

The ruling confirmed that
the Revenue can seek back tax
from companies for tax years
for which payments are not yet

finalised, often for reasons
unrelated to transfer pricing.

By Graham Bowtey,

Economics Staff

Britain's economy could have
grown more than 25 per cent
faster each year for the past 25

years if it had not been handi-
capped by poor economic man-
agement, the National Institute

of Economic and Social

Research says today.

The UK's gross domestic
product has grown at an aver-

age annual rate of 2.1 per cent
since 1970. But the institute

estimates that foi* figure could
have been 2.7 per cent if eco-

nomic management bad been
at least as good as the average
of the world's main economies.
This would have put it well

ahead of Germany, France and
other European countries
instead of falling behind in

terms of growth rates. The
institute finds that Wir sharp
fall in the proportion of the

labour force with no educa-
tional qualifications from 70
per cent in 1975 to 44 per cent
in 1993 and the rise in the
number of people in higher
education are likely to boost
file UK’s long-term economic
growth.

But it says that poor stew-

ardship of the economy has led

to a cyclical pattern of short

booms and long recessions
which have harmed growth.
Mr Nicholas Oulton, senior

research fellow at the institute,

says in the institute's latest

economic review that the poli-

cies put in place after the
pound left the European
Exchange Rate Mechanism
could lead to greater longterm
stability and higher growth,

Growth in average earnings
remained, subdued in Septem-
ber, but firis was not enough
to prevent the biggest rise in

industry’s labour costs for
almost four years, our Eco-
nomics Editor writes. Average
weekly earnings grew by an
underlying &25 per cent in the

year to September, the Central
Statistical Office said yester-

day. This was the same rate of

increase as in the previous two

q^tiiniigh “policy remains sub-

ject to manipulation for

short-term political gains".

The institute shows that HE
annual Tnannfantnrrng produc-
tivity growth slowed from 4U4
per cent between 1960 and 1973

to L01 per cant between 1973

months. Subdued earnings
growth in manufacturing has
helped restrain increases in
unit labour costs.

The volume of goods bought
in Britain’s shops fell unex-
pectedly last month, as nnsea-

sonaHy miM weather allowed
people to delay the revamping
of their winter wardrobes. The
volume of retail sales feQ by
0.1 per cent between Septem-
ber and October.

and 1979. Since 1979, however,

productivity growth has risen

to SA5 per cent per year, faster

hi any other Group of

Seven country except Japan.

This was largely due to a

reduction in trade union power

as a result at legislation in.the

1980s.

In a separate article, the

institute shows that ' three-

quarters of the productivity

gap with Germany and France

that existed in 1979 has now
been, dosed.

It says that British produc-

tivity has been poor in indus-

tries requiring technical and

managerial sinTls, in industries

organised on a large scale and
in i

pdrwrfripw prune to strikes.

In a comparison of UK unit

wage costs with those in Ger-

many, France and the US, the
iniaHtnte ffmfa that Britain has

generally relatively low unit

labour costs in consumer goods

industries relatively high
Tirdt labour costs in much of

the engineering sector.

British productivity is found

to have shown a steady
improvement relative to

France and the US, while ster-

ling's devaluation after it left

13k ERM in 1992 gave Britain a

substantial competitive advan-

tage in 1993 against other
European countries but it

remained at a disadvantage
compared with the US.
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Contact your travel agent, your KLM or Northwest office or call +31 20 4 747 747.
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intensive negotiations ware continuing last night between

trade unions and Ford management to reaifo agreement on a

two-year pay deal for the company's 22,000 manual workers in

Britain. earlier improved its initial basic wage

offer from 3 per cent to 4 per cent from this month, plus a

further rise in line with the level of the retail price Index in'

November next year. Union officials rejected the offer.

insisting on a cat in working hours.

Unions are demanding a 10 per cent rise on basic rates and a

reduction in the basic working week from 39 hours to 37

hours. But Ford has so far refused to make any move at aU on

the hours’ issue. Unions argue that Ford has benefited from

substantial productivity improvements at Us 12 UK plants in

recent years compared with its German units.

The outcome of the Ford negotiations look increasingly

dependent on events at Vauxhall, the UK subsidiary of Gen-

eral Motors, where 10,000 manual workers are now being

balloted on whether to take Industrial action after rejecting a

3£ per cent pay offer from this month. The result of the

Vauxhall vote will be known next Monday, but union officials

at its British plants are already privately saying they believe

workers have backed by a heavy majority a call for industrial

disruption.
Robert Taylor, Employment Editor

Crane company to expand
Liebherr, the German crane manufacturer, is to create ISO jobs

and almost double its rite in the north-east.England city of

Sunderland to Sba in a £5m expansion prompted by- strong

export demand. The Sunderland site is the company's main
manufacturing base for ship cranes, and exports 85 per cent of

its output worldwide. It now employs 120 people. It also makes
cranes for the offshore Industry.

liebherr is to receive £950,000 in UK government Regional

Selective Assistance ««d a £300,000 business development

grant from the Tyne and Wear Development Corporation

towards the esm <nq«n«inn. The expansion will bring to £2Qm
the sum invested at Llebherr’s site since it moved onto former

shipyard land in 1989.

Chris Tighe, Newcastle upon Tyne

Ro-ro capacity to rise
The Fort' of Hull in north-east England is to double its capacity

for rollon, roll-off North Sea freight at its King George and
Quern Elizabeth Docks. Hull opened amm ro-ro river termi-

nal in the Humber two years ago to save ships having to lock

into the port’s docks, but it is already at foil capacity, with
short-haul European ro-ro traffic now accounting for 40 per

cent of Hull's throughput of 10m tonnes of freight a year. Mr
Mike Felt, part manages:, said the dock expansion was specula-

tive. Associated British Forts, which owns Hull, hopes to

attract enough regular users to justify building two more river
termmate

Jan Hamilton Faxey, Manchester

Thieves target car parks
Car parks are the most likely

Wbtram ean stolen? places for car theft, according
"

...

.

to a survey of 30.000 drives
- \ V ;

~
-

- for AA Magazine, published
2?*r' for members of the AA motor-

—r -j ing organisation. One in five

yy'-U-
1-''

'
- L i

-• had a car broken into last year
and one in 14 had their vehicle

•SrtnFp) fa* ‘\\| \ stolen. Government figures for

iwrtintiir,
Nv Y England and Wales, however,

y j

^
7^ I

show car crime has fallen over

. >vr>\ / the past 12 months - largely

V / / because of increased use ofV/ JF security devices. That, in turn,

og^ntmM
'
dn

bas encouraged cuts in motor

««w«y« insurance premium rates amid
• pz) fierce competition spear*

soncAAMmn headed by telephone-based
insurers. Some 62 per cent of

those whose car had been broken Into did not claim on
insurance policies, the AA said, probably because of the
amounts involved were small or because drivers wanted to
protect “no claims" discounts on policies.

Ralph Atkins, Insurance Correspondent

Smuggler jafleeb A salesman who hid two illegal immigrants
in the boot of his car was jailed for three years. Mr Jonathan
Devito of Ightham. Kent, told Customs officers at Dover docks
in England that he had been on a day trip to France. But when
officers searched his hire car they found two Turkish men in
foe boot He denied facilitating illegal entry, but a jury found
him guilty. The immigrants have been deported.

Monster hit A Hollywood film about foe Loch Ness Monster
could bring record numbers of tourists to Scotland next year,
foe Scottish Tourist Board said. Lock Ness, to be launched in
February, features Cheers star Ted Danson. The board said Mel
Gibson's portrayal of Scots hero William Wallace in Brave-
heart and Uam Neeson’s Rob Roy had given Scotland's tourist
industry a big boost
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TECHNOLOGY

Keeping
in good
heart

P
owerful new evidence that
cholesterol-lowering1 drags
can reduce mortality from

heart disease was presented to
the American Heart Association
meeting in California yesterday.
The West of Scotland Coro-

nary Prevention Study followed
6J>95 middle-aged men, who had
high blood cholesterol levels hot
no previous heart attacks, for
five years. Half took pravasta-
tin, made by Bristol-Myers
Squibb of the US, and the other
half took dummy tablets.

The results showed 32 per cent
fewer deaths from heart disease
(and 22 pm cent fewer deaths
from all causes) among the
group whose cholesterol levels
were reduced by pravastatin.
The study, funded by Bristol-

Myers Squibb and conducted
independently by Glasgow Uni-
versity, extends evidence shown
last year by a five-year clinical
trial in Scandinavia with a simi-
lar drug, Merck’s simvastatin.
However, the Scandinavian
study, unlike the Scottish one,

involved people with a history
of heart attacks and/or angina.

Statins, a class of drugs intro-

duced in 1987, work by interfer-

ing with a liver enzyme called

HMG-CoA that the body needs to

produce cholesterol. Four sta-

tins are competing in a $4bn
(£2_5bn) a year cholesterol-low-

ering market Merck Is the
leader with two, simvastatin
and lovastatin, while Bristol-

Myers Squibb has pravastatin
and Sandoz of Switzerland has
fluvastatin.

Kenneth Weg, president of
Bristol-Myers Squibb Pharma-
ceutical Group, says the West of

Scotland results should improve
"patient compliance'

1 by demon-
strating the benefits of pravasta-
tin in primary prevention.

James Shepherd, professor of
pathological biochemistry at
Glasgow University and lead
investigator of the West oT Scot-

land study, says the results do
not alter the fact that "the first

line of attack for elevated levels

of cholesterol should always be
to modify diet and lifestyle.

Only if that fails should you go
on to drug treatment"

Clive Cookson

O n an ordinary street in

the southern California

town of Escondido stands
a brown, A-shaped build-

ing. The sign outside says only
North County Bank; another kind
of. bank shares the premises,
although it does not advertise its

presence. Tucked inside the build-

ing is the Repository for Germinal
Choice, a sperm, bank that stores

the seeds of Nobel laureates and
others deemed brilliant by Robert
Graham, the 89-year-old founder.

In his two-room office, adorned
with smiling pictures of the reposi-

tory's offspring, many with blue
eyes and blond hair, Graham talks

enthusiastically about "improving"

humanity by spreading the seed of
“outstanding men" who have
"top-notch genes”.

In the nest room sit the tanks of
liquid nitrogen containing the fro-

zen sperm.
Graham and his administrative

assistant, Anita Neff, believe they
are on a humanitarian mission. “We
are in favour of more bright people
because then we can increase the
umber of people who have the
capability of doing something con-
structive in the world,” explains
Graham. Nearly all the donors have
an IQ of 130 or above, a genius-level

score, they claim. The mother’s
qualities are curiously absent from
the conversation.

The donors, whose identities are

never revealed, are not paid and
only married women whose hus-
bands are infertile can obtain the
sperm, at a cost of $3,000 (£1,900).

“We enable the wife to become a
mother. It gives the youngster the
best possible start in life because he
has top-notch genes,” says Graham.
“And it gives the outstanding sperm
donors more offspring, so everybody
wins.”

The donors include an Olympic
gold medallist and many “brilliant

scientists”, he claims. Donors are

identified by colour and number
along with descriptions of such cri-

teria as general health, personality,

ancestry, eye colour, skin and hob-

bies. One comes from a family of

“mathematical geniuses”; another
“comes from a long line of talented

professional individuals and' has the
energy and ambition to match his

exceptional gifts”.

Graham says he combs through
Wko’s Who of Emerging Leaders in

America and goes to medical meet-

ings to “look over the doctors. I

approach the ones who are young
and look good and are leaders in

their field”.

More than 200 children can trace

their paternity to the repository,

says Graham. Three donors have
each “fathered” 20 children, the
maximum. All the children are
exceptional, he claims. “They are
very intelligent and gifted based on
the report of the parents, who are
proud of their little darlings, and

Marjorie Shaffer visits a sperm bank

claiming to store ‘top-notch’ genes

and remains unconvinced

Seeds of
controversy

EflhnnPlnoliniy

Hunan sperm: moat biologists dismiss the notion of
‘smart* or ‘genius' genes

their teachers."

Lee Connealy is a physician spe-

cialising in family medictue who
has three children thanks to the
repository's sperm. Her husband, a
businessman, had had a vasectomy.
She says she chose the Olympic
medal winner as the donor because
be resembled her husband, a physi-

cally active man who comes from a
family that like hers, has “good
genes”.

“There is a lot of testing and
investigation of the donor,” says
Connealy. She didn’t want to use an
ordinary sperm bank, because “the

repository really chooses people
who have the same traits as I have,

rather than Just anybody off the
Street”. She adds: “My kids are
absolutely adorable and there is no
question that there are good genes

involved. It is very obvious when
you have good genes. I came from a
family with good genes. We are all

healthy. No one has committed sui-

cide, no one drinks or smokes, and
no one is gay.”
Most biologists rifomigg the notion

that there is anything remotely like

“genius” or “smart" genes - or for

that matter even that dubious qual-

ity called “good” genes. While genes
may play a role in intelligence and
other behaviours, it is the interplay

of the environment and heredity

that moulds us, they say.

"No one knows just what role

genes play in intelligence - there

may never be an answer,” says
Evan Bazhan, a researcher at the

Neurosciences Institute in San
Diego. "We don't understand what
genius is a product of and we have

problems defining what wemean by

intelliffW1 ***- Even if genes have a

large effect it may be due to a par
ticular combination erf genes that

can’t be passed on to your offspring

because we produce sexually,”' he
says. In sexual reproduction genes

are recombined in each new genera-

tion.

Graham, a millionaire optometrist

who invented plastic lenses,

founded the sperm bank in 1980. He
concedes the role of environment
but "the tendency is far high intelli-

gence to beget high intelligence and
we are out to help it”. He says most

people are “deficient in IQ”. -

The idea of “improving human-

ity” by “better breeding” echoes the

credo of tura-of-the-century eugeni-

clsts who believed that a superior

race of me** could evolve by increas-

ing procreation among the excep-

tionally gifted. The idea has also

been used over the years to justify

barbaric ends such as genocide.

In the early 1960s Graham met
Hermann J. Muller, a eugenics pro-

ponent and Nobel Prize winner who
proved that X-rays cause mutations,

to riiBmflj; a repository. Although
Muller is listed as the repository's

co-founder, he abandoned the proj-

ect before it was set up, according
to In the Name of Eugenics by Don-
ald J. Kevles. Midler, who died in

1967, never donated.

At first Graham tried to collect

sperm from Nobel laureates only.

Although most turned him dawn,
three did agree to donate, be claims,

and one even revealed his name to
the press. That laureate, physicist

William B. Shockley, once advo-
cated sterilising people with low
IQs. Eventually other doncas had to

be approached.

Nobel winner James Watson, the
co-discoverer of DNA’s structure,
says he was never asked to donate
his sperm, even though he is one of

the scientists who were to be among
the original contributors to the
repository, according to an "agree-

ment” signed by Muller and Gra-
ham that hangs in the office in

Escondido.

“Almost everyone agrees that
some component of our success is

due to our genes, but what fraction

that is is very hard to work out,”

says Watson.
Arthur Caplan, director of the

Centre for Bioethics at the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania Medical Cen-

tre, says he is surprised Graham
has not been criticised more widely.

“There is a tendency to dismiss him
as a fringe person involved in a
natty or cute activity,” be says. T
think it is morally pernicious. We
are moving quickly towards an
entirely different level of genetic
engineering, and as science learns

the secret of the gene and begins
contemplating putting genetic infor-

mation into toe sperm and egg, the
debate about Graham should be
taken mare seriously."

Worth Watching • Vanessa Houlder

Treating memory
loss In Alzheimer’s
Scientists have identified another

possible approach to treating

memory loss suffered by
Alzheimer's disease patients,

according to a report In today’s

Nature magazine.
The work concerns

corticotropin releasing factor

(CRF), a neuropeptide associated

with learning and memory in

rats, which is oftai at relatively

low levels in toe brains of people

with Alzheimer’s disease.

Past attempts to develop drugs
that mimic the effect of CRF have

failed because they had unwanted
side-effects, such as anxiety. A
different approach was adopted

by scientists at Neurocrine
Biosciences m San Diego, who
studied the balance between free

CRF in the brain and the
proportion that was occupied by a
binding protein, known as

CRF-BP.
They found that concentrations

of free CRF in the brain can be
increased if the interaction

between CRF and its binding
protein is blocked using peptides.

These blockingpeptides were
shown to enhance learning and
memory without Inducing anxiety

in rats, which suggests they could
potentially have a role in treating

the effects of Alzheimer’s disease.

Neurocrine Biosciences: US. tel

6196587660;fax 6196587602.

Electronic nose
knows best

A second generation of toe
’

“electronic nose”'- a device that
mimics the human sense of smell -

- has been unveiled. It offers

more consistent results than
earlier models. The electronic

nose uses sensors made of

polymers that temporarily change
their electrical resistance when

.

they absorb volatile molecules
from the air.

Neotronics Technology has
developed a production technique

capable oT precisely controlling

the structure of the sensors and

reducing their sensitivity to

factors such as humidity and

temperature.

It expects the new system to

find applications among
manufacturers that need to

control the quality of products

manufactured on multiple sites.

NeoPXfnia Technology: UK. tel

(0)1279mmfax (0)1279 870377.

Smartcard under
examination

Schlmnbcsger has designed a
bigltsecurity portable smartcard

terminal to streamline healthcare

administration systems. The
Medical Digital Assistant uses .

Apple Computer’s Newton
ba^writingracognition
technology. The system is

designed to preserve the security

of patients' records. Doctors and
nurses "sign” electronic

documents using an encrypted

identity card.

Countries such as France and
Germany are introducing

into thftHr oEtioiud

healthcare systems to improve
efficiency and combat fraud.

Schhunberger Industries: Prance,

tel 47467020:fax 47466866.

Movement on
arthritis front

Results of a study involving a

promising new treatment tor

rheumatoid arthritis were
announced yesterday by the US
biotechnology firm Immunex and
the University of Alabama at

Birmingham, which conducted
the trials, reports Victoria Griffith.

The new drug aims to Modi
tumour necrosis factor (TNF),

which is thought to play a key
role in causing painful

inflammation fa rheumatoid
arthritis patients. Of patients

receiving high doses of the

inhibitor, 64 per cent showed
reduction in painful joints and 68
per cent in swollen joints.

The commercial potential for an
effective rheumatoid arthritis

drag is enormous. About 1 per

cent of the world's population

suffers from the disease, which
usually hits patients in their 30s

and 40s. Rheumatoid arthritis can
be an extremely serious disease

that may eventually cause
crippling. Immnnex’s TNF
inhibitor will now move into

Phasem trials.

Immune.r US. tel 206 389 4040;

fax 206 587 0606

For more than a century and a half, Patek Philippe has been known as

the finest watch in the world. The reason is very simple. It is made
differently. It is made using skills and techniques that others have lost

or forgotten. It is made with attention to detail very’ few people would
notice. It is made, we have to admit, with a total disregard for time. If

a particular Patek Philippe

movement requires four

years of continuous work to

bring to absolute perfection,

we will take four years. The
result will be a watch that

is unlike any other. A watch

that conveys quality from
first glance and first touch.

A watch with a distinction:

generation after generation

it has been worn, loved and
collected by those who are

very difficult to please;

those who will only accept

the best. For the day that

you take delivery of vour
Patek Philippe, you will have

acquired die best. Your watch
will be a masterpiece, quietly

reflecting your own values.

A wratch that was made to

be treasured.
MensCjlalMii Rul

PATEK PHILIPPE
GENEVE

London- Patek PbiliOOC Showroom. Aswry, Garrard. watches of Swincntand Ud. Stotfimf-Upoo-Avoo: George Pragodf Ud.

Scotland IUniiliotiJCIrvofto Ltd., Waictie* of Switzerland Ud. Channel Islands: Henicb Ud..Jewellers&SOwerwuihs Ud •

Belfort:John H. Lmra Ltd. • Dublin: Weir& son Ud. • Chester: Boodle& Duntbome • Leeds: Benyas,

The IMD MBA Program is proud to announce
the 1995 recipients of the

BOOZALLEN & HAMILTON
awards for outstanding performance in the
Team Initiated Enterprise (TIE) projects*

*The TIE projects are a unique part of the IMD MBA program. These projects provide future managers with an
opportunity to use their newly acquired team-building skills by creating an enterprise and carrying it forward to
completion. The projects encourage imagination and initiative, and very often, make a difference in the world.

Teamwork,

Initiative and

Enterprising Spirit..
..That’s what good

management
is all abont
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ARTS

* L
indsa y Andersot
besotted his film *
“something like the writ
tag on the wall." Mat
thien Kassovitz’s Lc

Home, which won the Best Director
prize at Cannes this year. Is thi
8*™e hntmore: two hours of heavr
action with a cinematic graffitf-em
and the most vivid first film fnm
France in recent memory.
The waUs being sprayed by thi

movie’s black-and-white energi
and observational wit are in and
around a battered Paris honstat
estate. Kassovitz has dearly set <rat
to make a film about violence thai
says. “A plague on everyone’!
honse : including those pundit*
who claim that racism is the key tc
modern thuggery. The three youths
who tramp the btmtteues in violent
solidarity are an Arab (Said Tagh
maoni), a Jew (Vincent Cassel) and
a black African (Hubert Kounde)
They offer a two-finger gesture sol
jnst to les flics but also to the eth-
nic bigotries of the Front Nat
innate. Armies of all-purpose teen-
age revolt should stick together
the sword is mightier than Le Pea
Their cnrmit grudge is against

the police who beat np a local
yontb, causing a street riot and
later the boy’s death. A captured
police gun. a wrecked gymnasium,
a scene depicting their own brutal
encounter with police interrogation
methods - the story stabs oat its

Cinema/Nigei Andrews

Teenage revolt runs amok in Paris
punctuation points. But the real
“plot” happens in the faces, the dia-
logue and the nervy, manfo camera-
work.
The three youths have clearly

overdosed on popular culture, this
retag the age of Saint Quentin Tar-
atahxo. One does De Niro’s “you
talkin’ to me?" routine from Taxi
Stiver into his bathroom mirror.
Two others quarrel over which was
the more macho cartoon character,
Sylvester or Tweetie Pie. in
another scene still a semi-crazed
drug-dealer they visit plays Rus-
sian roulette, as if Ms formative
experience was The Deer Hunter.
In this world, play-acting and

apocalypse are in fragile equilib-
rium. A funny story told by one of
the boys, of a man falling from a
tall building who says at each sto-
rey “So far, so good,” becomes the
film's subliminal leitmotif. Urban
doomsday may be approaching fast,
but today's youth is carrying cm
regardless, with a hectic in-your-
face optimism.
The on-rolling rhythm of the han-

dheld camera suits style to mes-
sage. Its momentum faVpg in side-

show details (a hreakdancing ses-
sion) and crunchpoint showdowns
(a last-scene double shooting) with
the mwip brash, flan.

And the three main actors have a
precipitate restlessness that seems
to have tumbled straight out of
reality onto the screen.
La Earns does indeed seem like

the writing on the wall, in a world
where there is little to choose
between the so-called victims and
their supposed oppressors. The
film’s own most prominent graffito,

dwelt on wryly in an early shot,

presents modern youth's most drill-

ing assurance for tomorrow:
“L'avenir, e’est nous.”

A Walk In The Clauds is a consum-
mately cuckoo fOm from the direc-

tor of Like Water For Chocolate.
Alfonso Aran most have had “Mag-
ical Realist” stamped on his birth

certificate, dooming bfan to years
spent dealing out tales of unre-
quited love, natural miracles and
Latin folk living in Vaseline-tensed
landscapes.

Keanu Reeves, the cast’s token
non-Hispanfc, returns from war in

LA MAINE
Matthieu Kassovitz

A WALK IN THE CLOUDS
Alfonso Aran

INSTITUTE
BENJAMENTA
Quay Brothers

KASPAR HAUSER
Peter Sehr

1940 only to be dragged behind
enemy lines in the Great War of

Love. A pregnant sehorina he
meets on a train (Aitana Sanchez-
Goon) persuades him to masquer-
ade as her husband, so' she can
return home without being hit by
Papa's thunderbolts. Since Papa is

played by Italian actor Gfaucarlo
Giamnini, who would need surgery
to stop him scowling, we get the
thunderbolts anyway. And store Ms
papa is played by Anthony Quinn,
yon can imagine what fife is like at

“The Clouds,” the eponymous wine-
growing estate, once Reeves
decides to stay on and fall in love.

He ends up trying to save the
hundred-acre vineyard from the
fastest special-effect fire in history.
You never witnessed such wet-
shirt-flapping workers, such per-
spiring orange fares of onlookers,
such cartoony-loofring flames
devouring so ditto a MU, and such
music rising like rapturous cinders
on the thermals. That the press
show audience was giggHwg help-

lessly by the dose only shows that
magrirai realism is a delicate thing:

beautiful when it works, barmy
when ft doesn't

*
Institute Benjamenta is also barmy,
but by design. The Quay Brothers
are American-born, UK-based film-

makers whose strange shorts -
Street Of Crocodiles, The Comb, The
Cabinet Of Jan Soankmajer - use
model animation to conjure creepy
Gothic worlds brimming with udd-
dle-European bric-a-brac.

Now they have gone Uve-acQon
and feature-length, bat they still

seem to he overdosing on Kafka
and AEervyn Peake. The title insti-

tute is a school for apprentice ser-

vants where, amid spooky sets

filmed in black-and-white with the

fuzzy luminosity of old silents,

pupfl Jakob (Mark Rylance) tries to

rescue teacher lisa (Afire Krtge)
from the repressive influence of

brother and headteacher Johannes
(Gottfried John).

For 20 ntimxtes we are captivated

by the deranged eccentricity of the
place; the knock on the front door
that Is answered by a monkey, the
mysterious mottoes hung on the
walls (“Whatever is forbidden lives

a hundred times over"), the glass

case containing “Powdered ejacu-

late tfa stag.”

But then the gags nm out and
the minimalism, of story and
drama, rushes in. Every creaking
line id dialogue Is given its echo
chamber in time and space; every
gesture is drawn out on the rack of

quirky overemphasis. Perhaps the

Quays thought the result would be
hypnotic. But hothouse fantasy
worlds need to be kept busy and
distracting if we are not all to

sit around feeling a touch of the
vapours.

We are still in central Europe in
Easpar Hauser. Peter Sehr’s film
does for the true-life tale of the
foundling “wild man” who
Nurembergian society In the 1820s
what Werner Herzog's same-subject
film wisely reftased to do. It uses
meticulously argued historical
detail to speculate cm the story.

Was Kaspar a Crown Prince's
bastard son? Was he sold to a
Bavarian minister? Did he become
a pawn in German state politics?

Stare we completely to foil to fol-

low the ins and outs of these - two
leading figures called Ludwig do
not help - we neither know nor
greatly care. Herzog went for the
dramatic jugular: making Kaspar a
tragicomic catalyst for aU our dark
thoughts and feelings about nature
versus nurture. Sehr’s film is more
tike an education pack on German
social-political history that has
spilled all over your desk.

The Scarlet Letter opens in
Britain this week without any pre-
view screenings for the press,
despite its impressive above-the-
ttne contributors: director Roland
Joffe, stars Demi Moore, Gary Old-

man and Robert Duvall, writer
Nathaniel Hawthorne. Js something
being hidden from ns that we
should know? I shall catch and
review the film next week.

S
wan Lake is not only
the most popular of bal-

lets, it is the most
mauled and misunder-

stood. From its first staging, in
Moscow in 1877, scare and nar-
rative were subject to revision,

and subsequent history has
been of constant tinkering.
Five versions in Moscow

gf between 1900 and 1924 is no
record; of recent years it seems
that every ballet company has
had to have a staging , so insa-

tiable is public appetite for
swan feathers and lush mel-
ody. And every company must
have its own individually
butchered presentation. So we
have had Prince Siegfried as
an opium-freak and as Ludwig
of Bavaria; van Rothbart as vil-

lainous tutor, as alter-ego, even
as mother-figure; productions
modernised, productions aim-

ing to give “what Tchaikovsky
intended”, and any other may-
hem that the arrogance of a

producer can conceive. What
has been evident on every
occasion is that the recension

staged in Petersburg in 1894/5

by Marius Petipa with Lev Iva-

nov is still unrivalled, because
blessed with superb choreogra-

phy and cogent dramatics.

Now, amid rather too many
publicity tantaras about ‘‘out-

raged" critics and ballet-lovers

in a tizz, we have a modern-
dance version by Matthew
Bourne far his Adventures In

Motion Pictures troupe with -

>4 on inrdrawn breath - Men as

Swans! What I saw on Tuesday
night at Sadler's Wells is a
curious and intriguing mixture

of the imaginatively good and
the blatantly under-done.

Bourne has modernised
4
the

setting while retaining much
of the original narrative. The
period - to judge by the hid-

eous clothes - is the 19H&. A
prologue shows us the child

Prince Siegfried beset by royal

duties and dreaming of a swan
as symbol of freedom. Grown
to manhood, he finds the royal

round no pleasure. The rela-

tionship with his mother is

Hazniet-isb: the shadow of

Mayerling, which matches
Swan Lake's theme of ideal

love found only in death, lies

dark over the stage. A Private

Secretary is von Rothbart (and,

in another Mayerling gloss.

Count TflafTe. with the Prince's

“girl-friend" as Mitri Caspar).

After a visit to a seedy dub -

more Mayerling - the Prince

(Scott Ambler) visits a lake

and contemplates suicide.

Matthew Bourne's new ‘Swan Lake': his imagery is authentically tragic, attuned to Tchaikovsky's mysterious world

Dance/Clement Crisp

The adventures of boys as Swans
Thus far the staging has

been typical of AMP’s manner
in its jokiness and absence of

choreographic interest. The
action rattles from scene to

caricatured scene in Lez Broth-

erston’s clever design, while

poor Tchaikovsky is mauled
unmercifully. But with the

appearance of the swans, the

piece becomes musically
responsive; mysterious. Bourne

is no Ivanov, but his cohort of

male swans (chaps naked save

for feathery breeches, black

v-shapes marking their fore-

heads) takes to the stage, and

we believe.

Swans are large, powerful

and sometimes belligerent

birds. Bourne has found imag-

ery that conveys this avian

nature, and because there is

nothing either graceful or emo-
tional about their manner,
they appear absolutely swan-

like. Far more so than the
usual ranks of tutu-ed girls,

and never more so than in

Adam Cooper’s remarkable
playing as the swan who incar-

nates Siegfried's dreams of lib-

erty. Cooper has ever been a
dancer of focused presence,
and his portrait is untouched

by human feeling: it is truly a
bird, and all the more potent

for that Nor, be it gratefully

noted, is there the least strain

of homo-erotidsm in the dance.

The narrative is what it is, and
no “gay” sub-text need bather

us in the relationship of the

prince with the Swan.

The third act hall reverts,

initially, to the coarseness of

the first scene: these are an
odd lot of royals, with morals

as shifty as their manners. (So

unexpected.) There arrives

Cooper in hlarfr - leather trou-

sers as blatant as his sexuality

- to make advances on every

woman there, including the

Queen. He is both Eros and
Qiaos, and the Prince views
the entire scene as an orgiastic

nightmare in which the symbol
of his desire for freedom is

destroyed. (In a brilliant touch.

Cooper smears cigarette ash on
his forehead to evoke the
swan-marking: an exact reflec-

tion of Odile’s mimicry of

Odette’s swan-like pose.) The
act ends with the Private Sec-

retary shooting the Prince’s

girl-friend. This is dramatically

odd, but serves to send the

Prince into madness. Confined
to his bed, he sees visions of

the swans. They attack him.

then attack and kill their

leader (Cooper). The Prince

dies, his mother grieving over

him, while the apotheosis

shows Cooper and the Prince

united at test

As an up-dating this Swan
Lake is, against all the odds, a
success. Bourne clearly wants
the court scenes to be as hallu-

cinatory as the lake-side

encounters, but he has not
found a choreographic lan-

guage as effective as bis writ-

ing for the swans. What he
imposes upon Tchaikovsky In

the first act in barely forgrvea-

ble. But his vision of the
swans, of the lake-side tragedy,

is powerful and original. I find

it preferable to many of the

lumpen activities offered by
companies who foist inepti-

tudes on the public in the
name of tradition. Here, in

Bourne's imagery, is some-
thing authentically tragic,

attuned to Tchaikovsky's mys-
terious world. And with Adam
Cooper, the role of the Swan
has commanding power and
resonance.

Among the other players,

Fiona Chadwick makes nmeh
of the Queen, and Emily Piercy

has a good deal of fun as the
Prince's bimbo gbrl-friend. The
score is well played under
David Lloyd-Jones.

Swan Lake Is at Sadler's

Wells, London Nl until
November 25.

Theatre /Alastair Macaulay

Mother Courage
as Elsie Tanner

Whether Bertolt
Brecht's famous
play Mother Cour-
age will stand or

fell is decided at each perfor-

mance by the account given of

its title tola Diana Bigg, who
has assumed the role at the

National Theatre, has its grim-

humour and its indestructible

stamina. Other Mother Cour-

ages would give much to have

her fabulous log-like cheek-
bones, her hard jaw, her depth
of voice. She really makes
many of M.C's tough jokes
funny. And her singing,

though uninteresting; has the

same authority as everything

else she does.

Alas, these assets are not
enough. Brechtian acting is by
no means about soul-baring;

but nonetheless many perfor-

mances in bis plays have dis-

played moving qualities of
sheer human essence. There
are some nice instances of this

elsewhere in this production.

When Lesley Sharp, playing
Courage’s dumb daughter Kat-

trin, scrubs a dirty shirt with
changing rhythm while gazing
with growing desire ata pair of

handsome red boots, or when
Geoffrey Hutchings, as the

cook who starts to become
Courage’s latest lover, listens

to the offstage execution of

Courage's son Bflif by firing-

squad you see several layers of

humanity powerfully and
affectmgiy revealed.

When Rgg, however, plucks

a chicken while conversing
with the cook, or when she lis-

tens to the offstage firing-

squad that executes her other

son, you simply see a cele-

brated actress making calcu-

lated theatrical effects. She
speaks the role in a feisty

Yorkshire accent and with the
most gravelly area of her chest

voice. Her Courage means to

be a cousin of Elsie Tanner and
Bet Lynch, a Northern toughie
with a talent for hard repartee
and no nonsense, a human
institution on whom others
depend despite her own private

griefs, with the timing and
trrepressibility of the music-
halL Clever idea; but uninter-

esting in (forgive the pun) exe-

cution. And the accent
deprives us of the greatest

beauty of Bigg's acting: her
sculpted vowel sounds.

As a production, this Mother
Courage seems to be the sequel

to two productions at the
Almeida Theatre during the
1990s: the lauded Euripides
Medea staged by Jonathan
Kent (one of the Almeida's two
artistic directors) with Rigg as

the heroine and for which Jon-

athan Dove composed the
unusually eloquent choruses,

and the superb Brecht Life of
Galileo, adapted by playwright

David Hare, in which Kent
again worked with Dove. In
Mother Courage, Dove has
Intermittent success; some of

the songs drag, but others -

notably those for the cook,
chaplain, and young soldier in

the bar - splendidly heighten

the character of each person
and animate the ironic com-
plex folk-cum-vaudeville sing-

spiel quality of this drama.
Hare’s version of the text,

like his for Galileo, works mar-
vellously. Brecht’s timing, his

characterisation, his wit are all

vividly captured in modern
Rngttsh. Kent's staging suffers

from same of the same over-at-

tention to surface as his pro-

tagonist’s performance. David
Bradley's chaplain, James
Boiler as the soldier in the bar,

Michael Gough's very old colo-

nel, Hutchings’s cook are fine

performances; and Lesley
Sharp’s overwrought but
absorbing Kattrln gives the
most heartcatching perfor-

mance of all. Several other
roles, however, are far less well

played; and there is some
crummy singing. Paul Bond's
designs and Peter MumfonTs
lighting work best when they
simply emphasise the vast
Olivier stage space. The cos-

tumes and props are a muddle,
and the drastic hfghTightmg of

key dramatic episodes is

coarse. Brecht needs better

advocacy than is shown here.

In National Theatre repertory

at the Olivier Theatre, London,
SSL

AMSTERDAM
CONCERT
Concertgebouw
Ttf: 31-20-5730573
• Modigliani Sextet: performs

works by J- Strauss. Brahms and

Tchaikovsky: 2.15pm; Nov 19

BERLIN

Lb Tel: 49-30-203092100/

/nk-Stotenteorehester

h conductor Heinz

and violinist Matthias

lerform works by Webern.

1 Tchaikovsky; 8pm:
Nov

t
OPERETTA

, Oper Baffin

toarflfite: by Mozart.

I py Sebastian

^ and perforrnedby the

Pper Berlin. Soloists

ngt RufWgren, Gard

lony McDaniel, David

orsten Blanch Carol

Malone and Abble Furmansky; 6pm;
Nov 18

BOSTON
CONCERT
Boston Symphony Hafl

Tel: 1-617-266-1492

• Boston Symphony Orchestra:

with conductor Bernard Haitink and

pianist Murray Perahia perform

Mozart's “Symphony No.33" and

"Piano Concerto In E flat*, and
Ravel's "Mother Goose", “La Vaise"

(Nov 18) and "Rapsodie Espagnole"

(Nov 17, 21 , 22); 8pm; Nov 17, 18,

21,22

COLOGNE
CONCERT
Kfibier PhSharmonie
Tel: 49-221 -2040820

• Kfilner Rundfunk-Slnforte-

Orchesten with conductor Peter

EGtvds, baritone Dietrich Hensche!

and Marta Fabtan on cymbals

perform Sdarrino’s ‘Sofflo e Forma"

(first performance) and Eatvds’

“Atiantte" (ft»t performance); 8pm;

Nov 17

GENEVA
CONCERT
Grand Casino Tel: 41-22-7319811

• Doutee Pontes: gala concert by

the Portuguese fedo singer. 8.30pm;

Nov 17

GOTHENBURG
CONCERT
GGteborgs Konserthua

Tel: 46-31-7787800

# Gtiteborgs SymfonJker. with

conductor Gfiran W. NHson and

violinist Julian RachGn perform

BQrtz’s "Parados", Mendelssohn's
“Volin Concerto” and Vaughan
Williams' “Symphony No-6"; 7.30pm;
Nov 23, 24 (6pm)

HOUSTON
EXHIBITION
Contemporary Arts Museum
Tet 1-713-526-0773

• Andres Serrano: Works
1983-1993: the first mid-career
survey of the artist Arefres Serrano
features 52 large-scale CJbachrome
photographs. Serrano's subject

matter includes the depiction of

bodily fluids, religion, racism,

homelessness and death; to Nov 26

LEIPZIG
OPERA & OPERETTA
Oper Leipzig Tel: 49-341-1261261
• Moses und Aram by Schoenberg.
Directed by Gerd Albrecht and
performed by the Oper Leipzig;

7pm; Nov 18

LISBON
CONCERT
Grande Audftdrio da Fundagao
GuEbenkian Teh 351-1-7935131
• Maurizjo Poffink the pianist

performs works by Chopin and
Debussy; 9.30pm; Nov 19

LONDON
CONCERT
Royal Festival Hafl

Teh 44-171-9604242
• The London Philharmonic: with

conductor Matthias Bamert and
pianist Arme Queftetee perform

Mendelssohn's “Piano Concerto”,.

Matin's "The Four Elements” and
Beethoven's “Symphony No-5“;

7.30pm; Nov 17
EXHIBITION
British Museum
Tet 44-171-6361555
• After Marathon: Money, War and
Society in fifth-century Greece: coins

of the Athenian empire in the 5th

century BC, as Athens rose os the
predominant power In the

Mediterranean world; from Nov 21 to

Mar 3

JAZZ & BLUES
Royal Festival Hall

Tel: 44-171-9604242
• Stanley Clarke, AJ di Media and
Jean-Luc Parity: the bass guitarist,

guitarist and violinist join forces for

the first time In an unplugged
setting. Part of the London
International Jazz Festival; 7.30pm;
Nov 18
THEATRE
Barbican Theatre
Tel: 44-171-6388891

• A Patriot for Me: by Osborne.
Directed by Peter GIB and performed
by the Royal Shakespeare
Company. Osborne’s play is a
gripping depiction of a man
determined to conceal his

background and personality at any
cost 7.15pm (matinees; Sat 2pm);
Nov 17, 18, 20,21,22

MUNICH
EXHIBITION
Haus der Kunst Tel; 49-89-211270
• Sigmar Polka - Rembc new work
on paper by the German artist; from
Nov 17 to Jan 21

OPERA & OPERETTA
Natfonattheater

TeL 49*89-21 851 920

• L’ Italians in Algerh by Rossini

Conducted by Antonefio AKemantfi
and performed by the Bayerische
Staatsoper. Soloists include

Ferruccio Furianetto and Caroline

Maria Petrig; 7prrr, Nov 18, 21, 26,

29

NEW YORK
OPERA & OPERETTA
Metropolitan Opera House
Tet 1-212-362-6000
• n Barbiere di Sfvigfia: by Rossini.

Conducted by Adam Fischer and
performed by the Metropolitan

Opera. Soloists include Jennifer

Larmore and Ramdn Vargas; 8pm;
Nov 17, 20. 24, 27, 30

OSLO
DANCE
Norsks Opera Tel: 47-22-429475
• Three Ballets: the Norwegian
National Ballet with the
choreographies "Four
Temperaments” by Balanchine,

“Women Song" by Surd and “La
Ronde” by Tetley. Conductor is

Emmano Ftorto; 7.30pm; Nov 17, 18
(8pm)

PARIS
CONCERT
Satie Pfeyel Tel: 33-1 45 61 53 00
• Orchestra National de France:

with conductor Jeffrey Tate and
pianist Leon Fleisher perform works
by R. Schumann, Britten and
Dvorddq 8pm; Nov 17
Theatre du Chfitetet Tel: 33-1 40
28 28 40

• Emanuel Ax and Michel Dafoerto:

the pianists perform works by
Brahms and Schoenberg; 5pm; Nov
19
EXHIBITION
Centre Georges Pompidou
Tefc 33-1 44 78 12 33
• Dessins surteaHstes; vision et

technique: drawings by Surrealists

from the museum collection.

Including works by Andrd Breton,

Man Ray, Max Ernst and Joan Miro;

to Nov 27

PITTSBURGH
CONCERT
Heinz Hail for the Performing Arts
Tel: 1-412-392-4900
• Pittsburgh Symphony: with
conductor Marek Janowski and
flutist Robert Langevin perform
Creston’a “Threnody", Ibertis "Flute

Concerto" and R. Strauss’ “Bn
Heldenleben"; 8pm; Nov 17, 18. 19
(2.30pm)

VIENNA
CONCERT
Konzerthaus Tet 43-1-7121211
• Andr&s Schitti the pianist

performs the first 24 preludes and
fugues of Bach's "Das
Wohltemperterte Wavier"; 7.3Opm;
Nov 17
Musikverein Tel: 43-1-5058681
• Wiener Phflharmoniken with
conductor Zubin Mehta and flutist

Wolfgang Schulz perform Mozart’s
"Symphony No29" and 'Flute
Concerto, KV 313* and Ravel’s
"Daphne et CWo6" and “La Mari’;

7.30pm; Nov 17

WORLD SERVICE
BBC for Europe can be
received in western Europe
on Medium Wave 648 kHZ
(463m)

EUROPEAN CABLE
AND SATELLITE
BUSINESS TV
(Central European Time)

MONDAY TO FRIDAY

NBC/Super Channel:

07.00
FT Business Morning

10.00
European Money Wheel
Nonstop live coverage until

14.00 of European
business and the financial

markets

17.30
Financial Times Business
Tonight

Midnight
financial Times Business
Tonight
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COMMENT & ANALYSIS

So Car US and world financial
markets have taken the con-
flicts between the president
and Congress over the US bud-
get remarkably calmly. The
strong Inference is that there
is no real expectation of the
US government defaulting on
tiie interest payments due on
its debt. This view will be
strengthened by yesterday’s
US Treasury announcement of
special devices to enable the
administration to get through

Economic Viewpoint • Samuel Brittan

Thinking the unthinkable
The US is not about to default on its debts. But the standoff between president

and Congress over the budget is bound to trigger discussion of default risk premiums

to the aid of December.
The delay in paying some

federal salaries and the clo-

sure of federal offices are of
lesser importance, except as
part of the political game.
The US is not about to
enter a Mexican-type debt cri-

sis.

A game of bluff over the
debt ceiling has often occurred
in the past Usually, however,
it has has been a Republican
president at odds with a Dem-
ocrat Congress which has
been in favour of spending. A
Republican Congress which
wants a spending standstill is

more novel.

The president is obviously
trying to attribute the contin-

ued deadlock in negotiations
with Congress to his desire to

safeguard federal social spend-
ing. while Republicans are
anxious to blame it on his fail-

ure to accept the target of a
balanced federal budget by
2002. An eventual compromise
will have to embody the bal-

anced budget principle. Con-
gressional leaders will do
more harm than good to US
financial standing if they
backtrack on this principle for

the sake of a quick settlement

Meanwhile, there is a case
for looking at the theory of
default risks by first-world
governments in the context of

international bond yields

without prejudging the US
outcome. For we can no longer
assume, in the famous words
of a former head of Citibank,

that “countries don't go
broke".

The starting paint for such
an analysis must be the large

international spread of bond
yields - even among the

Group of Seven main indus-

trial countries. These go from
less than 3 per cent on Japa-

nese government 10-year

bonds to over ill* per cent on
Italian government bonds of
similar maturity. The US has

enjoyed yields of under 6 per

cent
Many different factors go

into these differentials. The
foundation stone is the world
zeal rate of interest This is

not directly measurable, as
most countries do not have
well established markets in

indexed government bonds.
But the yield of under 3% per
cent oh longer-maturity UK
indexed bonds may provide
some approximation.
One can give give a simple

formula to explain nominal
interest rate differentials, even
though fiie variables remain
partly a matter of guesswork.

What would a German inves-

tor contemplating buying a US
government bond expect to
receive? It would be:

• the going international real

rate of interest

• PLUS a premium to cover
the expected inflation rate in

Germany
• PLUS another premium or

discount to cover the expected
movement of the dollar

• PLUS a risk premium to
guard against his central
expectation on either German
inflation or the movement of
the Hollar being wrong.
Until recently this formula

would have covered all the rel-

evant elements. Let us go
briefy through the traditonal

items. The Investor in Ger-

many is not directly con-

cerned by US inflation, fie is

concerned with the real value

of his interest rate receipts

and eventual capital repay-

ment converted into D-Marks
of constant value. This is

affected by German inflation

phis or minus the likely move-
ment of the dollar. Thus the

small interest-rate premium
that German bond yields have
over American ones does not

necessarily indicate that Ger-
man inflation is expected to be
higher than American. It is

more likely to suggest that the

dollar is still undervalued in
relation to fundamentals and
is expected to bounce back
further over the next decade.

The risk premium is the
most tricky element to define.

It is not the as the infla-

tion expectation, but the extra

reward the holder of non-
indexed stock requires to

insure against his central esti-

mate of inflation being wrong.

The premium could be githgr

positive or negative.

If we make a few educated

guesses to fill in the formula,

we might say that a Herman
investor in US bonds would
expect
• a real retain of 3% per cent
per annum
• PLUS a German inflation

premium of 2% per cent

• PLUS a risk premium of 54

percent
• MINUS a discount of Vi per
cent for expected average
annual appreciation of the dol-

lar.

Over a 10-year period one
would expect the exchange

rate to move in the opposite
direction to comparative infla-

tion rates. But the relation-

shop is far from ™>rt. French
bond rates are around % per-

centage points higher than
German ones even though the
Inflation rates of the two coun-

tries are almost identical The
continuing differential may
represent a residual lack of
credibility about the cantinna-
tipn of fnflatinn in FranBP,

which is a more recent
achievement than in Ger-
many. But a doubt about Eco-
nomic and Monetary Union
could also contribute to the
differential So could any pos-

sibility whatever of a modest
French devaluation before
Emu conversion parities are
set in stone. Eadh of these
fears may have a very small
probability; but cumulatively
they contribute to the yield

differential.

The UK has had a bond
yield HWPTwntial »*£?»**»«* Ger-
many of nearly 1% percentage
points or twice that of France..

This suggests an all too obvi-

ous market verdict on the
likely course of Britain's

exchange rate and inflation

rate. It is consistent with
other evidence that financial

markets have little iy>nfiHpn<*»

in the government's inflation

target of 2% per cent or less in
the medium term, but have
rather more nonfirimpp in the
4 per cent upper limit of the
government's range.

Do default risks have to be
added to the formula given
above for explaining bond
yields differentials? Credit

Ratings of the G7 countries J $
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agencies have given most lead-

ing western economies triple-

A ratings. These are defined

by the Franco-British credit-

rating agency IBCA as “obliga-

tions for which there Is the
lowest expectation of invest-

ment risk". Among the G7
countries the only exceptions

are and Italy. These
latter ratings Indicate, accord-

ing to IBCA, merely a "very

low” expectation of invest-

ment risk
So far the US government's

triple-A ratings have
remained- IBCA has, however,

placed the US “on rating
watch for a possible down-
grade". Should it be lowered
and the other credit rating
agencies follow suit - and we
are talking very hypotheti-
cally - the results would be
serious in economic terms. Far
it would wwin that over gr|H

above the inflation and
exchange rate risks and other
dements listed above, a new
fti»m - risk of default - would
have to be added to the factors

which enterinto US long-term

interest rates. This would
have a depressing effect both
on the US and the world rate

of growth and further swing
the haiann* of macroeconomic
risks from inflation to defla-

tion.

But this is not the most seri-

ous risk. Hie US budget is the
only me in the world where
changes can be large enough
to influence file international

real rate of interest The fell in

US bond yields over the last

year ban presupposed a new
grouping of political forces in
favour of a balanced federal

budget, achieved over seven
years perhaps, bat sincerely

intended. If this expectation
becomes a victim of the politi-

cal crisis, the affiant on Ameri-
can and on world real interest

rates could be more serious
than that of any temporary
delay in paying federal
employees. It is for this reason
that - whatever one’s per-

sonal political outlook - the
insistence by the Republicans
an a balanced budget commit-
ment from President Clinton
is to be welcomed.
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Hollywood stars have returned to Japanese

television advertisements, says Emiko Terazono

Tokyo takes a shine

to Tinseltown
Dennis Hopper, the veteran

film actor, may be known in

Hollywood for playing sinister

roles, hot in Japan he is recog-

nised as the man having a tan-

trum over his yellow rubber
duck in a television commer-
cial for hath caTtia

After a brief lull big Holly-

wood names are back in Japa-

nese television advertising.

Along with Hopper, they
include Sharon Stone,
Madonna

,
Harrison Ford and a

number of others whose latest

performances might take some
of the shine off their image if

shown in the US or Europe.

The trend appears to be
inspired in part by the yen's

appreciation - which reduces

the costs of hiring celebrities -

and by the desire ofmany com-
panies to raise their profile.

But it is not without critics in

the advertising industry.

“The use of any star is likely

to dull creativity since an
advert would rely solely on Mg
box names rather than a
good idea,” says an official at a
feeding Japanese agency.
Television exposure for Hol-

lywood stars in Japan is not

new, Hhariffg Branson’s after-

shave campaign in the early

1970s being one of tfe first.

At that stage, Americans anti

Europeans were still rare on
the streets of Tokyo, and his
appearance won the product
immediate recognition.

“Foreigners gained attention
due to the curiosity factor,”

says Mr Kim Walker, president

of Strategic Planners Interna-

tional, a ma<n»- and advertising
mnsnTbmcy.

During the late 1980s. the
height of the economic “bub-
ble”, Japanese consumers regu-

larly saw names such as
Arnold Schwarzenegger, Mika

Tyson, file US boxer, and funk
legend James Brown promo-
ting anything from drinks to

instant noodles.

Hollywood stars joined the
rush for money - while stipu-

lating in their contracts that

the advertisements’ airtime
must be limited to Japan.
After the 1990 Tokyo stock

market crash and tha decline

Back on the box after taking

a break: Harrison Ford

in earnings, corporations were
forced to curb costs, including

advertising expenditure. “The
atmosphere was of frugality -

the exact opposite of what Hol-

lywood stars convey.” says
Hidekazu Aizawa, senior man-
ager at Dentsn, Japan's largest

advertising agency.
Advertising spending fell in

1992 and 1993, with file figure

for 1993 totalling Y5,127bn
($51bn>, down 10.5 per cent

from its peak in 1991.

Television advertising,
which accounted for a third at

all advertising expenditures,

totalled Yl,589bn that year,

down 5.4 per cent from 199L
The decline in spending

resulted in a more direct style

of advertising, with straightfor-

ward presentations of products

uti nriahitiOPl of why con-

sumers should buy them
rather than vague images, or
flaunting flashy stars.

However, consumers and
corporate advertisers grew
weary of unimaginative adver-

tising and the stars from Tin-

seltown drifted back. -

Expectations of an economic
recovery have also helped
recent advertising spending

hi 1994. advertising spending
rose 0.8 per cent from the pre-

vious year to Y5,168bn, its first

rise in three years.

Moreover, the yen’s apprecia-

tion and the rise in the cost of
hiring Japanese celebrities

have made foreign stars, whose

contracts are usually in US dol-

lars, more economical

“If a Japanese rock singer

and a famous Hollywood star

costs more or less the same,

many companies will choose

the latter.” says an advertising

agency representative.

Hiring Japanese stars will

cost an advertiser between
Y30m and YlOOm. Harrison

Feud, who assumes the role of

a blue-suited salaryman in

adverts for Kirin Beer, Is esti-

mated to have been paid
around $L5m (£940.000) to $2m.
while the industry estimates

the contract for Madonna, who
appears i& commercials for

shochn, a Japanese liquor, to

be about $2m.
On the debit side, problems

can arise when the celebrity

overshadows the product The
impact of using a foreign star,

moreover, is lost on consumers
when one celebrity appears in

a number of commercials.

For example', after seeing

Charlie Sheen promoting
Tokyo Gas, Philip Morris and
Madras shoes, consumers are

left confused about which
products be advertises.

Meanwhile, the appearance
of Sting, the UK rock celebrity A
who has campaigned against

m
destruction of the rain forests,

became controversial when he
appeared in a promotion for a

resort complex in southern
Japan which locals allege is

ruining the environment
In spite of the criticisms by

.
pundits, some commensals can
be entertaming. Take, for

example, a nnnnmArrial for Ito-

ham Foods, a leading pro-

cessed meat manufacturer,
featuring Sylvester Stallone.

Some English speakers are

left wondering whether the
action star in a tight white tux-

edo presenting friends with a
box at ham does not suggest

the product's Other meaning -

a hammy performance. But
Akira Tanaka of Itoham is

unabashed. He admits the com-
pany was not aware of the

English slang meaning but
adds “We did use Sean Con-
nery before him."

Surely, it’s your cup of tea.
Whether you’re an American

institutional investor interested in the

Turkish market, a Japanese manufac-

turer making a long-term investment

in Turkey- or a European trade com-

pany doing business here, you surely

will like rhe way we serve the tea.

Just like our banking.

As the success of Garanti in inter-

national markets signifies, we operate

according ro the highest standards in

every sense. The only private-sector

bank in Turkey to disclose its finan-

cials to Standard and Poor’s, Garanti

was selected as Turkey’s “Best Bank”

by Euromoney in July 1995. Garanti

ranks fourth in the world in terms of

return on assets according to The
Banker and is rhe only multibranch

bank in Turkey to receive a long-term

“A" raring by Capital Intelligence for

three consecutive years. A $200 mil-

SW GARANTI BANK

lion one-year syndicated loan facility

signed in July 1995 further reinforced

Garanri’s top-tier standing, carrying

die best terms obtained by any Turk-

ish bank since the financial crisis of

1994.

To make a long story short, if you
want co do business in Turkey,
Garanti Bank is exactly your cup of

tea.
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US constitution lacks balances to make it work
From Mr Boris Allan.

Sir, Though Americans are
fond ofpointing to the cheeks

and balances in their

constitution, the current
legislative fight between the
president and the Republican
Congress is illustrative ofthe
checks written into the US
constitution - without any
balances. Any balances depend
upon a certain acceptance,
tolerance, and mnnapnop
sadly lacking with today's
divided government.
When the US constitution

was written, the “people”

enshrined in that document
were not a diverse group, they
were principally white male
property-owning Christians

who shared a common culture
and a common language of
discourse (slaves, Indians, and
the poor were not part ofthe
picture). At that time,
everything was smaller, and
members ofthe first Congress
could not hide behind sound
bites, were not protected by
their staff (they had none or
few), and tbeir campaigns were

not financed by interest

groups. The “founding fathers”

probably never even
considered a situation where
individual candidates would
spend more than $20m to gain
a Senate seat, or foresee a
situation where legislators

would be so unpatriotic, so
pigheaded, so short-sighted, to

put the US in default
The US constitution is more

than 200 years old, and ft is

showing its age. The founding
fathers defined a system of
government for a small nation

governed by a group of

like-minded individuals of a
similar heritage, who wanted
to preserve their privileges.

The system they developed
depends on consensus among
those who govern. Modem
(ethnically diverse) America
lacks the sense of community
needed to make the
constitution work.

Boris Allan,
7412 Birch Avenue,
Takoma Park,
Maryland 20912. US

Competition obstacle is issue for UK business
From Mr-Tim Mehnlle-Ross.

Sir, In his article cm
business, Europe and Labour
(“Lost voice of business”,
November 10), Philip Stephens
asserts that the only
businesses to have spoken out
on Europe are those “who have
kept faith with Margaret
Thatcher’s Little England”.
Business scepticism about a

stogte currency and opposition
to the high labour costs of the
Social Chapter, as espoused by
the Labour party, has little to
do with being a “Little

Englander", and everything to
do with frying to maintain
competitiveness in the face of
considerable odds.

Of course businesses want
the government to have a
constructive and positive
relationship with Britain’s

European partners, but this

does not mean welcoming with
open arms all that comes from
Brussels, especially if ft seems
irrelevant or indeed harmful to
business interests.

In any case, businesses have
yet to feel the foil benefits of
the single market.A recent
Institute of Directors survey
showed that 35 per cent of
directors continue to face
serious administrative
obstacles when, doing business
withEurope in the form of
excessive red tape, VAT

restrictions, customs controls,
trade restrictions and
regulatory differences,

which put up barriers to free
trade.

Business wants Britain’*:

political parties to say “No" to
EC regulations or any other
measures which hinder their
ability to compete both within
Europe and frifarnaHnnnTly
and which will damage
Britain’s economic interests in
the longterm.

ThnMeiviUe-Ross,
director-general
Institute of Directors,
116 FaD Mall,
London SW1Y 5ED, UK

Nuclear states have no agreement on restraint
From Prof. RV. Sesketh.

Sir. Permit me to pinpoint
the “factual inaccuracy"
complained of by Mr John
Major “Summit cofleagDflB
wrong on N-tests, says Major”,
November 11/12) in the
paragraph adopted by all

Commonwealth governments,
other than theUK in regard to

French nuclear tests. In
Section 4(a) ofthe second
decision adopted by the parties

to the treaty on the

non-proliferation of unclear
weapons, at the 1995 review
and extension conference held

in April and May, the
nuclear-weapon states do not
agree to “exercise utmost
restraint"; they only agree that

they should. The factual

inaccuracy complained of Is

that the heads of
Commonwealthgovernments
assert that the nuclear-weapon
states have agreed to “exercise
utmost restraint”. They
haven’t and the prime minister
is correct, though some would
say the point,is a technicality.
The irony is that, subsequent

to the review conference, the
French government hag

voluntarily bound itself to
“exercise utmost restraint”.
This freely accepted obligation
is stated in a letter of
September 28 1995 written on
behalfof the French
government by its London
ambassador to MrHew Smith
MP and others. So the French
government has accepted an
obligation which other
unclear-weapon states have
not - but has not honoured it.

R-V. Hesketh,
Lower Stone,
Berkeley, Gloqcs, UK

FT close to acknowledging a great art form
From Mr David MordecaL IfIn vour nhft forFrom Mr David MordecaL

Sir, I was delighted to see

November 6} - especially for

Ornette Coleman the altolst

Ifin your obit for Kingsley
Amis (October 28) you had
instead made mention of hie
love ofjazz and "other” serious

20th century.
More jazz please]

ui.hu* a™ omar" serious David Morris
Ornette Coleman the altolst the right signS

35Mhcl)12fmW?1

(and only occasional tenorist). the great art forme of the ^dLeve^HongE^

Relatively

familiar
From Mr Tony Vernon.

Sir, I am moved to comment
on Lucy Kellaway's article
“Five steps to being a chief
exec” (November 13) referring
to the new-found familiarity of
telephone operators with
callers.

Having for some time been a s.

user of the Talking Pages *
freephone information service,
I notice that the same “Hello,
Tracy speaking. .

." culture has
been Introduced to thic service.
'That this approach enhances
the user-friendliness of such
organisations' interface with
the customer could pass
without further argument.
What a pity therefore, that

the relationship is only
deep. During a recent call to
Taking Pages I recognised the
operator’s west-country accent
aud, having lived there for a
nme, I inquired exactly where
she was from.
No sooner had she started to

say Frome than she checked
hereelf and insisted that such
information could not be given
out.

While I appreciate that In
ttos age of increasing
telephone nuisance there is a

f
6®1 levels of security,

I would have thought that
introducing pleasantries into
such conversations could be a
Mfateral as well as unilateral
activity.

Otherwise, congratulations
to BT on an excellent
service.

Tony Vernon,
Calle de las Nacioncg 21
E-28006 Madrid,
Spain
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Apec’s tasks in
world trade

In Bogar, Indonesia, last year, the
member countries of the Asia
Pacific Economic Co-operation
forum agreed to a skeletal plan to
liberalise their trade. The inten-
tion was to liberalise the trade of
the more developed countries by
2010 and of developing countries
by 2020. Now, in Osaka, they have
to put the flesh on the bones. It
will prove no easy task.
Apec is extraordinarily diverse:

in wealth, its 18 members range
from Japan to Papua New Guinea;
in population, they vary from
China to Singapore; in location,
they span half the globe; and in
resources, they vary from land-
rich Australia to people-rich
Japan. What then do they share?
Only that they are not Europeans
and that they all consider trade
important Collectively, they also
matter: members generate 60 per
cent of world output and almost
half of world trade.

Apec’s main aim has been to

liberalise trade. But the difficul-

ties that have emerged suggest the
obstacles may not be much
smaller than at the global level, it

is hardly surprising, for example,
that Japan and South Korea have
found it as hard to abandon pro-
tection of agriculture in favour of

their Apec partners as they did in

the Uruguay round.
What then can - and should -

be expected from this meeting?
One valuable contribution would
be resistance to US bilateral pres-

sures on trade. Another is the
informal dialogue with China, ide-

ally preparing the way for comple-

tion of its long drawn-out negotia-
tions over accession to the World
Tirade Organisation.
Yet the moat important task is

to work out how Apec can best
serve as a catalyst for global fiber-
alisatlon. For this, some ambigu-
ities must first be cleared up.
Japan's idea is that Apec «Virmi<V 1

not begin a formal negotiation,
but work through peer pressure.
Countries should agree a time-

1

table for presenting their own i

trade liberalisation plans, far scru-
tiny and discussion. A decision I

must also be reached on whether
|

Apec liberalisation should be non-
discriminatory or whether it
should become a bloc that could
negotiate reciprocally with the
rest of the world.

Creation of a formal negotiating
forum within Apec, let alone a dis-

criminatory, free trade agreement,
would have damaging effects on
outsiders. It seems unreasonable
for Malaysia, say, to discriminate
in favour of Chile, against Bangla-
desh. Given Apec’s size, formal
negotiations within it would
also, inevitably, tend to be a sub-
stitute for negotiations within the
WTO.

True, a plan for discriminatory

liberalisation might force the
Europeans into global negotia-
tions. But it is Just as likely to

split the world down the middle.
Apec should try to secure trade
liberalisation, but also remember
that discriminatory liberalisation

may well not be better than none.
Discrimination imposes costs.

Apec needs to admit this now.

Deck clearing
Those looking for a dear strategic

direction in the parliamentary
programme unveiled in the
Queen’s Speech will be sorely dis-

appointed. As it enters its last full

parliamentary session before the
next general election, Mr John
Major's administration unsurpris-

ingly has put tactical political

advantage before serious legisla-

tive purpose.

His government faces an
unprecedented Labour lead in the

opinion polls. Many Tory MPs
believe that it will soon be impos-

sible to claw back sufficient sup-

port to win an election which
must be held before the summer
of 1997. Mr Major's precariously

small majority meanwhile forces

tiie prime minister to minimise
the risk of rebellion from the right

wing of his own party.

So the principal purpose of the

package of measures announced
yesterday is to emphasise the

points of difference between Con-

servatives and Labour in the

approach to the election.

It is true that some of the bills -

on the establishment of a

high-speed Channel rail fink and

on cross-media ownership - repre-

sent the day-to-day business of

government in a changing world.

The reinstatement of changes to

divorce and family law meanwhile

mark a welcome rebuttal of recent

opposition from some on the

moral right of Mr Major’s party.

But the politically high-profile leg-

islation on asylum seekers, on
nursery school vouchers and on

grant-maintained schools is

intended above all to mark out
points of difference with Mr Tony
Blair’s Labour party.

hi one respect, there is do need
to lament foe absence of a mare
substantive programme. Too often

in the past 16 years the Conserva-

tives have confused a frenetic

pace of activity in parliament with

good government Too many laws

have meant too many had laws.

The latest batch .of measures
will also be largely irrelevant to

the eventual outcome of foe gen-

eral election. The forthcoming
Budget, the performance of the
economy over the next year, the

conclusions of the Scott report

into arms sales to Iraq, and the

capacity of the Conservative party

to maintain a semblance of unity

over European policy will be the

more decisive factors.

The Queen’s Speech, however,

highlights a more fundamental
flaw in the legislative process. The
peculiarly British custom by
which all substantive new bills

must be announced and drafted in

time far foe state opening of par-

liament intensifies the pressures

in Whitehall which lead to hasty

and 01-prepared bills.

It loads on to the first few
months of the session parlia-

ment’s scrutiny of the legislation,

increasing the risks that badly-

drafted measures will make then-

way into law. If legislation was

agreed and introduced more
evenly throughout the year, the

government would lose one of its

political totems but it would
deliver better laws.

Curious UK pay
Yesterday brought another batch

of employment and earnings data

indicating that the UK labour

market is not what it once was.

Were this the fourth year of a nor-

mal recovery, observers would be

talking of inflationary wage spi-

rals, and the danger of paying

every worker the same “going

wage”. But instead they are mar-

velling at the moderation - and

variety - of 1990s wage patterns:

and wondering how long either

feature can be expected to last.

The latest figures show tnatUK

employees, on average, accepted a

real cut in living standards over

the last year, despite the fact that

unemployment fell by nearly

250.000. To the government, tins is

evidence of the success of curbing

the unions and deregulating the

labour market, but there is only

mixed evidence for this. .....
Government policy has cerfauruy

played a part in keeping a Ud on

the servic© sector, where wage

growth is the model of restraint,

averaging only ? .

the year, compared to 4.« per cent

in manufacturing. Part of the

unusually large gap g
down to the gov-munent s pu^c
sector wage bill freeze-

in public scc-tor-docunatwl sectoK

such as education, health and

social work grew by a mere lyper

lent over the year,

nearly * per cert to the financial

services sector,

Yet tonger-tenn changes 7 some

of them related

lation - have also affected service

sector wage trends, in particular

the growth in the number of

part-time and female employees.

Both categories tend to earn less

than their fUD-time, or male equiv-

alents.

In the manufacturing sector,

however, it is less obvious that

government policy has- weaned
wage bargainers from their ten-

dency to favour real wage growth

over increased employment- Nor -

as car workers wait to judge the

outcome of the present pay round

at Ford motor company - has the

notion of a “going wage" lost its

relevance.

In services, real wages have

risen L4 per cent since the third

quarter of 1992, while employment

has risen by nearly 500,000, or 3.1

per cent. But in the manufactur-

ing sector, real wages grew by
around 4% per cent, alongside a

modest 58JJ00, or less than 1% per

cent, rise in employment
With productivity growth in

manufacturing having dropped

sharply since the end of 1994.

employers have thus faced a sig-

nificant rise in unit labour costs

over the past 12 months. While

this does not - yet - imply a rapid

increase in inflation, it will make

it more difficult to combine stable

economic growth with Wgher

manufacturing employment mthe
years to come, ha short, if Fora

workers set the trend, and achieve

anything dose to the 10 per cent

wage rise they axe demandtoft UK
manufacturing may soon be baefr

on its long-term downward trend.

Brussels keeps
shut the gates
to the east
Enlarging the EU has taken a back
seat as members grapple with problems
closer to home, says Lionel Barber

I
f the European Union has a
mission for the
ft is enlargement to the east
Integrating the farmer com-
munist countries of central

and eastern Europe with the capi-

talist west is the stuff of which his-

tory and heroes are maite.

Yet the EUPfi enlargement project

is faltering. Criticspoint to a lack of
political will and imagination, while
Brussels nfftofalg rnnfas that the
scale of foe challenge is fax greater
than first thought when ttw* original

promise of membership was made
In June 2993.

“The level of seriousness about
enlargement is not minimal. It sim-
ply does not exist,” says a senior
Pfwrnnfaqifin official. “If this Iriwrf of
approach persists, expansion to the
east will have to be postponed for at

least a decade."
Five eastern and central Euro-

pean countries have so far applied

for. EU membership: Hungary,
Poland, Romania. Slovakia and Lat-

via: Five more are likely to do so:

the Czech Republic, Slovenia, Bul-

garia, Estonia and Lithuania. Malta
and Cyprus have won a pledge to
open accession negotiations six

months after the conclssion of next

year's intergovernmental confer-

ence, most likely in raid-1997.

EU leaders have yet to establish a
timetable or a peeking order far the

admission of these new members.
They have barely begun to consider

the implications for the Common
Agricultural Policy or regional aid

which account far two thirds of the

EU*s annual budget of EcuSObn
(£65fan).

Previous rounds of enlargement

have created a union that stretches

from the Mediterranean shores to

the outer Arctic circle. But the
admission of the central and east-

ern European candidates raises

questions about the diversity that

foe nnirm ran accommodate.
first, the only land border the EU

now shares with Russia is that of

Finland. Admitting. the eastern

European states would expose foe

Union's eastern flank to former.

Soviet republics such as Belarus,

Ukraine and Moldova. Inevitably,

security questions arise, especially

if the new entrants were to join the

Weston European Union, the EXTs

defence «rm.

Second, eastern enlargement
poses questions of economic adjust-

ment dwarfing those linked to the

earlier accession of Spain and Por-

tugal (1986) or Greece (1981).

Although there was a sizeable gap
between the standards of living of

those southern entrants and those

of the existing member states, the

gap is much larger for central and
eastern Europe
Bulgaria and Romania, for exam-

ple, enjoyed a per-capita GDP of just

over $1,000 in 1993 based on pur-

chasingpower parity, according to

the Worid Bank. The Czech Repub-
lic stood at $2,710, Hungary at $3,350

and Slovenia at $6,490.

The scale of foe gap raises doubts

about whether these economies
could cope with the competitive

pressures and high standards

imposed by the EU*s internal mar-

ket. The European Commission
rubbed home the point this year
with a list, running into several

hundred pages, which set out
administrative and legal procedures
by winch EU iflgisiatirm most be
adopted awd Implemented by appli-

cant countries. According to a
Czech diplomat, the Brussels white
paper highlighted the hurdles still

in front of fullEU membership. But
it also suggested that enlargement
was slipping down the order of pri-

orities in Brussels at a time when
the EU is grappling with its own
institutional future.

Fresh bmWn
ig might have been

expected from the. high-level group
charged with preparing next year's

EU intergovernmental conference.

But foe Reflection Group working
an the agenda has laboured under a
restricted mandate, and its soon-
to-be published report is unlikely to
contain a blueprint fix' a union of

25-plus member states.

The impression that enlargement
is receding as a priority has grown
since the informal EU summit in

Spain in September. Ostensibly, EU
leaders were supposed to engage in
free-wheeling debate about the
shape of the union in the 21st cen-

tury; but one participant describes

the session as “badly prepared” and
“vary unimpressive
The summit agreed a plan for

tackling enlargement, starting with
institutional reforms at next year's

intergovernmental conference. Deci-

sions on moving to monetary union
will take place in 1998. A new bud-

get package by 2000 would then put
forward a new a new deal between
net contributors and beneficiaries,

taking account of the needs of the

applicants from the east “Only at
this point," says a French diplomat,

“we can begin serious enlargement
negotiations."

Yet if the time taken for the
accession negotiations with Spain
and Portugal is a guide, there would
be a delay of several years. The
final agreement would then require

ratification by all 15 member states.

It could be 2005 at the earliest

before Poland, the Czech Republic.

Hungary and Slovenia could join.

When pressed about the delays,

EU diplomats and Commission offi-

cials point to the Maastricht trea-

ty's commitment to hold an inter-

governmental conference next year.

The unknown question is how far

the conference will overcome oppo-

sition, notably from Britain, to

improvements to the functioning of

the union through measures such

as extending qualified majority vot-

ing. Without such reforms, most
believe that a 25-member
union would be impassible.

Uncertainty over the planned
monetary union could also flatnagp

prospects for enlargement A delay

in Emu would trigger a crisis of

confidence so severe that tt would
be virtually impossible to imagine
the EU responding with accession

talks with foe eastern Europeans,

says a French diplomat
Similarly, Mr Jacques Chirac, foe

French president, is unlikely to

respond to calls from Mr Helmut
Kohl, German chancellor, for mere

political union unless he can bet an
monetary union. Few member
statesare likely to ratify next year's
hTtergnrornTriAntal conference until

they are sure that Emu remains
open to all. rather than being an
exclusive political arrangement
built around France and Germany.
Here the Commission has a cru-

cial role as arbiter and ideas cata-

lyst It win unveil two papers on the
reform of foe Common Agricultural

Policy and structural funds ahead
of next month’s EU summit in Mad-
rid, foe two policies most affected

by enlargement

O n regional aid, the
Commission has cal-

culated that it would
cost an extra EcuSSbn
a year if the present

policies were extended to all 10
applicants. Officials argue that the

eastern economies could not absorb
the amounts they would be paid,

which would range from 7 per cent

of gross national product in Slo-

venia to 34 per cent of GNP In Bul-

garia and Romania. Already, the
Phare aid programme, which com-
mitted Ecn42bn between 1990 and
last year for boosting market econo-

mies in central Europe, has experi-

enced difficulties in finding suitable

projects to fund.

One proposal is to set a ceiling on
foe amount of structural funds
mriaiing countries and future mem-
ber states can receive. The unoffi-

cial figure circulating in Brussels is

between. 3 per emit and 4 per cent of

national gross domestic product.

However, such a ceiling would run
into opposition from countries such
as Greece which would face real

cuts in aid after becoming accus-

tomed to a drip-feed from Brussels.

Extending the Common Agricul-

tural Policy eastwards could be
even more expensive, since foe sub-

sidies would encourage expansion
in output in farm-intensive econo-

mies. The application of the policy

in these countries would trigger a
rise in food prices and create a new
class of super-rich farmers.

Mr Franz Fischler, agriculture

commissioner, appears, therefore, to

be moving toward recommending
lengthy transition periods lasting

between seven and 10 years for the

eastern applicants. These would
most likely be coupled with foe
imposition of strict production quo-
tas and, by implication, the continu-

ation of border controls.

At a conference of European lead-

ers in Berlin, organised by the Her-
bert Quandt Foundation and the
Financial Times, Mr Ruud Lubbers,
former Dutch prime minister,
suggested that it might be neces-

sary to find new forms of transi-

tional membership. This might help
the central and eastern Europeans
to meet EU standards in sensitive

areas such as Immigration.
Yet this would challenge foe tra-

ditional EU approach Of insisting
that new members adopt the acquis

communautaire, foe written (and
unwritten) set of rights and obliga-

tions developed since the Treaty of

Rome in 1957. Weakening the acquis

might also encourage other member

states to follow the UK approach of

selective co-operation at “variable

geometry”, weakening the solidar-

ity and cohesion of the union.

Speaking at foe same conference.

Professor Jeffrey Sachs of Harvard
Institute for International Develop-

ment, an economics adviser to

Poland, Estonia and Slovenia, called

for bold new thinking to avoid
enlargement becoming bogged
down in foe ELTs internal wran-
gling.

He produced a six-point plan
including measures to help foe can-

didates eliminate last year's
Ecu6.4bn trade deficit with the
union. This would involve the EU
switching from safeguards against

cheap imports and anti-dumping
measures to a common competition
policy for the whole region.

In return, the east Europeans
would renounce subsidies to state

enterprises and their claims to
large-scale regional aid under the
EU’s structural fund programme.
“The central Europeans need mar-
kets, not charity," said Prof Sachs.

Enlargement may be seen as inev-

itable - even desirable - by the EU.
But none of its leaders yet seems
ready to admit that it will require

sacrifices and changes in the tradi-

tional EU approach.

One member of the Reflection
Group says it is time to break free

of old thinking. “The worst thing

about the situation is that people
say it's too big and too difficult All

that Is true, but we have to do it If

we don’t do it, the consequences
will be even worse."
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Psst! Wanna call up Naomi
Campbell on your computer screen
- clad in same strategtoaDy-aljgned
sandy tyre tread marks?

-- Perhaps mindful that its

: sought-after calendar is no longer
acceptable on every office wall
these days, Pirelli, the Milan tyre
-people, thoughtfully posted the
lissome ladies.on the Internet as

:
from yesterday.

.
The web site has, ofcourse, a lot

more than calendar pages to

interest the cyber-surfer. There’s
ajl sorts ofinformation about tyres
and related services, not to
mention a Btany of the company's
sporting successes. It is purely in
pursuit ofthe latter information, of
course,Hurt FT readers will be
logging on at httpj}
www.pirellLcom.

Painful one .

Who knows whether foe Merrill
Lyhchj/Smifo New Court tryst is

100 years ago
Attempt to sting twice
A South African financier who
has beat prominent in the
assistance he has given to the
markets during the recent crisis

was approached by a dealer, who
announced with regret that he
was unable to meet bis

obligations in full. He explained
that bis other creditors bad
agreed to accept ten shiTitngs in
the pound 150%) and begged the
capitalist to fell in.with this

arrangement as regards the
amount due to him. The
financier, being anxious to do
everything that was fair in the
critical circumstances, agreed to
accept the terms decided on by
the general creditors, mid was
effusively thanked by the debtor
for his generous treatment. The
affair seemed then to have been
duly arranged, but what was the
surprise of the capitalist when
he heard the defaultingdealer
address him as follows: “The
next thing I want to ask is this

-

can you tend me enough money
to pay foB ten Shillings in the
pound?” We mercifully draw a
veil over the Cape rhetoric in
which the reply was framed.
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-.. T^newchainnao istmhkelyte - reinvented aaonyrnfr'attrtnpting to
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reteranca of Westminster opinion • Sacked Near Christmas has
on his activities. AlistairUarfiog, ; recently been supplemented by
Lafa^s-C^.spti^^ V - Post Merrill Tsision-

Tbe gold exported from the
colony amounted during October
to 27,72> ounces valued at

£105,357. Of ibis quantify 13.813
ora wereobtained fromfoe
Coolgardie Fields.'
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Tokyo plan gives Asian countries flexibility

Apec nears deal to end

trade barriers by 2020
By Wflfiam Dawkins In Tokyo and
Guy do Jonquleres In Osaka

Pacific rim governments were
yesterday nearing agreement on
a compromise plan to eliminate
all barriers to trade by 2020.

Mr Ryutaro Hashimoto.
japan's minister of international
trade and Industry, said he was
optimistic that the 18 govern-
ments of the Asia Pacific Eco-
nomic Co-operation forum, cover
ing half the world economy, were
close to a deal drafted by Tokyo,
the current Apec chairman.

The draft plan will be dis-

cussed when Apec trade and for-

eign ministers begin a two-day
meeting this morning to sketch
out a plan of how to achieve the
free trade goal, scheduled to be
approved at the government lead-

ers' annual summit on Sunday.
The compromise would allow

flexible treatment for countries

in opening markets in sensitive

sectors, such as Asian farming.

Japan wishes to accommodate Its

rice farmers, as well as farmers
in China, South Korea and
Taiwan, who are unwilling to

submit to a guarantee to open
markets by the Apec deadline.

Mr Yohei Kano, Japan's foreign

minister, vowed that his country
would produce a ‘'meaningful”

free trade plan, with “realistic

and flexible treatment” for sensi-

tive industries. Indonesia,
Taiwan, New Zealand and Singa-
pore supported the Japanese
compromise in meetings with the
Apec chairman yesterday after-

noon, said a Japanese official.

Opponents of the Japanese
draft have argued that enshrin-
ing special consideration for sen-
sitive sectors would risk unrav-

EdKorfal Comment Pane 17

elling Apec, since all member
economies have politically sensi-

tive sectors.

The US, sensitive to the need
not to push the pace of Apec too

fast, appeared to welcome the
Japanese proposal. Mr Mickey
Kantor, US trade representative,

said that “we believe that it is

Important that a realistic and
flexible approach be available”

for members with difficulties.

As bilateral meetings contin-

ued, South Korea, gmarHng fmrn
a recent row over Japan's former

occupation, and China wets still

to be convinced that their farm-
os would get sufficient protec-

tion. But they were thought
unlikely to block the deal.

As the agriculture problem
neared a fwinind^ wninr offi-

cials shifted to two other crucial
Issues an the agenda.
Japan is proposing that Apec

members should automatically
extend to «np another, on a most
favoured nation basis, any free

trade gestures they may choose
to make, such as tariff reduc-
tions. It also says individual
countries should liberalise at
their own pace, without formally
seeking comparable gains from
other Apec members.
Mr FTani-nr reminded Mr Hashi-

moto, in what both sides said was
a positive meeting, that the US
was tmflhfa to grant MFN status

In all cases because of its domes-
tic legal requirement to review
China’s MFN privileges annually.

The US is also pressing for
rules to ensure that Apec mem-
bers offer each other roughly
equivalent trade gains. This con-

flicts with most Asian countries'

aversion to using Apec far formal
trade bargaining.

Sterling drops as economy
puts pressure on UK Budget
By Robert Cftota,

Phffip Gawith and
Robert Peston in London

The pound fell to a record low on
the foreign exchanges yesterday

as figures showing a rise in UK
unemployment and the biggest
fall in living standards for nearly

14 years underlined the pressure

on Mr Kenneth Clarke, chancel-

lor of the exchequer, to deliver a
“giveaway” Budget and a cut in

interest rates.

The news on the economy
came as Mr John Major, prime
minister, attempted to wrest the

political agenda from the opposi-

tion Labour party with a legisla-

tive programme focusing on
improving the competitiveness of

the economy, being tough on
crime, and introducing greater

choice in education.

But the programme for the cur-

rent session of parliament,
unveiled in the Queen's Speech
yesterday, was partly overshad-

owed by a savage attack on the

government by Sir Julian Crltch-

ley, a veteran Tory backbencher,
and a paint-bomb attack an Mr
Brian Mawhinney, the Conserva-
tive party chairman

There was also feverish specu-

lation among MPs that several

disenchanted Tory backbenchers
were to leave the party. Conser-

vative party managers said they
had no evidence that any MP
wanted to launch such a coup,

which would threaten Mr Major’s

ability to govern, as it has a
majority of just six.

Average earnings rose by an
underlying 3VJ per cent in the

year to September, according to

the Central Statistical Office.

Over that period, the average
household needed a 4J) per cent

rise in income simply to compen-
sate for higher prices and taxes.

The resulting drop in “real" aver-

age earnings was the largest

since March 1982.

Expectations of a base rate cut

after this month’s budget were
encouraged by an unexpected

drop in the volume of goods sold

in the shops lit month and the
first rise in the number of people
without work and claiming bene-

fits for 26 months.

The prospect of lower rates
took its toll on the pound, which
dropped to a record low of 82.5

per cent of its 1990 value against

a trade-weighted basket of other
currencies.

Against the D-Mark, it finished

in London at DM2.1847, a loss of
three pfennigs an the day, and
only slightly above the all-time

low of DM2.1755 reached on May
9. The Bank of England would
not comment an market rumours
that it had intervened to support
the pound at about DM2.19.
The expectation of lower rates

was also reflected in the short

sterling futures market, but
gains there were later unwound
as sterling weakness seemed to

limit the scope for a rate cut.

Growth hampered for 25 years',
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Nigerian

gas deal to

go-ahead,

says Shell
By David Laacaflaw in London,
Paid Adams bi Lagos and
Caroline Southey In Strasbourg

The plan by a consortium led by
Shull to build a hqnpfl»d natural

gas plant in Nigeria will go
ahaad, thfl rampnntaw said after a
meeting in Lagos yesterday.
However the companies have

yet to finalise flwmriwg far the
$3.6bn project, the source of con-

troversy since last week’s execu-
tion of Ken Saro-Wiwa and eight

other minority rights activists.

The consortium said the con-

struction contract was an course
far dgrimg before the <md of thw

year. In London, Shell said the

board had “ironed out all the

major rnippdrnwiitH1
' standing in

the way of the project

But there were still a number
of “procedural steps” to be taken.

These involved completion of the
flnwnHsl agreements, including
the Tram* which the shareholders
are to make to enable the project

to proceed.

Mr Dick van den Broek, a
directin' of shoti international,

stressed last night that cancella-

tion of the plant, would damage
the interest of tin* Nigerian peo-

ple. “If the project Is delayed,

there is every possibility that the
scheme would collapse,” he said.

In Lagos, there was no indica-

tion whether a delay in the final

investment decision was due to

pressure an shareholders or lark

of fandu by the Nigerian National

Petroleum Corporation, which
has a 49 per cent stake.

A final investment decision

must be made by the and of the
year so that construction of the

plant and fcrfHtfai can be started

early nmt year by a consortium
led by Kellogg, the US construc-

tion company.
In Strasbourg, Mr Ken Wlwa,

Mr Saro-Wlwa's son, and Profes-

sor Bolaji Akinyemi. a former
Nigerian foreign minister and
leading democracy campaigner,
called far a campaign to isolate
the military regime.

Prof Akinyemi pressed mem-
bers of the European Parliament
for an ofl and arms embargo, the

expulsion of Nigeria from all

international political, sprat and
cultural bodies and a freeze on
foreign bank accounts. He also

called for a travel ban on mem-
bers of the military regime and
economic sanctions if the govern-
ment failed to introduce demo-
cratic reforms in six months.

World can wait for Abacha’s
regime. Page 4

Hafslund investors call halt to merger with Ivax of US
Continued from Page 1

believed there was a simple
majority in favour.

The companies said they would
replace the full merger with a
strategic alliance in which they
would enter into a number of
licensing and collaboration
agreements, benefiting from

each other’s strengths in the US
and Europe.
Ivax concentrates on generic

drags, while Hafslnnd’s most
profitable products are contrast

agents, used in diagnostic imag-
ing:

Both sides said there would be
no penalties or fees Incurred in
the broken deal, based an a one-

for-one stock swap.
The news of the deal’s collapse

sent Ivax’s shares up to
$24%. This still represented a fall

of 21 per cent since the deal was
first announced. Hafehmd shares
were suspended at NKrl76 in
Oslo before the announcement,
the level they were trading at
just before the link-np plan

emerged. Mr Phillip Rost, Ivax
chief executive, said he regretted

the loss of the tremendous poten-
tial offered by the merger.
Hafslund said it would go

ahead with the spin-off of its

energy division.

Analysts said this would leave
the company looking attractive

for a merger or takeover.

T FT WEATHER GUIDE

Europe today
High pressure over Iceland and low pressure

over southern Scandinavia wffl direct strong

northerly winds with cold and unstable air

Into northern Europe and the British Isles.

Snow and hail showers will form over the

Baltic sea and move inland. There will be
heavy rain over southern England, the Low
Countries. Denmark and southern Sweden.

An active tow pressure system In the Gulf of

Biscay will also bring heavy rain and windy

conditions to Portugal and northern Sp^n.
South-oast Europe wil be settled. Greece

and the Balkan states wlH be sinny. The
southern half of Italy wfll have summer-tfte

conditions with maximum temperatures

around 20C.

Five-day forecast
During the next couple of days, cold air from

the north will move further Into Europe. The

British Isles and the Low Countries win have

rain and light hail showers with temperatures

mainly above freezing. Northern Europe wiU

turn wintry. Heavy snow showers win

continue over the Baltic Sea and move

inland. Portugal and northern Spain wffl

continue wet and windy.
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Olivetti plugs in
Olivetti has pulled a white rabbit oat
ofitsbatantheeveafits L2^57bn
$L42bn) rescue rights issue. But if the

company hoped its ambitious affiance

with France Telecom would make
Investors less reluctant to atump up
cash, it will have been disappointed.

Shareholders worry that the venture

wfll absorb increasingsums of capital
Only L200bn may be needed in fixe

first two years; but if Olivetti is seri-

ous about talrtng on Trieraen Italia

across the whole range of fixed tele-

coms services rm«» the market is Eber-
ationri in 199B . the rash drain could be
substantial.

This is not to deny the venture has
attrurdinna. Most important. Telecom
Balia represents a soft target Not only
does it suffer from high costs; It Is

vulnerable to “cherry-picking”
because its intematfonai tariffc are
inflated and its best customers are
highly concentrated in and around
Milan Mnwnwr

, picking France T616-
fyim as a partner plugs Olivetti into an
international alliance including Deut-

sche Telekom. This ghrwiifl give the
venture an edge in handling traffic to

1 France and Germany, which together

i

account for nearly 80 per cent of
Italy’s outgoing international calls.

That said
.
Olivetti’s alliawra will not

have the market to itself. BT already
hag a link-up with Banna Waranala

del LaVOTO and ft nan only ha a matter

of time before AT&T addresses the
rnarlrpfr SUCCBSS Will dqumd nn effi-

ciency and innovation — qualities Oik
vetti’s care computer business has not

been noted for oflate.

Euro Disney
Like the wicked queen’s poisoned

apple, yesterday’s figures from Euro
Disney looked pretty on the outside.

Once investors bit into the detail, how-
ever, the shares lost 14 per cent
Trading is imrinnhtafliy improving.

The decision In April to slash the
them* park’s entrance fee has paid off

with a 21 per cent rise in visitors and
higher hotel occupancy. But the com-
parison is enhanced by the poor per-

formance last year, when attendant

dropped 10 per cent Costs remain
stubbornly high and spend per head is

flat at best Revenue growth slowed
from 17 per emit in the third quarter
to 10 per cent in tha fourth, despite a
warm summer and a fhQ three months
of the new Space Mountain ride. Strip-

ping out an exceptional gain from buy-
ing back its bands as wall as lower
depredation and lease charges, the
group still lost money last year.

FT-SE Eurotrack 200:

1522-7f-1.4)

Euro Disney’s future continues to be
overshadowed by last year’s financial

restructuring.
Additional interest payments start

this year, royalties and debt repay-

ments after 1998. Revenues will have
to grow by 5 per cent a year just to

cover those extra charges. Nor can the

group currently contemplate invest-

ments ilk* another big ride or even an
adjacent park, which could provide
tire basis for acceptable profits. At this

stage a decent return an the FFr23bn

(|4.7hn) original investment looks a

long way away.
Euro Disney shares may provide the

same thrills and spfllB as a ride on the

group’s Space Mountain rollracoaster.

but they are mare dangerous.

British Gas
Yesterday’s £83m (J129m) provision

Is only the tip of the iceberg cf British

Gas’s problems. Selling gas below cost

price is already wiping more than
£KKkn a year off profits. On top of

that, the company will have to pay
£52Qm tills year for gas it cannot sell,

and ft will not be able to start offload-

ing surplus for several years. Evrai

then, BG will be lucky if it can sell at

the 16 per cent discount the provision

assumes. That is well below the gap
between BG's average purchase price

and the market price for gas contracts.

The company is praying for cold

winters; higher demand would mop up
arwna ofthp surplus. But this would do
little to address the long-tram prob-

lem. To compete in the domestic mar-
ket once its monopoly is abolished -

even ifthe weather gets worse and the
surplus disappears - the company will

probably still have to sell gas far sub-

stantially less than it has to pay pro-

ducers. The regulator might allow BG
to continue charging high prices, but

&e company would then quickly lose

market share, causing the surplus to

grow again.

BG's call for the government to bail

ft out by pressing producers to cut

their prices looks like a dead end. Pro-

ducers could hardly Justify to their

shareholders a voluntary act of gener-

osity, the government threat-

ened something worse. Even than, the

producers would rightly squeal about
hpiTig panaUcoA for a problem they did

nothing to create. The government is

gmrih mare likely to avoid a row with

the producers and let BG shareholders

take the pain.

UK accounting
Weary finance directors who had

hoped the UK Accounting Standards

Board’s zeal for reform was dying

down will be unnerved to find it is

mounting. Hidden in today’s rather

innocuous-sounding Statement of

Principles is a radical agenda far the

next few years.

The board's aim Is to make accounts

relevant and reliable enough for users

to base economic decisions on them. It

wants the profit and loss account to b4
a true trading statement; the present'

practice of allowing items such as

start-up losses to be capitalised on the

balance sheet would be outlawed. It

favours current costs over historical

costs as a way of measuring assets.

The board even believes that changes

in long-tram liabilities, such as pen-

sion costs or derivatives, should be

reflected in annual figures. The only

concession is that companies wfll be

allowed to show these in the state-

ment of gains and losses rather than
theP&L.
This “tell-it-as-it-is" approach is a

direct challenge to the traditional

practice of smoothing figures to avoid

one-aff distortions. As such, it will run
into heavy opposition from companies

and auditors who argue there is quite
pnrmgh volatility in accounts already.

Such criticism has same merit. In an
ideal world, investors would analyse

the additional information and use it

to main* better decisions. In practice,

they mayjust ignore a complicated set

of numbers and rely on guidance from
management The board must be care-

ful that it does not sacrifice pragma-
tism for principles.

Additional Lex comment
an Tarmac. Page 3|

NUTRICIA

N.Y Verenigde Bedrijven Nutricia

has acquiredallthe assets of

Milupa

Morgan Guaranty Trust CompanyofNew York

actedasfinancialadvisor toNutricia.

JPMorgan

September 1995
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IN BRIEF

nine-month target
rose 6.P>r o«*t yesterday after

tne Swedish telecommunications group presented
unexpectedly strong nine-month profits. The group
said it was building on its leading position in the
fast-growing mobile phone market
Page 20

Sales slump at Alcatel German unit
Alcatel SEL, the troubled German subsidiary of
Alcatel AIsthorn, the French transport telecoms
and engineering group, has seen sales fall by almost
30 per cent in the first nine months of the year to
DM2^9bn ($1.62bn). Page 20

Hypo-Bank expands asset management
Hypo-Bank is to expand its asset management busi-
ness by co-operating with a big US fund manager,
but has no plans to take a financial stake or g*yk
investment banking acquisitions. Page 21

Matsushita slides Into first-half deficit
Matsushita, Japan’s largest consumer electronics
maker, suffered a group net loss of Yl32.9bn
($L3bn) in the first half. Page 22

VW sees contribution from S America
Volkswagen, the German automotive group, expects
its South American operations to contribute sub-
stantially to its return to profitability this year. The
forecast comes despite difficulties in BrazQ, VWs
second biggest market after Germany. Page 24

f Canadian ran offer to be priced today
Canada's biggest privatisation, a public share offer-

ing by Canadian National Railway, is due to be
priced today. Page 24

UK insurer prospers from IIS upheavals
Commercial Union, the largest UK-based insurer,
said upheaval among US insurers was providing
expansion opportunities in the country as the group
reported a 13 per cent rise in nine-month pre-tax

profits to £369m i$583m) against a restated £327m.
Page 25

Construction groups realign In UK
Two of the UK construction industry’s largest

groups, George Wimpey and Tarmac, plan to swap
their housebuilding, building materials and con-

struction divisions. It will be the biggest realign-

ment in the UK sector. Page 25

British Gas feels the heat
British Gas warned that full-year profits were under
threat from unseasonally warm weather in the UK
Page 26

BICC confirms cable slowdown
BICC. the world's second largest cables manufac-
turer, underlined the slowdown in the international

cables industry by announcing an £80m (6126m)

rationalisation programme and warning ofjob

losses. Page 26

Pulp prices under pressure
Wood pulp prices are under pressure amid softening

demand for paper and a flood of supplies from Rus*
* sia and Indonesia. Page 27
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Alliance forms to rival Telecom Italia
By John Rfdcfing in Paris
and Andrew Ha n Mian

France T&lecam, Olivetti, the loss-making
Italian computer group, and Bell Atlantic,
the US telecommunications company, yes-
terday announced plans to join forces in
the Italian telecoms market with the aim
of becoming the main rival to state-
controlled Telecom Italia.

The planned alliance is a step in the
alignment of forces in Europe's liberali-

sing telecoms market. It will provide
France Tfitecom and its international part-
ners, Deutsche Telekom and Sprint of the
US, with Improved access to the L30,0Q0bn
($19bn) Italian market - one of the largest
in Europe - through Infostrada, the tele-

coms company jointly owned by Olivetti

and Bell Atlantic of the US.
The venture will also underpin Olivetti's

Liberalisation opens way for deal between
France Telecom, Olivetti and Bell Atlantic

attempts to transform itself into a broad-
based computer, information technology
and telecommunications group.
Hie timing of the announcement was

particularly good for the Italian group,
which opens its record L2,257bn rights
issue today. Many analysts see the capital

increase as the last chance far Mr Carlo De
Benedetti, Olivetti’s chairman and control-

ling shareholder, to relaunch the group.
France Telecom is set to take a 49 per

cent stake in the venture, with Olivetti

a nti Bell Atlantic holding the balance.

When Infostrada was formed in April,

Olivetti said it would seek a strong Euro-
pean partner, and until early autumn, it

had favoured broadening the alliance to

include British Telecommunications.
The France 7&16cam link wiH give Infos-

trada access to the French company’s
Atlas joint venture with Deutsche Tele-

kom. and the Phoenix alliance between
the two state companies and Sprint of the
US.
Mr Michel Hirsch, international director

of the French state-owned operator, said

Deutsche Telekom and Sprint were expec-

ted to participate in the new company. Mr
Michel Bon, who took over as chairman of

France T616cam last month, said: “It is a
very important agreement Italy is a key
market where Olivetti has recognised

knowledge and understanding."
Mr Hirsch said the venture would start

operations in the liberalised sectors of the

Italian market such as services for busi-

ness. But the goal was to be the leading

alternative operator in Italy In all sectors

of the market once national monopolies

over voice communications are lifted In

1998.

Hie joint venture could be extended to

include owners of telecoms infrastructure,

if Italy decides to accelerate the liberalisa-

tion of alternative telecoms networks. "It’s

dear that in parallel with the liberalisa-

tion process, we will consider the possibil-

ity of buying or using someone else's mast-

ing infrastructure,” said Mr Marco De
Benedetti, Carlo’s son and head of Olivetti

Telemedia, the telecoms and multimedia
subsidiary.

Lex, Page 18; Strength In unity, Page 38
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Unilever

picks new
UK arm
chairman
By Roderick Oram,
Consumer Industries Editor

Unilever, the Anglo-Dutch
consumer products group, said
yesterday it had chosen Mr Mall
FitzGerald, head of its deter-

gents business during last year's

controversial and costly failure

of Persil and Omo Power, as the

next chairman of its UK arm.
Long sera as the likely heir

apparent to Sir Michael Perry,

chairman of Unilever pic, Mr
FitzGerald weathered last year’s

debacle with his reputation as a
strong leader and manager
intact

Unilever is run by the “special

committee” consisting of the
riiahman of the UK and Dutch
arms plus, usually, one heir
apparent Mr FitzGerald willjoin

the committee in January and
succeed Sir Michael in August
Mr Morris Tabaksblat is the
Dutch chairman.
Unilever is still spending

heavily on marketing to claw
back market share lost by Persil

and Omo. A catalyst in them
reacted badly with a few dyes,

causing some dark colours to

fade aid textiles to weaken.
Known within the company as

a risk taker impatient with its

complex management structures,

Mr FitzGerald is expected to

instigate sweeping changes.
Before becoming chairman in

August, he will lead a review of

the group's senior management
organisation.

“This very urgent review is

dearly designed to address Uni-

lever’s problem of underperfonn-
ance,” said Mr David Lang, an
analyst with UK stockbroker
Henderson Crosthwaite. “They
will be lucky to achieve 5 per

cent profit growth this year com-
pared with their target of 8 or 9

per cent in real terms.”

Unilever is run by a complex
series of committees because of

its dual nationality and twin
headquarters, in London and
Rotterdam. Many managers
throughout the organisation

express frustration with the

structure. Poor co-ordination

between countries contributed to

Unilever's problems with the

Power detergents last year and
caused friction between the Lon-

don-based detergents directorate

beaded by Mr FitzGerald and
some senior executives in the

Dutch arm of the group.

Changes to the legal structure

anti dual nationality, created in

the merger of Lever Brothers of

the UK with Margarine Ume of

the Netherlands in 1929, is

thought unlikely.

Mr FitzGerald, 50, joined Uni-

lever in 1967 and is appreciated

in the City of London for his

grasp of the company and his

presentation skills.

Michael Skapinker and Maggie Urry report on industry consolidation

United Airlines and American
Airlines both announced this

week that they did not see USAir
as a suitable marriage partner.

Northwest Airlines of the US and
its part-owner, KLM of the
Netherlands, are embroiled in a
public quarrel which looks like

the prelude to divorce.

The Northwest board will

today discuss lrniHiiTg the voting

rights of individual shareholders
to between 15 and 20 per cent
Northwest has accused KLM,
which owns 2L5 per cent of the
US carrier's voting shares, of
being' “hell-bent on seizing con-

trol of the company". ELM denies

this but is taking legal action to

preserve what it sees as its

rights.

These developments might
appear to undermine the conten-

tion that the airline business will

soon find itself in the throes of

consolidation, with long-estab-

lished carriers disappearing anti

a handful of global ah-iina alli-

ances achieving dominance.
Hus view was repeated last

week by Sir Colin Marshall,

chairman of British Airways,
which owns 24.6 per cent of
USAir, who said each region of

the world would have no mare
than three global caniers.

Wrth the collapse of the USAir
talks and the KLM-Northwest
spat doubts about this view have
grown. One US analyst says: “I

do not buy the idea of a massive
consolidation in the industry.

TTiere was a lot of smoke and
very little flame in the United-

USAir talks." But the long-term

pressures pushing airlines

towards mergers and partnership

will not diminish.

Boeing of the US, the world’s

largest aircraft manufacturer,
says that yields - the revenues

received for each mile a passen-

ger is carried - are In long-term

decline. Some airlines, such as

United, report that yields are

now rising, but

Airlines rush to adapt to

big changes in the skies
TumbUng-ylelds

Souse: Boring

number flying annually will dou-

ble from lbn to 2bn worldwide by
2015.

The increase in passengers is

good -news for airlines, but falling

yields are not The pressure on
airlines to cut costs will con-

tinue. Mr Chris Avery, an analyst

at Paribas Capital Markets in

London, believes the purchase of

aircraft is the main area in which
larger airlines

can lower costs:
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exchanges of equity. This will

take the form of code-sharing
agreements, which enable air-

lines to place their two-letter

codes on flights operated by their

partner. This means that airlines

can fly passengers to one city

and then offer them onward
flights to destinations they do
not serve but which their part-

ners do. These agreements give

carriers access to a bigger

pool of customers.

Mr Robert Crandall, chairman
of American, has condemned
code-sharing as misleading to

consumers, but has accepted that

he must look for a large code-

sharing partner himself. He has
decided not to bid for USAir, but
analysts believe American - or

United - might' strike a code-
sharing deal with USAir, and BA,
instead.

Oil groups
sign $480m
fund plan

for Czechs
By Vincent Boland in Prague

Three western oil companies
signed a binding agreement yes-

terday on a $480m investment in

the Czech Republic’s oil refining
industry. This paves the way for

a substantial restructuring of
the sector after nearly two years
of often difficult negotiations.

The agreement allows Agip of

Italy, Conoco of the US and
Royal Dutch/Shell to proceed
with the purchase of a 49 per
cent stake in Czech Refineries,

which owns the country's two
main oil refineries.

In July the three companies
agreed in principle with the
Czech industry ministry to pay
5173m for the stake. The final

price will be set next spring. The
binding agreement sets out how
key issues related to the invest-

ment, including environmental
liabilities and fnture control of
the refineries, will be treated.

The signing clears the way for

Czech Refineries to begin a five-

year modernisation programme
at its two units that is expected
to cost at least $480m, which will

be partly financed by the pro-

ceeds Of the acquisition.

The modernisation programme
is part of a wider restructuring
of the Czech refining and petro-

chemical sectors that hinged on
the signing of the agreement
The introduction of western capi-

tal faced stiff opposition from
domestic oil interests.

The restructuring involves the

creation of Unipetrol, a state-

controlled holding company for

the two sectors. Unipetrol will

own the remaining 51 per cent of

Czech Refineries, which itself is

to take over ownership of refi-

neries from Chemopetrol and.

Kancnk, two large petrochemical
groups.
Unipetrol will retain its stake

until the modernisation pro-

gramme has been implemented.
It will also acquire file state's

shareholdings in Chemopetrol
and Kaucuk, which have been
partly privatised, and is expected
also to begin an overhaul of the
petrochemical industry.

Since July negotiations have
centred on how environmental
liabilities at the refineries will

be dealt with under new owner-
ship. One of the main aims of the
modernisation programme is to

cut pollution. Yesterday’s sign-

ing was delayed by nearly two
hours as both sides haggled over
the small print of the document

Total, the French oil group,
was a fourth member of the
western consortium. It withdrew
suddenly at the end of June.

this
short-term.

Boeing says
yields have been
falling by about

2 per cent a year

in real terms
since 1960. It
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Airline part-

nerships can
enable carriers

to eliminate the

number of air-

little flame in the SS.D5™?.°n„t
decline at a rate

of LI per cent a
year between
1995 and 2014. In

the 1960s, fares

fell as airlines replaced propeller-

driven aircraft with jets, enabling

them to transport larger numbers
of passengers more quickly. In
the 1970s, larger aircraft enabled

even more people to fly more
cheaply.

Since the 1980s. fares have been
kept down by competition. The
US industry has been deregulated

since 1978. The European Union
internal air market will be com-
pletely liberalised by 1997. Lower
fares will lead to even more peo-

ple flying- Hie US Federal Avia-

tion Administration says the

United-USAir
talks .

9

route. BA’s 25

per cent stake in

Qantas of Aus-
tralia has
enabled the two
companies to

eliminate one Boeing 747 and one
767 from the UK-Australia route
without any reduction in flight

frequency.
Some analysts believe these

advantages will push airlines to

continue taking equity stakes in

one another. There has been
speculation that United will now
turn its attention to Continental

Airlines of the US.
Others say, however, that the

failed USAir discussions anti the
Northwest-KLM difficulties will

result in the industry consolidat-

ing through alliances without

Fraud turns sugar market sour
By Deborah Hargreaves

In London

A rise in international sugar

fraud could be costing companies

in developing and eastern Euro-

pean countries up to $400m a

year, according to the commer-

cial crime bureau which moni-

tors fraudulent trading for the

International Chamber of Com-
merce.

“It is something we're dea ling

with on a daily basis: it is a
worldwide problem and very

complicated.” said Ms Lin Kuo.

assistant director- of tbe ICC

bureau.
Commodity fraudsters are tak-

ing advantage of tightness in the

world sugar market as a result of

delays in this year's crop coming

to market. Buyers acting for

countries desperate to get their

panda on sugar are tempted by
offers of cut-price cargoes.

Trading companies or banks
issue letters of credit or even
advance fees on the basis of
bogus documentation provided
by fraudulent sellers. There is lit-

tle legal redress if the cargo fails

to arrive as the money is hard to

tt-ace.

Mr Alan Bray, head of the
fraud investigation services at
accountants Touche Ross, said:

“Some of these companies are
very naive. They do not investi-

gate their counterparty in the
trade and they do not spot the
forged documentation."
Mr Bray cites an example of a

Bulgarian trading company pay-
ing out 839m under a letter of
credit to buy 12£00 tonnes of Bra-
zilian refined sugar from a Brazil-

ian trader. But the boat on which
the sugar was said to be loaded
never arrived and the money was
disbursed into five accounts in
Switzerland.

The commercial crime bureau
says that companies in China,
India and eastern European coun-
tries are most often affected by
commodity fraud. Touche Ross
points to examples where a com-
pany in Kazakhstan lost S4m on a
single sugar transaction and Chi-
nese purchasers lost 840m.
Mr Tony Hannah, economist at

the International Sugar Council
said fraudulent traders are
playing on shortages in the mar-

ket. “Sugar is a very volatile
commodity and quite high value.
Also it is sold from 60 to 70 differ-

ent origins, which makes it

harder to check if it is a bona fide
offer,” he said.

Mr Hannah said inexperienced

traders were fooled by the fact

that sugar is often offered from
Brazil where production has
increased rapidly. In addition,

port congestion in Santos has
delayed some shipments.
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Had any big plans recent!jg? Anything

along the linn of an MJB&or MB I of

XIOm or more? Good. We'd^ery much
like to talk to you. With rjjjer 00 such

transaction.'; behind us|%tre've the

experience to support your proposal.

And Of advisors to funds totalling

£2-45m.we can give you all the'backing

you nefed. Drop us a line. We’fl like to

put yotgr big deal together.
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SNI recovers to

DM62m for year
Siemens Nlxdarf luformationssysteme (SND, the computer
division of Siemens, yesterday pledged to continue
restructuring with further job cuts productivity measures.
The company announced its first pre-tax profits in four years,
ofDM62m ($43.8m) far the year to end-September. Mr Gerhard
Schuhneyer, chairman, said, the continuing Call in computer,
prices would mean profits would “melt down gntoMy" wiles8
the company achieved above average growth, particularly
outside Europe.
In the long run, the company planned to rebalance its

business so that Germany, the rest of Europe, and the rest of
the world each account for one third of turnover. SNI is
Europe's second-largest computer maker, after IBM, and
occupies llth place worldwide Mr Schulmeysr said four of
SNTs 10 divisions continued to wiaiw> losses, although he
expected all to operate profitably by 1996-97.

Sales rose 10 per cent to DMiaahn. with new orders up 11
percent at DMISbn. Investments rose 66 per cent at DMB38m,
stemming mostly fiom the acquisitions of Pyramid, a US
manufacturer of high-end Unix computers, and of a 10 per cent
stake in Escom, the German computer retailer.

Commerzbank’s share issue is expected to be oversubscribed
with a full 3J3m shares sold at near the current market price.
The company had originally set a range of shares to be sold of
between 2.76m and 3-tin at a prospective maximum price of 6
per cent below market price. The final issue price is expected
to be announced either later tonight or tomorrow morning.
Commerzbank expects to raise about DMlbn.

Wolfgang Mtinchnn, Frankfurt

Swedbank surges to SKr2.98bn
Swedbank, the Nordic region’s biggest bank by assets, said

yesterday that operating profits nearly tripled in the first nine
months to SKi2.98bn ($447m), against SKrL04bn a year ago,

excluding capital gains. The improvement was driven by a
SKrL55bn drop in loan losses to SKrLSbn, but cost control and
a 10 per cent rise in net interest Income helped. The bank,
which was listed on the Swedish stock exchange during the
summer after a SKrSJbn international share issue, has
adjusted its forecast for full-year loan losses downwards from
SKr2.7bn to SKr2.4bn. It intends to pay a SKr3J5 per share
dividend for 1996. ChristopherBroum Ewnes, Stockholm

Kirch secures film deal
Mr Leo Kirch, the Munich-based media mogul has secured the

German distribution rights for a package of films including

Schindler's List and Jurassic Park for $3Qm, one of the highest

prices ever paid in Germany for such a package. Mr Kirch
bought the rights from MCA the US film company, to retain

his dominance in the film distribution sector. He riinf-had fixe

deal following stiff competition from RTL, Germany's
commercial independent television channel partly owned by
Bertelsmann, the German publishing and entertainments

group. Judy Dempsey. BerUn

Renault sales reach FFrl37bn
Renault, the French motors group due to be privatised, said

sales rose to FFrISTbn ($28bn) in the first nine months of the

year, from FFrlslbn a year earlier. Sales in the third quarter

alone declined from FFr4L25bn to FFr40.Bbn. The company
said that during the fourth quarter the first effects of new
French government measures to subsidise new car buyers
should be felt, but the western European car market was
unlikely to show any increase in 1995 over last year.

AFXNews, Paris

Ericsson profits jump as

mobile phone sales surge

-- COMPANY PBQFfcEi

Ericsson
Not income
(SKrbr)

By Christopher Browrv-Hurrws ..

in Stockholm

Shares In Ericsson rose 6 per

cent yesterday after the Swed-
ish telecommunications group
presented unexpectedly strong

nine-month profits and said it

was building on its leading
position in the fast-growing
mobile phone market
Pre-tax profits of SKrUBlbn

($720m) were up 38 pa cent

from SKr3.49bn a year ago on
the back of a 23 per emit surge
in safes to SKr8&9hn.
The figures provided clear

evidence of Ericsson's contin-

ued success in mobile tele-

phony, where it has increased

its share of the handset market
to about II per cent while con-

solidating its 40 per cent share
of the cellular infrastructure
market Its mobile telephony
sales rose 50 per cent and
orders were 75 per cent higher.

Mr Lars Ramqvist, Chief
executive, said: “Demand far
rtigtfoT phnmas far GSM contin-

ues at a very high level, with

no change in price levels in
sight Volumes increased as
planned, and a significant

increase in Ericsson's share of

the global market for digital

pocket phones is now expec-

ted." He added that nearly half

of the world’s lL6m GSM sub-

scribers were connected to

Ericsson systems.
The group Kid the number

of mobile phone subscribers in

the Asia Pacific region was ris-

ing by 100 per cent a year and
west European subscribers
were climbing by SO per cent
Even in the US - where there

have been fears of slower
growth - subscriber numbers
were growing 46 per cent
The group’s optimism

soothed investors made ner-

vous about the state of demand
since Motorola of the US and
Finland's Nokia reported
slower growth and pricing

pressures in the US cellular

market
Ericsson’s shares rose SKr&5

to SKrl48.5 while shares in
Nokia, which have fallen

sharply in recent weeks, rose

FM5 to FM238 In Helsinki.

Ericsson has only a small posi-

tion in the US analogue market

where pricing pressures have

Nine-month sales in the

group's radio communications

division were 42 per cent

higher at SKrftfbn, after a 50
per cent increase in mobile
telephony business. The fastest

growing markets are China,

the UK, Sweden, Australia and

Spain. But same of the biggest

order successes have been in
the US, Japan and Germany.
Mobile business accounted for

60 per cent of the total group
orders of SKr7a£bn, up 31 par
cent from last year.

There was a more sluggish

performance from public tele-

communications, where sales

rose 11 per cent to SKn&Sbn
and profit development was
weak. The unit has been Mt by
price pressures and the market
for broadband - multimedia -
operations has taken off more
slowly than expected. Substan-
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tial resources and staff are

being shifted from the public

side to the radio division.

The third-quarter perfor-

mance continued the strong

trends seen in the first halt

Sales, profits and orders were
aQ up by about SO per cent

The company, which las just

raised SKr7.8bn In Sweden's
largest ever rights issue, main-

tained its optimism about fUB-

year prospects but did not

present a forecast Analysts

expect' profits of around
SKrShn.

Euro Disney makes communication its theme
The group is setting store by cost cuts and better-informed visitors, says Andrew Jack

.

M r Philippe Bourguig-

non, chairman of

Euro Disney, has a
self-criticism to make. He
believes his company is a vic-

tim of TniBrmdwretaridfng
,
and

that he needs to do more to

communicate what it really is.

He ha« previously said he is

tired of apologising far tiie mis-

takes of the past when Euro
Disney was widely — if simplis-

tically - criticised for bang too

arrogantly American in its

management style.

Now, he sees a new chal-

lenge. “Analysts, journalists,

customers, everyone needs a
frame of reference," he says.

“Everyone grabs what they
know.
“But the Europeanpublic did

not know what a theme park
was. We are not an attraction

park, a chain of hotels, a group
of restaurants, or a merchan-
dising company.”
His message when unveffing

the group's first annnal profits

yesterday was that the sum is

worth more' than the parts.

Philippe Bourgulgnon: *we can
make one plus one equal 2W

“We need to show people that

we can make one plus one
equal two and a half,” he says.

When Euro Disney opened,
the idea of theme parks did not
exist in Europe. Now, Mr Bour-
guignon argues that his

group's marketing efforts -

combined with those of rival

parks that have opened since -

have raised public awareness
and hence boosted the size of
the market for everyone.

He derives great hope from
the fact that attendance has
risen 21 per cent during the
current year - from &3m to

10.7m - and that a growing
proportion of visitors in the
past 12 months - 26 per cent at

the romnent - have been to

Euro Disney at least once
before. This suggests that a
strong repeat market is devel-

oping.

Yet if external ignorance of

the theme park idea was a
problem until recently, so too

has been management*s ability

inside the group to capitalise

on the Euro Disney mix of
businesses.

M r Bourguignon says
that “the future
depends on our

being better able to optimise
those businesses and to

increase the leverage between
them”. Far example, be is try-

ing to get travel agents to pro-

vide useful hints to customers

before they arrive at the park.

Once they arrive it is too late

to influence them, he says. But
if they are told in advance that

queues are worst at lunchtime

and they would do better to go
back to their hotel during this

period, the results can be
highly profitable.
Customers are less frustrated

by waiting around with their

children, they spend more
because they are more relaxed,

and they use their hotel restau-

rants, which are often almost
empty in the middle of the day
while the fast-food sites in the

park are packed.

He says that Euro Disney's

gate prices will remain fixed,

at least during the coming
year.

But other prices are being
tweaked ever more subtly to
raise reverraes-

So rates in middle-ranking
hotels have been cut, but main-
tained in the mare luxurious
rooms for which ' demand is

less elastic. Appetisers will be
discounted giiffrfly In restau-

rants bat the main dish prices

maintained - encouraging peo-

ple to buy both rather than
simply skipping the first

course.

O n the cost side, Mr
Bourguignon is con-

cluding negotiations

with the staff unions to make
working arrangements more
flexible and to bring fluctua-

tions in wage bills more in fine

with changing weekly and
annual attendance patterns.

This will mean that staff will

work longer hours at weekends
and during the summer, and
peak demand will be met
through contracts with exter-

nal suppliers.

His real challenge will be to

ensure that such efforts an rev-

enues and costs can generate

adequate additional income to

pay off the growing interest

and royalty charges that Euro
Disney win -begin to face from
next' year: "* '•

Alcatel SEL
sales decline

30% at nine

months
By John RtdcBng in Parte

Alcatel SEL, the troubled

German subsidiary of Alcatel

Alsthom, the French trans-

port, telecoms and engineering

group, yesterday announced

that sales bad fallen by almost

SO par coat in the first nine

months of the year to

DM2£9bn (Sl-62biv).

The decline, which reflects

the downturn in the German
telecoms equipment market
was worse than expected. A
statement from the company
said that foil-year sales of a
forecast DM4.5bn would be
below the target set at the

beginning of 1995.

“We have not achieved the

goal that we set of achieving
half of our recovery efforts

this year,” the company said.

However, it cited several posi-

tive factors such as a stronger

order book and good prospects

for products such as SDH
transmission systems and
broadband communication
devices.

Part of the fall in nine-

month sales reflected the com-
pletion of turnkey projects in

eastern .Germany, which were
previously sub-contracted to

other suppliers.

The problems at Alcatel SEL
have been one of the most seri-

ous setbacks at Alcatel Als-

thom, contributing to a fall

into loss this year for the first

time to tin group’s history.

Mr Serge Tchuruk, who took

over as chairman this summer,
has announced a radical

restrcetaring at the group
which involves asset write-

downs and exceptional charges

totalling about FFr20bn.
To strengthen recovery

efforts in Germany, Alcatel

SEL said it was seeking a con-

trol agreement with the parent

company. This change would
make the subsidiary a division

of the group, rather than an
independent company, and is

in line with the group's plans

to tighten management con-

trols at Alcatel SEL.
Industry observers believe

that the weakness of controls

was an important factor
behind the deterioration of
results at the German opera-

tion and the failure of the
group to respond quickly.

ATINDUSTRIVARDEN
Continued Earnings Improvement
PLM Introduced on Stock Exchange

Market Value and Hidden

Reserves in the Portfolio of

Listed Stocks

SEKM
14,000

Hidden Reserves

Book value

92 93 94 9/3011/13

95 95 •

* Consolidated earnings after financial items, but

before gains on sales of stocks and nonrecurring

items, rose SEK 182 M to SEK 797 M.

* PLM’s earnings after financial items, but before

nonrecurring items, totaled SEK 383 M, an in-

crease of SEK 126 M. Inductus' earnings amount-

ed to SEK 207 M (205), and Indutrade's to

SEK 80 M (68).

• The value of the portfolio of listed stocks on

November 13, 1995, was SEK 13.4 billion.

Adjusted for purchases and sales, the value of

the portfolio has risen 20 percent since the

beginning of the year The General Index rose

by 1 5 percent during the same period.

• Net worth as per November 13, 1995, is

estimated at SEK 336 per share and CPN.

* Industrivarden’s stockholders and holders of

CPNs were made an offer in October to purchase

55 percent ofthe shares in PLM for a price corre-

sponding to SEK 3,200 M for the entire company.

The subscription period to purchase shares was in

effect through November 7, and PLM was intro-

duced on the A-l list of the Stockholm Stock

Exchange on November 13.

• Full-year earnings for 1995, calculated after

financial items but before gains on sales of stocks

and nonrecurring items, are expected to total

SEK 450-500 M, excluding PLM’s earning^

The sale ofPLM entails a capital gain of over

SEK 1 billion, which will be reported during

the final quarter ofthe yean

AB INDUSTRIVARDEN (PUBL),

BOX 5403. S-114 84 STOCKHOLM, PHONE +46 8 666 64 00, FAX +46 8 661 46 28

Net Worth Per Share

and CPN

TWa announcemnrt appears aa a matter of record only.

Kumtor Bold Company
a joint venture of

Kyrgyzaltyn State Concern
an instrumentality of the Kyrgyz Republic

and

Camera Corporation
incorporated pursuant to the federal laws of Canada

US$285,000,000

Pnject fittuctag foi tha custractna and operatiaa sf a goldmne
is the Reprtfic af Kyrgyzstan camisting of:

US$155,000,000

Limited Recourse Commercial Bank Loan
Arranged, underwritten andpartiallyfundedby:

The Chase Manhattan Bank, MJL
Political risk insured by.

Overseas Private Investment Corporation

Additional finds providedby
Chemical Bank of Canada
ABN AMRO Bank Canada
Republic National Bank off New York

Royal Bank off Canada
Credit Lyonnais Canada
The Bank of Nova Scotia

US$60,000,000

United Recourse Multilateral Bank Loan
Arrangedend fundedby.

European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
International Finance Corporation

US$50,000,000

Limited Recourse Export Credit Facility
Arranged and funded by

M

Export Development Corporation (Canada)

US$20,008,800

Subordinated Loan
Funds providedby

European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
International Finance Corporation

Political Risk Insurance
fttjvfefed to Cameco Corporation by

“^wtDewtopment Corporation (Canada)
Multilateral investment Guarantee Agency

N M Rothschild & Sons Limited was financial advisor to the project

m.
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Hypo-Bank plans alliance
with US fund manager
By Andrew Fisher in Munich

Bayerische Hypotheken-und
Wechsel-Bank plans to expand
its asset management business
by co-operating with a big US
fund manager, but has no
plans to take a financial stake
or seek investment banking
acquisitions, Mr Josef Wert-
acbulte, a director of the Ger-
man bank, said.

Negotiations on marketing
and product co-operation in
North America and Europe
should be concluded early next
year, he added. uWeTe not
looking for an acquisition in
this sector as prices are totally
exaggerated." he said.
Rival Bayerische Vereins-

bank is talking with Oppen-
heimer & Co, a US securities
broker, fund management and
investment banking concern,
about a possible takeover
which could cost about $500m.
Mr Wertschuhe declined to

name the US company with
which Hypo-Bank was tailing
but said its assets under man-
agement were a “high
double-digit billion dollar" fig-
ure, mostly on the retail side,
and more than the $4Qbn
Opppnhpimpr manages.
Co-operation with a new US

partner would be carried out
jointly by Hypo-Bank and For-
eign & Colonial Management,
the UK fund manager in which
it owns 50 per cent
Although he saw no sense in

Hypo-Bank taking a small
stake in its proposed US part-

ner, he said the two sides could
later make joint acquisitions to
develop business.

COMPANYTPRQFBEir
Hypo Bank
Net inborn*
(DM bo)

Share price ntaiws tothe
DAXIndax- - :
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News of the talks came as
Hypo-Bank aTmnmnnvl nTranct

flat results for the first nine
months, with profits from its

various activities showing a
mixed picture. Group operating
profits were L5 per cent higher
at DM735m ($519m), a slower
rate of growth than at other

big German bank!
The bank had not achieved

its targets for net interest
income - pp L8 per cent to

DM3.1bn - or commission
income - 7.6 per cent lower at
DM615bn - reflecting custom-
ers' reluctance to buy shares

ASNArrnj

and fund invite at a time of

stock market weakness, said
Mr Eberhard Martini, the
chairman

However, costs had been cut
so that hasir operating busi-

ness, earrhiding- financial trad-

ing and before risk provisions,

compared well with that of
rival banks, although it was
down 10 per cent
Nine-month trading profits

of nMl99m against a DM83m
loss last time, bolstered profits.

However, the bank kept risk

provisions high, with a 22 per
cent rise to DMSOlm.

Bank Austria set to raise

Sch800m through issue in US
By ten Rodger in Zurich

Bank Austria, Austria’s largest

bank, is arranging a secondary
issue in tbe US of 1.7m of its

preferred shares, 23 per cent

of those outstanding, on behalf

of a domestic institutional

vendor.

The issue, which would be
worth about ScbSOOm (380.4m)

at current market prices,

would be made only to US
investing- institutions under
the Securities and Exchange
Commission’s rule 144a. •

It would also test interna-

tional interest in a much larger

offering next year. The Aus-
trian government has said it

wants to sell its 20.4 per cent

holding of the bank's ordinary

shares.

Mr Gerhard Randa, Bank
Austria chief executive, said at

a press conference in Brati-

slava to mark the opening of a
Slovak subsidiary that the
issue would be priced on
December 6.

Mr Randa forecast that fiiU-

year 1995 parent company pre-

tax profits would reach “at

least Sch5bn", up from
ScM.gbn in 1994 under farms’
accounting rules. He gave no
forecast undo: new accounting
rules which would have
reduced last year’s profit to

Schl2bn.
He said the parent bank’s

pre-tax profits in the first

nine months rose 13.4 per cent

to Sch3.3bn and net assets

were up 5.4 per cent to

Sch671bn.

Mr Randa attributed the
improvement, which was in

sharp contrast to a 9 per cent

decline reported by rival

Creditanstalt-Bankverein ' last

week, to a 4.1 per cent rise in
credit volume to Sch375bn.

Bank Austria is generally

stronger in retail credit busi-

ness. while Creditanstalt has
suffered from weak commer-
cial demand for loans.

Next month’s issue would
also help improve' the liquidity

of Bank Austria’s equity. At
tbe moment, only 10 per cent

of the 24J2m ordinary shares

trade freely, with a City of
Vienna foundation bedding just
under 50 per cent And only
about half of the preferred

shares are available to public

investors.

Seeking strength in unity
France Telecom and Olivetti extend their horizons

Y esterday’s deal
between France T61§-

com and Olivetti of

Italy, which should see the

emergence of an aggressive

new international competitor

for Telecom Italia, illustrates a

number of key trends in the

European telecoms market
The move is part of a general

rush by telecoms operators to

find appropriate local partners,

on the right terms, in prepara-

tion for January 1 1998, when
competition will be joined in

basic EU telecoms services.

British Telecommunications,

for example, tbe most aggres-

sive of Europe's telecoms oper-

ators. has already formed a

joint venture in Italy with the

Banco Nazionale del Lavoro,

called Albacom. A significant

advantage for the UK operator

ttf is that BNL already operates a

private network in Italy over

which services can be offered.

Infostrada. the joint venture

between Olivetti and Bell

Atlantic, which will be France

Telecom's partner in yester-

day's deal, has no such net-

work. However, there are a

number of possible options.

These include Onmitel, the

mobile phone company in

which Olivetti is the largest

shareholder. It could also lease

infrastructure from other net-

work owners.

This latest deal is also oi

importance for Olivetti s ambi-

tions in fixed-wire and mobile

services. Eventually operatorsa
will want to offer customers a

package, of fixed and mobile
services as the market opens. .

According to Mr Marco de
Benedetti, chief executive of
Olivetti Telemedia, tbe joint

venture’s aim is to take 50 per

cent of the growth in those
parts of the market which are

opening to competition. These
include, for example, desk-top
videoconferencing and Internet

access. The aim is to take up to

20 per cent of the corporate

market in the next three to five

years.

Yesterday's move also dem-
onstrates tbe importance, of
local companies allying with
partners having global reach,

(hi its own, Infostrada is rim-

ply a new domestic telecoms

operator straggling to establish

itself in tbe Italian market In

partnership with France 73M-
com, however, it has access to

a much wider market through
Atlas, the joint venture
between the French operator
and Deutsche Telekom.

It can also benefit from its

association with Phoenix, the

global partnership involving

the French and German opera-

tors and Sprint, the third-larg-

est US long-haul earns.
The deal will also provide a

bridgehead in Italy for the

Atlas and Phoenix alliances.

Both are designed to offer

advanced telecoms services to

large international companies.

They will be in direct competi-

tion with Concert, a joint ven-

ture of BT and MCI, the sec-

ond-largest US operator, and
WorldPartners. an alliance of

smaller operators under the

leadership of AT&T of the US.
Mr Laurence Heyworth of

Flemings Research in London,
said the deal made powerful
sense for the companies in

terms of both geography and
alliances: Trance TSfecom is

as good a partner as Olivetti

could hope for" he said.

The Italian market is worth
about L30,000bn ($19bn) today,

of which L6,000bn - chiefly

data services and private cor-

porate voice - is open to com-
petition; this should grow by
some 10 per cent to 15 per cent

a year over the next few years,

giving Infostrada a turnover of

between L2,OOObn and L3,000bn

by the turn of the century.

The partners say the invest-

ment for the new company
over the next two years will be
about L200bn, or roughly the

amount already planned for

investment in Infostrada by
Olivetti and Bell Atlantic.

Infostrada has already spent
about L60hn to L70bn.

Alan Cane,
John Ridding

and Andrew Hill
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Berlin bank upbeat despite slowdown in term
By Judy Dempsey in Beribi

Bankgesellschaft Berlin
expects a 50 per cant increase

in operating results this year,

despite a slowdown in profit

growth for the third quarter,
Mr Wolfgang Steinrlede, joint

chairman of the board, said
yesterday. The dividend will

also be raised.

He added that a reduction in
risk provisions and an expec-
ted surge of business in the
last quarter of this year would
compensate for the sluggish

results for the third quarto'.
Risk provisions for the first

nine months of fhic year fell

DM20lm, from DM726m to
DM525m (3871m) Bankgesell-
schaft has already accounted
for its share of the debts
incurred last year following
the collapse of Mr Jftrgen
Schneider's building empire

naiaarp the sports facili-

ties company. These amounted
to DM180m. It has also written
off DM300m on its securities

portfolio.

- The gronp's operating

results, less risk provisions,
rose 59.4 per cent from
DM419m to DM66Sm and Inter-
est income rose 30.9 per cent
from DM9.97bn to DMlSbn.
Net interest income rose 6

per cent from DM2.3bn to
DM25bn and set commission
rose 1.8 per cent from DM453m
to DM461m. Tbe bank’s bal-

ance sheet increased 9.5 per
cent from DM246bn for the
whole of 1994 to DM26Sbn until
September 30 of this year.
Net results from proprietary

trading foil 14 per cent, from

DMSSm to DM39m. confirming

the bank's continuing weak-
ness in this market despite
heavy investments. Its main
strengths remain high street
hanWwg and mortgage lending.

“Given these disappointing

results, it wifi be hard for the
bank to post a 50 per cent rise

in operating results for the
entire year," said Mr Olaf Con-
rad, analyst at Morgan Stanley.

“Its costs remain too high and
there has been a general slow-

down for the third quarter."

Administrative expenses

rose 12 per cent from DMLShn
to DMl^bn because of the
costs of integrating the differ-

ent divisions of the bank and
unifying its computer system
with Norddeutsche Landes-
bank, which holds a 15 per
cent stake in Bankgesellschaft
Bankgesellschaft was

founded in January 1994 after

it merged Berliner Bank, Lan-
desbank Berlin and Berliner
Hypothekenbank, becoming
the first German bank in

which tbe private and public

sector joined forces.

Shake-up at Paribas retail banking subsidiary
By Andrew Jack in Parte

Paribas, tbe French financial

services group, yesterday
announced a management
restructuring and replacement
Of the nheirniart at its Crfeht
du Nord retail banking subsid-

iary.

Mr Francois Henrot, former
head of Campagztie Bancaire,

another Paribas subsidiary,
becomes chairman of a newly-
created supervisory board for

the bank, while Mr Philippe
Toussaint. managing director

of Crddlt du Nord. becomes
chairman of its management
board.

Mr Bernard Auberger, the
current chairman who was
installed at the start of last

year with a mandate to return
the bank to profitability
and improve its marketing,
rejoins Campagme Bancaire as
a member of tbe maiunpment
board.
Under his leadership, the

bank reported a FFrlSm
(3339m) profit for the first half

of this year, a FFrl96m
loss far tbe foil 1994 year.

Paribas said Mr Auberger
had performed a good job,

but it had decided it now
wanted as a group to be a mare
active shareholder in Credit du
Nord.
The new supervisory board

will have powers including
decisions on investment, risk

management and important
nominations.

Mr Henrot left Compagnle
Bancaire earlier this year to

become head of France Tele-

com. but resigned almost
immediately to rejoin Paribas
when he found he did not have
the support of the government
to bring about the reforms be
believed were necessary to

move the group towards priva-

tisation.

All these securities having been sold, this announcement appears as a matter ofrecord only.
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MCA sale sends
Matsushita to

first-half loss
By Michiyo Nakamoto in Tokyo

Matsushita. Japan's largest
consumer electronics maker,
suffered a group net loss of
YISLSbn (RLSlbn) in the first

half because of foreign cur-
rency translation losses relat-

ing to its sale of MCA, the Hol-
lywood entertainment group.
Net income in the previous
first half was Y2&8bn.
But the company is now fore-

casting that stronger sales of
non-consumer products, from
cellular phones and batteries
to semiconductors, will sup-
port a better-than-expected
result for the full year.

The company sold an 80 per
cent controlling stake in MCA
to Seagram, the Canadian
drinks group, in April after

major differences over strategy
for the entertainment business
arose between the Japanese
management and MCA execu-
tives.

The sale of the bulk of its

MCA shares led to a foreign
currency translation adjust-
ment of Yl642bn, Matsushita
said.

The net loss from the MCA
sale contrasts sharply with the
parent company’s 16 per cent
rise in net profits to Y25.5hn
which was helped by strong
demand for non-consumer elec-

tronics products.

Group sales in the first half

were also down - by 4 per cent
to Y3.221.Sbn - mainly because

of the loss of MCA sales. With-
out the MCA contribution to

last year's sales, group sales

this year would have been 2

per cent higher, Matsushita
said.

The loss on the sale of MCA
also led to a pre-tax loss of

Y81bn, compared with profits

of Y84.6bn previously.

Sales for the year are expec-

ted to be down 4 per cent,

rather than 6 per cent as previ-

ously forecast, to Y6,660bn
while pre-tax profits are expec-

ted down 68 per cent to Y75bn
instead of the Y72bn previ-

ously forecast. Matsushita
expects a full-year group net

loss of Y64bn, in line with the
previous estimate.

• NEC, the Japanese semicon-
ductor maker. Packard Bell

Electronics of the US and
Taiwan's GVC Corporation are
farming a Chinese joint ven-

ture to produce monitors for

personal computers, AFX
reports from Tokyo.
Investment in the new com-

pany, NPG Display, will be
Y4bn. NEC said it and Packard
Bell would each hold 35 per
cent of the venture - which
would have capital of $7.4m -

with GVC taking the balance.

The venture would have
headquarters in Hong Kong,
with its plant in Guangdong
province, NEC said. Initial

monthly production is expec-

ted to be 120,000 units from
May 1996. rising to 240.000.

Japanese
city bank
plans big

shake-up
By Gerard Baker in Tokyo

Hokkaido Takushoku Bank,
one of Japan’s 11 leading city

- or commercial - hanks, is

planning a comprehensive
restructuring to hasten the
disposal of Its heavy burden of

non-performing loans.

The hank, one of the coun-

try’s most troubled lenders,
said yesterday it planned to
curb wage costs and to sell

some of its fixed assets and
securities to alleviate the asset

quality problem. The plan
could even involve the sale of

the company’s headquarters in

Sapporo in northern Japan, a
near-revolutionary move for a
Japanese bank.

It could also include the clo-

sure of some branches in

Tokyo and a reduction hi the

bank's overseas operations.

As of March 31 1995, HTB
had disclosed problem loans of
Y479bn ($4.72bn), 6.6 per cent

of total loans, although inde-

pendent estimates of its undis-

closed loans suggest the real

figure is probably much
higher.

Its efforts to write off bad
debts were reflected in its

results to the year ending in

March, when it reported a pre-

tax loss of Y8.7bn, a figure

that was also affected by
declines in the value of its

securities holdings.

The bank had total deposits

of Y8,382bn at the end of

March.

Sahaviriya Steel bit by low

prices and exchange losses
By Ted Bardacko in Bangkok Saharirtya Steed

Sahaviriya Steel Industry, one

of Thailand's largest comp-
anies and its only producer of

hot-rolled steal products, suf-

fered a third-quarter loss of

Btl83m ($7.3m).

The company blamed foreign'

exchange volatility" and poor
world steel prices. It suffered a
BtiOSm foreign exchange loss-

in the third quarter because of

the appreciation, of the US dol-

lar against the baht
The loss compares with net

profits of Bt303m in the first

six months of the year.

Mr Adfsak Lawjun, company
president said that profit mar-
gins in the third quarter were
squeezed because of the high
cost of raw materials in the
second quarter. “But we had to

cut our selling price to be in

Share price ratotfva to the

Bangkok SET In
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line with the falling world steel

prices," he added.

The average profit margin in

the third quarter was about
$126 per tonne, compared with
$178 in -the second quarter.

Sales revenue also fell 14 per

pent compared with the previ-

ous quarter after an 8 per cent

drop in sales volume from

220,000 tonnes to 203,000 tonnes

and a 7 per emit fall in hot

rolled coil prices froih*3&449 a
tonne to $416 a tame.
Analysts" said excess global

inventory of hot-rolled steel,

products was the main factor

hurting Sahaviriya. But they

added that the fourth quarter

should show some improve-

ment because of lower interest

expenses after a refinancing of

the company's euro-convertible

hand. Domestic demand should

pick, up as Thailand rebuilds

from its worst flooding in a
- decade. Meanwhile the com-
pany - said exports had
increased to about one-third of

output from about 15 per cent

at the beginning of the year.

Thai banks held back by credit limit
By Wa&am Barnes in Bangkok

Bangkok Bank, Thailand’s
biggest, disappointed the mar-
ket after reporting a 6.4 per
cent year-on-year rise in third-

quarter consolidated profits.

The bank's shares fell Bt3 to

Btl96 yesterday.

Consolidated net profits

advanced from Bt4.38bn to

Bt4.66bn ($l85m) while earn-

ings per share rose from B1/L38

to Bt4.65 in the third quarter. -

But analysts said the bank's

overall funding costs had been
pushed up after deposits had

risen an annualised 20 per

cent against a 15 per cent rise

in lending business.

Bangkok Wank — like many
of its rivals - has been con-

strained by the central bank’s

insistence that credit growth
be limited to 24i> per cent this

year because of concern that
the economy might overheat
ftinm Commercial Bank was

an exception to the banks'
weak results, with net profits

of BtL994hn in the third quar-

ter. Earnings per share rose 28

per cent to Bt5J despite a
squeeze on interest margins.

An analyst said Siam Com-
mercial might struggle to

maintain its profits record;

earnings per share grew by 25

per cent and 27 per cent in the

first and second quarters. A
further fell in interest margins
was likely In the last quarter,

and also a slowdown in prop-
erty loans because the bank
had reached the central bank
landing limit in this sector.

Thai Farmers Bank’s net

profits were 8.1 per cent higher

at BtiL966 with loan growth at

nine months at 14 per cent and
deposit growth at 11.4 per cent

You want a

degree of safety. Among the many sound reasons

why international bond investors should “take a close look at German Pfandbriefe.

the most obvious is safety. Issued to refinance mortgages or loans to the public

sector, Pfandbriefe - which account for 40 % of the DM 3 trillion German bond

market — are governed by a strict legal framework. For example, they can only be

issued by specially authorized banks which themselves are also liable for each

issue. Moreover. Pfandbriefe must always be covered by separate pools with at

least identical yields and maturities. What's more, Pfandbrief issues are monitored

by a state-appointed trustee. The record for investor protection? Pfandbrief

investors have never missed an interest or principal payment. And these bonds

generally offer a yield pick-up over Bunds. Market transparency is enhanced by

the PEX Index. So if your priorities call for safety’, yield, a stable currency and long-

term value, consider the Pfandbriefe issued bv Germany's private mortgage banks.

For further information about German Pfandbriefe please contact

The Association ofGerman Mortgage Banks(VDH) in Bonn, Fax (228) 9 59 02 44.
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Revamp at Yamaha
behind 74% growth
Restructuring at Yamaha, the world’s target maker of

musical instruments, helped to boost recurring profit - before

tax and extraordinary items - by 74 per centm the firet haifto

($105.1zn) on sales which, advanced to Yl.90.93bn, against

Y17fij}5tjjQ a year ago. „ , ,

Yamaha’s results exceeded its forecasts for jarent sales of

Yl88hn and pre-tax profit of Y10.50bn- It said domestic sales

rose 62 per cent, to Yl2797bn, as a result of strong demand for

its magnetic heads, sound-generator LSIs and on-line karaoke

system, although sales of musical instruments and sports

emnmnent were stagnant. , ,

Yamaha said the positive impact of the restructuring helped

boost operating profit 107 per cent, from Y6-38bn in the corre-

sponding period last year to Y1321bn. Sales of pianos dropped

pc pm- cent to Y2SL92bn and sales of electronic musical instru-

ments fell 4Ji per cent from Y40.31ba to YS&fibn last year. But

sales of audio equipment jumped 39 pea: cent to Y28,4bn whue

of electronic metals and equipment climbed nearly 37 per

centtoY54L4bn. ...

• Yamaha Motor, the motorcycle maker affiliated with

Yamaha, was hit by the yen’s appreciation in the first half.

The company saw prefax profits chop 59 per cent from a year

earlier to YlJflbn. Salas edged ahead to Y227J29bn, up 1.9 per

cent The company said the decline was caused almost solely

by the yen’s appreciation, which slashed the profitability of

exports. The company lost Yifi.3bn because of the strong yen

on a pre-tax basis, part of which it recovered by raising prices.

Yamaha also reduced production and administrative costs to

mnfcp. up foa* pert of the damage from the yen’s rise.

AP-DJ, Tokyo

Minolta Camera ahead sharply
nfTTinite Camera, a leading maker of cameras and office auto-

mation equipment, recorded a sharp increase in recurring

profit — before tax and extraordinary items - in the first half

year to September 30. The Japanese group’s earnings rose

from Y542m last time to Y1.04bn ($l02m) cm sales up from

YSL69bn to Y98.47bn. Profits were boosted mainly by higher

overseas sales of copiers, compact cameras and stogie-lens

reflective cameras, the company said.

Pre-tax profit was also boosted by lower production costs at

the company’s overseas plants in places such as Malaysia and
rfatea- Sales of information-related equipment rose to

YflajShn, up 4 per wait from the same period a year ago, while

exports rose &4 per cent, to YSOJMbn. Domestic sales were

YlLSSbn, up 6.4 per cent AP-DJ, Tokyo

Gas attack and quake hit JR East
East Japan Railway, a spinoff of the former national railway

system, was hit by the effects of the Kobe earthquake. Tokyo

subway poison gas incident and the economic slowdown.
Recurring profit - before tax and extraordinary items - in the

fiscal first half declined 5.6 per cent to Y68.I6bn ($67im) while

revenue slipped to Y975.46bn from Y988.69bn.

JR East said the slack economy hit passenger traffic which
was further affected by the uneasiness created by the poison

gas deaths to the Tokyo subway. The railway said the earth-

quake in the Kobe area of western Japan cut passenger traffic

because Tokyo station was the starting point for trips to the

west The quake also cut the commissions JR East earned

from other JR operators. AP-DJ. Tokyo

Samsung sees $3.24bn earnings
Samsung Electronics has increased its earnings forecast for

1995 from Wonl,700btn to more than Won2£O0hn ($&24bn). The
South Korean group reported 1994 earnings of Wan945bn. The
surge in expected earnings is the result of an export boom for

semiconductor chips. Samsung is the world’s largest producer
of memory chips that store computer data and has benefited

from a global supply shortage.

Sales in 1995 are expected to increase by almost 50 per cent
to Wonl6200bn. Samsung recorded net profits of Wonl,131bn
on sales of Won7,Q62bn for the first half of 1995. Company
officials have recently told Investors that earnings could reach
nearly Won3,000bn. John Burton, Seoul
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An ordinary family.

At every stage of life, our products

have an important part to play for each

of these individuals.

Diapers to keep little Emily dry. Incon-

tinence pads that make grandpa’s life

more dignified. The toilet paper that we

all take for granted. The box that

Junior’s go-cart came in. The magazines

that dad subscribes to. Kitchen rolls, that

are a godsend (according to mum). Not

to mention sanitary towels. And so on.

Nature’s own ingenious building ma-

terial — millimeter long wood fibers

from our Swedish forests - provides the

platform on which SCA’s international

USD 10 billion business has been built.

94 percent of the material used in our

products originates from wood. We use

equal proportions of fresh and recycled

fiber in our products.

Over the years, we have acquired

extensive expertise in the characteristics

and uses of wood fibers. Using this

expertise, we have made steady advances

in the development of everyday products

with high added value: hygiene products,

packaging and graphic papers.

Products which give our customers

higher productivity, product quality and

product safety. Not to mention, a higher

quality of life.

SCA We add value to fiber

SVENSKA C ELLULOSA AKTIEBOLAGET SCA (publ)

P O Box 7827, S-103 97 Stockholm, Sweden
Phone: +46 8 788 51 00. Internet: www.sca.se

SCA’s activities are conducted through three separate business areas:

Hygiene Products, Packaging and Graphic Paper.

Backing the business areas are the Group's vast resources for raw material

supply. SCA's main markets are in Europe. The Group is active in some 20

countries end has 35,000 employees. The SCA chare la listed on the stock

exchanges in Stockholm and London.’
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Nucor seeks to recapture its heady past
Group must overcome several obstacles if it is to repeat its earlier success, writes Richard Waters

N ucor, the company
which in the early
1990s single-handedly

proved there was life left In the

US steel industry, has roue
down to earth.

Shares in the minimi'll com-
pany have tumbled more than
a third over the past year, even
as US stock market averages
have climbed 30 per cent. After
doubling sales and quadrupl-
ing earnings since the start of
the decade, the group's stellar

stock market rating has
reverted to the merely
ordinary.

Mr Ken Iverson, who has
headed the company for the
past 30 years, bristles when
questioned whether Nucor Is

running out of growth. "So
what’s new? Of course it’s not
sustainable,” he says of the
steelmaker's performance since
the late 1980s. However, he
adds: ‘1 expect we can have
growth of 15-20 per cent [a
year] in the next five years."

If Mr Iverson is right, Nucor
will remain the star of the US
steel industry for the rest of
the decade. But it will have to
overcome a number of obsta-

cles. including a rash of imita-

tors out to copy the company's
success.

The immediate outlook in
the US steel market looks sta-

ble, if unspectacular. After see-

ing prices cTrmh steadily as the
country’s steelmakers reached
full capacity, Nucor led a
series of price cuts earlier this

year, prompted by falling

orders from big users of flat-

rolled steel such as the car and
appliance industries.

That, and the efiect ofhigher
prices for scrap steel - the
basic raw material for minimfli

companies - has brought an
end to the rapid margin expan-
sion of 1994, when Nucor’s net
profit margin Jumped two per-

centage points to 7.6 per cent
The price cutting looks to be

over, at least for now. Two
weeks ago, Nucor nudged up
the price of cold-roDed steel,

the higheet-quality grade of
sheet steel, by $10 a ton to

$490. The more important hot-

rolled steel price has not
budged, but looks unlikely to

fall further.

This summer's squeeze was
enough to dent Nucor's latest

quarterly earnings, leading to

a fall in net Income despite a 9

per cent increase in sales.

With the US economy seem-
ingly poised for continued slow
growth, there seems no pros-

pect that profit margins will

start climbing again, particu-

larly given the batch of new
minimiUs planning to start

production soon.

Until earlier this year, Nucor
was the only US mmimffl prod-
ucing flat-rolled steel, a pro-

cess it pioneered at the start of

the decade. By using scrap and
electric furnaces, rather than
traditional blast furnaces, the

company proved it was possi-

ble to produce the higher
grades of steel at a lower cost

than the fadg integrated steel-

makers.
The first imitator, Gallatin

Steel, began production this

spring. At least five others will

start up in the next three
years, inriiiding Steel Dynam-
ics, a company created by for-

mer Nucor managers, and
Trico, a joint venture between
LTV of the US, Sumitomo of

Japan and British Steel Nucor
Is building a third mill of its

ffkteor

. Share price relative to the

S&P Steel Index
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own, in South Carolina, a move
that will add L&a tons to its

steel-making capacity in 1997.

Although it will be some
years before all this extra
capacity comas on. line, the
new competition has already
been felt Aggressive pricing

by Gallatin, intent an securing

a market for its products,
helped farce Nucor to reduce-
prices earlier this year, says
Mr Iverson.

Nucor now finds itself in the
unaccustomed position, of hav-
ing to catch up with other
mfiia technologically. Gallatin,

for instance, is using a new
type of electric furnace which
Nucor plans to install in its

new plant.

Meanwhile, Nucor’s latest

technological leap has run into

problems. To cut its reliance

car scrap, the company Is pio-

neering the large-scale produc-

tion of iron carbide, a substi-

tute material, at a plant in
Trinidad. The plant, at a cost

of $8Qm and rising, has been
delayed by what Mr Iverson
calls a "design mistake”. But if

the plant's redesigned heat
transfer units, due to be
installed by January, work as
planned, the facility could soon
give Nucor a new cost advan-
tage over competitors.

Of such technological
advances, the Nucor chapman
says ruefully: "I'd always
rather be second. The person
who does it first takes a bigger

risk and has higher costs.”

Against thiB background, It

is perhaps1 no wonder that

Nucor’s stock market rating

has lost some of its shine.

However, it would be wrong
to overdo the pessimism: at

about 15 times 1995
earnings, its shares still sell at

a jwowiTnrw to the rest of

steel sector. And at $4hn, its

stock market value remains
almost twice that of US Steel
the country's biggest producer.

According to Mr Iverson, the

growth may be slowing, but it

is for from over. In future, he
says, it will come from the new
rniTI in South namKria. from a
broader range of products, and

from exports.

ABof those aaaa&u hairingOwn sold. Ms announcement appears as a maBarofmaud only.
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For now, Nucor exports only

about 10 per cent of the 7m
tons or so of steel it produces.

It has been too busy feeding

domestic demand to concen-

trate on developing export

markets, says Mr Iverson -

although be says this will be a

priority in future.

Also, he says, the company
will attack hew markets at

home for products such as gal-

vanised steel and fasteners.

Nucor has just entered the
stainless steel market, prodoo-

ing catalytic converters. It is

also considering producing
steel for car bodies, a higher

quality material than it has so

for had to produce. With ambi-
tions like these. Nucor is bet-

ting that it can repeat its suc-

cesses of the early 1990s.

I
ron carbide produced in
Trinidad will provide the
raw material for a new

technology that could eventu-

ally give Nucor an edge over

other producers. The company
plana to test a revolutionary

process in which steel is pro-

duced in a sealed unit, without

the need for any heat
It is, stresses Iverson, only a

feasibility study - arid one
winch has been stalled by the

delay in iron carbide produc-

tion.

Far now, Nucor is counting
on other factors to retain its

cost advantage. These include

a unionised workforce whose
ffnwipRnfia«nm is based heavily

on profit-related incentive pay-

ments, and a heavily decentral-

ised culture. Nucor's greater

experience could also give it an
advantage as new competitors

wrestle with an unfamiliar

technology.

Sprint to take

$705m charge
Sprint, the US long-distance

carrier, will take one-time
charges of op to $705m in the

fourth quarter to eliminate

1,600 jobs over two years and
to adopt new accounting meth-
ods for its local telecommuni-
cations division. Renter
reports from Kansas City.

The after-tax charges will

result in a net loss for the
period, but will not have an
adverse impact on Sprint’s

operations or dividend policies,

the company said.

Canadian railway sell-off

receives warm reception
1*

By Bernard Simon
ih Toronto

Canada’s
biggest privati-

sation, a public

share offering

by Canadian
National Rail-

way, is due to

be priced later

today' amid
signs of an enthusiastic recep-

tion among domestic and inter-

national investors.

The issue is expected to raise

more than C$2bn (US$1.5bn),

with 40 per cent of the shares

sold outside Canada.
One underwriter said the

international portion of the

offering had been 10 times
oversubscribed, with most of

the demand coming from US
institutional investors with a

sizeable exposure to railway

stocks. CN earlier, this week
increased the price range for

the shares fram'C$22i>0-CS25.50

to C$25.50-C$27.50, reflecting

strong demand and a recent

rally in US rail shares.

CN is one of Canada’s two

national rail operators, with

1994 revenues of C$43bn and

18,000 miles of track. The other

operator, Canadian Pacific, has

for many years been a widely-

owned public company.
Although CN remains sub-

ject to numerous regulatory

constraints, it has undergone

an extensive shake-up In the

past three years In preparation

for privatisation. The work-

force has been cut by almost a

third, seven out of eight top

managers have been replaced,

and debt has been restruc-

tured.

The success of Urn issue has

caused some friction in the

underwriting group, which is

led by Nesbitt Burns and

ScotiaMcLeod of Toronto, and

Goldman Sachs, the US invest-

ment bank.

CN is the first Canadian pri-

vatisation without a ceiling on

foreign ownership. The foreign

underwriting group had ini-

tially hoped for a larger alloca-

tion of shares.

However, Canadian securi-

ties dealers have succeeded in

generating strong demand
among their clients.

One underwriter predicted

that many Canadian investors

would take advantage of a

small premium in early trading

to lighten their holdings, but

that these shares would be

snapped up by longer-term US
investors.

VW forecasts profits boost

from S America operations
By Haig Simontan in SSo Paolo

Volkswagen, the German
automotive group, expects its

South. American operations to

contribute substantially to its

return to profitability this

year.

The forecast comes despite

difficulties in Brazil, VWs sec-

ond biggest market after Ger-

many, where swingeing import
tariffs and a credit squeeze
have shifted demand towards
smaller, cheaper vehicles in

the second half of this

year.

Mr Jose Ignacio Lopez, VW
board member for South Amer-
ica, said VW could retain its 40

per cent share of Brazilian car

sales, which amounted to
almost 1.6m units last year,

despite more difficult trading

conditions, recent investments

announced by Fiat and other

local competitors, and the
arrival of newcomers such as

Renault and Hyundai.

"It is not easy, but it is possi-

ble and we will fight for this,”

he said.

VW will be helped by its

decision to build 100,000 units a
year of the Polo Classic notch-

back model at a restructured

plant in Argentina. The new
car, which is a rebadged Cor-

doba from VWs Spanish Seat

subsidiary, has just gone on
sale in Europe and should
begin production in Argentina

next May.
Most parts for the new

model which will replace the

VW will be helped

by its decision to

build 100,000 units

a year of the Polo
Classic notchback

model at a

restructured plant

in Argentina

ageing Voyage sold in South
America, vrill come from Spain.

However, VW expects to

increase local content
gradually.

Mr Lopez said VW did not
plan to reimport the new car,

to be sold throughout the Mer-
cosur free trade area, to
Europe, as adequate capacity

existed at its Wolfsburg and
Pamplona plants rwhlch cur-

rently produce 1,000 Polos a

day. The new model should

reinforce VW’s South Ameri-

can earnings in 1996.

Despite the Brazilian down-

turn, the group’s Brazilian and
Argentine subsidiaries expect

to make pre-tax profits of

between DMGlOm DM620m
($43im-$438m) this year, mak-

ing it one of the group’s most
profitable operations.

Turnover In cars should
reach DMBbn, with trucks and
buses contributing a further

DMlbn each.

High profits in Brazil have
lifted earnings at a number of

European car manufacturers
operating locally, notably Fiat
Demand for cars is expected to

rise to between 19m and 2.4m
units by 2000.

However, VW has the widest

range of cars in the region,

while its bus and truck
operations have gained sub-
stantial market share.

Mr Lopez said the company
might broaden its truck range,

which extends to a 35-tonne
vehicle, to 60 tonnes in future,

bringing it into direct competi-

tion with established marques
such as Mercedes Benz and
Scania.
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Meet L-Bank’s bodyguards.

The best security team around.
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As the development agency of Baden-Wurttemberg
L-Bank is backed by the state with the lions in its crest.

L-Bank’s credit quality Is anchored

in law. Not the law of the jungle,

despite our leonine links, but the law

ofthe Federal Republic of Germany.

The force behind L-Bank’s credit is

the federal state of Baden-Wurttem-

berg, sole owner of L-Bank and an eco-

nomic powerhouse of a state, even

by German standards. Small wonder,

then, that the bank is not compa-

rable with any ocher bank next door.
The close ties that exist between
.Germany’s Southwestern state and
its development agency also make for
for effective synergies in day-to-day
operations. As a symbol of these links,
the lions from the state coat of arms,
dating back to the medieval Staufer
dynasty, also appear in the L-Bank logo.
With the might - and mane! - of a

security team like that, L-Bank is well
protected, even in turbulent times.
For more information, please contact:
L-Bank. Schlossplatz 10/12,
D-76113 Karlsruhe, Germany.
Telephone INT721/1S0-0.
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l-bank
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'* Wimpey concent:rates on housebuilding as Tarmac. takes contracting and quarrying

' Assets swap reshapes building sector

i i i

gratia

By Andrew Taylor,

Construction Correspondent

The biggest ever realignment
of the UK construction indus-
try was announced yesterday
when two of the sector’s larg-
est companies, George Wimpey
and! Tarmac, revealed plans to
swap their housebuilding,
building materials and con-
struction divisions.

Wimpey, already the coun-
try's biggest housebuilder, is to
absorb Tarmac's housing divi-
sion. almost doubling its ste-g

in the private homes market
Tarmac in return will get

Wimpey’s contracting and
quarrying businesses, reinforc-
ing its position as the UK's big-
gest supplier of aggregate and
coated stone.

With turnover of about
£1.75bn ($2.76bn) the combined
Tarmac-Wimpey construction
division will be the UK’s sec-
ond largest building and civil
engineering contractor, behind
Amec. But it will still be
smaller than the largest
French and German construc-
tion groups.

Shares of both groups
jumped on news of the deal,

which Wimpey and Tarmac

heralded as the start of a much
needed rationalisation in the
construction sector. Tarmac
shares rose 9p to 9ffl4p while
Wimpey closed up iBp at 127p.
Mr Joe Dwyer, Wimpey r

s
chief executive said: “Both
groups had come to the conclu-
sion that they could not pro-
vide all of the Investment
required by a multi-faceted
construction group. Instead we
are concentrating on the busi-
nesses we think will earn the
best returns for p»rfi group."
Other contractors which

have sold or recently
announced plans to seQ house-
building divisions include the
BICC subsidiary Balfour
Beatty, Costain, Mowlem, Birse
Group and Lovell. Ideal
Homes, part of the struggling
Trafalgar House group, also Is

thought to be available for sale
if the right price was to be
offered.

The asset swap proposed by
Tarmac and Wimpey returns
both companies to their roots.

Wimpey, an ailing west Lon-
don stonemason bought by Sir

Godfrey Mitchell in 1919, has
been involved in housebuilding
since 1928. Its previous peak
production was in the 1970b

when it was building about
12£0Q houses a year in the UK.
Tarmac, which will build

about 6,500 homes this year,
overtook Wimpey as the coun-
try's biggest housebuilder in

the 1960s but it has struggled
more recently. The company
only started housebuilding in

1974 and has its roots th quar-
rying and the production of

road surfacing material It

started its civil engineering
business in 1929.

Wimpey would appear to
have got the better deal.

Housebuilding margins,
although depressed, are
nowhere near as awful as in

contracting. And the housing
market is expected to recover
next year. Tarmac's housing
division is forecast to make
£4Qm operating profit in 1996.

Wimpey’s construction and
minerals division, by compari-
son, is expected to make no
mare than £25m next year. Tar-

mac. however, insists the swap
will not dilute as it

expects to make substantial
savings by rationalising the
two construction businesses
and by reducing the higher
costs at Wimpey minerals.
Neither company could say

TMviX KumphrtM

Same problem, different solutions: Neville Simms (left), chief

executive of Tarmac, with Joe Dwyer, chief executive of Wimpey

Associated

British Foods
The Chairman reports on a year ofprogress

Sales increased by 9 per cent and profits before tax by 16 per cent.

Expenditure on new assets and subsidiaries amounted to £355 million. A major

acquisition at tbe end of the year was a leading speciality oils and fats based

food ingredients group in tbe United States.

A bonus issue of ordinary shares is proposed. The second interim dividend will

be paid on the increased share capital, and is a 9.4 per cent increase on the

previous year.

how many jobs were likely to

be lost, but cuts seem more
likely at Tarmac. Wimpey said

up to 4,000 employees would be
transferred to Tarmac while it

would get about half that num-
ber of Tarmac housing staff.

The deal is expected to have
limited impact tm each group's
balance sheet Wimpey’s aggre-

gate business and Tarmac's

housing division are each
expected to be valued at about
gfflfhn

Wimpey' s contracting busi-

ness would be transferred at a
zero asset value, implying an
injection of cash of about
£40m-£50m by Wimpey.
increasing the company's gear-

ing from about 35 par cent to

about 45 per cent

#
Strong CU eyes

US opportunities

City to take on US rivals

Summary of results

1995

& million

199^

& million

Turnover 4,894 4,478

Profit before tax 375 324

Shareholders' funds 2,258 2,090

Dividends per share
(on flic increased number ofshares)

8.75p 8.00p

By Ralph Atkins,

Insurance Correspondent

Commercial Union, the largest

UK-based insurer, said yester-

day upheaval among US insur-

ers was providing expansion
opportunities in the country as

the group reported a 13 per
cent rise in pre-tax profits at

the nine months’ stage to

£369m tS583mj against a
restated £327m.

News of the US push comes
as CU relies increasingly on
overseas operations to compen-
sate for toughening conditions

in the UK - a trend not helped

by a £l6m rise in subsidence

claims in the third quarter. CU
said that new operations in
Asia would be unveiled early

next year.

Separately, the group pre-

empted new US rules requiring

disclosure from next year of

reserves for asbestos and envi-

fpnmental claims, saying it

expected year-end provisions of

$J3Qm and $300m respectively.

Overall profits were lifted by
contributions from Groupe Vic-

toire, the French insurer

acquired last year, and sub-

stantial improvements in the

Netherlands and the London
insurance market

The latest figures were after

a £12m provision for costs asso-

ciated with transferring CU*s
self-employed life direct sales*

force to Abbey Life. Some 56
per cent of ClTs trading profits

were generated overseas.

CU was not affected by
recent Caribbean hurricanes

although it was hit by severe

weather in North America.
Analysts said the results

were in line with expectations,

confirming the slowdown in

profits' growth caused largely

by UK price competition. This

was expected to result in 1996

pre-tax profits about £20m
below this year’s full-year fig-

ure, which is forecast at £49Qm
with earnings per share of 50p.

North American operations

reported improved results at

the nine-month stage, although

the US profits growth was due
to higher investment income
rather than improved under-

writing figures.

Mr Bob Gowdy, responsible

for US operations, acknowl-
edged price competition was
fierce but “the market is so

huge...there is plenty of oppor-

tunity for niche and specialist

operations. We have been mov-
ing a lot of our business into

those operations.”

London’s financial institutions are finally

going on the offensive to try to win back lucra-

tive international privatisation business from
their American rivals, writes Antonia Sharpe.

At a seminar in Jakarta next week, they will

use the privatisation flop of PT Telkom, Indon-
esia’s telecom company, to expose the weak-
nesses of tbetr competitors, a marketing tactic

which US hanks widely use when they pitch for

privatisation mandates.
“It is time to take the gloves off*, said Mr

Robin Fox, the vice chairman of Kleinwort Ben-
son, who is leading a delegation of representa-

tives from the London Stock Exchange, Coopers

& Lybrand, Schraders, ING Barings. Flemings,

BZW and SBC Warburg.
Although SBC Warburg was one of four

hanks arranging the international offering of

Telkom shares, it was lack of orders from US
institutions, not UK, which forced the Indone-

sian government into the embarrassing posi-

tion of having to halve the deal to $540m and
price the shares below the original range.

The flop has fanned criticism that tbe Ameri-
can banks - Goldman Sachs, irfimaw Brothers

and Merrill Lynch - gave the government an
over-optimistic view of likely US demand for

the Telkom shares.

The above are extracts from the Annual Report and Accounts 1995

sent to shareholders on 15th November 1995.

Associated British Foods pic,

Weston Centre, 68 Knightsbridge, London SW1X 7LQ, England.

Dawson declines and

warns on second half
Dawson International, the

Edinburgh-based textiles

group, where a new manage-
ment team took over in March,

yesterday reported half-year

profits down 43 per cent

because of what Mr Derek Fin-

lay, the new chairman, called

“terribly adverse trading condi-

tions". writes James Buxton.

Mr Finlay blamed poor sales

on the warmest year since 1659

and consumer confidence still

below pre-recession levels. He
warned that after a very warm
October profits in the second

half were unlikely to match
those of the first.

Profitability was affected by
higher raw material prices,

especially for cashmere from
(Thing and Mongolia. Cashmere
sales volume and margins were
particularly depressed because

of high prices and weak
demand.
In the US its remaining sub-

sidiaries JF.Morgan and
Duofold both saw a slight fall

in operating profits with
margins reduced by higher
raw material prices. Produc-

tion levels there are being
scaled back to improve inven-

tory turnover and reduce work-

ing capital

Hambros
loss after

provisions
By John Gapper in London
and Andrew HHI In Milan

Hambros, the UK merchant
banking group, yesterday
announced a senior manage-
ment shake-up, and the re-

structuring of banking activi-

ties, after recording an interim

pre-tax loss of £7.7m ($12m) in

tbe six months to September

30, against profits of £2L5m.
Hambros said it was ending

some activities including
equity broking in Australia,

and would cut corporate lend-

ing. But it wanted to expand

equity fund management arm,

either by acquisition or going

into partnership.

Its largest shareholder, the

Italian bank Gruppo Bancario

San Paulo, intends to increase

its 14 per cent stake to 19 per

cent However, it said that it

supported Hambros indepen-

dence, and had no plans to

raise its stake further.

Hambros Bank made a

£23.5m provision for bad and
doubtful debts to reflect risks

on old loans not folly provided

for until now. Directors said

tbe move reflected a dedslcm
to adopt a more conservative

provisioning policy. There was
an exceptional £14£m charge

to cover the costs of pulling

out of equity broking in Aus-

tralia and some clearing activi-

ties, offset by a £5.7m gain on
the sale of a £l0Om residential

mortgage book.
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CommercialUnion
9 MONTHS' RESULTS

Profit before tax increases
to £381m

• 56% of trading profits arose outside the

United Kingdom.

• Continued good profits in the United

Kingdom.

• Worldwide life profits £69m higher at £164m.

• Increase in shareholders' funds to £3,785m.

r
9 months

1995
Unaudited

9 months ^
1994

Restated
Unaudited

L '

'.Vs*

.

\r :'c-.
£6,356m £4fi03m

Opexatin^prdfitli^<^ta^tit^ai^l6sS ~ :.Lvc

;
on temuriatfr^ V'' V';L £38lm £327m

( GJperatii^^profit'affe taxaii
’

.
LL • ; :

• -
: •.:L;

'

7' £271xri - £256m
. Profit sharchold^s : v : . £319m £305m
v-.Operating profit pershareW yi -./.> .

• 7
• -

. .
38.9p 43-2p

1. The loss on termination of activities amounted to £12m (1994 nil).

2. Profit attributable to shareholders includes realised investment gains after taxation of £4Sm (1994 £49m).
3. London market marine undenoriting results are nmo accounted for on a two year fund basis tpreviously three years!.

9 months 1994 results have been restated, increasing published profits by £22m.
4. The 1994 operating profit per share has been adjusted for the effect of the 1994 rights issue.

5. Groupe Victoire has been a subsidiary since 13 September 1994 and its results mere consolidated for the

^ first time in thefourth quarter of 2934.

Commercial Union pic, St. Helen's, 1 Undershaft, London EC3P 3DQ

Tel: 0171 283 7500 Internet http://www.oonunercial-union.co.ulc/cu/9inthislthtm
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Job losses and shake-up underline international industry slowdown

BICC takes £80m charge
By Tim Burt

BICC, the world's second
largest cables roannfactnrer,

yesterday underlined the slow*

down in the international

cables industry by announcing
an £80xn rationalisation pro-

gramme and warning of job
losses.

The company, which owns
Balfour Beatty - the UK civil

engineering and construction
group, said increased raw
material prices and sluggish
demand for low-voltage cables

would dent profits this year
and force it to sell or close

plants, particularly overseas.

Its warning follows gloomy
forecasts from other cable
manufacturers, such as Alcatel

Alsthom, the French telecoms,

transport and engineering
group.
Shares in BICC meanwhile,

fell 9p to 253p after it said that
its housing and construction-
related cable businesses had
beenMtbyadowntnmin Aus-
tralia, North America and
some European countries,

mainly Germany.
The company, which

employs 45,000 people around
the world, said it planned to

close its SchSnow cables fac-

tory in Germany, but refused
to name the other plants likely

to be affected or quantify the

possible job losses.

“We’re going to have a major
drive on productivity and that
means taking people out,” said

Mr Alan Jones, chipf executive.

Ur Jones, who was
appointed in April after being
recruited from GEN, the engi-

neering group, warned that
Britain’s dormant construction

market had also put margin
pressure on Balfour Beatty.

Profits this year will be hit
not only by the £8Gm rational-

isation charge, but could be
further iipderrt1^npd by a £44m
goodwill write-off on the sale of

BICC’s housebuilding business.

BICC announced plans to

divest the housebuilding busi-

ness in August, when it

repeated a 5 pear cent fall in

first-half pre-tax profits to

£fiQm.

Analysts yesterday down-
graded profits forecasts for this

year from £185m to £110m
before exceptional items.

After goodwill write-offs and
rationalisation costs, they
warned that BICC could report

a pre-tax loss of up to £15m.
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Warm weather

threat to British

Gas’s full year
By Peg$jy Hofflnger

British Gas yesterday warned
that full-year profits were

under threat from nnseason-

ally warm weather in the UK.
Announcing the traditional

third-quarter loss, when
demand for natural gas is at its

lowest, Mr Roy Gardner,

finance director, said warm
weather last year cost British

Gas some £250m ($396m) in

operating profits. This year, he
eaifl “looks potentially worse
than that".

While he reiterated the
group's commitment to main-

tain this year’s dividend at

14.5p, Mr Gardner said the

groom would have to examine
Its policy next year if the situa-

tion worsened.
The warning shaved 4p off

the company's shares which
closed at 241Vip and high-

lighted the pressures that Brit-

ish Gas feces as the UK market

is opened to competition. Earn-

ings are suffering as its market

share declines and the com-
pany feces a potentially severe

price review in its pipeline

division, TransCo. which
accounts for most of its earn-

ings.

It is also locked into

long-term “take or pay” con-

tracts to buy certain amounts

of gas each year at levels

believed to he more than twice

the market price.

These issues cast a cloud

over better-than-expected

third-quarter results- Although

net losses for the three months
to September 30 deepened from

£149m to PTftira on an historic

cost basis, the increase was
fuelled by an expected £83m
writedown on the £52Qm value

of gas purchased through the

or pay contracts but not

used. Turnover fell from £L3bn
to £Llbn. The loss per share

rose from 3.4p to 4.1p.

Stripping out the exceptional

charge, net losses improved
after cost-cutting in the gas
supply business.

Profits for the nine months
fell from £515m to £454m, on
(mover down from £7.05bn to

£Sff2hn.

Mr Gardner expected no
quick solutions to the take or

pay contract problems. How-
ever, if the contracts could not

be renegotiated, British Gas
would have to consider further

writedowns.

Mr Gardner said the compa-
ny’s restructuring was ahead
ofschedule. Lex, Page 18

LEX COMMENT

Wimpey/Tarmac
The instinctive reaction to

George Whnpey's agreement

to swap Its contracting and

quarries businesses for Tar-

mac’s house building divi-

sion is that both companies
cannot have got it right. In

fact, they are playing to

their traditional strengths -

Wimpey in housing and Tar-

mac in contracting and
aggregates. Furthermore, the

deal gets them both out of

an impasse, since they were

TTPfthie to generate enough
pggh to finance all their busi-

nesses adequately. Stilt, the

balance is tipped in Wim-
pey*s favour, ft gains around

UK construction

Share prices rotative

Fr-SE-AAMharefmfcx;

110

SoiMeKFTBUtl..

wnm more in earnings than Tarmac, which will have to cut

to onhanro its gamings Hus should not be difficult

indeed there is more scope far rationalisation of contracting

than of housebuilding. But immediate and certain benefits are

preferable.
Furthermore, the prospects for the UK housing market, as

disposable income rises, are rather better than for the con-

struction industry. Facing cuts in the UK road-txuldinjg pro-

gramme, Tarmac is placing its faith in the government’s

private finance initiative. PFI may yet turn out to be the

salvation of the industry, but submitting bids is proving

expensive and it is still unclear how profitable such projects

will be. !

realms that the Wimpey/Tarmac asset swap heralds the long

overdue rationalisation of the construction industry are proba-

bly exaggerated. The deal may reduce the number of bidders

for projects, but it will not dent over-capacity. There is little

sign that toe industry’s negligible margins are set to improve.

BRITISH GAS PLC
1995 THIRD QUARTER RESULTS

CHAIRMANS STATEMENT

Results

British Gas's current cost profit before tax during the nine

months ended 30 September 199$ was £422 million compared with

£$78 million in the corresponding period in 1994. Current cost

profit tor the nine months fell do £ 15$ million from £269 million

last year. On an historical cost basis, profit for the financial period

was £454 million compared with £515 million in 1994,

British Gas expects to make a payment of£520 million in the

fourth quarter lor gas noc used under its "take or pay* obligations

for the gas supply year to October 1995. “Take or pay* obligations

are shown as a prepayment on our balance sheet.

The results include a provision of £83 million made against

our “take or pay" prepayments on long term gas purchase

contracts. This represents the Directors’ estimate of the difference

between British Gas’s contracted purchase price of gas and the

realisable selling price of that unutilised gas.

Our performance has continued to be affected significantly

by exceptionally warm weather so for chis year. This factor has

reduced operating profit by an estimated £120 million compared

with the first nine months of 1994. On an historical cost basis our

underlying performance, excluding the impact of the weather, has

improved marginally over the first nine months of 1994.

Our Exploration & Production division increased current

cost operating profit hy £1 39 million to £269 million for the nine

months owing to tighter cost control, lower exploration expenditure

and higher production. However, since the half year, we have bad

to limit production from our Morecambe fields in order to help

mitigate die current oversupply of gas in the market. As we said at

the half year, results from this division for 199$ will be below tbe

level previously anticipated but will be well in excess of 1994.

Restructuring of the UK Gas Business continues well ahead

of schedule and non-gas costs have continued to foil. We expect to

achieve savings of over £200 million for the year compared with

2994. Nearly 7 $00 people have voluntarily left the Company so

far this year bringing the total to over 18 600 out of die planned

reduction of 2$ 000. On this basis we shall be able eo meet our

manpower reduction target by the middle of 1996.

Interest charges fell by £107 million to £46 million benefiting

from the £30 million gain from the early purchase of bonds at the

half year and the disposals of Consumers Gas and Bow Valley.

However, all of these benefits bave been offset almost entirely

by further profit erosion in the industrial and commercial gas

market. This was caused by the severe decline in UK gas prices

since the first quarter of the year, and by the regulatory enforcement

of a rapid loss of market share during the year. Although we

passed the MMC target of 559k market share in May 1994, we

were still unable to compete on equal terms, as -Ofgas did not

remon die requirement for British Gas to publish price schedules

until the end ofJune 199$. By ebb dmc our market share had fallen

no around 35%.

TrsnsCo’s operating profit was £428 million compared with

an estimated £434 million for the first nine months of 1994, despite

the adverse effect of the warm weathee.

put back the Appointed Day eo 1 February 1996 due to the delay

in finalising the legislation. This casts doubr on the possibility of

a 1 April 1996 start date for competition. With systems as Urge

and complex as those which will be used in thb market, a testing

period of only two months would create significant risks.

The review by Ofgas of the form of regulation for TransCo

(our transportation and storage divirion) is progressing, with

Ofgas*s views expected early in 1996 for implementation on

1 April 1997. We will continue to make our case for a form of

regulation which: ensures an adequate return for shareholders;

rewards past investmenr in the network; attracts continued

investment in the infrastructure; and provides proper incentives

for management to deliver services at prices and quality required

by customers.

Ofgas is also reviewing the British Gas Supply domestic

tariff formula for implementation on 1 April 1997. The new

formula will apply during the introduction of competition and

accordingly, the future regulatory regime should be one which

encourages enduring benefits to customers at the same time as

allowing suppliers to make a reasonable profit. It is crucial to die

introduction of fair and stable competition that restrictions which

apply solely to British Gas can be lifted quickly when competition

is underway.

purchases with expected sales at prevailing market prices.

We arc taking positive action to address the issues facing

British Gas and the industry. Discussions will continue with the

Government, the Regulator and the producers, in order to reach

a satisfactory solution. We believe it would be iniquitous for the

entire burden to foil on British Gas’s shareholders. However, we

do not underestimate the magnitude of the task. The Board of

British Gas is addressing die longer term oprions open do us, do

ensure we optimise value for our shareholders. We remain

committed to oar strategy of restructuring and refocusing the

business in tbe UK and internationally; while providing our

customers with the best possible service.

RICHARD V GIORDANO CHAIRMAN.
15NOVEMBBH995

BRITISH GAS PLC 1995 THIRD QUARTER RESULTS

Regulatory Issues

The Gas Bill completed its remaining Parliamentary stages

during October and the early part of November and has now

become an Act. The framework for competition is broadly

adequate, combining some commercial freedom for British Gas,

even handed treatment of competing suppliers and measures for

consumer protection. However, sarisfocrory operation of the

market will depend largely on the Licences, currently being

finalised by Ofgas and the DTI. and their interpretation by the

Regulator.

Competition in the domestic marker is scheduled to scars

in the first pilot area in the South West of England during the

first half of 1996. The Network Code, the system which w3l

enable the domestic market to be opened to competition, was due

to be implemented on 1 December 1995. However, the DTI has

Outlook
As we identified at our first half results, the significant

surplus of gas currently available in the UK market, the

consequent rapid decline in gas prices and the significant, enforced

loss of market share in the industrial and eowmoreui marker ere

the main factors affecting the outlook for British Gas. If the

exceptionally warm weather experienced to date continues into the

fourth quarter, our full year earnings for 199$ on a pre-exceprional

basis will be below the level achieved in 1994. As stated at the half

year results, it remains the Board’s intention eo maintain the

dividend for 199$.

The significant surplus of gas presently available in the UK
market and the consequent severe decline in gas prices have

created a serious "take or pay* problem for British Gas. Before

and immediately after privatisation, British Gas, as a monopoly

supplier to the UK market, was obligated to purchase gas to meet

the requirements of the entire UK gas market under the roost

demanding weather conditions. In order to meet those

requirements, we entered into many agreements for tbe purchase

of gas on the basis of anticipated and minimum annual contract

quantities. If demand foils below these minimoms we are required

do pay for tbe gas whether it is taken or not. These "take or pay"

contracts were appropriate, and indeed necessary, to meet our

legal obligations under our licence to supply this market. When

the Gas Act becomes effective on 1 February 1996, onr supply

obligations will end, but our ‘take or pay" agreements remain.

The continuing regulatory constraints chat caused a sharp

foil in our market share in the industrial and commercial market

are affecting our results now. However, the loss of market share

we shall experience in tbe domestic market when it opens on

competition will further exacerbate the problem.

It is not possible to quantify the outcome of the "take or pay"

exposure, which will be affected by prices in the now competitive

industrial and commercial market and prices in the domestic

market when it is fuRy open to competition in 1998. The outcome

will also be affected by tbe weathee, the effect of changes in

marker share, the future market price of gas, and the role of the

Intcrconnecton These imponderables and their effects are difficult

id measure at this rime.

The most constructive solution in the instability In the gas

market is renegotiation of the "cake or pay" contracts, with the

industry collectively addressing the structural change in the UK
gas market. The Government has taken decisions to change the

structure of the market. It is appropriate that they support the

need for renegotiation, and we expect them do do everything in

their power to ensure chat the contracts are renegotiated. We have

begun discussions with producers, aimed at balancing our future
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NationsBank plans

bid for Gartmore
NationsBank, the US's fourth largest bank, Is seeking a

partner to roaito a joint bid for UK fund manager Gartmore.

NationsBank’s joint venture partner.

Gartmore’s shares closed unchanged at 284p, valuing the

ordinary equity at £S72.4m. The historic p/e is about 25 and the

dividend yield 2.4 per cent
In September Banqne Indosuez said it would seek a buyer

for its 75 per cent stake in Gartmore. The remaining 25 per

cent is publicly held. It is understood there are four other

serious bidders for toe stake.

Norma Cohen and Alison Smith

Unigate to sell Nutricia stake
Unigate, the UK foods and distribution group, yesterday put

up far sale its 29 ps cent stake in Nutricia, toe Netherlands

baby-food group. It is hoping to get more than £3QQm (S474m)

tor toe stake, which will be sold via a global book-budding

exercise through SBC Warburg and ABN Amro Hoare Govett
At present share prices, toe holding is worth about £329m. At
March 31 the investment was carried intoe balance sheet at

£79.lm.
Unigate announced its intention to sell the stake as it

unveiled a IZS per cent rise in interim pre-tax profits to

£60.4m and an increase in toe interim dividend to 6.65p.

David Blackwell and Antonia Sharpe

Eurotunnel revenues
Eurotunnel, the Anglo-French operator of the Channel tunnel,

increased revenues to £8L3m ($128m) from ticket and duty free

sales in the third quarter of 1995 from £61.5m in tbe second
quarter. The figure tot* revenues in the first nine months of
the year to £lfi5.8m. There was a further £24.7m from toe
British, French and Belgian railways under the rainiTmiT^

usage contract which guarantees a certain level of payment
Charles Batchelor

Century Inns renews float plan
Century tons yesterday revealed that the cost ofdropping its

flotation in February had knocked £lm off last year's profits.
The north-east of England pub operator is making a second,

slightly less ambitious attempt tojoin the ton list It is aiming
tor a valuation atabout £55m (J87m), £5m less than at the
postponement New money will also be slightly less, at £30m.
Themoney wffl be raised through a placing coupled with a

clawback to meet demand freon retail investors. Broker to the
issue is UBS, and NJd. Rothschild is sponsor, Wise Speke is
thespansored intermediary.
The pathfinder prospectus shows that pre-tax profits for the

year to toe end of September were £A9m, including the failed
flotation costs and £2A6m of interest payable.

David Blackwell

Tom Cobleigh priced at 150p
Tom Cobleigh, the independent pub group, yesterday finalised
its flotation, pricing the shares at 150p. At this price the phain
which makes 90 per cent of sales through its 46 managed
houses, would have a market value of £59.8m (*95m). About
15.4m shares from a total of 39.8m are being placed by Hoare
Govett, broker to toe issue, mainly with UK institutions. The
placing, sponsored by Samuel Montagu, will raise £23.lm ofnew money, ahead of original expectations.

„Tfae prospectus shows that in toe six months to September
30 pre-tax profits were £L04m on sales of £9.5m.

David Blackwell
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COMMODITIES AND AGRICULTURE

t

’Health-conscious Americans
out of gold markettake bite

By Kenneth Gooding,
Mining Correspondent

US investors might be bored by
gold but a growing band of
health freaks in America are
using the metal to have their
teeth filled.

Some people are even claim-
ing that their sexual potency
and memory have improved
after amalgam fillings have
been replaced with gold, said
Ms Helen Junz, director of gold
economics service at the World
Gold Council, yesterday.
She stressed the council was

not making these claims but
added: “You can understand
that some people would be
worried about what they are
carrying around in their
mouths and prefer to have
•pure’ gold in their teeth".
The council, a promotional

organisation financed by some
big gold mining groups,
reported yesterday that the use
of dental gold in the US

jumped by 18 per cent in the
first nine months of this year
compared with 1994 to 9.2
tohnes (295317 troy ounces).
The American Dental Associ-

ation, after completing several
research projects, ingisfw^ that
amalgam fillings were not a
health hazard and said only 2
per cent of US dentists did not
use the material Ms Teri Reis-
Schmidt, editor of the US Den-
tal Products Report, acknowl-
edged there was increased
interest in gold fillings but
Insisted it was very unusual
for anyone to have amalgam
removed and replaced. Those
wanting another material usu-
ally opted for a tooth-coloured
resin, more expensive thaw
amalgam but much less costly
than gold.

Gold had its adherents
because “it is tried and true
and wears like natural teeth,”
she said.

According to the Gold Fields
Mineral Services consultancy

organisation, gold use In den-
tistry world-wide last year
increased only marginally,
from 63-4 to 64 tonnes.

Nevertheless, in some coun-
tries there had been a big shift

to dental alloys with a high
gold content For example, “in
Germany an h?ere*sing num-
ber of patients are opting for

gold, despite its higher price,

because they rightly or
wrongly perceive it to be far
mare bio-compatible than any
of the alternatives".

Meanwhile, in its Gold
Demand Trends quarterly pub-
lication yesterday, the Gold
Council reported that the
amnimt of gold consumed in
the markets it monitors - rep-

resenting 75 per cent of total

global demand - increased by
16 per cent to 2.042 tonnes in
the first nhw Twnnfhft of thfc

i

year. That ensured that gold
jdemand in many countries

would reach record levels in

1995.

Bigger crops in central and eastern

Europe ‘pose problems for EU’
By Alteon Maitland

"'Hunk
pit

! 1 cirimii.

An upturn in grain production
in central and eastern Europe
ttoses a growing problem for
the European Union, according
to Dalgety. the UK animal feed

company.
Eastern European countries

have been net importers until

recently, and this is still true
for many countries of the for-

mer Soviet Union, it says in a
CropPlan report.

But now several of them
have become net exporters,
competing in some of the ElTs
traditional markets and posing
difficult questions over their

accession to the EU.
Poland's harvest this year is

estimated at 25m tonnes, an
increase of 15 per cent on last

year and the highest harvest

for four years, says the report

Romania, which is the
region’s second biggest cereal

producer, is expected to pro-

duce 20m tonnes of. grain, up
3m tonnes on last year, due to

a fourth successive year of
higher yields.

The Hungarian crop has
been revised down to 10.4m
tonnes, lower than last year's

lLlm tonnes, because of fann-
ers’ failure to apply herbicides

on time. But it is still well up
on the 1993 crop of just over
8m tonnes.

As a result, says Dalgety, the
central and east European
(CEEQ countries are expected
to export 5m to 6m tonnes of

grain this year - a figure the
European Commission recently

predicted would be readied by
the year 2000.

“This turnaround is due to

ever increasing yields and a
significant reduction in inter-

nal usage predominantly
owing to a reduction In anrmaT

numbers," says the report
The main beneficiary is

likely to be the Commonwealth

of Independent States, particu-

larly Russia, which has suf-

fered its worst harvest far 30
years.

But grain demand in the for-

mer Soviet Union has dropped
dramatically from over 22m
tonnes in the late 1980s to

about 6m tonnes this year,

because of the reduction in

livestock numbers.
“This, coupled with the

CEEC switching into being net
exporters must give us some
cause far concern,” says Dal-

gety. "There is clearly a
long-tram risk, particularly if

the CIS gets back to harvesting

well over 200m tonnes as it

used to do regularly in the last

decade.”

The CEEC surplus could
exceed 25m tonnes by 2000, it

says. However, it stresses that
this assumes consumption in

the region remains imchanged-

In practice, it is likely to rise

as economies strengthen.

Slackening
demand hits

pulp prices
By Bernard Simon In Toronto

Wood palp prices are under
pressure amid softening
demand for paper in many
parts of the world and a flood

of supplies from Russia and
Indonesia.

Producers of northern
bleached softwood kraft pulp
(NBSBl), the industry's bench-
mark product, have so far

managed to maintain a price

of US$985-$1,000 a tonne,
which they implemented on
Oct l, but aggressive discount-

ing has began In several other

grades.

According to one Vancouver-
based trader, the entire

market is “in a very sensitive

situation” with prospects Mn-
getng largely on demand, for

paper in the first quarter of

1996.

Prices of some hardwood
grades have tumbled below
$700 a tonne in recent weeks,
from list prices of around
$875. Several eucalyptus mills

in Spain, Portugal and South
America have been closed in

an effort to bring down stocks.

Producers of southern
bleached softwood kraft have
also rolled back recent price

increases from $970 to about
$890.

Several North American
mills have announced cut-
backs. For instance, Harmac
Pacific, a large Canadian pro-
ducer, plans to shut a British

Columbia softwood pulp mill

for two weeks over Christmas
to reduce stocks.

The Indonesians and Rus-
sians are burdened by surplus

capacity and are said to have
been especially aggressive in

the hardwood pulp market In
addition; Chinese paper pur-
chases, mainly from South
Korea and Taiwan, have been
hit by a new import duty.

European and North American
demand has also softened.

Until last summer, pulp was
among the strangest perform-

ing commodities during the

current business upturn.
NBSK prices have soared from
$390 to $1,000 in less than two
years.

Brazil’s aluminium boom stalls
The optimism of the early 1980s has faded, writes Angus Foster

Alcoa makes fiat rolled products, foil and sheet at its Itapissuma

plant in the State of Pernambuco

year to 510.000 tonnes, Abal,

A t Latin America's big-

gest private sector alu-

minium refining and
smelting project, operations
manager Mr Edison Daniel da
Silva points to a plot of land
the size of several football
pitches. It is the last plot left to

expand capacity at the giant
Alumar plant in northern Bra-
zil, already responsible for
about a third of the country's
i-3m tonnes of wnm ia l primary
aluminium production. “With
the present equipment, we
can't go much further,” he
says. “What we could do is

extend line 3, which would add
another 55300 tonnes."
Bnt uncertainty about the

world market and the plant's

electricity supply are delaying
any decision and Aluxnar's
owners have no plans to make
the investment. Brazil's alu-
minium industry ba«t become
equally circumspect The force-

ful optimism of the early iffiffe,

when projects like Alumar
were built and financed, has
been replaced by a mere cau-
tious attitude.

“I don’t think you w£D see a
lot of smelter building any
more,” says Mr Fausto Perraa
Moreiro Filho, president of

Alcoa Aluminio, the Latin
American arm of Alcoa of the
US, which is also the main
shareholder in Alumar.
“The old idea that electricity

waa cheap is no longer true.

You may see some incremental
smelter expansions, but you
won’t see any green field sites

being buOt”
The new realism was bom of

more than a decade of disap-

pointment as Brazil's economy
refused to grow during the
1980s. Investments in the alu-

minium industry, which more
than tripled output between
1978 and 1985, had assumed the
economy would continue to
grow at 7 per cent or more.

Instead, per capita GDP actu-

ally fell during the 1 1980s.

With growth tinder way
again since 1993 and inflation

apparently under control, con-

fidence is returning. Alumin-
ium consumption rose 19 per
cent last year and is forecast to
grow another 9 per cent this

the industry association says.

Mr Luis Carlos Loureiro
Filho, co-ordinator of the asso-

ciation's economic commis-
sion, says cans and artefacts

like kitchen pans have been
star performers. With lower
inflation, poorer consumers
started buying canned bever-

ages and household goods as

their real incomes rose
sharply.

One comparison industry
members like to repeat shows
the average Brazilian consum-
ing ten cans a year, compared
with 360 in the US. Three can-

makers. including Crown. Cork
& Seal and American National

Can, have announced they will

start production in Brazil, sug-

gesting this sector is set for

continued growth.
Despite such apparent good

news, not one of the country’s

six producers of primary alu-

minium is planning to lift

capacity, which has scarcely
increased since 1990. With
world stocks of the metal still

high by historical standards,

and with Brazil's economy
slowing since the second quar-

ter, such caution may he well

placed. But some analysts won-
der whether a more fundamen-
tal rethink is taking place.

“Is the non-investment in the

1990s a function of consolida-

tion, or is the industry losing

faith in its role as a smelter in

the future?” asks Mr David
Humphreys, an economist at

RTZ, the UK mining group.

Brazil's mounting electricity

problems are a further source

of doubt Underinvestment in

generation in the past decade
has left the country facing an
energy shortage if present eco-

nomic growth of 5 per cent a
year continues. Average elec-

tricity prices for the alumin-
ium industry have doubled
since 1985 to US$34-39 per

MegaWatt Hour. Building more
gjant hydro-electric dams in

the Amazon, like the Tucurui
dam, which supplies Alumar,
would now be difficult to

finance because of environ-
mental concerns.

According to Mr Loureiro

Filho at Abal. Brazil needs to

remain an integrated producer
because it needs to compete in

areas of high added value
goods rather than simply
exporting primary products. As
the world's sixth largest alu-

minium producer, the country
also has the scale, as well as
the natural resources. “Brazil

will remain attractive as a pro-

ducer of primary aluminium
because of its market, which is

now about 500,000 tonnes and
which has the chance to grow,”
he adds.

However, reticence about
increasing capacity will

quickly impact on overseas
sales of primary aluminium
from Brazil, one of the world's

biggest exporters. Exports
peaked at 817,000 tonnes in

1992 but have since declined as

producers have switched to the
recovering domestic market.
Abal estimates exports this

year will Call 63 per cent to

729,800 tonnes and slip fall

towards 700,000 tonnes next
year if the domestic market
grows at 6 per cent as expec-

ted.

Trade in the primary materi-

als of bauxite (aluminium ore)

and alumina (aluminium
oxide) will be less affected.

Extra domestic demand for

bauxite can easily be absorbed
by increasing production at the
country's huge reserves in the
Amazon. The Alunorte alu-

mina project, stalled for sev-

eral years because of financing

problems, finally started
operations in July. It is due to

produce 230,000 tonnes this

year and reach capacity of

Llm tonnes a year in 1997.

The likely slowdown in

exports of primary aluminium
may herald a lower interna-

tional profile for Brazil’s alu-

minium industry, but it may
have been inevitable for an
industry that grew up too
quickly.

“So you will just see a shift

from exports to the domestic
market as it grows. We hare
enough aluminium capacity in
Brazil to supply the domestic
market for the next 15 years,"

says Mr Moreira Filho at

Alcoa.

COMMODITIES PRICES

BASE METALS
LONDON METAL EXCHANGE
(ftKMQ from ArwtgaqutfmJ Matte TwSng) -

ALUMM1UM. 967 PURITY (S pec towne)

Cash 3 mthe

4N 1826-7 16609

Piowioia 16299-305 1667-8

High/low 167371656

AM Offloal 1622-4 1660919
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Precious Metals continued
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GRAINS AND OIL SEEDS
WHEAT LCE (C per tome)

SOFTS
COCOA LEE (E/tonne)

MEAT AND LIVESTOCK
LIVE CATTLE CME (46000fcs; centedbe)

. - •Sett {tote- Open sea (tore OpM Sett fey* Open Sett Dey"a tern

Prira iB«h Vel lot price cnenge LOW Wi M price iDfeUQB H* Low W tat price dongs ffigb Iasi W W
He* 3849 -as _ .

_ 20 Nev 12090 +685 12600 12720 28 68 Dec 933 +3 935 925 1,120 13,700 Dec 66575 -6225 B&575 B6450 4438 28933

Dec 3859 -09 3876 3859 54480 75992 JU 12990 +675 12900 12825 197 2215 Mr 968 +3 970 962 1214 34981 Fflft 66100 -6175 66500 57975 2996 26034

Mi 3879 -1.1 3889 386.8 9927 29697 He 13190 +675 13190 13625 384 2422 Ml 984 +2 987 980 402 14972 ter 67900 -6075 67925 67475 1996 12909

Mpr 3899 -14 3966 3889 589 8.747 m 13390 +675 13390 13225 240 2978 Jtf inn +2 1003 1001 136 4989 Jen 63950 - 64900 63.725 446 5.188

Jm 391-2 -19 3939 3829 408 14.725 M 13525 1.15 13525 13490 36 155 See 1022 +4 1024 1018 179 26187 Aag 61950 -6050 82.100 61900 174 6124
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Tetri 85^35172,138 Total 918 8223 ToW 39121T7JB74 TeW 16884 76306

PLATINUM NYMEX (50 Troy ot; S/tray azj

Oct

WHEAT C8T (5.000bu mtn; ovits/SOfe bushefl COCOA CSCE (10 tomes; S/tonnes) UVE HOGS CME (46000lbK cents/**)

4175 +15 4160 4155 3905
4179 +15 4162 4105 40 2.450

4175 +15 10 19>1

4189 +15 4199 4199 3 373

4199 +15 - - 1 S

3,118 ZI.1T1

PALLADIUM NYMEX (100 Tray azj S/troy ozj

Dec 13695 +6S5 13673 13690 175 4.18D

Mr 137.4S +655 13750 137.00 27 2407

Jm 13680 +655 - -w - 127
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ENERGY
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price chenpe mb Low Hal M
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BARLEY LCE (E per tonne)

COCOA QCCO) (SOFTa/tonna)
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FUTURES DATA
AS Mum data stpptfecJ by CMS.

Prices from KenMco Group; USS tonne. Indian

Ftetechk* 2800 raw (to shal) naturaSy opened
(round}; 189* crap ecu out; new crap 3900
CFRIFOT MEP. 26/28 3900 CFR/FOT MEP
(both aveUtda December) up sUgtdty'. US
strands (aheflad) 23/25 NPSSft 1995 crap at

6550 FAS, weak. Oop Agues higher then
rtpaaed. fart riapmsnu pioblcma remain. US
eatrwte (abated) fight halves and pieces. 1995
crop at 5950 TOB. wy firm. Indian cashews,
raw. W320, at &280 FDT Rotterdam, spot
prices Arming on Shan emrtts TuUth hazelnut
kernels, 13/15mM is, 1995 crap at 3.130
CAP MB’. Wing. Turkish apricots, 1995 crap
at 2J55D CFR MEP, special offer tar spot North
DataKa sunflower seeds, 1995 crap; 22/64 at

BED GIF MEP. 20/64 to 950; very (SOlertr.

Hot 14

wr-
COFFEE LCE (S/tonne)

Piles

.65613
Ptss. day

94799

w 2503 +14 2515 2445 138 1*fi5

Jan 2305 -20 2320 2274 1962 14988

Mar 2216 -01 2230 2105 444 7977
My 2143 -22 2140 2125 170 3,732

Jri 2083 -25 2080 2070 79 1464

Sip 2038 -27 2040 2040 81 314

TeW 6654 28960

COFFEE 'C CSCE (37900B»; certa/HM)
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itay 11665 +2.15 11675 11600 297 2929
Jri 11945 +Z75 nare Hare 13 603
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TeW 11454 239»
COFFEE (ICO) (US eenta/peuid)

fer 14 Price Pray. Pay
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ToW - -
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INDICES
REUTERS (BSSK 18/9/31=100)
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21724 2171* 20889
CRB FUtunee (Bbbk 1967=100)
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PORK BELLIES CME (40900**: oarts/toa)

M
Her

Tetri

57.350 -6775 56100 57900

57.600 -Ofire 56175 57.300

58925 -0.400 56100 58900

59.700 -657$ 56950 59-300

57200 -0900 57900 57200

1923 4785
151 737

28 383

23 4M
33 124

1930 6533

LONDON TRADED OPTIONS
Strike prion $ forme —- Cafe— — Puts —

-

ALUMINIUM
(89.7%) LME Dec Fab Dec Fob

1600 58 103 12 40
1700 10 57 66 8B
1800 ~ - 20 - 154

COPPER
(Grade A) LME Dec Feb Dec Feb

2800 81 88 28 130

2900 - 31 - 78 -

3000 9 - 155 -

COFFEE LCE Jan Mar Jan Mar

1800 . 705 - . 6
1650 ... . - 855 - 9
1700 » 805 529 - 13

COCOA LCE Dec Mar Dec Mar

875 58 103 _ 10
900 _ 33 84 - 18
925 10 67 2 24

BRENT CRUDE IPE Dr Jan Dec Jan

1550 — . 105 99 6 20
1800 - ... 62 61 15 38
1650 __ 32 40 34 65

LONDON SPOT MARKETS
CRUDE OIL FOB (per barrei/Jan) +or

Dubai $15*5-&40w +0.105

Brent Blend (dated) S1B-S3r8£7 +607
Brent Blend (Jan) SI 645-6.46 +611
W.TJ. (1pm oetj S17.62-7.83w +608

OB. PRODUCTS NWEprompt drtvory CJF (tome)

Prerrium Gasofino Si87-189 +3
Qas 09 $157-1 58 +1

Heavy Fuel 09 383-65 -19
Naphtha 3147-150 -1

Jet fuel $175-178 +2
Diesel Si81-162 +1

nerafeom Apu. TU. London pin) 358 B7tU
OTHER

Gold (per troy raj* $38690 +0.06

Sflver (per troy az» 5364c +3.0

Platinum (bar tray oz.) 5415.15 +665
Paltatfum (par tray astj $134*0 -610

Copper 125.0c

Lead (US pradj 41.75c

Tin (Kuata Lumpu) 1679m -620
T3n (New Yorfc) 2999c -60

Cattle Me wrtghftf 123.B7p -1.94*

Sheep (Sue welghiJT# 10658p -687-

Pfge (five walgW)f 100.14p -038-

Lon. day sugar paw) $301.1 -230
Lon. day sugar (wte) $3760 •65

Barley (Eng. teed) £1260
Maize (US No3 Yetow) £1D5J>w
Wheat (US Da* North) Unq

Rubber (NotW IIO.TGp
Rubber (Dec^ 11675P
Rutjfaer (KL RSS Nctl) 4159m +4.5

Coconut 09 (PW0§ S755J)y -160
PUm 09 (Matoyjg S8079y
Copram§ 4379y -Z0
Soyabaens (US) IW.Ou -13
Cotton Oudook'A' todw 86*0c -635
VVoottops 054s Super] 406P

NOV M
184/42

Nov 13 month ago year ago
18498 18085 177/48

E par rams untan
r itnaason, is
Jx. * So^Oxc. x
dan. 8 tMBon mortal
Change enwarii t h

r Doc. u MMUetV v
London Phyaiaai. 6 OF Ffetnx-

a. 4 Shaap (Urn weigh prteaS
‘

am tor prsrious dar.

CROSSWORD
No.8,920 Set by GRIFFIN

ACROSS
L, 4 Speed up for ages then stop

moving (4A3.3)
8 Comprehensive law is

involved (7)

9 One niggling about American
fellow with pimple (7)

11 Arsonist will If celebrity vol-

unteers with keenness (5,1.4)

12 Swear Vera's mad! (4)

18 Took a picture of hidden ani-

mal (5)
14 Turns to let one in (8)

16 Figure yooll need fish after a
month (8)

18 Having set aside one less,

flourished (5)

20 Spring right into box (4)

21 This bath I reserve for UK
inhabitants (3.7)

23 Didn't sit near but was pre-

pared (52)
24 Heavenly creatures giving

cold man massages! (7)

25, 26 Landlord Frank requires
ruler and paper-knife (6,6)

DOWN
1, 13 down Shot for writing
about chief lacking funds

(5A7)
2 Shops crooked pair for grab-

bing ring after upsetting me
(7)

3, 21 down People lie here
patiently (9,5)

5, 15 Church is for us who hope
far conversion (52.7)

6 Leave G.B.S. King with a bird
(7)

7, 22 Definitely not drunk very
hot? (5-4^;

10 Td led astray many people
without using intermediaries
(9)

13 See 1 down
15 See 5
17 Left behind look for aero-

drome (7)

19 Old soldier in vehicle dam-
aged tree (7)

21 See 3
22 See 7

Solution 8,919

aiaanfj iiqeiecjQDQBQIDQ n
HaaHEI BBglBBaElPira
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French deficit news lifts European sector
By Richard Lapper in London
and Lisa Bransten in New York

Positive news on the French
fiscal deficit combined with
fundamentals pointing to lower
growth and waning inflation-

ary pressure buoyed the Euro-
pean bond markets yesterday.

The German and UK mar-
kets rose strongly In morning
trading before losing some
ground in the afternoon due to

a combination of profit-taking
and disappointing inflation sta-

tistics in the US.
The dollar stabilised, but Its

weakness in Asia overnight

contributed to underperforzn-
ance by high-yielding bonds,
with the 10-year yield spread of
Italian bonds over German
bunds widening by 3 basis
points to 535 points.

French bonds responded pos-

itively to news of the govern-

ment's plans to reduce its

social security deficit. Prime
Minister Alain Jupp€ said the
deficit would fall to FFtTTbn in

1986. On Matif the 10-year
December future gained more
than half a point, while the
three-month Pibor contract
closed up 0.10 at 9117, continu-
ing its strong recent advance.

German band prices rose
strongly after a cut in the secu-

rities repurchase rate fanned
expectations of a reduction In
interest rates. The repo rate
cut of two basis paints was in
line with expectations, taking
it down to 338 per cent
Mr Graham McDevitt bond

strategist with Banque Pari-
bas, said the change in the
headline number from ‘four’ to
three' had an important “psy-
chological impact" on the mar-
kets.

There are hopes in some

quarters that the discount rate

could be reduced when the
Bundesbank’s council meets
today. "While the market call

is for no change in official

rates, we are definitely enter-

ing the ‘amber alert zone' now
for an early German rate cut.”

said Mr David Brown at Bear

GOVERNMENT
BONDS

Stearns. "We tend to put the
chances of a 25 basis point dis-

count rate cut at 5(k50 tomor-
row, as all the pre-conditions

are pointing to lower rates.”

Fresh economic data in the
UK provided further evidence
that the economy is slowing
and helped gilts continue their

rally.

On Liffe, the December long
gilt contract surged to a high

of 108%, before falling back in

the afternoon, partially as a
result of sterling weakness. It

dosed at I07£, down &.

US Treasury prices were flat

in early afternoon trading as

traders took to the sidelines

amid mixed economic news
and uncertainty regarding the

passage of a budget package.
Near midday, the bench-

mark 30-year Treasury was
unchanged at I07g to yield

(L283 per cent and the two-year
note was. also unchanged at.

100|} ,
yielding 5.453 per cent

In Washington, ^Wrmis’hfng

continued between Congress
and the administration over a
deficit-reducing budget pack-
age, although the Treasury
Department took action that

allowed it to make yesterday's

$25bn interest payment
Mr Robert Rubin. Treasury

Secretary, said his actions to

circumvent the debt celling

should allow the Treasury to

continue making payments
until at least fate December.

The Federal Reserve's Open
Market Committee was meet-

ing yesterday but few on Wall

Street believed there would be

a rate cut before Congress and

the president agreed to a defi-

cit-cutting package.

Economic data released yes-

terday supported the belief

that the economy has slowed,

with industrial production off

03 per cent in October after

September's 0.1 per cent
increase. Capacity utilisation

slipped to 83£ in October from
|

84.1 in September.
However, the Consumer

|

Price Index rose 0.3 per cent in 1

October - both with and with-

out the volatile food and
energy components - slightly

more than the mean forecast of

a 02 per cent rise.

Colombia to extend investor base in D-Marks
NEW INTERNATIONAL BOND ISSUES

Borrower
US DOLLARS
SNCF
World Baft*

Amount Coupon
m. %

260 5.60

50 MW.

Price

99.515R
97.894

Maturity

Doc.1998
Nov.2000

Fees
%

0.1875R

undtotf.

Spread

*S»

+SWW3yT}

Booh runner

BNP rtJSFB /DKB IntL

Kbhusa) Europe

D-MARKS
Vner-Amorlcan Dev’ment Bank
CNCPjNKBK bid. Finance

140 5.00

100 5.75

8891
102.10

Dec2000
DsC-2000

025
2-50

- NHn Bank (DeuttchtacQ

SGZ Bank

YEN
Intemadenal Rnsnoa Corp.+
Btodex^v,

15Bn (a)

lObn 5-OOS
10040
100.00

Nov-3025
Dec.1996

U40
1.00 :

DKB International

IKdto Europe

SWISS FRANCS
Cfty af Vienna0
memmioTiai Unaeaaet

220 3J»
150 fp)

102-90

10050
JanJaae
Jan-2000

225
urxflaL

- Vdn EmsViaVMwiaSBC
Credt Suisse

FRENCH FRANCS
Campagnke Btsmebed. Ibn (tfl 1QOD2SR Jun.1997 0.1 2SR . CCF

CZECH KORUNA
Osutscfie Bank Rnenoe Ibn 1090 10090 Deal89B 1.60 . Deutsche Morgan GrenM

Final terms. non-cNtebJe udeos stated. Yield spread (over relevant government bond) si launch supplied by lead manager. *UnSated %
Floating-rate note. #S»tmi-artnual coupon. 1% fixed rtectter price; fees shown at re-offar level, a) 6% in AS or 635% In DM. b) Coupon
fci Yen, redemption hlc) 3-mth Ubor -4%. dj 3-rnth Ptbar +Shp. Q Long IK coupon.

By Conner MiddeJmann

Bond investors are turning
their attention to the forthcom-

ing D-Mark debut of the Repub-
lic of Colombia, a DM200m five-

year bond issue.

After issuing Yankee and
Samurai bonds and one dollar

eurobond, Colombia has cho-
sen to tap the D-Mark sector to

INTERNATIONAL
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further extend its investor

base, Mr Clemente del Valle,

director-general of public
credit at the Colombian Minis-

try of Finance, said yesterday.

He said Colombia plans to
raise between SSOOm and $900m
on the International debt mar-
kets nest year.

Although Colombia's Presi-

dent Ernesto Samper remains
under investigation over alle-

gations that he knowingly
accepted contributions from
the Cali drugs cartel during

last year's elections, Mr del
Valle said institutional inves-
tors were more likely to focus
on Colombia's positive eco-

nomic fundamentals and its

investment-grade credit rating.

The bonds are expected to be
launched early next week, and
dealers are talking of a spread
of between 160 and 170 basis
points over the interpolated

yield curve. Deutsche Morgan
Grenfell and SBC Warburg are
joint leads.

SNCF, the French national
railway, yesterday issued
$250m of three-year bonds via

BNP Capital Markets, CS First

Boston and DKB. Yielding five

basis points over Treasuries,

some dealers felt the deal was
tightly priced.

However, the lead managers
reported good demand from
Swiss investors, who are still

keen on short-dated dollar

bonds - especially ahead of

some {lObn of dollar bond
redemptions in December.
In the nascent Czech koruna

sector, Deutsche Bank Finance

raised K£lbn of 10.5 per cent

three-year bonds via DMG, tar-

geted mainly at German retail

keen on the substantial yield

pick-up over bunds.

Tuesday's $250m 10-year
issue for Telstra ran into trou-

ble amid media reports of
financial crisis at the state-

owned Australian telecommu-
nications company, based on a
leaked internal memo.
Lead manager J. P. Morgan

offered to buy bonds from
investors and members in the
syndicate group at cost,

although it did not report
heavy flow-back.

“J. P. Morgan acted very hon-
ourably - this sort of thing is a
syndicate manager’s night-
mare,” <aid a dealer at annfchar

bank. Telstra claimed the news
reports had “sensationalised”

what was a normal budgetary
review to ensure that 1995-96
commitments were met

Mercury One-2-One sets

cellular phone benchmark
By Aten Cane
and Antonia Sharpe

Mercury One-2-One, the mobile

phone company owned by
Cable & Wireless and US West,

has completed a £600m syndi-

cated loan which H will use to

payback debt and continue the

development of its network.

It is believed to be the first

UK nonrecourse financing for

a cellular phone group to be

successfully completed. Hutch-

ison Telecom which, operates

the Orange cellular network,

which is technically similar to

One-2-One, announced
recently that it is raising

£L2ftn in bank financing.

Mr Richard Goswell, manag-
ing director of One-2-One,
said it was a substantial vote

of confidence in the mobile
phone business and a bench-

mark fix' future lending to cel-

lular phone companies.
The loan is a three-year

revolving credit converting
into a four-year term loan. Pri-

cing has been set at 150 basis

points over London interbank

offered rate (Libor), ratcheting

dawn to 50 basis points over

Libor u pre-set debt to cash-

flow ratios are achieved. The

loan, which was 30 per cent

oversubscribed, was arranged

by Paribas and HSBC.
Most of the cash will be used

to pay hack the equipment

manufacturers, Ericsson and

Nortel, which helped fund the

launch.
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The remainder will he used

to complete expansion of the

network to 90 per cent of total

population coverage within

two years. Mr Goswell said he

expected the company to gen-

erate sufficient cash by then to

complete the network without

recourse to further debt

finance.

• Gaz de France, the state gas
utility, has increased the size

of its .
seven-year revolving

credit facility to $45Qm from
the original $4Q0m after more
than jeOQm was raised in gen-

eral syndication.

Despite the increase, all

hanks wifi have their participa-

tions seated back. The facility

is now closed and will be

signed In mid-December.

• Export Credit Bank of Tur-

key is seeking to raise 1150m

by way of a two-year syndi-

cated loan guaranteed by the

republic. The loan, which car-

ries a margin of 125 basis

points over Libor, lias been

fully underwritten by ABN
Amro, Citibank, Bai-Ichi Kan-

gyo. Sabanci, Sakura and

Sanwa. Participation fees

range up to SO basis points.

• ANZ has arranged what it

says is the first export-finance

deal in Vietnam from the US
the normalisation of dip-

lomatic relations between the

two countries.

The $i2m seven-year package

will enable the state-owned

Vietnam Waterway Construc-

tion Corporation to purchase

two dredges and spare parts

from Elllcott Machine Corpora-

tion International of Baltimore.

The loan was not widely syndi-

cated and pricing was not dis-

closed.

Housing finance for New World
By Simon Holberton
in Hong Kong

New World Development, the

Hong Kong property, hotels
and infrastructure conglomer-

ate, is expected to announce
tomorrow that it has raised

more than US$20Qm from pri-

vate investors for Its mass
housing projects in China.

The recapitalisation of NW
China Homeowner Develop-

ment, which has projects in

four large Chinese cities, com-
pletes the largest part of the
group's restructuring.

Since the beginning of last

month. New World has raised

US$260m from the listing in

New York of Renaissance
Hotel Group, and US&OOm

from the listing in Hong Kong
of New World Infrastructure,

the company which holds New
World's interests in Hong Kong
and Chinese ports, roads,

bridges and power stations.

In the final leg of the reor-

ganisation, the company plans

to approach US credit markets

to raise about $300m. Morgan
Stanley is advising it on the

capital raising, while credit

ratings have been sought from

Moody's and Standard & Poors.

New World has raised

US$2l5m from mainly Hong
Kong investors, but the Singa-

pore government and Bank of

China group have participated

as wen. The company will

retain a 57 per cent interest in

NW China Homeowner.

It has agreements to con-

struct masa housing in Wuhan,
Shenyang, Huizhou, and Tian-

w
jin. The project in Wuhan -

the most advanced - comprises

4m sq m of housing, retail and
commercial space and has a six

to seven-year construction life.

The development will house up
to 57,00(1 families.

The company claims the

development will protide

investors with an after-tax

return of 25 per cent It said

the project served a social

function in Wuhan, so many
local taxes and imposts had
been waived, thereby improv-

ing financial returns. Further-

more, the company has rights

to develop retail and commer-
cial space in the estate.

WORLD BOND PRICES

BENCHMARK GOVERNMENT BONDS
Rad Day's Week Month

Coupon oae Price change Yield ego ago

BUND FUTURES OPTIONS (UffEJ DM250,000 prints at 100%

Austrsria 7500 07/05 92-6000 - &.S1 662 653
Austria 6575 06/05 100.7000 *0.180 B.77 658 BBS
BoigkaTT 6500 03/05 97.9800 *0280 a 79 653 7.13

Carada *
8 750 12/05 106.0400 +0980 759 7.50 751

Denmark 7.000 12/04 96.4000 40200 758 7.62 7.96
Fftawe BTAN 7.750 04/00 105.6250 *0250 ai7 627 857

OAT 7.750 10/05 105.3200 +0990 699 797 759
Germany Bund 6500 10/D5 101.3900 0.140 620 636 659
inland S250 1004 80.0000 *0250 755 7.88 619
Italy 10500 09/05 952000 +0200 11.32t 1122 1153
Japan No 129 6.400 03/00 120.3560 +0.355 1/41 152 1.60

NO 174 4.500 DftDJ 113A230 *0279 2.72 2.75 2.73
Netherlands 7.000 osns 1049500 +0200 620 640 695
Portugal 11.375 02/05 105.7600 +0240 1054 1195 1125
Span 10150 01/06 95.8000 *0510 1052 10.85 1694
Sweden 6.000 02/05 30.6640 -0050 9.19 9.12 646
UK Gilts 3.000 12/00 103-11 +2/32 7.19 720 7/9

8500 12/OS 104-26 *4/32 7.80 7.78 606
9.000 10/D3 108-18 5/32 793 791 517

US Treasury
* 6500 oa/os 103-30 +1/32 596 594 606

6875 oaos 107-27 +1/32 829 827 6A2
ECU (French Govt] 7500 04/O& 100.4900 *0240 7M 7.49 7.87

Softs
Price Dec Jan

CALLS -
Feb Mar Dec Jan

PUTS
Feb Mar

9750 097 640 665 055 0.19 682 197 127
9600 514 024 046 094 0.46 1.16 198 156
8060 004 aia 022 548 058 155 1.74 190

Strike

Price Dec
• CALLS

Mar Dec
- PUTS

Mar

10350 0.49 154 OAO 223
10400 027 1.62 677 251
10450 515 1-42 1.15 251

London ckong. -N«w Yort nwJ-doy YtaUn I nn!

T G/ass imucSno wm/xMng an jr tZS P* curt fursah iy namBsJanaj
Pvw US UK n £nA others Vi deoma) Stuck MMS

US INTEREST RATES
Latest

e*. uql Daw. ere -ooz wa ran nw*» toy's am H, cm «<aa pi*s 4awr

Spain
NOTIONAL SPANISH BOND FUTURES (MEET)

Rant ate .

BftMf nan rate

FaLfunh at nenmnu.

Treasuy BBs and Bond Vtolds

Hi
SS

Too noA —. 554 Tina ya» 5l56

3* monUi 550 'Ore*
5.W
5S5

On year — ... 5.43 30y*ar 628

Op*n Sen price Change Wflh Low Est VOL Open kn.

Dec 9024 0052 +051 60.63 90.16 56606 35.430

Mar

UK
90.50 9Q.6S +652 9670 9050 715 2512

NOTIONAL IBt GILT FUTURES (UFFEf E5C.Q00 32n<ta ct 10046

Open Sen price Ctergo High Lew Est vd Open Int

Dec 107-Z4 107-31 +0-05 10*-t2 107-22 78827 102S01
Mar 107-20 107-11 +005 107-18 107-12 88 5569
LONG Oa.T FUTURES OPTIONS (UFFEJ 050,000 6«f» of 10096

BOND FUTURES AND OPTIONS

Franc*
NOTIONAL FRENCH BONO FUTWES (MA71FI FFr500.000

Strike

Price DM Jan
CALLS —

Feb Mar Dsc Jot
PUTS

Feb Mar

107 1-12 1-20 1-46 2-00 0-14 0-62 1-24 1-42

108 0-34 0-53 1-15 1-31 0-36 1-31 1-57 2-oa
109 0-12 0-31 665 1-05 1-14 2-09 2-33 2-47

EM- vet. MM, Cab 479C PuM 28+2. Prevtaui tteyS open K. Cato aBBS7 Pub 38601

Open Sett price Change High Law ESL eel. Open M.

Dec 11820 1)680 *0.48 118.86 11820 139548 107904
Mar 117.48 11692 +646 11600 117/18 2.923 12,357

Jun 11766 11624 •650 11610 117.66 392 2966

Ecu
ECU BOND FUTURES (MATTF) ECU1 00.000

Dec

Upon Setrpnos Change

8&50 88.74 +020 88.74

Low

88.50

Est vaL Open int

3258

LONK3 TERM FRENCH BONO OPTIONS (MATTF)

Strike

Pnce Dec

- CALLS —
Mar Jun Dec

— PUTS —
Mar Jin

US
US TREASURY1 BOND FUTURES (GST) 5100.000 32nda 0/ 10096

115
116
T17
11B
119

2.78

153
1.02

0.46

1.92

127
0.68 1.46

0.02

604
0.10
024
0.68

046
0.70

190 Dec
Mar
Jun

pan
117-14
117-05
116-29

1 ntttwt

117-15

117-

04

118-

21

Chang*

+0-01
+0-01
+0-02

Ugh
117-29
117-16
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Low

117-09
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EsL woL

311589
14576
ass

Open ht

394981
51554
16540

Eat w* tool CMi 36,039 W> BUSS Pnntom dot's open mt. CM* 78aBT7 ftto 189.456.

Germany
NOTIONAL GERMAN BUHP FUTURES (UFFET QM250.000 IQOtha of 100%

Open Seupnce Change High Lew

Dee 97.-56 97.68 +0.15 87.73 97.45

Mar 9*91 87-08 +0.15 97.09 98.91

UK GILTS PRICES

EsL wai Open inL

110125 203021
3732 12892

Japan
NOTIONAL LONG TERM JAPANESE GOVT. BOND FUTURES
tUFFE) VI00m IQOBha of 10066

Open Close Change Htfi Lew Est vol Open Int

Dec 122.25 12254 122-25 4996 0
Mar 12092 121.17 12092 2526 0
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FT-ACTtiARIES FIXED INTEREST INDICES
Price Indices Wed Day's Tue Accrued xd ad).

UK GHs Nov 15 change % Noe 14 Haraat ytd

— Low coupon yield— - Medium coupon yield — —Mflti coupon yMd~-
Nov 15 Noe 14 Yr. ego Nos IS Noe 14 Yr. ago Noe 15 Nov 14 Vr. ago

Eat. VOL Will. Cali UM5B Puts 16291.Mm day's open M, Cals 217491 PUs 200757

Italy

NOTIONAL ITALIAN GOVT. BOND (BTP) FUTURES
(UFFE)- Ura 200m lOOthe at 100%

Open Sea price Change Lew Esl voi Open int

Dec 103.18 103^0 +0.15 10358 103.07 37829 41161

Mar 10265 103.11 +0.18 103.14 102.85 482 2480

ITALIAN OOVT. BOND (BTP) FUTURES OPTIONS (UFFQ Ura200m lOOths of 100%

1 Up to 5 jMBtt (22J 122.16 +603 122.13 154 672 5yre 750 750 645 751 751 652 759 740 664
2 5-15 ys8is (21] 14641 +609 14628 1.15 11.73 15 yrn 794 796 845 799 691 856 605 60S 8.81

3 Over 16 years 07) 16396 0.1

7

102.77 158 1613 20yrs 600 892 643 693 60S 856 608 8.11 671
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MARKETS REPORT

CURRENCIES AND MONEY

Politics and rumours drive sterling to new low
By PhiflpGawJth

The heady brew of a soggy
dollar, political rumour, the
upcoming budget and weak
economic data was yesterday
sufficient to drive the pound to
a new low on a trade-weighted
basis.

The pound has been dragged
lower recently by the weaker
dollar, but the catalyst for the
further fall was the release of
economic data which left trad-
ers thinking that the UK econ-
omy may, in the weeks ahead,
face both a stimulatory budget
and a cut in interest rates.

Aggravating matters was a
rumour, later shown to be
wrong, that another Tory MP
would be defecting to the
Labour party, further crimping
the government's already
small majority.

Sterling hit a new record low
of 82.5 on a trade weighted
basis. The previous low of 82.7
was reached on May 9. It is

also came within a whisker of
its historic low against the

POUND SPOT FORWARD AGAINST THE FOUi

D-Mark, finishing in London at
DM2.1847, from DM2.2123. The
historic low of DM2.1755 was
also readied on May 9. Against
the dollar it finished at $L5579.
from $L564.
The dollar had lost ground

overnight during Aslan trad-
ing, but it was fairly stable in
Europe, finishing at DML4024,
from DMl.4145, and at
Y101.035, from Y101.54. The
continued budget impawn has
weighed down on the currency

,

but the. diminished likelihood
of a debt default appeared to
curb any instinct to sell the
dollar aggressively.

In Europe, the French franc
finished marginally weaker
against the D-Mark after the
government announced it was
imposing a new 0.5 per cent tax
on most income to repay wel-
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fare debt

Sterling’s descent to a his-

toric low has been more by
default than through aggres-
sive selling. While traders
reported that some US hedge
funds had been selling the
pound in recent days, the main
explanation for why it lan-
guishes at current levels lies in
the continued inability of the
dollar to rally.

Mr Kit Juckes. currency
strategist at NatWest Markets,
said that “the weakness of ster-

ling against the D-Mark is in

no small part due to the schoo-
lyard games the US authorities

axe playing over the budget”
The pound will remain vul-

nerable in the run-up to the
budget on November 28, but
trade has so far been calm.
Indeed, with the dollar having
been effectively grid-locked for

the past two months, foreign
exchange volumes have been
fairly low, and sterling's fan
needs to be seen against this

backdrop of fairly thin trade.

Staffing

Against the dollar f* par £J-
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In the jargon of the market,
sterling has been the victim
not so much of heavy Belling,

as an absence of buying.

Mr Chris Furness, currency

strategist at the financial mar-
kets consultancy IDEA in Lon-
don, said; Tt is certainly not
panic levels at this stage, but it

will be if tt breaks down much
further.”

Long-term investees remain.

fin: the most part on the side-
lines. The difference between
sterling's current performance
and earlier sterling “crises"
can be seen in the interest rate
markets. A sterling crisis is

normally nwwnpanipii by mar-
ket expectations of interest
rates rising to defend the
pound.
At the moment, however, the

short sterling Interest rate
futures markets is actually pri-

cing in a cut in interest rates,

with three month money
expected to trade around &37
per cent in June next year,

compared to the current base
rate of 6.75 per cent
Futures contracts rallied ini-

tially on the expectation of a
cut in interest rates, but these
gains were progressively given
back over the day, with ster-

ling’s weakness seen as a coun-
tervailing factor.

Mr Juckes predicted that if

tax cuts were flnanmfl through
a credible cut in gnvgnnnignt

spending, and the budget was
seen to be fiscally neutral, ster-
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-2.79 060 - 202 1594.40 1588.75 159806 -5.1 181811 -4.7 1E67J1 -42 687
-007 100 - 500 288850 28.7750 28789 1.7 2871 1.7 2841 12 109.1

-80152 700 - 705 1-5788 1.5653 12676 ZB 12626 22 1.5428 12 1092
-0.06 875- 925 62375 61725 81863 87 818 02 617 83 981
-1.48 120 - 220 148550 140510 147235 -88 140.845 -42 15327 -4.1 965
-1.03 680- 750 121.580 128590 121.095 -32 121265 -88 12526 -88 812

-80514 098 - 173 86658 88042 86311 -82 62876 -32 88361 -84 861
-80051 340- 350 1.1415 1.1290 1.1308 88 1.1248 84 1.097 32 1169
-80061 574 - 584 1.5675 1^567 1^567 02 12546 89 12438 02 822
+80082 037 - 047 12075 12000 1.3046 -84 12053 -83 12076 -02

:

. 898 - 90S 1X000 89998 . . m . . .

-80005 620 - 625 80630 0lB82O - - m - re - -

+80009 548 - 563 12590 12527 1.3567 -12 12508 -1.4 12721 -12
-025 600 - 400 72500 72500 72023 -83 72055 -83 72103 -0.1 -

- - - - • - - - - 94.1

+80108 593 - 802 1.3613 12536 12614 -1.8 1285 -1.6 12847 -12 852
-80012 330 - 340 7.7340 7.7328 7.7351 -02 7.737 -82 7-7572 -02 -

-8013 300 - 800 34.7000 345000 34.706 -52 35.01 -52 36.48 -52 .

-80016 083 - 133 32136 32016 - . - - - -

-0505 000-070 101 BBO 100.700 10854 SB 9922 52 95.745 62 141.7
-8001 320 - 330 22372 2.5315 gnaw OB 22329 -0.1 22405 -02 .

+80059 430 - 448 1.5464 12381 1247B -82 12553 -80 128 -2A -

+0.0025 900 • 400 262400 26.1900 - . • - - - .

-0.0001 504 - 506 3.7506 3.7504 87511 -82 87519 -81 87551 -81 -

-80015 107 - 117 1A120 1.4084 1.4078 2.9 1.4015 22 12767 24 -

-80022 388 - 398 32400 3.6355 86648 -82 87146 -82 89458 -84 re

-1.2 600 - 800 768400 768400 771-55 -4.7 775.05 -84 79855 -83 -

-8013 380 - 440 272720 272370 27281 -89 27201 -89 • - -
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WORLD INTEREST RATES
MONEY RATES

ling's fall would probably
appear exaggerated.
Mr Ian Harnett, UK group

chief economist at Societe Gen-
erale in London, said: “The
chancellor can provide a fiscal

relaxation in the budget, or cut
interest rates. He is probably
not in a position to do both."

He said markets were con-

cerned that an over-stimula-
tion of the economy would
cause a deterioration in the
trade deficit "The currency
market is telling us that inter-

est rates have to be cm bold."

The Bank of England pro-

vided £862m assistance
towards clearing a £90Om
money market shortage. Three
month LIBOR was unchanged
at 6H per cent

Hn 15 E S

CM* lb 404256 - 404711 264500 - 264600
Ifcagary 205888 - 205405 132470 - 132120

fetal 4S7S20 - 467240 300000 - 300040

KM 04604 - 04671 02985 - 02957
PDtal 34343 - 34390 24620 - 24640
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IDLE 57196 - 5J237 54725 - 18728
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Bslghsn 3B 39 3fi 4 414 800 320
reek ago 4 3fl 44 44 41 800 320

Ftaics 5B 5H 5fl 58 594 600 660
week ago 6» 614 B4 5£ Kk 600 700

Oremreiy 3| 3B 39k 38 30 650 320 3.93
wmkogo 4 3B 38 38 38 520 3.50 42?

Ireland 54 594 68 5B 64 - 625
reek ago 5* 594 594 64 _ 625

Hate 104 104 IDA 10A 1094 _ 920 1860
weak ago ion ID* 101 10A 10Q 920 10.77

Nsthsriands 3* 3* 38 314 3’4 - a 50
weak ago 3* 39« 3Jk 3fi 38 _ 850 370

Swttzsrisnd 1* 2 18 1% 1% 520 220
weak ago 2* 2 n 2W 2'4 520 2.00

US 5X 511 S9i 59k 54 525
weak ego 594 54 59» 594 5" _ 625

Japan i K A A 94 - a 50
week ago * Ys VI 94 - 0.50 -

$ LIBOR FT London
- - - |N,liin _miNUoitav ruiiu 58 5» Hi 53
weak ago - 68 694 594 53 - - _

US Dollar CDs - 522 650 5.46 5.42

weak ago — 522 521 546 5AS _
ECU Unhnd Da - 5Tfr 5A 5A 51 _

wsek ago - 514 5H 594 594 _
SDR Linked Ds — 39b 394 31 35 -

week ago - 39k 394 33 31 - - -
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EURO CURRENCY INTEREST RATES
Nov 16 Short 7 days Om Threa Six One

' term notice moreh months months year

Belgian Franc 4/, - 3SS 4,*, 3U 4% • 4 4lj - 4 4/, - 3{J - 4J,
Dartsti Krona 6h - 5^. S% • 5% « - 6*+ 5% - 5A Sfi - 5A S% - 5%
D-Maric 4 - 3*2 312-312 3% - 3* 312-312 3% - 34. 3^-34.
Dutch QuOder 3% - 3% 3^ - 34. 3lJ - 3fi 312-34. 3ft - 3L 3!J - 3G
French Franc 5% - 54a 6-5* 512-512 6A - 5)2 6A - 5| J 5% - SU
Portuguese Esc. 8H - 8% - B% - B\ 9* - 8fi 9% 9 9\ 9,'.

Spanish Peseta 5i
7
. - 9,1 9A - 9A M - BA 9JS 012

Staring 6% - 64, 612 - 04, 64, - 611 OR - BiJ 6jl - && EU - 6U
Swiss Franc 1% 1% 1% - 1% 2-1* 2 - 1?# iJJ - 1R - iV
Can. Data Bh - Sii BH - 511 6.V - «2 6^ -0 8,1 - B,’. 6ft 6,1

US Cota 5% - 55, 512-5)2 512-5% 5% - 5% 55,-5% 512-5,1
haBan Ura 10,1 - IDA ICA - 10A 10% - 10% 10% - 10% 10ti - 10A 10% - 10%
Yen h - A 23 - A A - A ti - A H - % 12 - %
Asian OSkig 1% - 1% £ - 1% 2% - 2% 2% - 2% 2% - 2% 3 - 2%
Snort an, mas are cal tor ma US Data red Yan. cxhanc two days' nadea.

H1WEE MONTH Porto lreert>reko<1ared rare (FFt6«ti)

Staring

Swiss Franc

Can. Data
USDota
haSre Ura

Yen

Open Sett price Change High Low EaL uol Open M
Doc 9806 94.16 +8DO 94,19 9890 52.416 48255
Mar 9426 B4s4S +805 9421 9425 8506 3623*
Jrxi 94.61 94.68 +805 94.67 B4.60 4226 38734

• (UFFEJ- DM1m points of 10046

Open Sett pries Change High Low Esl vd Open irn.

Dec 9807 9629 +802 96.10 9807 14362 124808
Mar 9827 9830 +803 9832 9627 17197 162686
Jun 9625 9620 +803 9621 9828 13800 127203
Sep 9815 9620 +804 9621 96.15 11128 99794

THREE MONTH BIWHJRA HITUMB! (UFFET LlOOOm pokns of 100%

Open Sell price Change High LOW Esl vol Open ta.

Deo an.ty 88+46 +021 89.49 8925 6942 25329
Mar 89.70 89.76 +021 89.79 89.70 2251 26821
Jun 8924 8925 +0.03 99.96 89.91 383 15440
Sep 9023 90.03 +0.03 9025 89.99 531 6182

Tim MOMTH EURO SWISS FRANC HJTUMB (UFFQ SRnm points of 100%

Open Sett pries Change High Low EsL vol Open nt

Dec 9807 9827 . 9809 9804 4225 21715
Mar 9B20 9828 021 9831 9826 4221 23091
Jun 9829 9828 021 9830 9827 1191 9096
Sep 9821 9818 -0.02 9823 9818 271 4436

THROE MOMTH ECU RJTtmES (LHFFE) Eculm points of 10094

Open Sell price Change w* Low Esl vol Open fen

Dec 94+42 94+40 +027 94+49 94.42 1175 6092
Mar 9421 9488 +027 9*28 94.61 586 5114
Jun 9427 94.70 +027 04.70 9426 35 3186
Sep 9422 9429 +027 9420 9422 233 2148
* LIFFE frdurai atae SSdgd On APT

BIROUU OPTIONS (LH=FE) LlOOOm points of 100N

Strike

Price Dec
- CALLS -

Mar Jui Dec

— PUTS -
Mar Jun

8825 037 023 1.06 816 0.32 036
8850 023 027 029 027 841 0.44

8875 0.13 052 874 0+42 851 024

CROSS RATES AND DERIVATIVES

EXCHANGE CROSS RATES
V Nov 16 BPr DKr FPr

- •- ‘I

Franc*
Germany
Ireland

Italy

Nstheriends

Norway
Portugal
Spain

Svrerian
Swdusriand
UK
Canada
US

Ecu
Drenh Kiutm. Frencti Franc, Nonregan iDra. Swsc

D-MARK FUTURES QMM) DM 125000 per DM

(BFf) 100

(DKr) 62 98

(FFfl 5941
(DM) 2045

(tt) 4b25
(L) 1.812

(FQ 1BJ8
(NKi) 4657
(Es| 1059
(Pta) 2358
(SKr) 43.60

©Fr) 25.40

(Q -*4 9l

fCS) 2157

(9 2553
2853
37.58

1850 4.885

8502 2578
10 2596

3454 1

7.771 2550
0504 0.068

3585 05BS
7525 2566
3291 0563
4.012 1.1 02
7.326 ^121
4268 1236
7.546 2.185

3.575 1.035

4543 1402
4.784 1588
8515 1528

and Suradbh Kronor

2.162 5520 5448 2147
1.145 2924 2585 1158
1287 3285 3241 12.70

0444 1136 1.119 4.413

1 2563 2519 9201
0.039 IDO. 0009 0589
0597 1013 1 . 3242
1507 2571 2537, 10
0423 1081 1567 4205
0516 1318 1500 0127
0943 2407 2575 0582
0549 1402 1583 5.454

0971 2479 2446 9443
0460 1174 1.159 4568
0823 1581 1570 6.109

0617 1575 1554 6.128

0813 -2074 2547 8569
par TO: Belgian Franc. Van, Eaario. Ura i

I (B4M) Yre 125 per Yen 100

Open Utag Change High Low

Dec 0.7066 0.7140 +02055 0.7165 87084

Liar 87177 0.7167 +80050 0.7188 87160

Jun 0 7210 - 0.7210 -

Low Est vd Open tt. Open Intrett Change ugh Lew EOL vol Open kn.

Dec 02892 02654 +02073 89980 09882 15277 61 ,+92

Mar 12060 12095 +02076 12095 12080 487 9,108

JUI 12225 12225 +02077 12225 12225 1 383

bums FWAMCWIMP QMM) SFr 120000 per SFr t pam} £82500 per E

Dec 0 8785 0 8848 +02055 0.8880

MU 08940 0.8926 +0.0054 88855

Jun 0.8997 0.8997 +0.0046 02035

DM 12588 12576 +02006 126S0
Mar 12540 125M +02018 12560
Jun - 12512 +02010 12512

EMS EUROPEAN CURRENCY UNIT RATES
Nov 16 Ecu con. Rate Chraiga % +/- from % spread Dfv.

rates agatnoLEai on day can. ram v weakest fend.

Nstherieeda 2.15214 229638 -02051 -224 727 20

Betgkm 392960 38+4633 -02974 -238 7AO 17

Germany 121007 1.87038 -OD0501 -226 725 21

Austria 13+4383 13.1832 -0.0338 -205 7.02 15

Spate 1S2.+93 161.136 -02*4 -08* 6.71 6

Denmark 7.28580 725785 -02108 JIM 523 3

Portugal 1B5.7S2 196+168 -05*8 038 4.47 -a

Prance 6u40G08 0.46891 +020383 028 281 -a

Ireland 0792214 0230*57 +0004686 423 020 -33

NON ERM MEMBERS
Greses ' 292267 30935* -0271 520 -022 -

Italy 2106.15 2123.79 +1525 024 326 -
UK Q.7BBB52 025472* +0006*84 8.65 -322 -

Ecu ceftolas—By—Ewupn Camstaton. Qraondea se to daecentaa itawe owngrn.
PutentOBa drew »* tar Ecu; m portdre cTreigew a oeek currency. DlMigna xrea tta

tv s eunarcy. red die madman preotad peroretaga dnlaiton ol toe aorancyh rarlaX rstt tram Hi

Eeu cereal wts.
(17WB3) Storing and krire Us aupaMtod tan OM. Acfrtatmai catadtatad by d« UnoiBlal Unwa.

PfMLAPNLPHA 8E tIB OPTIONS B315S0 (parts par pound)

Strike

Price Dec
- CALLS -

Jan Feb Dec
~ PUTS —

Jan Feb

1240 2.40 221 358 072 124 2.11

1250 1.77 228 323 120 1.76 251
1280 125 127 . 254 158 226 +M
1270 025 1+45 2.18 2.17 2.78 358
1280 028 1.10 1.78 251 042 4.1S

1280 025 081 1+45 2LB2 4.13 556
Pieutauaday's wi, Crii SJS5T Pun MIS . Rnre tsafropw ML. Odfai 229477 I

Open 1 iWm Change High Low Esl vol Open InL

Dec 9429 0*29 +021 9422 9428 46208 M»M9
Mar 94.65 94.64 - 9459 94.6* 66.797 410251
Jun 9420 9458 - 94.73 9427 70200 303233

' BNJLPUTIMBS OMM) Sim par 100M

BASE LENDING rates

AaamsCtimp*h 6^
UM Tmtf &ar* ii»
ATIRreti . . .. 67b

•Mrery AnSU^re • 675
Barad&toxu C

-
5

Banco BAucVircjyi 6 75

BanhrlCvpno 0s
Bartkoftoxitid 67S
HtakiXftdia 6 75

QarAci&aBand C.^
BaeiaysBant -

raiBknUWEasI 8 75

.ICcLU 1 75

’TUbMUiNA 875
aidasdals Bsnh .. 675
The Cc-epeoriire Bj»> 675
CtMcACo 675
OotLyomaa.. .. 83
Grab Bar* .675

OuncanUwne : - 6.75

E»W Bank tarred.
775

F-ianoa4AQonBa*-J“
•Robert Ftomng & Co 6-75

Cm*** " ««
•CunressMahcn . -- 8™
KXah BanK AC 2U*h .8 75

M tmtwm Bonk

taasamud^. -|2
C HoaoSCp—

•;
|Z|

^gfcongiSiWBnat 675

4ireHodgoBanh 67S

MJL
-«poldJtl»0|*4Sora6.75

uoydsBocA -era

ungnraiBanhUd-

—

SSwJBank £5
• UountBanWno— .

—

N3IWCSWWBW ^2
•fteaaowo 675

fterixogha SiaraiiiBa

Ctxpcradoo Unried Isno
tongar auSwrised as

a oaritreg tosaxwn. to

Royal BkdScattotd- B.7S

•SkngrS Fdcdandar 8.75

•SirrihAW»mn Sacs . 8.3
a7S

IMy Trust Bankn — 675

WBBtam TUB.-..---- 6JS
VrihksawdyLafeRw— 57®
Ytxkshlra Bank 875

• MembcnOfLflnan
tw06tttort Banking

AssocieSon
- fcindnritawfcn

Dec 94.78 94.75 +021 94.78

Mar anna 9626 +021 B5.10

Jun 95.15 ffi.11 - 9615
MOpnHaertgLre tar pwilnie dor

534 9581
747 6571
92 651

ornon (Uffq DMim pomui oc tqo%

CAULS ' —
Price Dee Jan Feb Mar Dec Jen Feb Ms
9800 0.13 034 035 037 004 004 025 007
9805 023 015 018 019 0.19 0.10 013 0.14

9600 021 027 028 0+42 025 027 026
tawaLtota
m Bmon

Cta 43» Pta BOBO tataa (tayta cpre ML. Cdta as-MO Puis 244301

ne«wiahc optomm (Uffe) SFr 1m pomts of ioo%

JOHNNIES INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION UMfTED

(formerlyJohannesburg Consolidated Investment Company, Limited)

(Johnnie” or “the Company”)

(Incorporated in the Republic ofSouth Africa - Registration number 01/00429/06)

RESUITS OF ELECTION TO RECEIVEA FINAL DIVIDEND INSTEAD OFTHE CAPITAUSATION
AWARDANDAN ELECTIONTO SUBSCRIBE FOR NEW SHARES

The right of election to receive a final dividend instead of an award of capitalisation shares

(“the Capitalisation Award") and the right of election by those shareholders electing the

dividend to apply the dividend in subscribing for new Johnnie shares ("the Subscription")

made to ordinary shareholders registered at the close of business on Friday, 6 October 1995

("the record date"), dosed at 14.-00 on Friday, 10 November 1995. The dosing price of

Johnnie shares on The Johannesburg Stock Exchange on 9 November 1995 was R52,50.

Accordingly, the award of capitalisation shares and the subscription for new shares was

determined as a ratio of 1,028571 new shares for each 100 shares held on the record date.

Elections to receive the final dividend of50 cents per share in respect of the year ended SO

June 1 995 instead of the Capitalisation Award were received in respect of 88 618 599 shares.

Accordingly, a final dividend of 50 cents per share was declared on 19 September 1995 on
88 618 599 ordinary shares in respect of the year ended 30 June 1995. Elections to apply

this dividend in subscribing for new shares inJohnnie were received in respect of 73 205 758

of these shares. An amount of R36 602 879 was therefore applied in terms of the

Subscription. Accordingly, 1 375 662 new fully paid Johnnie ordinary shares of 10 cents

each have been allotted in terms of the Capitalisation Award and the Subscription and the

issued share capital ofjohnnic has been increased to 150 606 355 ordinary shares.

Cheques in respect of the final dividend and share certificates will be posted to members
on Wednesday, 15 November 1995.

Forand on behalfefthe board
P F Retief Head Office and Registered Office;
Chairman 28 Harrison Street

@3

VG Bray
QuefExecutive

Secretary:
pen MMR Naude

Johannesburg, 15 November 1995

Head Office and Registered Office;

28 Harrison Street

Johannesburg, 2001
(PO Box 231,Johannesburg, 2000)

London Secretaries:

JCI (London) Limited
6 StJames’s Place
London, SW1A 1NP

Cheung Kong
Finance

China Limited
(oiiia|»xwil in ikr ( itiuiun IrtmJi

uuft lmufr.il luhlin)

U.S. $350,000,000

Exchangeable Guaranteed

Floating Rate Notes
due 1999

guaranteed bv

Cheung Kong
(Holdings) Limited
(riknijtihih'd oi Hin£ Kiiij

mill [anna! luMin I

and exchangeable into

share* of

Cheung Koog
Holdings (China) Limited

I mnifpurjiiil m Hi«u K'.me

Midi bmrtfJ LNih I

Nonce i* hereby given th.it

for the lnrerv?r Period l>rh

fttivciuhei, l *>*4*5 to i 5th

FehnwfV. IWo. the Note mil

cirri
1

it R-ue ,4 Iniercst nf tt 375

per am. per .mnum. The Innrnsi

Amunt per U.S. S2W.0OQN
mil he U.S. S4.072.92. payiihlc

m IScH K-hncm'. 1996.

LNui.nl), LunnnKui.' S*.,L Eulmna'

Banker* Trust
Company, London Agent Bank

NOTICE OF REDEMPTION

SAASTOPANKKIEN KESKUS-
OSAKE-PANKKI/SKOPBANK

(the “Bank”)

Yen 3,000,000,000

730 per cent.

Bonds 1997
(the “Bonds”)

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that pursuant to
Clause 5 (B) of the Ibrms and Conditions of the
Bonds,theBank will, on November28th, 1995 (the

“Redemption Date”), redeem all oftheBonds then
outstanding at par of their principal amount.
Principal and interest up to the Redemption Date
will be payable at the London Office of The Bank
of Ibkyo, Ltd. on and after the Redemption Date.
Interest on the Bonds will cease to accrue on and
after the Redemption Date

SAASTOPANKKIEN KESKUS-
OSAKE-PANKKI/SKOPBANK

By: THE BANK OF TOKYO. LTD.
as Fiscal Agent

Dated: November 16, 1995

CHEVY CHASE MASTER CREDIT CARD TRUST II

U.S.$138,000,000
ClassA Floating Rate Asset Backed Certificates, Series 1995-B

U.S.$12,000,000
Class B Floating Rate Asset Backed Certificates. Series 1995-B

Libor Derenninarun Dam
Accrual Period:

Days in Accrual Period:

Inreneat Accrual Rate

6067500%
6.182500%

: 1 1/1 IfK
11/15/95

30

upon Arooum (USD)

US.S607.I87.5O

USJ61.325.00

These Interest Accrual Rarea and Coupon Amounu.shouU be used uboi derermininc

the interest payable on Friday. December 15. 1995.

Bankers TrustCompany
as Trustee

Nbvember 16, 1995

Financial Information Service on Japanese Corporate Issuers

MIKUNI’S
CREDIT RATINGS

on about 4,000 bond issues and about 1,300 short-term notes

Cost : us$ 5,000 par year

To:Mhunl a Co. Ud
Toaouiun «5 Mori BriUrak l-S. Tnunai S^honw.
laretoJm, Tokyo ms. Japan a FtocOS««7»H3S

Please sand further information
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MARKET REPORT

FT-SE 100 breaks out of its recent trading range
By Steve Thompson,
UK Stock Market Editor

A sjate of weak economic news,
which appeared to increase the
chances of as Interest rate cut, plus
another hurst of takeover specula-
tion. drove UK share prices shandy
higher yesterday.
Such was the momentum behind

the equity market that the FT-SE

1J0
index brake out of its recent

short-term trading range, nlnaing r
net 23-6 higher at 3.57L4, its best
closing- level since October 20 and
only 21.6 below its all-time closing
peak, 3^834, reached on October 18.

The Footsie's all-time intra-day high
was 3,598.0, set on the same day.

The FT-SE Mid 260 index lagged
behind, but still managed a 16.8

gain at 34322-2. The Mid 250 also

finished at Its highest level since

October 20.

The bid speculation that caused
ripples of excitement around the

City's trading desks was centred on
the drugs sector and specifically cm
Zeneca, one of the market's long-

standing takeover favourites. A
number of potential bidders were
being put forward, including Roche,
of Switzerland, and Ivax, the US
groiq) which called off merger dis-

cussions with Hafaluad Nycomed,
of Norway, yesterday.

Marketmakers said last sight that
they expected the equity market to

run on further tills morning, as

some of the fund managers that

have recently stood back from the

market may decide to top up their

weightings before prices run away
friim thmn.

“It looks as if some funds might

be panicked in, and persuaded to

buy on the blue," said one trader.

He said after-hours' trading
1

in the
FT-SE 100 fixture indicated a strong

opening tide morning, given a half-

decent performance by Wall Street
The market's strong performance

was an the more impressive given
hat bands eventually

dosed barely in positive territory,

having Iwn gharply Mgher parHwr

In the session. And there was pre-

cious little support for equities frozn

Wall Street The Dow Jones Indus-

trial Average gave ground at the

opening of trading in the US, before

clawing Its way back to show a near
10-point rise 90 minutes after Lon-

don dosed for business.

Share prices were marked down
at the outset, as dealers took

account of Wall Street’s rather
soggy showing overnight, and
slipped further during initial

exchanges, after a mixed bag of
corporate news items which
included profits warnings from
BICC, the cables to housebuilding

group, and George Wimpey, but the

latter news was tampered by a sub-

stantial assets switch with Tarmac,

anntbfft- Mg building group.

The day's economic news, on
average earnings, unit wage costs,

unemployment and retail sales, all

suggested slowing inflationary pres-

suns, as did news from the US on

consumer prices, industrial produc-

tion and capacity utilisation.

After the UK date, stock prices

ftf
gnn jo pick 19,

eventually finish-

ing less than one Footsie point

below the day’s best Talk In the

market suggested that the October

public sector borrowing require-

ment could come in at same £2£bn,
well below forecasts.

Turnover at 6pm was 688m
shares, while retail business on
Tuesday was worth £L62bn.

Sources -FT Extaf

hriScM and ratios

FT-SE 100 3671.4 +23JS

FT-SE MkJZSO 3922JJ +1M
FT-SE-A3S0 1775.1 +1U
FT-SE-A AB-Share 17514$ +8£1
FT-SE-A Afl-Shara yteH 3JBS 0-87)

Boat performing ssctovs
1 Pharmaceuticals

2 Bldg. Matt, a Marchs.

3 Tobacco

4 Retailors, Food
5 Ftataflera, General

2.1

+i.a
,+1.6

,+1.5

.
+1 .5

BqutyaharM
Vunwwrfc*
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hits new
peak
Zeneca, the pharmaceuticals
group, moved into new high
territory with arise of almost 4
par cant as takeover specula-

tion gathered pace.

Yesterday's jump of 46% to

1290V4p on turnover of 1.5m
shares included a period of

backwardation, the situation

where prices are moving so
test that bid prices are briefly

higher than offer prices on
trading screens. At the time,

NatWest Securities was the
house bidding tor stock.

Analysts ware unable to pin-

point any new speculation to
add to the theory that groups
such as Bristol Myers Squibb,

Johnson & Johnson or even
Ciba Geigy could make an offer

ofup to £15 a share for Zeneca.

Mr Ian White of Robert Flem-

ing Securities said there was a
strong likelihood of a bid,

merger or acquisition In the
medium term. There was some
perception that Zeneca could
benefit from the collapse of
merger talks between Hafsltmd
Nycomed, of Norway, and Ivax,

the US generics group.

But other analysts said the

sharp rise in the share price

yesterday indicated only that

someone believed a hostile ted-

der was poised to strike.

Zeneca refused to wimwimt.

The company is holding a
research and development
meeting on December 12.

Shares in Shell Transport
leapt 12% to 758p as the com-
pany included some very pre-

cise targets in its London pre-

sentation to analysts and insti-

tutions.

Shell said it could tolerate a
70 per cent payout ratio on its

dividend and expected to make
SSbn net Income, on the basis

of • fU oil price, a $2 refining

margin and a 10 per cent
return on riimrineie.

Although no dates were men-
tioned, Hoare Govett argued
that Shell is looking to score

those goals in three years. The
broker ytid many analysts had

expected SheQ to concentrate
on raising dividend cover
rather than lowering It

British Gas declined 4 to

24lttp in spite of revealing
thirthpiarter earnings that met
analysts' forecasts.

SGST commented: "The
results are just history. The
shares are down because of
continuing uncertainty over
gas contracts, the Transco
pipeline price formula and how
much market share Gas is

likely to lose in the domestic

reshuffle next year.”

Signs emerged yesterday
that the City's top engineer-

ing tftatng are taking sides on
Rolls-Royce.

NatWest Securities, Merrill

Lynch and Henderson Cros-

thwaite are all buyers on the
back of Rolls-Royce's record
breaking £LZbn aero engines

contract But BZW has reiter-

ated its sell stance and advised

clients to take advantage ofthe
recent share price strength.

BZW applauded the aero
gnginps dial but is concerned

about R-R's power division and
COStS and flnanring pressures

generally. It sees the group's

rate of recovery as slow and
stfli exposed to adverse shocks.

The stock, which topped the

Footsie performance charts on

Tuesday with a 7 per cent rise,

was the index backmarker yes-

terday, giving up 4 to 168V4p in
&8m traded.

In contrast, Smith Indus-
tries, which also benefits from
the Rolls-Royce coder, added a
further 6 at 599p. Systems engi-

neer Cobham rose 10 more to

442p as analysts upgraded
earnings estimates.

Both NatWest and BZW have
stepped up Cobham earnings
per share estimates following

the Westwind Air Bearing deal
The shares have risen 10 per
cent in two days.

Plana tor an assets swap
between Tarmac and George
Wimpey sent both shares rac-

ing to the top of the FT-SE Mid
250 rankings. The two have
mostly bean slde-stappped by
the recent revival far building-

related stocks. Yesterday they
jumped a combined 24 per cent
Analysts reacted positively,

marking down the deal as a
sensible solution to the compa-

nies' problems with their

respective divisions. Some felt

that Wimpey had got the better

of the transaction; most saw
the move as potential precur-

sor to further, much needed
corporate activity within the

Tarmac moved up 9 to 92%p
and Wimpey rose 15 to 127p,

and the excitement washed
over into other building stocks.

BPB Industries gained 12 to
SlQp, (tendon put on 7 at 196p
and Redland added 11 at 34$p.

Wolsdey advanced 9 to a new
1996 high of 442p.

Commercial Union relieved

worried insurance analysts

with a set of results that

suggested the sector had saved
the beat for last The insurar’a

third-quarter figures were in

line with forecasts and the

company presentation
impressed analysts. Also, the
perception that the stock is the

Bate haven within the sector

saw the shares rise 16 to 614p.
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ARROW VENTURES N.V.

NOTICE OF REPURCHASE OF SHARES

On behalf of the Board of Supervisory Director* of Arrow Ventures N.V. (the ‘‘Company”),

we are pleased to provide you with notice of an offer by the Company to repurchase up to

194,417 of the Company's 2,052,776 outstanding shares of one UJ$. cent par value each

(the “Offer”). The Offer is open to all holders of shares of the Company registered in the

Register of Shareholders of the Company at 12 noon on November 14, 1995 (the “Record Date”).

The redemption of shares by the Company will follow an aggregate distribution of S5.0 million

by Arrow Partners C.V. to its partners, including Arrow Ventures N.V. The Investment

Advisor has determined the amount of the distribution to be prudent given the partnership’s

current liquidity.

Pursuant to the Offer, the Company offers to repurchase a maximum of 194,417 shares at a
price of U.SJS20.42 per share (the “Purchase Price”) payable in cash. The Purchase Price

represents the unaudited net asset value per share of the Company as at September 30, 1995,

If yon desire to accept this Offer, yon should lodge with Caribbean Management Company
N.V. (“Caribbean”) at John B. Gorsireweg 6, P.O. Box 3889, WiBmnstad, Curasao,

Netherlands Antilles, slum certificates representing your shares of the Company nd yon
should indicate the number of shares tendered by yon for repurchase by the Company. Said

share certificates must be received by Caribbean on or before 12 noon (local time) on
December 7, 1995. If more than 194/117 shares are validly tendered by the shareholders.

Arrow Ventures N.V. shall repurchase 194/117 on a pro rata basis according to the aggregate
number of shares validly tendered by each shareholder. If fewer than 194*417 shares are

validly tendered by the shareholders, Arrow Ventures N.V. shall repurchase afl shares

tendered.

The repurchase price payable by the Company in respect of such repurchased shares will be

paid by check drawn on the Company and made payable to you or your order posted at your

risk together with a receipt and the balance of your share certificates to your address recorded

in the Register of Shareholders not later than December 14, 1995.

You should ascertain from your professional advisors the consequences to you of accepting

this Offer under the relevant laws of the jurisdiction to which you are subject, including the

tax consequences and exchange control requirements, if any.

November 14, 1995

CARIBBEAN MANAGEMENT COMPANY N.V.

Managing Director of

Arrow Ventures N.V.
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SOCliTE GENERALI ALSACIENNE DE BANQUE
(SOGENJUJ

SOCIETE GENERALS BANK A TRUST

Notica of chonga of ogant

NoliCfl is hereby given to the holders of Bondi and Warranto For

which the Luxembourg Bronch of SOGENAl adi as Ftocal Agent,

Principal Paying Agent, Warrant Agent, Paying Agent, Conversion

Agent, Issue and raying Agent or in ony other similar capacities,

ihor with eHoct From January 1st, 1996, these Functions will be

taroftfied to the whoByawned subsidiary of the SOGENAl Group

SOCIETE GENERALE BANK A TRUST
11-13, Avenue Emile Reuter

L-2420 Luxembourg

Data) os of : November 15. 19P5

SOCIE1I GENHUUi BANK 4 TRUST SOGENAl

gommc^TbBancade
FRF 800.000.000

FLOATING RATE NOTES
DUE 1997

In accordance with the
Terms and Conditions
the Notes, notice is hen..

given thatthe Interest

Payment Dates in 1996 in
respect ofthe subject Notes

shall be as follows:
March 20, 1996
June 19, 1996

September 18, 1996
December 18* 1996

THE PRINCIPAL PAYING
AGENTSOGENAL

SOCIETE GfiNBWEGROUP
16, avenue Emile Reuter

LUXEMBOURG
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Royal Insurance was flat at

S67p, with a post-results sell

note from Merrill Lynch
Impacting on the share price.

The broker prefins BAT Indus-

tries, which it sees as having
the sawn* difficult outlook as
the other insurers but support

from the tobacco side. BAT
climbed 9 to 543P.

A severe profits warning
from BXCC cast a pall over the
comer cables sector.

NatWest Securities moved
from “add” to “hold" on BICC
and cut its profits estimate for

this year by £25m to £UQm,
HyijiwMng fhw group's RflQm of

reorganisation charges. The
broker also trimmed at Delta,
aUrtng profits hopes by some 8
per cent for this year. BICC
closed 9 lower at 253p and
Delta came off 3 to412p.
Data communications and

software group Cray Electron-

ics, which stood at 17Dp earlier

this year, rebounded on the
back of vague takeover talk.

The shares Jumped 8 to S4p in

4.«n traded.

Leading food retailing stocks

were boosted by a note from
Credit Lyonnais Laing. The
broker pointed out that the
sector had fallen from its rela-

tive peak in early September
and added that valuations look

very reasonable and yields are
OHCe agrrin more untiring

CLL recommended ASDA
Group as Its favourite buy
among the leaders and the
shares responded by moving
3% ahead to IffiMp, making it

the day’s best performing stock

in the Footsie, following
healthy trade of 19m.
In the rest of the sector,

Argyll Group rose 7% to 315%p
and Tesco 7 to 295p.
Rank Organisation slipped 6

to 394p after NatWest Securi-

ties advised investors to
“reduce” holdings.

Pentex Oil Jumped 20 to 140p

on the agreed 156p a share
offer from Melrose Energy.

Shares in Unigate hardened
7 to 432p as analysts speculated

about the company's next

acquisition, after it announced
plans to sell Its 29 per cent

stake in Dutch foods group.
Nuhida. The stake is valued
at around £329m.

Early market talk centred on
Hazlewood Foods and an
advance in the group’s shares
ran out of steam after analysts

discounted the prospect of

such a merger. The shares
eventually clued Just 3 ahead
at lllp.

Vodafone, down 6 per cent in

three days, rebounded 4 to

255!4p in 10m traded following

a denial from the UK mobile
phones leader that it planned a
rights issue.

Cable and Wireless ended 2

easier at 423p ahead of today’s

interim results.

MARKET REPORTERS:
Pator John,

Joel KBMogo.

Jeffrey Brown,
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080 21 18 45S 28%
014 05 22 9255 30

080 4.1 51 3B42 14%
010 03 54 16

4 279 9%
138 S3 M 76 32

038 14 » 540 48%
028 07 17 1278 43%
052 1J 11 7 27%

3
A
*h
-%
+%

+%
-%
4-1

-%

17% 17%
30% 30%
17% 18

a 45%
18%

2% a
28 29%

57% 57%
23% »

1 1%
80% 91

18% 18%
SO 21

22 22%
294 296% 4-1%

44% 44% -1%

% H
23% 23% -%
20% 20% •%
103% 33% -%
d4% 4% 4%
27% Z7%
25% 25% -%
205 209% 42%
20% 20%
26% 25% -%
14% 14%
44% 44%
15% 15% -%

15% 16%
25% 25%
83% 33%
15% 15%
3% 3%
19% 18%
20 20%

25% 28

42% 44%
14% 14%
53 53%

35% 35%
21% «%
1B% 15%
30 30%

40% 40%
E 8

8% 5%
55 65%
7% 7%
28% 26%
11% 12

2B% 28%
27% 28%
28% 30

14 14% 4%
15% 15%
0% 8%
31% 31%
47% 48%
42% 42%
27% 27%

4%
-%

%
-%
-%
4%
-%
4%

4%
4%
-%

*%
4%

4%
4%

3
%

-X-Y-Z-
138% 98%Ark
52% <2%»»Capx
22% 19%TMmE|iy
48% 34% YaAkt
4% 2%2Bpxfe

12% 5%2Mfl
24% 19%MUM
6% 6% ZB* toe

18% 12%feax
2B 16% 2kxn fed

11% ID 3
-) Mb Fan

8 '7% ZMfeTodx

100 2218
064 13 12

126 17 14

021 03 17
OM 36 6

5

130 43 31

022102
044 26 15

140 16 22

1.12102
064 80

1881 134% 132%
118 43% 43%
229 22% 21%
540 45% 46%
378 3% 3%
187 6% 8%
200 22 21%
7B 8% 8%
57 15% 15%

171 24% 24%
88 11% 11

383 B% 8%

134 4%
43% +%
n\ 4%
«% 4%
3% -%
8%
22

6%
15%
24%

11

B%

4%
4%

A
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AMEX COMPOSITE PRICES 330/mMBtanUrJS

P

1

St
U*. E too*

MrMagn
Alin he
MptnKd
Am 1st ft] 1JJ5

AmdaHx 005

AmerExpi

Mnpal-AiBA

ASA Ins 200

Aon
AudUnA
AumPIOH

87 88

8 IDO

36 132

B 3
10 883

2 105

22 151

5 293

16 80

40 817

5 143

75 ?

Mflfh iMOMChl
28% 27% 3 4%
1i* n 1

17% 10% 17
46^2 46% 45% -%

5% 5% 5% -A
15 15% %
3% 3ft

,
. Tfl »% +&

5}Z B% ft
4% 4% ft

1ft

Si

B&HOcwxOSO 2

fbdgnMr 080 11

BaMwnTA 004 IS

BAl«k 074 12

Bfir.d M
iHai 040 18

IA 13

Bowmar 4

Bourn 136 17

BrasemA 1.04 19

Csfenp 31

Camtxnx 020 13

C»ltan OM M
cna»w qoi

Cowectr 030 14

CmoTdl 72

CwuMixc s
»hnotf« M
BoJsATA OW 20

6 2.1 2/. 2

1

7
.

97 2ft 24% 24%
76 ft 5% 5ft

17 17% 17 17

SO 2% 2% 2%
41 2ft 24% 24%
52 39% 39% 39%
25 2ft ft ft
90 19 18% 19

307 T5% 1ft 1ft

15 |S LI J2 .

7 38% 37% 38% 4%
42 9% »% ft
39 4% ft ft

20
“

154 . ..

62 2% 2% =-

10 4% 4% 4% *%
41 14% 14% 14% %

„ 20 » -%

•b « 3J 3

H Ste

Staak Dta. E 100i Hgfa LimCtau Pag

Crown C A 048 13 3 14% 14% 14%
Crown C B x040 11 8 13% 13% 13%
OUfc 053 30 18 23% 23% 23% 4%

7 184 2 dl% 1% -%

-%
%
-%
-%

4%
*A

ft
4%

Utah 112077 n ft ft

Dknuk 25 107 14% 14% 14%
Owunuxi 12 SB 10% 10% 10%

Duplex 048 40 18 7% 7% 7%

Bunco 048 10 17 11%d11% 11%
Echo Bay 007 26 3566 ft 8A &&
ECdIBiA 032 15 31 73 73
EddoHi 181 75 6 5% 5%.

EtucoM 28 1948 16% 16% ift

Eptape 8 201 13% 13% 13%

Fab anti 070 14 3 20% 29% 29%

RnxA 240 8 6 44% 44% 44%

FaOMhc 020 29 2100 24% 24% 24%

Forest 14 18 282 43% 42% «%
Fraquancy 5 4 3% 5% 3%

SMI 060 16 4 18 17% 18

BhWFOAx 074 19 247 32% 32 32%

CMP 070 11 132 18% 1ft 18%

Gotten) 69881 A d% %
aumai 18 50 12% 12% 12%

GudfCda 034 5 52 4% 4,i 4,%

HanOr 54 7361 1% tn% 1%

n sn
DM. E nfti Bfeb LMOtaMOm

X 032 1B10B9 31% 30% 31% -ft
HeaUtCb 42 124 ift T% ift

Hekv 015 20 2 1ft 15% 1ft
HnanbnA 14 31 ft ft ft ft

hsMafip 0.18 15 2 11% 11% T1%

tH. Com 83784 ?A « Bft -A
tafennagn 50 422 1B% 1B% 16% -%

tax 008 32125B1 25% 24% 24%

Jen Be* 1 13 ft ft 3ft
KhBrftCp 12 9 3 3 3

Khtgr Em 50 325 18 17% 17% -%

KoplEq 0 381 8A 9% 9% ft

Labuoa 34 98 3ft 3,
1

. ft
Law tod 12 2S3 J0% 10% 10%
Lee Plum 2 SO A A Aft
Lunexhc 2 128 9 B% 8% %
LyediCp 18 18 60% 50% 60 -1

33 S5E 39% 37% 38% ft
Itoda A 048 17 100 81% 30% 3ft

-%

tax CD x 020 B 20 3% ft 3% ft
ttmda 82827 15%d14% 1ft -1%

MwUl 5 7% 7% 7%
taogA 15 9 1ft 13% 1ft ft
iCRExpl 14 30 1% 1% 1%

MtPta
mritaiA

1 241

056 202106

Pf

m
DhEin Ugh LnvCtaa Qwp

» « S S S ft
0101302347 13% 13 13 -%
080 25 194 1ft 10% 10%
0JB 31 50 59% 58% S9% ft
182 10 48 12% 12% 12%
0.10 01130 ft £ A

ffemAad 33 7100 32% 32% 32%

SJWCap 218 10 8 34% 34% 34% ft

PHU
PBMVA
PMC

lee Prod* 020 22 55 B% 8 6
TeUah 038 22 545 30% 30% 39%
Tfcennedcx 50 537tft% 21% 21%
Ibmtfnt 29 81 31% 31 31%
TotPMA 030142 157 10% 10 10

TIMdQ»j 3 2006 ft % H
TOtoa 5 235 3 2ft KJ
TUbBBMex 9 131 8% 6 0%
TamrfM 007 78 82 25% 25% 25%
IMS 007 802838 20% 25% 25%

$

UWbodlA 4 47 1% 1% 1%
tbdRxxfeB 020 42 8 2% 2% 2%
USGBfed 38 520 38 35% 36 ft

VhanA 1!

VheonB 1894
WST 1.12 W 74 limi

tatuta 2 220 2%
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saw Ok. E 400i taW law lam era
ABS tods OX 73738 7% 6 7A 4lA
ACC Dorp 0.12 a 812 22% 21% 21% 4%
AcdataiE 18KJ100 X 18% 1ft -A
Acme Wfe 8 27 15% 15% 1ft
AcxkmCp 46 450 X 27% X 4%
Atapfacb X 8305 44 41% 42% -1%
ADCTta 514423 42 40 4tft -a
Addhgte 49 104 16 14% 14%
AdfaAORx 018 8 22 1B%tft821 19%
AdcbeSys OX 9129223 04 60% 84 «0%
Ada Lode 17 798 7% 7 7% -%
AdrPUym 11 219 8 5% 5% -%
AddTchUb 45 411 21 20% 21 4%
Aduna 027 13 800 41% 40% 40B -3k

AgaknEo 010 33 15 12% 12 12 -%
Afe&qr 0X15 X 23% 23 23

AtaDADRx IX 6 302 58 55% Gfi 41%
AtaBktx OX X 379 Z3 22% X +%
AteOigx 052 14 4 45% 4ft 45%
tan Pb 8 956 12% 11% 11% ft
Afe&bfeG 1.1819 70017% 17% 17% ft
Aid Up OK 11 IK 13% 12% 13 ft
AtoefeaC 022 Q IK 2 1% 1%
Mated 006 8 380 1% 1% 1* ft
MenX 6618038 58% 54% 59% +3ft
Am Btaur OX 11 352 37 3ft 37 +%
AnQMy OK 13 167 11% 10% 11% ft
AraCtyOo 32 2 27% 27% Z7%
Ambfaneg 30 496 30% 29R 20% -%
Are Schwa 032 60 768 ft ft ft ft
AnFttaya 101KB 14% 13% 14

AnaiA Q£4 13 4734 27% 28% 27% ft
tabdP 1 552 U % % ft
AuNdn 236 7 13 59 58% 5B% ft
AnPaeCQM 1115848 10% 08% 9% ft
AoTlvu 12 7421124% 23% 24% ft
AadbdRn 028 17 223 32 31% 31% ft
AnBeahe 9423305 50% 47% 48ft -1A
AmtocDCp 008 381014 5% d4% 4% ft
Axatogh 016 18 281 18% 18% 18% ft
Anlyta 080 18 25 30 20 30 +1

AdangaUn MS 18 G 12%d12% 12% ft
AwfeMCp 25 3400 44% 42% 48% ft
MmNl Zl 3 15% 15% 18% ft
Apogee En 032 12 887 14% M% 14% ft
APPRO 922473 8% 8 6% ft
AppIdHU 2281385 47% 44 48% ft
ApphC 048 1118942 42 40% 41 ft
AppMues OSS 34 1055 28% 28% 28% ft
Alter Dr 020 20 508 19% 18% 19

AlttEOX 024 18 182 12% 12% 12% ft
ArgonilX 132 12 zlOO 28% )»% 28%
ArtdfeflM x OJM 55 93 0% 9,

7
« 8A -A

Annex « OJM 15 84 17% 17 17% ft
MnUkix 044 13 223 17% 18% 17% ft
Altadt 181444 8% 8% 8% ft
AspacfTal 34 578 35% 33% 35% +l£
A5TRnb 21198 B 8% 8% ft
ABdnsoe 1 85 9A 8% 8>z

AOGEAir 034 18 972 25% 25% 25A +A
MHl 288513 28% 27% 28 ft
AumSyt 803575 «H 4% 4{J ft
Autafc 024 24 5715 38 37 37% ft
Autohto 15 51 3% 3* 8% ft
AntoTOBA 1 483 3 2% 2% ft
AnodalD 082 7 46 13% 13% 13% ft

- B -

BEI B 008130 75 6% ft 5%
Mar J 1106 5 182 ft B% BA +A
BMMLBx 032 3 2 14% 014% 14% ft
feeefee 18 225 19% 19% 19% ft
MfiOOh 088 21 1538 29% 2B% 29& -A
BnhaoCp 056 10 151 17% 17% 17% ft
Battx>aixa82 b iso ss 31% 32% ft
Baanen 055 17 419 44% 4ft 43% ft
BHNtFx 080 13 201 22% 22% 22% ft
EfeyMwk 763526* 87% 53% 66%
Bay View 060 24 48 28% 27% 27% ft
Btafaudux 240 12 152 81% 81 81 ft
BE Aero 9 108 8% ft 8%
BwOCna 042 13 49 10% 10% 10% ft
BftaidnR 84 61 3,% 8% 3% ft
BenUeny 837 250 16% 16% 16%
BartdqWR 048 16 45 43% 43 43% ft
BHABfpx OT21Z 11 1ft 13 13 ft
Bhc 231227 B% 8% 8% ft
OgB 020 91363B ft 8% 8% ft
Under W 008 11 ZlOO 15% 15% 15%
Btagaa 2474137 59% 58% 99% ft
Bkanot 24 2988 17% 17% 17% ft
Rock Deg 108 14 213 o40 38% 3ft ft
BUCSaKw 21 5015 36% 34% 35% -%

Barmens 148 11 1381 38% 38% 38% -%

Bub Erne 032 13 550 ift 17% ift ft
DoatoOB 20 97 38>2 35% 3B% +1%
Borfand 7 8613 17% 16% 17% ft
BoriU A OX 10 a 3ft 38% 3ft ft
BneteTc 204702 11 aft 1ft -3

BradyWA IX 18 X d76 75 76 41

tanco ox 10 431 11% 10% 11A -a
BSSBocp OK 11 2 33% 33% 33% ft
BTSbfeng 04B 49 2 3% 3% 3%
Beflefa 16 687 13% «% 13

BaUemT 21 IX 9A ft ft ft
Bur Bran 192061 27% X Z7 ft
BuriPceaB 21 10 X 37 37

BudertUg 040 11 83 X 32% X ft

- C -

dec B 771 bZ7% 28% 27% ft
CBdSdMpS 123 13 587 34% 3421 34% ft
CedauCenHUD IB T12 25 24% 24% -%

CanCp 73 628 9% 8% 9% ft
Catena 225 5 2006 5% ft ft ft
Cal Hen 38 1 056 22% 22% 22% ft
CaodaM. M 327 5% 5% 5% -A
Cute 94351 2% 1% 2A -A
Canon Me 057 47 156 86% 85% 85% -3%

CertbaCni 073 22 G3 30% 30 30% ft
Cascade 036 9 27 13% 13 13%

CaseyS awxioes 23% 2% 22% -1%

CO) A 070 32 X 23% 23% 2ft ft

Q*te» 8 3SB 10% 9% 9% A
caacp 14 5 13% 12% 12%
Gentacnr B3207 13% 12% 13% *&
cmrtFW IX 16 2B3 32 31% 32 ft
CalriSpr 16 IX 34% 33% 33% ft
trader 12 50 6% 6 6

Oapfarl 076 10 2021 31% 30% 31 ft
ChnoSi DOB 54 4104 2% 2ii 2fi ft
lauddMi 4 1365 1J5 1,T, IA A
Cteariab 18 18 20% 20% 20% ft
CbcHpmci 22 17 3% ft 3% ft
HmATe 142219 ft 8% 9 ft
ram Cp 62480 92% 90% 82% i%
Cian Fin IX 15 197 63% 62% 62% ft
anfaoCp OX 32 473 46% 45 45% -%

Ona 2X 374 21% 2ft 2ft ft
OmsTgc 2021089 2ft 26% 27% ft
DSTw* 391299 4 3% 3j2 +A
3acnSy8 4577426 82% 7612 79% -i%
azBencp 1.12 14 45 33% X 33% ft
Cfaanlfar 8 44 3% <S 3% +%
3HeDr 121 14 14 1ft 1ft ft
amhoebn 21585 2% d1% 2

1JM 19 9 33,
7
. 33% 33A +A

fefaEngy 32 727 7% 7A 7,'.

lodoMm 5 17 7% 7% 7% -%

tenon CD 78 3437 U69 K% 68%
cams 36 667 33% 32ft 33% +%
Coherent 21 931 39% 33% 37% ft
tem 015114 330 18% 17% 18% +%
CoHCta IX 17 10Bn21% 20% 21% %
Coma* 028 20 1675 30% 29% 30A *A
OnatA 009 71 3SB5 17% 17% T7% ft
CacsMSp 009 5516572 18 17% 17% +%
CawBBMBft72 13 68 38% 38% 38A -A
QxnwnC 142249 25% 25 25
CoamUba BB 2G9 7% 7% 7%
Carnahan 34 583 37 38 36% -1

OomBMckfl 23 2176 4% 4A 4A
CokAbd 153 23 12% 12% 12% ft
QstfXlIa 21187 M% 14% 14% ft
CoasA OSD 15 630 #19 1ft 18ft

Copflek 80 560 ID 9% 8% -%
Cards Cp 32 3G99104%103%103% ft
ComryOe 282222 18% 15% 1ft +A
Cracker B 0O2 1B8219 17 16% 18% -%
CMWTedl 542242 10% 9% 8% ft
Crown Hes 69 145 4% «% 4ft -A
Cyrix 18 6895 37% 35% 38% -%

Woo* 2 2006 5iV 4% 5A ft

- D -

DSC Cm 22133/7 37% 35% 37% +1%
DertEhw 013 2 181 K% 81% 82% ft
Duaflex 21 111 5% 5 5% ft
OatMCCpe 241508 27 26% 2ft ft
DnpMV MJO W 408 31% 30% 31 ft
Deti Steps 020 10 31 ft ft ft
DdBMGe 080 34 162 43% 43 43% ft
Od Ilf uni 4 27 17% T7 17

Datf Coup 1813607 43% 41A 43% +1%

n n»
Bob Ml E tflO* MOk In UW am
Dnfety 030 19 434 38% 38 36% ft
DepBy 120 11 133 44% 43% 43%
Dam* 020 20 20 7% 7% 7%
DHTadi IS 24 21% 21% 21% ft
DlglU 20 401 27% 27 27% ft
DfgMbm 80 725 10% 10% 1ft ft
OgSoni 158 515 1U 1% 111 ft
DigSya IS 242 ift 10 10 ft
Dtaoexcp 19 TBS 55% 55 5ft -%

DWa ton 020 9 470 4 3% 3% ft
DMA Pint 223 1 1785 ll » % +A
Odder Bo OX 24 52 20% 28% X -ft

DarchK&i OK 19 m 12% 12 12%
DrecoEngy 10 730 14% 14 14% ft
DmaBern 11 432 10 9% 9» -A
Drey CD 024122 86 33% 33 33 ft
Dna Emm OK 10 18 4% 4% 4% ft
DS Bancor IK 12 22 24% 24 24 ft
Dutoii 048 72 632 27% 26% 27%
Dyoatach X 3B2 15% M% 15% ft

-E
Ebgtaijd 1 IX 1% 1% 1% +%
EaW&mnt 10 15 1% 1% 1%
ED Tel 010 1814863 21 20% 20%

teten 65 17 7% 7% 7% ft
BaebSd 22 740 X% X X +2

EtacbtaB 1/44 3 7 39% 39% 38% ft
BstiArte 42 9062 X 32% 34 ft
EoccnAes 22 IX 4 3% 3%
Emnta 62 360 18% 13% 13% ft
BnnCmp 02624 2A 2J3 2% +A
Engfhte » 6 20% 20% 20%
BrifeSwe 34 364 1% 1% 1% +A
Em he 9 181 2% Zii 2A A
tedfeW 010127 876 4% 3% 3H -ii

EricsoB 01G 3029625 22% 72 2Z% 42

BH 124 455 3% 6% 8% ft
EreneSdi 16 59 X% 22 22% ft
Eaoyie 42 60S 12% 12% 12% *A

82 4799022% 20% 20% ft
Ptfrtwnw X 184 19% 19% 19% ft
Bran r 012 X 222 27 26% 26%
EnapAn* 11 209 4% 4% 4%

-F
FlIGfp 15 3 5% 5% 5%
Ferrtfe 024 11 140 7% 7 7% ft
Mta nm ss wo X 37 37% ft
fflPM 191 3702 24% 24% 24% -A
1WTM 1/40 16 1098 60% BB 60% +A
my on 1 603 i% diA i%
NggtoA 024 4 664 11% n% 11%
FM X 408 47 46% 46% ft
FtstAmx 1.12 12 710 44% 44% 44% ft
FstSetiy x 1.1211 533 34% 34% 34% ft
FetTann 188 12 618 55% 55 55% ft
FMar IX 14 IK 45% 44% 44% ft
Rflmert IK 17 194 26% 25% 26% ft
Fbetmta 18 1380 20% 19% 19% -U
ftav X 978 X 27% X ft
Ftawim X 212 11% 11% 11%
FoodLA 010152381 5H s» 5%
FtedS 009 16 2193 5H SB 5%
FMnostx IK 12 5 46% 46% 46%
FOrecbnar 19 367 11% 11% 11%
Fader A 6 « 4% 4% 4% ft
Ft® Fh r 1.1618 377 37% 37% 37% ft
FttFW 04811 203u22% 22% 22% ft
FstHmal 1.1B 12 134 29% 2B% 29% ft
FderHB DM 13 99 33% 32% 32%
RAafin OK 13 274 22 21% 21% ft
tern 024 11 ZlOO 16% 016% 16%
FdbMdADR 2 10 % d% %

- 0 m

GHApp 1 115 3is 3 3 ft
S&XSerr 007 26 575 25% 24lj 24% ft
Mika 2 68 2 1% 1%
Barnette 2 717 1% d1% 1% ft
axny2000 176442 35% 33% 33% -1%
GehICo OM 5 32 7% 7A 7A ft
Gen! Bind 042 17 26 20% 2ft 20%

Gen!* 11 11 5% 5% 5%
GenataPt 32088 4% 4% 4% ft
Santa Cp 400 22 579 23% 22% 23% ft
Genes he 131080 7% 8% 7% +J6
Genyn 41 1367 62% B1 62 ft
GeotekCm 6 6420 7% 7 7ft ft
aeon a 040 521487 14% 13% 1ft ft
GUteitL 012 11 273 1ft 15% 18ft ft
GtefftAl 080 4 138 1ft 13% 14% ft
SAtean 17 170 9 8% 9ft
GDodGte 91D33 1ft 10% 1ft
GouMsPmp 080 M 88 22% 22% 22% ft
BodcoSya B T75 2% 2% 2% ft
auCB 030 13 330 28% 2ft 26% ft
BraanAP 028 8 X 19% 1ft 18%

6flBeaaB 7 157 1% 1% 1%
Brad Wir a 233 14% 13% Ift ft
GH Cup 41 48 18% 18 18 ft
GtNVWg 29 773 12% 12% 12% ft
symbocae 21 4439 22% 21 22% +1%

-H r
tartar* 078 9 22 29la 28% 28%
Haiper Gp 022 15 538 17% 17 17% ft
fentsOnp 97 529 10% d9% 9% ft
HBO&CO 015 63 2K4 75% 73% 75

Hutihow 21 6452 38% 38% 38% +1%
Harden 006 15 356 9% 8% 9ft
HttMHnC 258 434 7% 7% 7% +A
WUlTdl 28 B13 10% 10% ift ft
Hecbhoer 016 7 470 4% ft 4% ft
Hettni 7 ISO B B% B% ft
HfltaBltay 11 46 1ft 19 19

HaM 060 113233 7% 7% 7% ft
Hogan Sys 015 14 2B8 8 8% B% ft
Hotter 71 377 31% 30% 30% -iJ

HeneBenfxflW 11 38 24% 24 » ft
Hon tods 048 16 125 27% 27 27% ft
Honbeek ZB 3TG 15% 15 15%
Honahteax044 i» 11 5fl 5ft +.15

HM9 020 401004 1ft 18% 18% ft
Henflngtn 080 14 6» 23% 23% 23% ft
HunoCQ 008 35 37 5% 5% 5% ft
HutebTedl 13 1243 54 80 52% ft
HjcerBb 18 128 4% 4% 4%

-I-
nh 21 27 ft 9% ft ft
EMM 1 471 2% 2& 2A +A
hnuev 31 529 12% 11% 11% ft
Immunogen 1 441 2% 2 2

(BXWi Be 040 18 132 2ft 23 23%
IndtoSX 024 23 114 2BA 2ft 2ft
lid Res T7 583 10%d10% 1ft ft
Mormbc 411403 28% 28% 27% ft
togtorittt 066 12 X 10% 8% 8%
toomt i 7Z7 2 1% iJi +A
totegiDev 132035 18% 17% 18% ft
kOgUSys 51 107 37% 37 37 ft
UgMfM 5 100 1% 1% 1% ft
M0 018 1BTV80 85% 82% 64% ft
HBfl 6 272 1A 1% 1%
feOgnSx 040 311447 7% 7% 7% ft
Mar Tel 23 558 16% ift 15% ft
UateaAx 024 182407 16A 16% 15% -A
Udgph 105011 16 1ft 15%

MM 68774 11% 11% 11.49

Heedw 22 432 15% 15% 15% ft
Hemic 22 830 22 21% 21% ft
HDakyOA 15 1B8u22% 21% 22% ft
taacara 010 X10B4n28% 29% 27% ft
UmewCp 355M401 33% 31% 32%
bewadh 12 9 13% 13% 1ft
unub 120120 2217%217%217% -2%

- J -

J&J Snack 19 41 12 11% 11%
Jason toe 026 12 393 7% 5% 7% ft
JLBInd 003 19 733028% 27% 28 ft
Johnson W 18 183 23 22% 22%
Janes mi 9 32 13 12% 12% -%
Jones lied 012X 508 21% 21% 21%
JSERtx IX 14 122 31% 30% 30%
JuuUg 032 13 874 1ft 15 15% ft
Josdn 016 10 279 11 10% 10%

- K -

K Swiss 0X10 174 12% 12 12 ft

Raman Cp 044 12 435 11% 11% 11% ft
KMyS* OX 14 2» Z7% 26% 2ft ft
KenUta 011 47 79 512 11% 11%
ttntEfl 082 13 3 25% 25% 25%
KLAtonr 278806 40% 38% 35% ft
Xcd A 0 204 % H Jj

HMUuhe 187773 57% 54% 55% -%

fUckeS 194066 33% 32 33% ft
i

nr aw
SM DW. E 100> K]|W Im lal Ong

- L -

Lsbonex 072 37 22 11% 11% 11%

UddFara aw 3 IX 13% 13% 13%
Lantech 1413883 54 52 53% ft
i«nw 0X141878 34% 33% 34 ft
Loses he 096 22 587 17 16% 16% ft
1-wny 22 1218 ift 13% 1ft ft
LmopOcs 231234 16% 15% 19% +1%
Lasempa 9 254 2% IQ 2

LaBcoS 21 3778 37% 35% 39%
UanorPr 052 131356 24 23% 24

LDKfex 016 1 18 3% 3% 3%
Latinos 22 602 10 9% 9% ft
LagenlCp X 26 48 47H 47H
LJIe Tech OX 18 2 25% 25% 25%
UMw 25 23 12 11% 12 ft
unyindA ox is noo 13% is% 13%

LhcohT 056 14 182 1B% 17% 17% ft
LtodsayH 14 45 35% 34% 35% ft
LtofiUTBC 016 334696 44% 6% 42% -1

UqUBox 044 15 3 25% 38% 2B%

Inman Gp 010 328344 32% 30 30% -1%

LoeSSStk 41 338 38 37% 38 ft
Law Star 17 10 8% B% 5%
LTXCp 32 4430 12% 12 12% -A
UMH 057 24 58 39% 39% 39% ft

MO On 005 4118242 25% 24% 25% ft
US Cera 15 275 15% 17% 15% +1

taewx ago 7 x 12% 12 12 -%

Hate 45 688T 37% 38% 37% ft
HuflunEE IX 14 31 33% 33 33%
tagaaOpxOB0 13 48 24 23% 94 ft
Mai Box 23 948 uift 14% 15% +%
IteomCp 5 797 18% 15% 15% ft
Marine Dr X IX 4% 4 4

Mortal Cp 13 88 72% 70% 70% -1%

Mariana X 52 ft 8 8% ft
MamhSnkA044 10 5 12 12 12 ft
Manhefi 086 12 392 24% 24% 24% ft
Maetac 55 7» 11% ift 11% ft
Hndnht 451340 72% 69% 99% *1%
Maxtor CZ> 48780 6* ft BA -A
MetedBR 046 11 188 ift 17% 17% ft
IkCnnfe 052 X 2860 23% 22% 23% ft
Uaduchc 016 42 X 1ft 10% ift
Mehmta 024 13 148 8% ft 9
MedorCp 010 24 573 2ft 19% 20% +%
MenW 024 236733 20% 18% ift -1%

UarartD 092 13 583 27% 27% 27%
MerartU 3 9820 23% X% 21% -m
UercuyGxOX 18 364 43% 42% 43 ft
Meridhnx 1.48 172906 44% 43% 44% ft
Merita 171582 5% 5% 5%
Men Air 28 3338 10% 10% 10% ft
IbrttodeA 024 14 272 15% 14% 14%
MFSCn 8 2370 41% 39% 40% ft
HchHlFx OX 13 tB 12 11% 12 ft
Mkb MB x2X 10 1615 109i|lOO%lD9%

HcrnKBi 3 104 oft 4% 4% ft
Mkmge 6 219 ft 8% 8%
kfaecan 382130 23% 22% 22{i -A
Mkapafc SB 389 11% 11% 11% ft
MtorpoAe 02127 3% d3 3% ft
Mfeaft 3660063 94% 81% 83% ft
MUADM 18 70 33% 22% 23% ft
MUhMc IX 11 344 55% 55% 55A i\
MdwGrahsOXX 12 12% 11% 12 ft
MtarH 052 911047 31 30% 31

MH» S3 33% 32% 33 ft
HHitodi 010 X 72. 17% 17% 17%
MoMafM X 3449 X 27 Z7A -1

A

Modem CD xflX 19 44 10% 10 10 -A
ModheH 0X12 293 29% X 29%
MofclXA OX 1819 32% 31% 32 ft
MohXtoC 005X21X 34% 34 34% ft
IteCM 004 62 IX 5% ft 6% ft
IknfeueP OX 12 24 24% 24% 24%
UTBSfS 058X IS 28% X% X% -1

tannrt 21 1987 44% 44% 44A ft
Mycogen 82 79 12% 12% 12% ft

- N -

MAC He OX 12 IX X X X
Nash Fatil 072 12 53 18% 18% 19% ft
MstCota* 038 20 375 20 1ft ift
Nba&BX OX X 480 25% 24% 24% ft
Ntagakx-x 6X123 47 19 1ft 1ft ft

NEC 043 48 64 84% 63% B4% -2%

Neficor 287 2720 X 57% 57% ft
Neootar 72 43 15 14% 14%

NeMkGen X 753 41% 40% 40% ft
Neumoen 34 zto 21% 21% 21%

Newtonge 1 144 2% 2 2

NMtaM 21 -WO 38% X% 35% ft
NewpriCp 004 19 33 ft 8% B% ft
NextelCmA 1211727 15% 14% 1ft ft
NotdaDrl 37 2079 7% 6% ft ft
Nudmn 064 X 90 57% U 57% +1%
NdBVm 050 19 5441 40% 37% 40 +2

Nostanl 15 19 uM X X +1

NStarUn 97 140 5H 5% 5%
NedhaTU 1JM 14 646 49% 48%
MWAk 10 3988 43% 42% 43% ft
NDHl 2130200 18% 17% 17% ft

Now*a 14 6357 62% 5ft 61%

NFCht 13 595 9% 7% Oft
DSC top 10 2 1% d1% 1% ft

- o -

OCharteye 10 32 12% 12A ift ft
OcMCan 21 5474 30% X% 29% -%

Odette A 11 ill ft 9 Oft
(BshraLg 13 1480 11% 11% 1ft ft
OgteayN IX 5 5 X X X
OtdnOa 1JS2 19 34 304 38% 38% +%
Od Xenix 12111 IX 39 38% 39% ft
CHIMB 092 15 3G9 33%dS3% 33%
Dobancorp 1.12 40 X2 30% 29% X -ift

OnePrica X 33 4% 4% 4% ft
Onde 4733GS7 48% «% 46% +1%
Ob Sens 63 2019 15 14% 14A ft
Obdetil 099 121184 14 13% 14 ft
OnhdGnpp 14 X 15% 14% 15% ft
OngerOM 0311X 802 10% 9% 10% -ft

OrifcAi 81438 9% 8 9%
Oehep 9 286 2}J 2% 2JJ ft
OtiftBAx OX 18 180 16 15% 15% ft
Oshfenah T *050 11 IK 14% 14% 14%
mterTalx 1.7B 14 22o35% 34% X ft
OgdnHh 51 7186 B8% K 87 ft

-P-Q-
Paaar IX 6 681 42% 42 42% ft
PscOwtop 061 11 IX 9% 9A 9% ft
PecUCm 2D 254 71 B9>z 70tz ft
Ptenmeat 53 7383 85% 62% 64% ft
Paychex 02i 442658 43% 41% 41% -1%

ParcoAra 15 45 8% B% 8%
Paarteaea 050 52 10 it h 11 ft
PenoTHy B 24 14}| 14% 14JJ ft
Peon Vbg 1-80 9 2 32% 31% 31%
PMdr 090 17 550<61% 5002 51% +1%
Parsed I 13 140 3% 3% 3A ft
PemoolLxaxx X X 25% &% ft
FbqpteHxQXll 394 21 20% 21 ft
Ptrrigo 23 1832 13% 12% 13 ft
PBbugLD 6 IX 5% 5% 5%
PebOfee 1.12 43 9 X 24% 24%
PhaemTch 19 1092 11% 11% 11% ft
PtiyeCpAm 18 313 15 14% 15 ft
Pawfl 04521 X 8% 8% 0%
picture* 755291 38 32% 33% -1%
Parana 17 74 18% 18 18 -1%

PtanaaQp 040 23 833 24% 23% 24% ft
PkmaoM 0X24 7 52% 52% 52% ft
PuneeiSt 012 « 187 is 14% 14% ft
Prate* 0.12 7 5 11% 11% 11% ft
Portal 14 187 7% 6% 7

PmsCaa 5 667 2% 2% 2% ft
Pm Ufa OX 8 42 9% 0% B% ft
Pmesfak 4642145 59 55% 55% -3%

P«W 159034 18% 15% 1ft ft
Pride Pei 16U53 s% a 9% ft
Pltabad II 68 19% 18% 18 ft
PlDd 0P5 026 23 214 X 20% 29% ft
Pyxh 144733 14% 13% 13% ft
OLTRmta 9 18 6% 6% 6% +X
Ouefeeian 058 15 X 15% is 15%
CktaRun 051001 45% 42% 45% +2

A

OnU Food *020 15 179 21 20^2 20% -%

ttenfen I49528S 16% 19% 19% ft
Oddoft 24 539 33% 32% 33% ft

nr Sk
Stock Ok. e aos Mek u> mil case

- R-
tefabow 18 IX 24 23% 23% -%
telyc 0 225 1% 1% 1% -%
Raymond 11 557 21% 20% 21 ft
HCSBFta 048 10 806 23% 22% 22%
tead-flte 1121305 31% 28% x% ft
Reanrr 142738 17 IS 16% ft
tepdgea 0 392 1% 1% 1%
tepWfata 75 3278 24 23% 24 ft
ttoSKHod 27 G5G 24% 23 23 ft
tesouna 9 131 7% 7% 7fl ft
teuMa OK 54 2065 58 55% X +%
teHkfac 0 807 A U ii ft
Htarfat OX 11 B3 n25 24% »% ft
teadwS 140101 1558 52 51 52 ft
HbNgnm 012 12 43 8 7% 8ft
ftrataU 055 81027 15% 16% 16i

7
a ft

Itasa5k 024 12 1943019% IB ISA +A
tetacbUad 23 5B3 24% 23% 24% *1%
Musa 0X21318721 21% 21% 21%
RPIIIx. 056 19 1350 21% 2121% ft
RE Fin 0X18 14o38% » 39%
Ryan My 13 1635 7% 7% 7J| ft

- s -

Sateen 2.12 13 606 65% K «A +A
SdfckHh X 32 38% 36% X%
Sanfaoon OX 12 IX 11% 10% 11 ft
SdlkBhgcA 034 151783 22% 21% 21% +%
SQSyaao 19 1533 34% 33% 33% ft
Seta 4 868 3% 3% 3% >%

StihoCD 052368 4174 15 14% 14% ft
Score Bnl 2 19* 5% 4% 4JJ ft
SeafieUx 1X175 4 3S% 35% 35% ft
SB Cp 0X21 255 21% 71% 21% +%
SefeebBx 036 3 427 1% lA 1A
Satadfaax 1.12 11 B7 37% 37% 37%

Eetporl 15X75 17% 16% 17% ft
Geqtaa 14 91B 5% 5% 5% +%
Sere Tec* X X 5% 5% 5{i ft
Savanna 022 10 22 17% 17% 17% ft
ShrtM 0J4 27 1706 44% 43% 44A
SH-SyMm 82 6ul3% 12% 13% ft
Stemmed 12 SOI 15% 15% 15% -%

StewttxP 40 17 13 12% 12% ft
Steam 234897 30% X% » -1%

SktaAl OX 18 7X 40 47% 47i] ft
SknnDee 2 IK 5% 5% 5% -%

SOcnVBcx OX 11 6 X% 20% X% ft
SBoMp 17 6884 X 27% X %
Stem OX 10 4K 6% B% 8% +%
SnrtfeEmrT 12 B 4% 4% 4% -%

SmBBfld 19 87 X% 28% 28%

SdltanP 2 277 3% 3% 3% ft
SoOiH OX 11 1784 X 24% 24%

SptogolA OXX 376 9% 9% 9% ft
StJulfaMdxOAO 31 4344 55% 58 58% ft
SI P&Xe OX 13 SX 24% 24 24% ft
SfeyBI 2 460 % d% % ft
Staples 5113B9 27% X% X% -%

Staitacta 58 1599 42% 42 42% ft
sal Mem 2902209 21 X XA ft
StdHegtax 072 131023 21% 21% 21% +%
SCO) Toe x OX IS 300 9% 9% 9% ft
SUdyUSA OX 6 338 6% 5% 6

SUM 10 113 28% X XA ft
SbwtxCI 1.10 X 79 19% 19% 19% ft
SbudDy 2836173 20% 19% 18% +%
Stryker OX 27X16 46% 45% 48% +1%
StCeta) 12 12* 9% 8% 9% ft
SentemoB OX 1 X 23% X% 22%

Stem*X OM 13 281 28% 27% 27% ft
SurotilTe 951149 42% 41% 42 ft
Sm Sport 10 B 3% 03% 3%
SoaMc 21410)3 85% 81 85% +4

Simon Rs 180 86 9% 8 9 %
SkHtTo 18 852 17 16% 17

Sybase he 23321515 38% 36% 37% ft

|

Syndic X 6107 24 23% 23% ft
Synoeoy 032 13 575 22% 71% 22%
Syne&c 815 X 25 24% 24%
SyetmSoR 012 44 7255 38% 36% X ft
SystemSco 77 IK 17% 16% 17 ft
Sysned 31 2237 6% 5% 6% ft

- T -

T-CQDSc 4 BOO 3% 3 3A ft
TjohIV OG4X22K 54% 53% 54% +%
TBCCp 9 177 6% d6% 6% ft
TCACabie 048 X 112 X% 29% X% -%

TQKA BS2S32B IS 17% 17% ft
TecblMa 24 1474 13% 13% 13% ft
Teosmah IX B 5 49.48 47% 47% -2

Tefofec X 1052 18% 17% 17% ft
iToicote 193 X 11% 11% 11% ft
TefaUt 5 380 4 3% 3%
Telafas 3319273 38% 38 36 +1A
TdxnoCp QOI 35 2026 25% 24% 24% ft
Tan Tec 21 1506 15% 14% 15 ft
TmbRiAOR xfl.10 X 2307 41% 40% 40% +A
Three Com 4634735 47% 45% 46% +%
HI 14 101 7% 7% 7% -%

TJW 022X10 88 17 16% 16% ft
Todd-40 OX 31 15 9 8 8%
Tokot Med 11 514 7% 7% 7% ft
Tanya Mar (WO 15 X 53% 52% 53% -1%

Too Brown 57 331 11% 11A 11 A -A
TohkCox OX X 750 8 5% 8 ft
TP1EBB 101103 3% 3% 3%
TranTWrid 3 B3 2% 2% 2% %
Ttascend 67 84 5% 5% 5% -%

Tmmfck 1.X 11 279 50% 50% 50%
Trimbh 35 5003 X X% X% -1%

Troetan IS 3S4 7% 7% 7% -%

TroSkSOC 1.10 15 57 21% 21% 21% ft
Tseng Lab OXX 1794 9% 9% 8% ft
TysFUA OK 15 4734 23% X% 23% ft

- u-
USHHcr IX 16 9627 40% 39% 40% ft
UnBab 18 1087 3 D2V 2% -%

UCUesGs IX 17 W 16% 16% 16% ft
IMMSt 040 50 15021% 21% 21% ft
Uoizog aw X 3 u25 24% 24% -%

(HBlox ZOO 12 X -45% 45% 45% ft

US era? 1.12 12 2806 33 32% 32% ft
US Energy 14 X 4% 4% ft
USTetx SUD 47 95 48% 48% 48% -A
USTCmp x 1.12 X 86 14 13% 13%
Uta Med IB IT 14% 14% 14% +%
UUTeta 050 22 51 85% 85% 85%

UNIX 6 X 2% 2% 2% ft

- V-
IHmoatx 0X 14 541 u2S% 25% 25% ft
wigrd CM 6310417 23% 23% 23%
Vertrtw 48 3832 X% X% X% ft
VWfane 20 52 23% 27% X ft
Hear X 1468 18% 18 18 ft
Mcoqiffc* 6 587 11%tf10% 11% ft
Hewtagh X2S34 11% 11% 11A -A
Ha Tech 2218799 20% 19% 20% ft
MgtaH 039 7 3661 20% 19% 20% ft

- w -

WangLah 6170G 18% ift 16ft ft
WWnerEjr 012 14 861 21% 2D 20ft ft
MteMBCh X 175 5% 5,v 5% -%

MUtSHtA OX 14 3 22% X% 22%
HfaosaoPMOXX 493 27% 26% 27

WD-40 248 15 302 40% 39% 40%
Wekek 5 205 4% 3% ft ft
Dfasl One 088 14 2369 47% 46% 47% -%
Wshoa Boc 080 12 117 40% 40 40 -A
WstPub 11 397 9% 9A 9%
HWpSU 3 772 21% 21 21 -%
HHSeaW IX 923 u7% 6% 7% *U
mtatfa IX 9 6140 58% 54% 56% -1%

ittacSonoma 32 682 18% 17% 18 +%
wotohenL ox 10 72 9 d8% 9 ft
Ufaridcom 8210297 33% 32% 32%
Wttng] 044 13 3597 17%d16% 18% ft

WyravWKUO 54 453 015% 14% 14j3 +A

-X-Y-Z-
Xm *217291 38*2 36% 38% *1%
Xkcmn 2 in» 9% 9% 9% -%

ftmcoip 1 1222 2A 2% 2A
Ytew 094 87 1563 12% 12% 12% Ye
ramteb X 323 6% ft 6% ft

ZkmaUfeb iM 13 4« u71 S9% 71 +1%
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AMERICA

US markets volatile

awaiting FOMC news

EUROPE

Paris rallies 2% on welfare reforms

Wall Street

Uncertainty prevailed on Wall
Street early yesterday, leading
shares to a volatile perfor-
mance within relatively nar-
row ranges, unites Lisa Bran-
sten in New York.

Factors weighing on the mar-
ket included the continuing
skirmishes in Washington over
the outline of a deficit-cutting

budget package and questions
about what the Federal
Reserve's Open Market Com-
mittee might do at its meeting.
Most economists believed the

FOMC would leave rates
steady, but weak industrial
production figures released
yesterday raised hopes that the
central bank might cut rates in
December.
At 1 pm tbe Dow Jones

Industrial Average was 7.95

higher at 4,879.76. The Stan-
dard & Poor's 500 softened 051
point to 58950, while tbe Amer-
ican Stock Exchange composite
dipped 1.48 to 527.13. New York
SE volume amounted to 209m
shares.

After rising more than five

points at the opening bell, the
Nasdaq composite, which is

weighted towards the technol-

ogy sector, spent most of the

rest of the morning in negative

territory amid modest losses at

bellwether high-technology
companies.
By midday the Nasdaq was

Off L05 at 1.03957.

Microsoft declined $% to

$93'/ . Intel was down $% at
$64% and Apple Computer gave
up $% at $41.

Shares in several paper and
forestry groups slipped after

analysts at Salomon Brothers
and PaineWebber downgraded
their investment ratings. Con-
solidated Papers slipped $3% or
5.4 per cent to $61%, Interna-

tional Paper, which is a compo-
nent of the Dow, gave up $% at

$34%, Georgia Pacific was $2

lower at $74, Stone Container
shed $’/» to $14% and James
River lost $% at $2&
USAir. which tumbled $3%

on Tuesday after United Air-

lines said it would not make an
offer to buy its smaller rival,

fell a farther $1% or 9.7 per
cent to $10%.

American depositary receipts

of Mexican companies were
mostly lower as the peso con-

tinued to drop. Tehnex shed $!A

to $25%. Grupo Televisa gave
up $% at $16% and Grupo Tri-

basa was $Vi easier at $5%.

Canada

Toronto was weak in midday
trade, with the TSE 300 Com-
posite index retreating 13.41 by
noon to 4558.75 in moderate
volume of 29.2m shares.

A mixed picture emerged
among high-technology shares.

Hummingbird Communica-
tions jumped C$3% to C$70%
and Gandalf Technologies was
C$l% higher at C$15%- In the
opposite direction. Fulcrum
Technologies gave up C$2% on
profit-taking to C$40% and
Corel lost C$% to C$231

/*.

Among actively traded
issues, Asia Pacific Resources
picked iv C$% to C$7% and
Gulf Resources Canada was 20
cents firmer at C$4J25.

SOUTH AFRICA
Shares were easier as a disap-

pointing bnBkm price under-
mined gold shares and indus-
trials drifted easier. The
overall Index lost 27.6 to
5,9805, Industrials shed 18.9

to 7,6102 and golds fell 8L9
to 1,3265. Among significant

movers, Anglos receded R3 to
R218, Vaal Reefs R5 to R231
and Rnstplats HI to R70.

There was relief in PARIS as
the government unveiled its
tough measures to tackle tbe
social security deficit. The
details exceeded expectations
and the CAC-40 indexjumped 2
per cent or 3657 to 1575.18 in

turnover of FFr4-2bn. Mr Alain
Juppe, the prime minister, said

he hoped to balance the budget
by 1997.

Mr Stuart Glenister of
Soctete Geiterale Equities
International in London said
that the market liked the fact

that the government was tak-

ing a tough stance, and there

were strong expectations now
of a further reduction in inter-

est rates.

Financials were also lifted by
news that the property devel-

opment exemption tax was to

be extended by another two
years. Bancaire forged ahead
FFr27 or 55 per cent td FFr549,

Paribas FFr1250 or 4.7 per cant
to FFr286. DAP FFr5.90 to
FFr13550 and SocGen FFr17 to

FFr603.

Elf Aquitaine, which had suf-

fered in recent sessions, was
another good story, moving
forward FFr15.40 or 4.7 per
cent to FFr345.

But there was heavy selling

in Euro Disney, suspended dar-

ing the session limit down, as
the market reacted with disap-

pointment to its year to end

ASIA PACIFIC

September results. The stock

tumbled FFr2.35 or 145 per
cent to FFr1450.

Analysts said that in spite of

the theme park's first ever
annual profit, the fflCtOT

contributing to a return to the

black was an extraordinary
gain from the repurchase of

convertible bonds, wtrije a debt
holiday was another contribu-

tory factor.

STOCKHOLM was given a
new lease of life by Ericsson's

nine-month figures and the
AflSrsvftrlden index picked up
65 to 1599.6.

Ericsson closed SKr8 or 5.7

per cent higher at SKrl485
after posting a CT per cent rise

in pre-tax profits. Analysts
noted that tbe results were in
line with expectations but that
the shares had been under
recent pressure.
FRANKFURT drifted as sen-

timent was hurt by weakness,
in the dollar during the ses-

sion, although there was a
rally in Ibis trade. Tbe Dax
index fell 1L12 to 2486.17. How-
ever, led by futures tbe Ibis

managed to go forward to
249654. Turnover was DM5bn.
The bank sector took a hit

although Bayerische Hypoth-
eken managed to rebuild early

losses, ending floor trading
unchanged at DM34.10, before

rising to DM34.15 in the Ibis.

FT-SE Actuaries Share Indices
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There were hopes that the

Bnba might mnkp a move on
rates today after lowering the

repo by 2 basts points to 358
per cent yesterday.

MILAN put in a late spurt
reversing early losses, in
largely technical activity on
the last day of the monthly
account The Comit index reg-

istered a 6.17 decline to 561.07

but the real-time MOrtel index
picked up from a low of 8514 to

ffrrteh 49 higher at 9,055. Turn-
over of around L700m was
twice the level of recent days.

Olivetti receded L17 to L1484
in a downbeat response to the

cost of its planned joint ven-

ture with France Telecom to

build up the country's second
telecommunications network.
Telecom Italia declined L47 to

L2580-
Among the banka, BCI fell

L47 to L3.05Q as the managing
director said that he would
examine any request to help

recapitalise the struggU^g

Banco di Napoli. The latter

rose L17 to L815-

ZURICH fell prey to the

weak dollar and the SMI index

eased to 3.1M
smh the watchmaker, fen

SFn6 to SFr662 after DBS and

Tfrnif Julius Baer lowered their

profits estimates. UBS noted

that the strong Swiss franc and

the continued sluggish Euro-

pean economy were having a

negative influence.

Holderbank finished SFrl

better at SFr851. off a day's

high of SF1S68 after the chief

executive sought to calm dilu-

tion worries, which arose after

the announcement of the
pfenrart capital increase.

Shares in Berner Holding, a

medium sized insurer of which

Germany's Allianz bolds 38 per

cent, advanced SFr45 to

SFrl586- Analysts noted that

one Zurich based bank was a
strong buyer when the shares

dipped to SFrl ,220, prompting

speculation that Allianz was
increasing its stake.

AMSTERDAM saw soma
cyclical pressured as switch-

ing into tbe financial sector

continued. The AEX index

made 049 to £3.01. .
- _ .

Banks and insurers outper-

formed the index as ING
moved ahead Fli.70 to. FL 100

andAegon appreciated F12.K
.to F16450. -

- This was countered by sell-

ing in Philips, which slipped

FU.40 to FI 5850. and its Poly

gram unit which suffer®! t

foil Of £13.80 to FI9240.
Nutroda lost FI 350 to FI 114

as Unigate, of -the UK, con
firmed it was selling its stake.

HELSINKI took its cue frdn .

Stockholm where Ericsson's
results boasted the shares of

1

Nokia, up FM2 at FM2S8. The
Hex Index rose 653 to 157158
in turnover of FM3l55m.
OSLOwas masted by a flurry

of merger activity in the ship-

ping sector, but the Total Index
retreated 3,44 to 701.ll as
trade was generally mated
elsewhere. HaB&rnd Nycomed,
suspended. NKr2.50 off at

NKH7854 azhmoiioed 'that it

had called off a merger with

Ivax. .

•

Written and edftad by Michael
Mayan and John Pitt

Mexico ponders rise in rates Decline in high-tech sector pressures Nikkei
Mexico City was little changed in late morning
trade following a further fall in the peso and a
lower than expected rise in domestic interest

rates. The IPC index was 9.74 points up at
255L27. Volume was a thin 1.6m shares.

Traders said investors were selling dollar-

priced Mexican ADRs on Wall Street and buying
cheaper local shares following an early drop in

the peso. Telmex's ADR, for example, was off$%
at $257, while the local L share was ahead 05
per cent
Some investors were also buying shares fol-

lowing a 575 basis-point rise to 5999 per cent in

the benchmark 28-day Gates, which was much
lower than expected.

BUENOS ACRES was encouraged by a govern-

ment plan billed as “the second state reform" by
President Carlos Menem. The Merval index put
on 3.09 at 39852, tracking an early rise in Argen-
tine Brady bonds. Mr Menem announced late on
Tuesday a cost-cutting programme that could
shave as much as $1.5bn off the 1996 budget
Analysts said the announcements sealed a polit-

ical truce between Mr Mwwm and Mr Domingo
Cavallo, the economy minister.

• Sao Paulo was closed for a national holiday.

Tokyo

EMERGING MARKETS: IFC WEEKLY MVESTABLE PRICE INDICES

Mariwt
No. of

stocks

Dollar terms
Nov. 10 % Change % Change

1895 over week on Dae *94

<

Local ciirancy terms
Nov. 10 % Change % Change

1995 over week on Die *94

Latin America (252) 428,20 -X4 -202
Argentina (30) 644.31 -0.1 395225.57 -0.1 -122
Brazil P2) 292.15 -5.2 -24.0 1,050.86 -5.3 -13.7
Chile (36) 688.55 -4.5 -12.2 1.138.83 -5.6 -9.7
00*00*®’ (16) 569.13 -2J9 -29.9 1.007.95 -22 -15.7
Mexico (67) 386.24 -2J5 -36.5 125728 -0.7 -2.6

Peru® 08) 166.80 -8.8 -6.5 23721 -7.0 -02
Venezuela1 p2) 584.96 +10.4 +18^ 228323 +10.4 +18.1
Asia (677) 218.10 -2.9 -12.6

China1 (ZO) 57.04 -7J3 -24.8 59.93 -72 -26.0
South Korea8 (159) 138.68 -2.4 +1.4 140.18 -2.7 -1.1

Philippines (25) 236.46 -42. -20.7 29840 -42 -15.1

Taiwan. China* (93) 103.18 -2.7 -372 10522 -22 -35.1

Irefia’ (1171) 85.70 -43 -30.6 105.07 -52 -232
Indonesia* (42) 103.97 S3 *42 12825 -3.4 +82
Malaysia (114) 245.31 -22 -8.7 22929 -2.8 -92
Pakistan* (36) 246.43 -1.6 -32.7 38227 -12 -252
Sri Lanka" (IS) 110.58 +2J -35.7 12626 12 -31.9
Thailand (68) 349.84 •4.1 -8^ 34822 -4.6 -8.7
Euro/MW East (209) 141.29 +2.0 +192
Greece (40) 241.19 -1.0 +6.9 382.09 -0.7 +32
Hungary’' (5) 117.87 +0.2 -22.3 188.11 +0.5 -82
Jordan ®) 185.01 -1.1 +233 276.18 -1.1 +242
Poland* (16) 461.49 -02 -1.7 715.12 -0.0 -0.7
Portugal (27) 117.33 -1.5 -3.1 11922 -1.4 -92
South Africa0 (64) 251.62 +3.5 +12.0 18825 +32 -0.1

Turkey'* (44) 128.16 -6.7 +5.3 3,13128 -6.3 +412
Zimbabwe0 (5) 265.56 402 +8-5 361.02 +0.1 +19.8
Composite (1138) 261.89 -1.4 -143
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The outperformance of Hong Kong relative to the XFC Asia regional index has surprised
some analysts, writes John Pitt. Mr Albert Edwards, for instance, Kleinwort Benson’s
global strategist, says that excluding Hong Kong, the Pacific Rim has fallen some 15 per
cent in dollar terms so far this year. This compares with a rise of 17 per cent in dollar
terms so far this year in Hong Kong. Taken in perspective the statistics reveal a slightly
different picture. Mr Edwards notes that in 1994 IFC Asia declined by 1 per cent,
against Hong Kong’s drop of 31 per cent. Furthermore, this year’s IFC Asian decline, he
observes, “represents only a very partial unwinding of the 66 per cent gain enjoyed
during 1993”. He warns that Hong Kong’s outperformance could be coming to an end
“as high positive real interest rates exacerbate recessionary worries". He prefers the
north Asian enclave of Korea and Taiwan, together with Singapore.
ING Barings has also turned positive on the latter, and yesterday published a bullish
note about the city state's hanking sector. The group also noted in a separate report
that the Asia cellular sector has great potential. Mr David Barden says he expects
subscriber growth in the region to reach 31 per cent in the five-year period between
now and 2000.
• Following the assassination of Mr Yitzhak Rabin, the Israeli equity market has been
relatively calm. UBS Emerging Markets remains a long-term buyer and notes that the
interim government is likely to forge even closer ties with the central bank, since Mr
Shimon Peres, the acting prime minister, has a good relationship with the governor.

High-technology and specula-
tive stocks came under pres-

sure in Tokyo and the market
finished lower after quiet
range-bound trade, Reuter
reports.

The 22&ehare Nikkei average
was finally 119.77 down at

17,682.74 after fluctuating
between 17.655J34 and 17.882.82,

in volume estimated at 360m
shares, against Monday's 237m.
On tiie first section, declines

outnumbered gains by 625 to

345 and 198 issues were
unchanged. The Topix index
slipped 9.10 to 1.4U.67 and the
Nikkei 300 shed L89 to 264.07.

In London the ISE/NDckei 50
index eased 0.04 to 1,195-89.

Dealers sold off speculative

shares, while foreigners, who
bad generally stayed gideiinpri

ahead of their book-dosing at

the aid of December, took prof-

its in higher priced high-tech-

nology issues after falls in
New York.
Brokers said buying through

the Big Four securities houses,

supposedly on behalf of public

funds, emerged in early after-

noon trade, supporting indices

and discouraging active selling

from dealers and foreigners.

Kyocera and Advantest,
which were at the core of
recent rises, came under sell-

ing pressure along with other

major electrical stocks.

Kyocera lost Y2S0 at Y7.720,
Advantest Y19Q at Y5,410,
Fujitsu Y10 at Yl.160, NEC Y60
at Yl.290, Oki Y25 at Y880 and
Toshiba Y17 at Y720.
Softbank ended YX80Q down

at Y21J200 due to concern
about its $1Jbn deal last week
to acquire Ziff-Davis Publish-
ing, of the US, and the effect of

Softbank’s new share issues on
tbe supply-demand balance.
Benesse. a correspondence

education and publishing com-
pany which was listed on Octo-
ber 26. continued to slide, los-

ing Y5Q0 at Y14.000.

mer president Roh Tae-woo,
sent SEOUL lower.

The composite index dipped
11.3 to 937.04, its lowest dose
since September 5.

Samsung Electronics fin-

ished down Won8,500 at
Wonl45.500 on heavy foreign
selling prompted by worries
about a global glut of micro-

processors.

Among other blue chips.

Korea Mobile Telecom fell

Won22JX)0 to Won452^00 and
LG Electronics declined
Won900 to Won27,900.

KUALA LUMPUR rebounded
after six straight days in
decline as Tenaga National led

blue chips higher. However,
analysts were sceptical
whether the rally was sustain-

able as institutional buying
was subdued and led by local

funds. The composite index

picked up IL51 to 895.47.

Tenaga. which posted lower
than nrpected foil-year profits,

rose 35 cents to M$9.25 as
investors concentrated on
expectations of improved earn-

ings far the 1995-96 year.

HONG KONG made modest
gains in ligHpgs trade as the
market continued to seek
direction. The Hang Seng
index closed 24.01 higher at

9,431.38 in HK$2.7bn turnover.
Among active stocks, HSBC

jumped HK$L50 to HK$110.5Q,

Hutchison gained 10 cents to

HKS41.80 and Cheung Kong
advanced 50 cents to HK$425Q.
BOMBAY recovered from a

shaky start, helped by heavy
short-covering of positions in
Reliance, after problems over
duplicate shares prompted the
stock exchange authorities to

suspend trading in the stock

for three days from today. The
BSE 30-share index rose 20.19

to 3.15&9B as Reliance moved
up Rs5l80 to RS243J0.
TAIPEI saw an early

rebound reversed to finish

lower on further worries of a
split in the ruling Nationalist

party ahead of next month's
legislative elections. The
weighted index lost 22^7 at

4,606.70, Off a high of 4^6X14.
SYDNEY was weak on cau-

tion over tbe US budget
impasse and concerns at home
about a labour dispute at CRA.
The All Ordinaries index ended
14J3 lows- at 2010-30.

CRA fell 26 cents or 1.3 per

cent to AS20.62 after the Aus-.

tralian council of trade unions
called a seven-day nationwide
coal strike from Tuesday.
BANGKOK declined to its

lowest level since April 27 after

an apparent suicide attempt-by
an indebted investee sparked
further worries about the mar*,

ket’s outlook.

The SET ihdex finished down
17.76 at in thin turn-

over of Btfl^bn, with recent
poor third-quarter results from
some leading companies
adding to the pressure.

JAKARTA dropped 2,1 per
cent on farther hedyy selling

pressure from local ihsestors.

the composite index ending
9.77 weaker at 45952.

Telkom, which made its

debut on Monday, retreated

Rp50 to mid back at its IPO
price of Rp2£5Q.

MANILA remained on the.

downward path for the fifth V
straight day anil the composite

index closed 25.15 lower at

2,315.26 on worries about a
gloomy economic outlook.

t i
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Roundup

A sharp fall in Samsung Elec-
tronics. and continuing worries
over the investigation into
business kickbacks to the for-

I FT/SAP ACTUARIES WORLD INDICES

The FT/S&P Actuaries World indices are owned te The Financial Times LfcL, Goldman. Sachs 4 Ca and Sbridsd & Poort. The Endow at canwBed by The Ftwndd Times end
Goldman Sachs n cotqmcuon wah the tnstttuta of Actuates and the Faculty of Actuaries. NrtWest Secutiies Ltd. was a co-lounder of die hdices.
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Figures m parentheses US Day's Pound Local Qoes US Pound 1 oral

show number of ten DQRar Chenpe Storing Yen DM Cwrency % cha Otv. DofiV Stadng Yen 04 Curaicy 62 week 52 week
of sioch ktdex % Mex index hdex Index on day Yield Mex Max Index Index Index Hkjn Low (approx)

Austrafia (82).—.— 18225 05 173.16 11724 134.33 16387 0.1 386 181.75 17288 11887 134.13 1B384 19181 15785 16032
Austria (27) — —

—

iea33 -as 18023 10838 12482 134.46 -0.7 185 1B888 10189 10024 12SJ7 12580 18988 107A8 17784
Belgiian (35). 19L94 0.8 184.80 125.12 14385 13980 08 3.74 133.77 16432 12489 14380 138.44 201.12 164.78 167^7
Grazfl Bffl. 12456 Q2 11838 79.95 91.00 220.75 08 181 12387 11783 79.72 9149 21048 18685 8686 165.75
Canada fi«fl 144.47 -1.0 138.96 92.73 10624 14187 -0.7 280 145.88 138.77 3381 10786 142.73 150-83 12181 131.82
Denmark pa)— 2*U8 03 265.60 17933 206.04 20983 0.1 185 279-25 265.S2 17056 20688 20988 29589 23681 247.10
Finland (23 — 21IL21 -ftA 20720 140.70 16120 194,00 -38 185 22482 213.57 14487 16589 30085 276-11 171.13 19486
Ranee (100) ._ _ - 17722 03 16729 113.74 13082 13587 ao 333 176.70 16888 11382 13040 13585 191.17 157.79 16989
Germany (59) 15075 1.1 151.44 1023* 117>I8 117.48 08 2.03 15680 15080 10180 11600 116.60 167.74 13588 142.75

Hong Kong (55) 360.72 01 34126 231^3 26527 35880 08 489 360.18 34281 23180 26581 357.80 3&8to 277AQ 38036
Ireland (IQ. 24825 02 23582 15933 182.78 218.06 ai 3^40 347.16 235.11 15883 182.41 21780 Z50S 19584 201.17
Baly (58) 6833 -a.7 65.35 44^4 50.69 82.06 -08 185 6&A0 6&IS 4483 5182 8280 82.71 G5A5 7789
Japan (483).— 14137 02 134.02 90.74 10387 90.74 0.0 084 14187 134.19 9071 104,11 9071 16482 13685 16489
Malaysia |108).. — . 425-77 -0.1 40332 27328 313.11 415A4 -03 189 42687 40580 27386 314.44 41684 56186 398.16 518.79
Mexico (18) 791.90 •*4.8 75077 50833 582A1 705783 -08 187 83232 791.82 535.13 814.16 709270 212520 64781 202670
Nethertand 268.10 0.6 24233 164.42 18888 18687 0l3 382 254.66 24286 163.77 187.95 18479 te099 207.60 21380
New Zealand (14) 60.45 -0.7 7E27 5184 59.10 65.66 -08 4.41 8089 7784 ^88 59.77 66.06 85.48 8986 7476
Norway (33] .___22S27 0.1 21335 14439 165.66 101.10 -0.1 2.19 22486 21388 1448S 16681 19185 243.79 10282 19586
Singapore (44) „»36124 03 343.11 23231 200.17 23583 -01 1.75 302.07 344.42 23282 26781 23585 41428 31384 390.14

South Africa (45) 375.02 -0A 355.51 24071 275.78 20649 -03 383 37645 3S689 242.07 27781 29984 378.45 28186 333M
150A3 1.4 14Z60 9635 11082 136.74 0.9 4.10 14839 141.15 95.42 10981 13781 16061 124.10 141.67

Sweden (47) 302 71 -02 20836 10489 222.61 29888 -07 2.01 304.13 28980 19588 22445 30074 320.43 22580 24088
Switzerland (41) — 224.B2 07 213.12 14430 16583 15884 08 1.67 22333 21284 14384 16474 15885 225^7 13838 163.65

Thailand (46) 14939 0.0 142.09 0021 11083 140-31 -O.i ZJ9 14981 143.60 9638 11063 146/54 184A 130.15 17489
223.71 as 21237 mss 164.52 212.07 03 489 22239 21145 14284 184.05 211,45 227m 187.07 199A2

USA (504) 24138 -0.4 22830 164.92 177/40 34186 -OA 2A5 242A1 eanroi 15587 170® 24241 242.83 18283 19085

21938 -05 208.15 14080 101A7 184.56 -04 245 22062 20988 14186 1S28Z 16588 22187 170.66 178.18
104.04 05 183.94 12434 142.60 16304 03 3.11 10382 18060 184.11 142A4 16272 18982 163.04 171.75
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.
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Evolution in the
shadow of disaster

:*v
;

After a series of financial losses, dealers in derivatives have
become more cautious. They are shifting from the fast track
nto a slower and safer lane, says Richard Lapper
ankers may be reluctant to
dmlt it, but the derivatives
narket continues to evolve' in

.he shadow of disaster.

After the collapse of Barings
Bank in February under the
weight of £860m of derivatives
losses, regulation Is one obvi-

ous preoccupation. But the
Barings debacle - as well as a
string of other highly-publi-
cised losses - is also prompting
broader changes.

A new emphasis on lower-
margin. safety-first products, is

emerging. As one dealer puts
it "As the years go by it is

becoming more and more like

investment banking. It is no
longer the wild west frontier it

was in 1990."

By bringing the risks faced

by banks trading in interna-

tional markets into sharp
focus, the collapse of Barings
has prompted a number of reg-

ulatory moves. During the
summer, for example, regula-

tors from more than a dozen
countries agreed to increase

information flows between the

world’s futures and options
exchanges and the exchanges
followed np with their own
independent initiative.

At the same time, the losses

have given a new urgency to

efforts by banks and securities

houses to forge their own
increasingly sophisticated risk

management systems, helping

them monitor and control their

exposures to adverse move-
ments in the stock, bond and
currency markets - so-called

market risk.

These efforts have been
reinforced by international ini-

tiatives from bank and securi-

ties regulators. The Basle Com-
mittee of back regulators, for

example, agreed in April to
allow banks to use their own
“value at risk" computer mod-
els which assess the risks aris-

ing from market volatility.

Calamity is also shaping the

development of derivatives in

other ways. Most obviously,

the losses have made custom-
ers and banks more averse to

risk, leading to a slowdown in

turnover.

“You talk to mutual fund
managers," says Jerry Del MLs-

sier, head of interest rate and
currency derivatives in Europe
at Bankers Trust in London.
"They'll tell you they are get-

ting calln dally from their cli-

ents asking them whether they
have any derivatives in their

portfolio. They are steering
away from doing transactions

because of this climate."

The derivatives

market is

becoming more
like investment

banking. It is

no longer a wild

west frontier

“There is a lot of antipathy

to more complex structures.

Anything whirih is other than
plain vanilla seems to ring
warning bells." says Ian Garri-

son. head of UK derivatives

marketing at Sodefe Generate

in London.
At the same time senior

managers at hanks and securi-

ties houses have reined in

derivatives traders, subjecting

them to tighter limits in rela-

tion to the amount of exposure
they are allowed to take on to

their books. The growth of
trading volumes at both the
exchanges and in the OTC
market - especially in the
most popular Interest rate con-

tracts - has slowed down to

some extent
After years of rapid expan-

sion. the number of financial

futures and options contracts

traded in the first half of 1996

was 581.5m compared with
802m in the same period last

year, for example.
Figures for over-the-counter

dealings show a similar pat-

tern. According to estimates by
Swaps Monitor, a specialist

publication, revenues from
OTC derivatives at dealers

headquartered in the US
increased to $L3bn in the sec-

ond quarter of 1996. This was
still some $600m less than the

fZ.Sbn achieved in the first

three months of 1994.

More Importantly, dealers

report a shift in the type of

business being transacted,
with a marked decline in inter-

est in the highly leveraged

structures which proved popu-
lar during 1992, 1993 and early

1994 and which in some cases

provided rates of return for

dealers of more than 30 per
cent.

“You have seen a shift away
from high-margin towards low-

margin transactions,” says
Paul Spraos. the publisher of
Swaps Monitor. “In notional
terms, the volume of business

written in 1995 is clearly

greater th«n it was in 1993 but
the business mix has shifted

towards low-margin transac-

tions."

As a result of these trends -

and in response to the greater

interest in risk management
and risk control - bankers and
securities dealers are putting

greater emphasis an the way in

which derivatives can protect

buyers against sudden varia-

tions hi interest or currency
rates rather than enhance
returns.

This shift is most apparent
in the kind of cver-tbe-counter

interest rate products sold this

year. Path-dependent tech-
niques, which tie a return to

the path taken by an interest

or exchange rate, are being
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used to reduce the cost of

interest rate caps, making the

product more flexible and
cost-effective.

Barriers, which make an
option vanish if rates go up
above or down below a certain

pre-agreed limit, allow dealers

to tailor protection more pre-

cisely and more' cheaply. Arid

although products allowing
buyers to enhance yields have
not disappeared, they are being
structured more conserve- .

tively.

David Brown, vice-president

at Chase Manhattan, says that

“almost all yield «nhnnppmpn+

products require principal

guarantees” (where the inves-

tor does not risk any of the
principal committed). By con-

trast, between 1992 and 1994 -

a period identified by dealers

as the heyday of the interest

rate market - corporate buyers
sometimes risked not merely
their interest earnings, but .

also the principal and some-
times even a multiple of tiii«

principal amount.

If a deal went right an inves-

tor could earn many times
what he would have earned
from a straightforward invest-

ment. If it went wrong the
same investor could become
bankrupt. “It was the roulette

version of derivatives,” says
Paul Miron, head of European
derivative trading at Chase
Manhattan. “This has disap-

peared - what we have now is

the premium bond version.''

From the banks’ point of
view these products are no less

cftmpipTc than the more highly-

leveraged varieties sold previ-

ously. but competition is mak-
ing business tougher.

Many more banks are follow-

ing the pioneers of the US and
Swiss Investment bankn into

the derivatives market. This
year has seen the expensive
recruitment of a number of
highly specialised derivatives

technicians and traders. The
increasing availability of com-
puter power and computer
expertise is adding to the pres-

sures by shortening lead times

on products and shrinking
margins. “Five years ago you

.

frail six tO ntwe wnntKe OH yoUT
own. Now if you have a new
product it will end up on your
competitor’s desk within a fort-

night,” says one dealer.

Dealers report that margins
on.complex swaps transactions

have fallen from about 25 baste

points to two basis points

within the past two years.

“Certainly in more competi-

tive markets margins have
been absolutely crushed,” says
James Orbell, director at
Credit Suisse Financial Prod-

ucts.

The slowdown in turnover
has increased dealing costs in

the exchange-traded and OTC
markets. Having built up spe-

cialist teams during the bull

markets, banks and securities

houses are now faced with
over-capacity. -

Derivatives specialists are
now attempting to find new
products which win deliver the
same margins achieved in the

interest rate market of 1992 to

1991. So far, at least, the search

has not been successful.

Although growth in the equity .

««ri foreign exchange markets
has been relatively good. mar-
gtna in both areas are tight,

1

A number of banks have-
invested heavily in credit

derivatives - but interest has

.
yet to take offto any apprecia-

ble .extent. In some quarters

there are still hopes that insur-

ance 'derivatives offer unparal-

leDed opportunities for growth,

although again there has been
only modest volume on the

exchanges and only a scattered

few deals on the over-the-

counter markets.
'

Executives at the. futures,

and options exchanges are

resigned to the fact that - in

the words of one exchange
executive - “the great period'

of contract development for

financial futures, is probably
over". It seems possible that

tire OTC dealers, too, may have
to accommodate that reality,

adjusting toUhfe in a slower -
but hopefully safer - lane.
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riioiogrjpht (ouitnr at De Been.

At UBS, our approach to

global risk management is

like
,
the diamond cutter’s

approach to his work.

It starts with a detailed. :

evaluation ofthe task. .

We have no interest

in short-term thinking or _

siiperfidal solutions^ in this multi-faceted area, care is taken

to consider the full array oF issues our clients are facing.

It continues with a thorough development process, which

calls for technical skill, and specialist tools. Only then do we

propose comprehensive, precisely-designed and innovative risk

inanagqhent strategies.

And the outcome?'A goal totally aligned with that of the

diamond cutter: detailed judgements and calculations, leading to

a polished and flawless product . . .
•

Global Risk Managemen t-

k f u r t Hong Kong London New York • Singapore Sydney Taipei Tokyo.'’ Toronto ’'Zurich
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U Disaster round-ups by James Harding and Conner Middelmann

The signs that spell danger
Several big-figure
financial losses
have resulted in a
more cautious
approach
To the City’s “rocket
scientists” and the industry's
finance directors, derivatives
may seem the alchemy of mod-
ern finance, but to the average
punter, they spell disaster.

A catalogue of big-figure
losses has been topped by the
collapse of Barings. Britain's
oldest merchant bank.

Little wonder then that the

unbridled enthusiasm In the
mid-1980s for the opportunities
offered by manipulating exist-

ing financial instruments has
been tempered by a wanness of
the potentially dangerous
financial devices.

Judging by past experience,

disaster looms in the deriva-
tives market if users slip down
one or more of three primrose
paths.

Overconfidence: years of
bumper returns or reliable

markets have lured institu-

tions into making assumptions
about sure-fire investments.
But even the most bankable
dealers (Nick Leeson) and
stolid markets (German Bunds)
can prove unpredictable.

Anthony Belchambers, chief

executive at the Futures and
Options Association, says one
thing most trading disasters

have in common is that “olten.

corporate greed is involved to

some degree - companies try-

ing to increase their bottom-

line earnings by using lever-

aged products”.

Loose control: a symptom of

overconfidence, or just bad
management, inadequate moni-

toring procedures in deriva-

tives dealing can quickly mean
that small losses ballooning
out of control.

Recent financial disasters,

and not all of them have been
in derivatives, have tended to

Involve some form of unau-
thorised trading. “If you don’t

have the right controls in place

you can't catch the problem
fast enough,” says Mr Bel-

chambers.

Ignorance: perhaps the most
unforgivable offence, and one
that on occasion has been fos-

tered by financial advisers, is

signing up for something you

do not understand.
The four most famous fail-

ures given below show how
even the most established and
respected companies can fall

foul of the derivatives markets.
Barings: in February, Bar-

ings went bankrupt, after
losses of more than £860m
accrued on the Singapore and
Osaka derivatives exchanges.
The bank was the victim of

its own star trader. Nick Lee-

son. and the absence of man-
agement controls to monitor
his activities. Mr Leeson was
responsible for both trading
and back office records of his

deals at Slmex, the Singapore
exchange.
Between 1992 and 1995, he

built up positions in Nikkei 225
futures and options contracts,

which in the early years
proved highly profitable for

Barings.

In the seven months to July
1994. Barings proprietary trad-

ing activities in Singapore gen-

erated a profit of 830.7m. equiv-

alent to roughly a fifth of the
entire group's profit for the
previous year.

One speciality was selling

put and call options on the
Nikkei, an instrument known
as a straddle which bets
against the volatility of the
market
During 1994. the markets per-

formed reasonably well for

Leeson, with the Nikkei con-

tracts staying within a narrow
range.

But in early 1995, the combi-
nation of the Kobe earthquake
and a turn in investor senti-

ment against Japanese mar-
kets drove the Nikkei sharply

down, resulting in huge losses

for Barings.

Soon the margin calls on
Leeson's contract had exceeded

Barings capital base of £540m
and the bank was forced to

cease trading.

Its employees were saved by
Internationale Nederlanden
Group, which bought Barings
and took on its losses for £1.

Metallgesellschaft: the Ger-
man industrial and chemicals

trading group, got caught out
in 1993, when the markets
turned against them on what
originally seemed a compara-
tively safe beL
The company sold petrol, die-

sel and heating oil and other
products to customers on fixed

price contracts up to 10 years

ahead. To protect itself against

price movements, it hedged the
full amount with futures and
over-the-counter swap con-
tracts.

Over the previous 10 years,

the market had mostly been in

backwardation, when spot
prices exceed near futures
prices, so hedging in short-
dated futures would produce
profits as each expiring con-

tract yielded more than it cost
The opposite to backwarda-

tion is a contango, when near
futures prices rise above spot
prices. This occurred in 1963

upsetting MG’s calculations.

Every $1 fall in the oil price

meant an extra S160m of mar-
gin payments. Rollover losses

approached $50m a month.
There was some controversy

over blame for the losses. After

the banks weighed In and
wound up the contracts, MG’s
derivatives dealers claimed
that eventually profits on the
delivery contracts would have
offset the trading losses.

But auditors Wollert-Ehnen-
dorff and ‘CL Treuarbeit. who
produced a bulky report on the
affair, said the losses were
caused by the size of the trad-

ing exposure and not by the
winding-up.

Eventually, banks, headed
by Deutsche and Dresdner
Bank, stepped In with a
DM3.4bn (S2.43bn at the time)
rescue in January last year.

The company has sold
assets, shed staff and cut costs

and in 1995 has rewon investor
favour, promising healthy prof-

its for the year.

Procter and Gamble: last

year. Procter and Gamble, the
US consumer products group,

was forced to take a $102m
after-tax charge in the first

quarter, after getting caught
short with highly leveraged
interest rate swaps as mone-
tary policy in Germany and the

US moved against them.

P&G had been using deriva-

tives instruments, such as
swaps, to cut the cost of its

borrowing and manage its

exposure to interest rate and
foreign exchange for years.

However, the company took
out two highly-leveraged swaps
contracts, designed by Bankers
Trust to allow PG to swap
fixed interest rate loans for

floating Interest rate loans, on
the assumption that US and
German interest rates would

stay low.
When interest rates rose

sharply. P&G lost money on
the contracts, which they have
since said were inconsistent
with the company’s internal
policy on the use of deriva-
tives.

P&G quickly turned on
Bankers Trust, claiming they
had been misled, and in the
latest development in what has
become the most acrimonious
of derivatives court cases. Sled
a complaint against Bankers
Trust under the US's anti-rack-

eteering legislation.

Hammersmith and Fulham:
the London local authority, ran
up huge losses on derivatives

contracts in the 1980s, as coun-
cillors and council workers
succumbed to the advice of
city brokers entering a com-
plex financial market they
barely understood.

When It emerged that the
contracts were unenforceable,

the House of Lords ruled that

local authorities did not have
the power to enter into swaps
contracts.

The London borough entered
the sterling Interest rate swaps
market on December 1. 1983.

Council finance officers had
visited the London Interna-

tional Financial Futures
Exchange where the idea of

using swaps to reduce the sen-

sitivity of the council's borrow-
ings to interest rate fluctua-

tions was explained to them.

An independent inquiry in

1991, however, showed that
such was the level of the user’s

understanding, that the leader

of the council and the finance

department were not clear

whether they were interested

in futures or options transac-

tions.

The council's activities in

the money markets Intensified

in May 1987 when it began to

become involved in swap
options and other complex
transactions, eventually total-

ling 550 transactions.

Despite the volume of con-

tracts and the size of the risk,

there was never any monitor-

ing system established to track

the performance and possible

dangers of their derivatives

business.

Eventually, the council got

caught out on interest rates

moving against the assump-
tions that lay behind their

swaps contracts.
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Picle a pair “Pick

Con fronting currency risk? No one offers more ways to meet

vour needs than the United Currency* Options Market

{UCOM). Take your pick from among 1 10 currency pairs and

your choice of any expiration dare (in a two-year period) that

matches your exposure. Whatever appeals to you — with a

bounty of easy-to-use Features, were growing Enter than

am* listed customized market in the world.

'Bountiful

UNITED CURRENCY OPTIONS MARKET'
PHILADELPHIA STOCK EXCHANGE

UCOM is the fruit of a deeply rooted tradition at the

Philadelphia Stock Exchange, where currency options were fiisr

cultivated — and where they’re most actively traded today.

Whether you're looking lor protection or growth, we've got an

option to match tout needs. A windfall ofchokes is there for the

taking. And more information is there for the asking.

Just pick up the phone.

Options*

1-800-926-UCOM or 215-496-1457
http://www.libcnyiier.org/-phlx

E-mail: phbt^libertynet.oq

In Europe, please call: 44-

1

71 -606-2341

Regulations by Laurie Morse

Codes of conduct abound
High-profile losses

this year have
prompted several

initiatives for

reform
High-profile losses linked to

derivatives transactions have
kept financial journalists busy
during the past 18 months, and
have left financial regulators

puzzling over how best to pro-

tect end-users of risk manage-
ment products, and how even
to protect derivatives dealers

Cram themselves.

Although none of the past

year’s high-profile derivatives

losses - Barings, Metallgesell-

schaft, or Orange County - has

resulted in a systemic crisis,

they have rekindled regulatory

interest in upgrading stan-

dards for derivatives supervi-

sion.

Furthermore, a landmark
fraud settlement in the US
involving derivatives dealer

Bankers Trust Securities and
Its client Gibson Greetings has
sent swaps traders and other

over-the-counter dealers in tai-

lored instruments scrambling
to write voluntary codes of

conduct to clarify the rules of

their rather obscure game.
A change in legislative cli-

mate in Washington, with the

new Republican Congress, has
headed off any additional legal

restrictions to derivatives trad-

ing in the US. At the same
time, established regulatory
agencies have taken the oppor-

tunity to expand their reach

into derivatives supervision

(

through disciplinary rulings.

The demise early this year of

the UK bank Barings in the

wake of unsupervised futures

dealings in Asia, and a similar

debacle last year that brought

German industrial giant
Metallgesellschaft to near
bankruptcy have prompted a
raft of international reform ini-

tiatives.

“Barings really made people

consider the whole area of sys-

temic risk,” notes Mary Schap-

iro, chairman of the Commod-
ity Futures Trading
Commission (CFTC), the US's

chief derivatives regulator.

The fact that both the Bar-

ings and Metallgesellschaft

losses were generated on
heavily-regulated exchanges
shook the complacency of trad-

ers. who have historically

believed the listed exchanges
are far less vulnerable to finan-

cial accident than loosely-regu-

lated over-the-counter deriva-

tives markets.

The Barings crisis has
inspired a Car more open dis-

cussion by derivatives regula-

tors around the world about

how better to share informa-

tion. and upgrade the quality of

supervision so that a similar

event might be detected before

it becomes a crisis. On the

same note, futures trading

firms are coming to toms with

the reality that differences in

bankruptcy laws worldwide
result in uneven protections

for customs: funds.

One of the most notable

supervisory undertakings to

follow the Raring* crisis has

been the Windsor Accord. At a

meeting ii^ the UK early this

summer, derivatives regulators

from several countries agreed

to work more closely together

see if the existing supervisory

framework could deal with a

$l00m default. The exercise,

CFTC officials said, exposed

some issues that bad not been

anticipated, and regulations

are being upgraded accord-

ingly.

US financial regulators and
exchanges are also construct-

ing some “trigger mecha-
nisms” that allow wider infor-

mation sharing between
agencies when a company’s

market position becomes large

in relation to its capital, or

when thqt position comprises a

significant percentage of open

trades in a particular market.

Those same triggers will be

presented next year to interna-

tional regulators, to see if they

would be useful globally.
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to monitor large market expo-

sures by companies that oper-

ate in multiple jurisdictions; to

co-ordinate regulatory actions

when necessary; to make
clearer what happens in each
Jurisdiction in the case of a

trading firm default; and to

strive to improve domestic
supervision where possible.

“We’ve seen a lot of progress

in a number of countries,

including Japan, on these ini-

tiatives,” Ms Schapiro said.

Singapore monetary authori-

ties are about to issue deriva-

tives recommendations, and
the Singapore futures
exchange, Slmex. recently
announced a spate of supervi-

sion and enforcement
upgrades.

Ms Schapiro's own agency,

the CFTC, has upgraded its

enforcement staff this year,

has received an increase in
funding that will be Tunneled

primarily into enforcement
actions, and, in an interesting

exercise, has conducted “fire

drills” at the. nation's three

largest futures exchanges to

The Barings crisis also

pushed forward an informa-

tion-sharing agreement
between the clearing arms of

19 US securities and futures

exchanges, an initiative that

over the long run could serve

as an early-warning system in

the event of a potential large

default Members of the Uni-

fied Clearing Group, as it is

ration are optimistic that simi-

lar information-sharing
arrangements will eventually

be possible across borders.

Meanwhile, the over-the-

counter derivatives markets
have not escaped controversy,

and, similarly, have been
swept into a frenzy of volun-

tary actions in the wake of the

US Federal Reserve's adminis-

trative agreement with Bank-
ers Trust Securities.

In its landmark decision
against Bankers Trust last

November, the Fed found that

the securities firm had lied to

its client, Gibson Greetings
Corporation, failed to disclose

essential risk information, and
betrayed its fiduciary responsi-

bilities to Us customer.

By Imposing a hefty fine and

requiring an outside pvalua -

tion of the company’s business

practices, the Fed inspired a

minor industry for derivatives

lawyers intent on protecting

dealers from similar liability.

“The Fed’s [administrative!

agreement with Bankers Trust

was so extensive and intrusive

that it tested the theoretical

upward boundary in terms of

sales practices," says Henr>T:^>*-'

Hu, a law professor and deriva- -!

tives specialist at the Universe

sity of Texas at Austin. "In r

terms of leveraged derivatives

transactions, which ts what it

dealt with, it set some pretty n
high standards of conduct.”

Interestingly, the Securities

and Exchange Commission this

summer also sanctioned Gib-

son Greetings for its dealings

with Bankers Trust, saying
that while the company may
have been a victim of fraud,

that did not excuse corporate

management from the respon-

sibility of understanding the
risk inherent in its Treasury
operations.

In direct response to the
Bankers Trust/Gibson case,

over-the-counter derivatives

dealers cobbled together an
extensive document of volun-

tary conduct guidelines.

Dubbed Principles and Prac-

tices for Wholesale Financial
Market Transactions, the code
has been criticised for Its bias

toward the dealer community
and its assumption that dealers

and end-users enter trades ou
equal footing as counter-
parties.

Essentially, the dealer group
which drafted the guidelines

wanted an iron-clad protection

from a client returning after a
losing trade and saying it had
been put in an unsuitable

transaction. Principles and
Practices recommends Its sub-

scribers agree in writing,

ahead of a trade, if one
counterparty feels it Is relying

solely on the other for informa-

tion or advice.

The guidelines have alarmed
some end-users, and the

National Association of State

Treasurers In the US has
warned its members that by
doing business with a company
that uses the voluntary pact

they may be waiving valuable

legal rights.

US end-users are looking

more favourably toward a new
set of derivatives guidelines

now in the draft stage In theA -

UK. sponsored by London's^ •

Futures and Options Assoda
tion. -l

Futures and options exchanges: by Emma Davey

Slow but steady convergence
The OTC and the
exchange-traded
markets are now
coming together

under one umbrella

It was not so long ago that
exchange-traded futures and
options were seen as a very
distinct market from deriva-

tives. the latter being viewed
as the over-the-counter, more
complex and highbrow sector

of which few had any under-
standing outside the confines

of bank dealing rooms.
AD that has changed. Now

the two come under one
umbrella and the convergence
between the over-the-counter
derivatives and the exchange-
traded market continues at a
slow but steady pace.

From the point of view of

exchanges, the start of the
decade caused many to be con-
cerned that the burgeoning
business done in swaps and
OTC options would deprive
them of potential business.
Moreover, there was a great
deal of cynicism and defensive
talk from exchanges describing

OTC derivatives as a shadowy
world of unregulated activity

with no watchdog to answer to.

As it became clearer that,
rather than swallowing op
exchange business, the OTC
sector was growing at equal
pace and indeed contributing
strongly to such markets as
Chicago Mercantile Exchange's
(CME) eurodollar futures and
options, exchanges have
changed tack. They are now
keen to offer market partici-

pants the flexibility of OTC
products with the security of
the exchange environment and
clearing house mechanism.
They are also embracing the
knock-on business from OTC
transactions which are largely
hedged on exchanges.
The first half of this decade

has already seen substantial
development in this respect. In
the currency sector, for exam-
ple. CME attempted to satisfy
the demands of the foreign
exchange derivatives market
with Us Rolling Spot products,

first launched in June 1993.
These were designed to reflect
the requirements of the foreign

exchange swaps market with
larger contract sizes and with-
out some of the burdens of
transacting in the OTC market

two-year T-note. CBoT also
allows the trading of exchange
for physicals on all its prod-
ucts.

Basis trading, or exchange
for physicals, are common
methods of trading by OTC
players. These allow the simul-
taneous purchase or sale of a
bond, for example, in the cash
market and offsetting purchase
or sale in the futures market
Now, the principle of basis
trading is being welcomed and
incorporated by others. Liffe in
London set up its Basis Trad-
ing Facility (BTF) on June 30
to enable traders to cross
trades in the bund futures and
cash market The move has
proved a success with an aver-
age of more than 2,500 bund
contracts traded through BTF
daily in October. In Germany,
Deutsche BOrse launched a
similar scheme for its bund
and bobl fbundesobligation)
futures on October 20.

On the same day as the
launch of BTF. Liffe also intro-
duced- Flex options on the
FT-SE 100 stock index. This,
too, was designed to meet the
requirements of the more
demanding institutional inves-
tor. Since Its launch on June 30
to the end of October, the
FT-SE 100 Flex option has
traded 5L509 contracts.

Liffe’s launch was just the
latest in a list of similar devel-
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The Philadelphia Stock
Exchange hag taken the notion

a step further with its United
Currency Options Market,
(Ucom). Ucom allows trading

in up to 110 currency pairs in a
more flexible structure than
previously existed. These
include the ngnni dollar, yon

and large European currencies

as well as some ones,

such as the Italian lira and
Spanish peseta, that are only
listed in Philadelphia. Joseph
Rizello, executive vice-presi-

dent of the exchange, predicts
that in the fixture more curren-
cies wfll be added to reflect the
growing interest in such areas
as eastern Europe and China.
Already. PHLX is setting up

a relationship with the Hong
Kong Futures Exchange to

trade Ucom products, a project

that should be undo- way in
the first quarter of next year.
HKFE, meanwhile, launched
its own currency products.
Rolling Forex, on November 3,

futures contracts on the
D-Mark and the yen.
Flexible is the key word

when it comes to exchange-
traded products replicating
OTC requirements. In the
interest rate sector, these are
seen an the Chicago Board of
Trade, where Flex (trademark)
options contracts can be traded
on the US T-bond. 10-year
T-note. five-year T-note and

opments by exchanges initi-

ated in Chicago. Flex (trade-

mark) is a proprietary name
belonging to the Chicago Board

Options Exchange (C80E), the

first exchange to introduce the

concept which allows partici-

pants trading exchange con-

tracts to set their own size and

delivery specifications. On
CBQE, Flex options an the S&P
100 and 500, and Rumen 2000

stock indices now account for

an average daily dollar value

of over 8164.5m. Other

exchanges will follow suit,

including Soffex in. Switzer-

land, which phna to introduce

a flexible option on its SMI

stock Index next year.

But it is not only in the prod-

uct development ' that

exchanges are able to service

the derivatives industry. As

concerns mount over counter-

party risk in derivatives,

exchanges are also looking at

how theymay lend their' exper-

tise in that area to the OTC^
sector. Already the Swedish-^

based OM exchange offers a

tailor-made clearing service for

swaps and other .OTC trades in

Stockholm and at its London

subsidiary OMLX, while in

Spain Meff fc awaiting regula-

tory approval t© provide clear-

ing for the Spanisb ewaps mar-

ket.

But talk from the OTC sector

itself suggests this is not the

level of assistance it requires

from exchanges. Rather, with

the growth in the amount of

swaps biminett now .
supported

by collateral,-' the industry is

looking to the expertise from
wchangn clearing houses In

the management of.that collat-

eral .Latest available figures

from the International Swaps
& Derivatives Association

OSDA) suggest that around

$&9hn of the current replace-

ment value of swaps (totalling

$77.9bu) is collateralised. ISDA
expects that level to grow.

It is with this in mind that

Chicago's futures exchanges.

CME and CBoT. have planned
their services for the OTC sec-

tor. CME has developed the

Swaps Depository Trust, whteh
is expected to be launched^
the second quarter of 19%.
while the Board of Trade Clear-

ing Corporation (BOTCCJ is

due to unveil its Hybrid Instru-

ments Transaction Service
(Hits) at around the same time.
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Matif
Alliances between markets: by Richard Lapper

Volumes drop
3 1 per cent
If 1995 has been an uncertain
year for brokers on the
world's derivatives

exchanges, It has been one of
at least equal volatility Tor
Matif, the French financial
futures exchange.
In line with many of its

competitor markets, the
volumes traded in Paris have
been down sharply on 1994.
Total volumes across all of its
products were down 31 per
cent during the 10 months to
the end or October, with
financial options down 40 per
cent and futures by 25 per
cent.

There was some
compensation from
commodities contracts, which
rose by 6 pa- cent in the wnip
period. On futures and
options, the market has been
boosted slightly since
September by market
uncertainties in the light of
France’s domestic political
problems. For the full year,
market officials estimate
average volumes are likely to
be about 25 per cent down on
1994.

But the apparent malaise is

something which Gdrard
Pfauwadel, chairman of
Matif. takes in his stride.

“1995 is not the best year we
have ever had," he says. “But
we are in a cycle and we were
more privileged in previous
years, so it is only fair."

Compared with the sharp
exchange and interest rate

fluctuations of 1994. 1995 has
been mucb calmer. He is

sceptical whether reaction to

Of all the political

international discussions
involving the Matif, none has
been more fundamental than
the meandering nature of
negotiations held between It

and the Deutsche
TenninbCrse (DTB), its

Frankfurt equivalent. Events
over the past tew months
have radically altered the
original plans.
The two bodies originally

signed an agreement in
December 1993. The ahn was
to bring the exchanges
together, initially by each
exchange offering for
electronic trading two of the
products of its counterpart
In September 1994. DTB

met its side of the bargain by
offering the German band
and medium-term bond to
traders based in Parts. In line

with the accord, Matif was to

select two products from a
shortlist of four which would
be reciprocally offered to
Frankfurt

Instead, there was
considerable debate and
controversy during the spring
and summer - not least with
voices raisedby the Matif
locals, who feared losing

tbeir market if the open
outcry system was displaced

by electronic trading.

It culminated in a
statement in April that the
agreement was being
subsumed into far broader
talks about co-operation

between the German and
French Stock orrhangwfi as
well as their derivatives

\
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Matif locals lava raised their voice* against electronic trading

the Barings crisis. Proctor &
Gamble and other cases

touching the problems with

derivatives, have had a

serious effect, but admits

:.**they haw not helped".

: Despite his apparent

.
Insouciance. Mr Pfauwadel

concedes that continued

lower levels of activity in the

tang term would inevitably

affect the Matif. which
derives its income from

commissions on the contracts

.it trades, and which is

committed to a number of

ambitious investment

projects.

- But far more important

fluctuations haw touched the

exchange in Paris from the

start of this year. In January,

“locals
1 ' - the negotiators

individuals dc parquet -

effectively went on strike for

about a week in a
demonstration about changes

to fees ami broader issues

concerning their link to

Matif.
. _ J

. However, Matif achieved a

significant victory in March

.when the UK Treasury finally

gave approval for the

organisation to become a

'Recognised investment

gjjgljange", mors than two

years after it had originally

;

applied. That may turn out to

he something of 3 hollow

victory, particularly given

that the European

investment services directive

-will make such recognition

obligatory once it is

implemented, which is

theoretically at the start of

next year.

markets. MrPfeuwadd is

keen to stress how history

has changed since the

original agreement At the
timp of the agreement, the

two national derivatives

exchanges were independent
Since then, the DTB has
become an integral part of

the Frankfurt stock

exchange.

Equally, the discussions

were taking place against a
backdrop of the possibility of

monetary union by 1997. This

summer, EU ministers at the

Cannes summit eased off

much of the pressure by

formally agreeing that the

union would take place at the

earliest in 1999.

Some observers believed

the exchanges' decision for a

much wider agreement was a

stalling action which would
scupper any plans far

eventual cooperation.

However, at the start of

November thB Paris and
Frankfurt combined
organisations announced an
outline accord.

In principle, the German
exchanges wOl provide the

technology tar electronic

trading on the Paris and

Frankfurt derivatives

markets, while the French

stock exchange will provide

the systems In both markets

for equities. A final decision

is to be made by the end of

March next year, after which

the choice of which
derivatives contracts will be

offered is due to follow.

A number of uncertainties

remain. Frankfurt is not yet

formally committed to using

the French system and is

considering alternatives,

opposition will also remain

to the shift towards

electronic trading of Matif,

and fears that this may
delocalise the market

But Mr Pfauwadel Is

Strategic global electronic connections
Links have recently

been forged between
several exchanges,
seeking to reach new
markets

Alliances between the world’s

futures and options markets
have become increasingly fash-
ionable, as exchanges step up
efforts to distribute products
more widely. The trend has
been highlighted by a number
of recent developments. Two
deals this year have connected
the London International
Financial Futures and Options
Exchange (LifFe) to markets in

other time zones.

Hus week, LifFe concluded
an agreement with the Tokyo
International Financial
Futures Exchange (Tiffe).

allowing it to trade Tiffe 's

three-month euroyen contract
in London when trading closes

for the day in Tokyo.
Earlier this year. Liffe and

the Chicago Board of Trade
(CBoT) announced a deal
allowing Liffe traders to deal

in the US exchange's Treasury
bond contracts in the London
morning. In turn. Chicago trad-

ers will deal in Liffe's bond
contracts after the London
dose. The deal is expected to

come into effect next year. If

successful, it will allow Liffe to

- market Its products more suc-

cessfully In the US, -and give

the CBoT improved access to

the European market
Separately, the electronic

link-up in the autumn of 1994

between France's Matif and
Germany's Deutsche B5rse
highlights the use of new com-
puter-based trading technolo-

gies. The exchanges have
agreed to trade a select num-
ber of products over a common
electronic network and are

now looking to expand the

agreement to cash equity mar-
kets.

In addition, there has been a
plethora of other connections.
European ami US exchanges
have made a number of initia-

tives to link up with smaller

hut rapidly growing Asian
exchanges, and a number of
the world’s commodity deriva-

tives exchanges are seeking
connections with the bigger
flnawrfai markets.

As well ss its link with the

CBoT and Tiffe, Liffe also has
links with Simex, the Singa-

pore exchange, which is

already tied to the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange (CME) in

one of the most successful
exchange link-ups.

Separately, both Liffe and
the CBoT are also involved in

talks with the London Com-
modity Exchange (LCE), which
simultaneously has discussed

merger with the New York Cof-

fee Sugar and Cocoa Exchange
and the International Petro-

leum Exchange.
The New York Mercantile

Exchange's tie-up with the
Sydney Futures Exchange will

allow Sydney brokers to trade

electronically Nymex’s oil and
natural gas contracts during
the Australian day, while the
Philadelphia Stock Exchange
has a link with the Hong Kong
Futures Exchange.
The connections are happen-

ing far a variety of reasons.

The world's largest investment
banks and securities houses -

which own and control a num-
ber of exchanges - are tending
to exert greater influence, and
demanding much greater
cooperation between the mar-
kets. These banks are increas-

ingly offering integrated global
services to their customers,
ranging from trading to settle-

ment and clearing activities.

With banks and investors tak-

ing an integrated approach to

financial markets, the tradi-

tional lines dividing different

kinds of commodity exchange
and financial markets are seen
as increasingly artificial

At the same time, with vol-

umes failing and costs rising,

dealers are becoming conscious
of the need to make economies.
The number of financial
futures and options contracts

sold in the first half of 1995

totalled 581.5m compared with
BQ2m in the same period last

year, for example. “The rates

are not looking as attractive as
they were," says Alex Copper,
director at Credit Lyonnaise
Rouse in London. “The major
players have all the infrastruc-

ture in place but are not oper-

ating at full capacity and want
to reduce costs," he says.

L
inks are also favoured
because of the rising con-
cern about the security

of the derivatives markets in

the wake of the collapse of Bar-
ings Bank in February. Investi-

gations Into the Barings deba-
cle have uncovered low levels

of co-operation between the
Osaka and Simex exchanges,
where the bank's lasses were
incurred. Initiatives by both
regulators and the exchanges
themselves following the disas-

ter have emphasised the impor-
tance of information sharing,

reinforcing the economic argu-
ments supporting arrange-
ments such as mutual offset

between clearing houses. One
example is that clearing
houses acting for 19 US
exchanges recently agreed to

exchange more information.

The move towards alliances

also reflects the maturity of

the domestic markets for finan-

cial derivatives, such as bond

futures and options. Over the

past 20 years, sales of the
world's biggest financial con-

tracts have grown. Since its

formation in 1982, Liffe has
enjoyed annual compound
growth of 50 per cent a year in

the volume of contracts traded.

But it is widely accepted
within the industry that
growth at this pace cannot con-

tinue. Philip Bruce, managing
director, strategic business
development at Liffe, says:

“The great period of contract

development of financial
futures is probably over."

Hie costs of marketing and
researching new products is

rising and the exchanges are

faced with an increasingly
expensive burden of regula-
tion, which is inhibiting their

ability or willingness to devote
scarce resources to product
development. Mr Cooper says
the "immediate product range
has been exhausted so product
sharing arrangements are in

the ascendant There is likely

to be a dearth of new products

until the markets of China and
Russia and eastern Europe
come on stream”.
As a result, exchanges are

eager to examine channels
through which they can sell

more of their existing products
or earn a commission by sell-

ing products listed by other
exebanges. “In the past.

exchange members saw reve-

nues and profits being gener-

ated by the development of

new products," says Mr Bruce.

“Now that new product devel-

opment has dropped off,

exchange members and the

exchanges themselves are

looking to grow through wider

distribution,"

In addition, the alliances,

reflect an intensification of

competition between
exchanges. In Europe, Liffe

and Germany's DTB have bat-

tled for control of the conti-

nent's biggest bond futures

contract So far, Liffe has been

successful, retaining a market
share of some 70 per cent, but

the commercial battle could

begin to assume another
dimension as the exchanges'
respective alliances develop.

Liffe's own strategic initiatives

- linking it with exchanges in

two different time zones - was
launched following its decision

to reject participation In

Globes.

Increasingly, different trad-

ing philosophies are influenc-

ing alliances, too. “People now
accept that there is competi-

tion between exchanges - pre-

viously they didn't think in

those terms. Thus reflects a
more hard-headed commercial
approach." says Ruben Lee, the

director of the Oxford Finance

Group.
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Equity derivatives by Henry Harington Credit derivatives; by Antonia Sharpe

Vanilla the flavour of the times Latest tool to manage risks
Retail investors are
using equity
derivatives in larger
amounts than ever
before
The market for equity
derivatives bas become a

forum for apparent paradoxes.
Public hostility to the dangers
of derivatives, highlighted in

such events as the Barings col-

lapse, has been matched by an
explosion in the sales of retail

equity derivative products.

Derivatives houses, trying to

drum up demand for their
products for asset allocation

and hedging, are, at the same
time, cautioning about invest-

ment in equity derivatives as a
separate asset class.

And among professional
investors, a growing sophisti-

cation and understanding of
derivatives, rather than
encouraging the use of more
complex instruments, has seen

users go “back to bastes" seek-

ing “plain vanilla" products.
Ricardo Pascoe, managing

director and head of interna-

tional equities at Bankers
Trust International in London,
says: "There has never been
such an awareness among the

public about derivatives, and
people are viewing derivatives

in a negative sense. Yet, at the

same time retail investors are

using equity derivatives in

larger amounts than ever 1

before. The same person reads

the paper in the morning and
says they should outlaw deriv-

atives, then, at lunch time,

might go aver to his building

society and buy a Footsie-

linked note. It is such a para-

dox." He adds: "There has been
tremendous growth Tor us in

the retail derivatives market. It

is a small percentage of our
overall business - 10 per cent

to 15 per cent - but we can see

it growing to a third of our
derivatives business in the
future."

In the institutional level,

Patrick Whalen, managing
director in charge of equity

derivatives at Morgan Stanley

in London, says in the “equifi-

cation” of Europe, the switch

from debt securities to equi-

ties, he detects a growing use

of equity futures contracts in

restructuring, transition of

portfolios and changes in asset

Reasons institutions use equity derivatives

allocation. "The growth in

equity markets is really going

to come in through the equity
derivative products." he main-

tains.

And a survey of institutional

investors by Greenwich Associ-

ates confirms that the use of

equity' derivatives is growing.
The Greenwich. Connecticut-
based consultants found that

not only has trading grown by
20 per cent over the past year,

but the number of users has
grown by the same amount
Greenwich Associates found

that institutions using equity

derivatives for investment pur-

poses has declined considera-

bly.

However, their use for

enhancing returns, locking in

gains, for example at the year

end, and gaining international

exposure (such as entering
restricted emerging markets;
all rose significantly.

Mr Whalen stresses that the

use of equity derivatives as a
tool to help execute investment

strategies should not he con-

fused with investment in

Equity derivatives

Total trading volume In the US
OTC SiiObn

Listed $230bn
Based on 114 inpondfrg accounts

Sauce: Grsarwtdh Associates -

equity derivatives as a sepa-

rate asset class.

“The concept of an equity
derivatives sales person to me
is a bit in error because, for

the most part, these are Imple-

mentation tools: it is a way of

doing your business better,

they are for risk management,
efficient execution and better

implementation. They are not
necessarily a separate asset
class," he says.

That said. Bankers Trust put
their faith in an employee
stock ownership scheme (Esop)

which it devised in 1993 that

uses equity derivatives to engi-

neer asset ownership, in spite

of fruitless government
attempts to sell the idea of

share ownership in privatised

companies to employees.
Employees may be reluctant

to take up offers of, often
heavily discounted, shares
when the companies they work
for are privatised.

Besides lacking the funds,

they may fear what Bankers
Trust's Mr Pascoe calls “the

double jeopardy issue". “Imag-

ine that you buy shares in the

company you work for with a
large proportion of your per-

sonal savings. If the company
ends up having trouble it is

possible that you might lose

your position and your
savings."

During the privatisation of

Rhone-Poulenc. the French
Treasury's 20 per cent discount

on shares offered to employees

was widely accepted.

Bankers Trust proposed that

instead of dropping the price of

the shares, which still exposed

the purchasers to potential loss

if the market fell, the discount

could be used to buy a hedge
with the risk transferred to

Bankers Trust
Bankers Trust put a floor

under the share price. Tbs pro-
tection of the capital, guaran-
teed by Bankers Trust meant
the shares could be used as
collateral fra* a loan.

Mr Pascoe explains: "The
employee would pay for one
share. Bankers Trust guaran-
teed that he would get his
money back on that one share
as well as on nine additional
shares. We arranged for a
French bank to tend hh^
money to buy the other

shares. Again Bankers Trust
guaranteed that the value of

the shares would be enough to

repay loan. This meant the
French bank did not have to

investigate the creditworthi-

ness of each individual."

The cost to the employee was
surrendering any increase in
the market value on four of the
10 shares. "They end up buying
one and getting the economic
upside of six, 60 per cent of the
upside of 10 and no downside,"

Mr Pascoe says.

Esops have been used suc-

cessfully in other privatisa-

tions in France. Mr Pascoe
does not see their use confined
to privatisations but with some
S200bn worth of privatisations

due over in the next five years
worldwide there is potential

Despite the obvious benefits

of such a scheme to the end
users there are those in the

derivatives business who admit
privately that the derivatives

industry went through a period
where it was driven by product
creation rather than by inves-

tor need.

It is something of an Irony

that now that derivatives

houses are making earnest
efforts to educate end users,

those benefiting from the edu-

cation are going "back to

basics".

David Baker, director, equity

derivatives Soctete GCnferale in

London, says: "In the market
for over-the-counter (OTC)
structured products we are see-

ing the need for simpler prod-

ucts. The demand for some-
thing with bells and whistles

has become smaller. When peo-

ple do these trades they tend to

be less complicated. People
realise that you can have the

same economic effect through

a simpler overlay of options so
there is no need to use compli-

cated options."

We cannot give you one

reason why you should trade

futures at Lind-Waldock...

But we have managed to narrow it down to seven.

Security. Lind-Waldock has been serving

futures traders since 1965. We are clear-

ing members of all major U.S. futures

exchanges, with nearly $500,000,000 in

customer deposits.

Commissions. £5- £25 per round turn,

including clearing fees. You'll save

50-70% over the rates charged by full-

price firms.

Order execution. We are often able to

execute your order and confirm your fill

in one telephone call. Nearly two-thirds

of our customers rate our fill quality as

“better” or “much better” than other

firms where they've traded.

Easy-to-read, accurate and timely daily

and monthly account statements. Daily

statements also available via facsimile.

24-honr service. You can place an order,

get a quote, or get information on your

account 24 hours every trading day.

Trading support You get a full range of

trading information and support- free

charts, newsletters, telephone “hot-

lines,” and more.

Service “extras,” like call-free telephone

lines and our exclusive Traders’ Catalog,

featuring over 100 products for traders.

Find out for yourself

why Lind-Waldock is

the number-one

choice of indepen-

dent futures traders

worldwide. Telephone

or write today 1
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This product is

heading for the same
degree of growth as

interest-rate

derivatives

As growth in the derivatives

market slows and competition

becomes mare intense, banks
are under pressure to develop

new products to stay ahead of

their rivals. Over the past 12 to

IS months, one of the latest

innovations attracting atten-

tion is credit derivatives.

The origins of credit deriva-

tives lie with the banks them-

selves, which devised them as

a tool to manage their own
credit risks. It has been a logi-

cal step to market the products

to their clients.

Martin Kannengieser.
vice-president in credit deriva-

tives at Credit Suisse Financial

Products In London, says that

although credit derivatives

encompass a wide variety of

products, the most viable has

been the credit default option.

This option protects the

buyer against the default of a
specific corporate or sovereign

credit or credits. The life of the

option can be for one month or

for io years, though the aver-

age maturity is usually
between three and five years.

Far example, such an option

might be taken out by a com-
pany which expects to be paid

£20m in three years’ time when
it completes a project in a for-

eign country. However, since

the country in question a
patchy record on payments it

wants Insurance in the event

of a default

The company taking out the

option will pay an «nnnai or

semi-annual payment to the

bank which has structured the

option. In the event of a
Hpfanit, or a breach of other

criteria agreed at the start of

the option, the company will

receive a payment
The bank arranging the

option will use outstanding
bonds issued by the country

concerned as a benchmark for

setting the payment which will

be made by the company. How-
ever, since the bank wifi be
hedging its own position by
issuing bonds of a similar

amomit to investors, the com-
pany will have to pay a. pre-

mium to the yield an the out-

standing bonds to attract

buyers for the bonds .backing

the transaction.

In the event of a default,

there are various ways in
which a payment can be made.
Mr Kannengieser says some
contracts lead to a payment of

100 per cent of the notional

amount though the cost of
such an option wifi be higher
than one which pays out only

70 per cent, for example
Another structure which is

often used is based on the post-

default reference price of a ref-

erence security, and the payout
would be equal to the differ-

ence between par and the refer-

ence price. This type of option

is usually cheaper thao^an
option with a fixed payout

Matin Kannengieser: the most viable product has been the credit default option

It is also possible for the
buyer of the option to give the

bank the rights to the contract

so that it can recover monies
through the courts. Such an
agreement would also lower

the cost of the option.

In the gw* of hanks raring-

the options as a risk manage-
ment tool, Mr Kannengieser
says one of the main benefits

of the product Is that it allows

banks to stay within their

internal credit limits for spe-

cific countries, counterparties
and credit ratings.

Latin America or other

emerging markets usually

spring to mind when bankers
talk about excessive credit

exposure and many transac-

tions using credit derivatives

are aimed atsuch credits. How-
ever, they can also be applied

to loans made to borrowers
which are generally thought
unlikely to default

“Credit derivatives can be
nsed to help banks purchase
credit lines,” says Mr Kannen-
gieser. For example, if a bank
has reached the credit limit set

internally for a UK or a Bel-

gian company, it would not be
able to make fresh loans or
other derivative transactions.

By denying its client it could

put their banking relationship

at risk.

To get round this problem,
the bank can take out an
option protecting itself against

a possible default by the bor-

rower, which has the end
result of freeing a new line of

credit

Credit derivatives can also

be used to help banks use
credit lines which are not
taken up by clients due to the

lack of a relationship. It is

quite usual that banks' credit

fines are mare diversified than
their credit exposure.

For example, a German bank
might have heavy exposure to

German companies but very
little to French companies
despite having credit fines in

place to lend to such borrow-

ers. It can take out an option

which would give it the eco-

nomic dfect of larding to a
French, company. Similarly, if

a bank feels that too many of

Its loans have tire flame matu-
rity, it can use credit deriva-

tives to create a maturity pro-

file which is more balanced.

It is believed that the decline

in the quality of the Japanese
banking system has led several

international lending Institu-

tions to consider credit deriva-

tives as a way to reduce their

exposure to Japan.

Although credit derivatives

are a relatively new product,

the profit margins on them are
already being eroded by the
stiff competition among banks.
In addition, banks are in com-
petition with insurance compa-
nies which offer credit insur-

ance and with government
export agencies which effec-

tively guarantee most of the

payment due on a specific proj-

ect
Nevertheless, banks are keen

to participate in this market

because of its potential to

grow. Dipak Rastogi, head of

global derivatives at Citicorp,

says the inefficiency of pricing

credit - because lending insti-

tutions have differing views on
the same credit - makes this a
perfect area for derivatives.

"Credit is a large risk in

every economy since each com-

mercial transaction has a

credit component unless it is

settled by cash." he says.

The notional amount of

credit derivative transactions

ranges between $5m and S20m
because of the specific nature

of the market Virtually all the

products are designed for end-

users so there is no meaningful
trading or liquidity. a*

"It Is a very customised mar-
ket but terms are becoming
standardised." says Pat Britt,

head of structured swaps at

Prebon Yamane. an American
inter-dealer broker which spe-

cialises in derivative products.

However, in the same way
that interest-rate derivatives

have grown over the last

decade from a niche market to

a huge trading market all the

signs are that credit deriva-

tives are heading in the same
direction. "In one year we will

have made a quantum leap."

says Mr Britt

Currency options: by Graham Bowiey

New breed of exotics thrives
Volatility has made
it necessary
for banks to

develop more
creative ideas

Events on the foreign currency
pvrharigg; year have com-
bined to trigger rapid growth
in the “exotic" over-the-

counter currency options mar-
ket
The US dollar’s rapid decline

to new post-war lows against

the Japanese yen earlier this

year and the tensions in Sep-
tember surrounding Europe’s
progress towards a single cur-

rency. were among the main
reasons why users turned to

more sophisticated currency
options products for greater
protection against increased
uncertainty and volatility on
the currency markets.
While the use of standard

"vanilla" products bas contin-

ued to grow steadily, the
greater flexibility and ease of
use of exotic options, which'
are tailored more closely to
customers’ needs than, the
standard over-the-counter
products, has meant that
vanilla products have been out-

stripped by exotics.

And events have been so dra-
matic that this year has seen
especially rapid growth in a
new breed of mare structured
exotic Instruments which com-
bine exotic options as well as
vanilla or cash instruments.
"Volatility has created the

need for banks to come up
with more creative and tai-

lored ideas," said Sara Sul-
livan. head of foreign exchange
options marketing for Europe
at Chase Manhattan Bank in
London. "Demand from cus-
tomers has been much stron-

ger this year for exotic options
- they are looking for alterna-

tive and cheaper solutions for

coping with uncertainty and
volatility,” she said.

The first currency options
were traded In the US in
December 1982. Their use grew
throughout the 1980s, largely

because of the greater flexibil-

ity they offered compared with
the underlying cash markets.
For the first few years stan-

dard over-the-counter vanilla

options were used almost
exclusively. Bat by the end of
the 1980s users started to turn
to the mare exotic options. The
use of exotics accelerated rap-
idly in the early 1990s, helped
not leastby events such as the
1992 and 1993 crises in the
European exchange rate mech-
anism, which triggered enor-
mous volatility in currency
markets. On some estimates,
exotic currency options now
account for between 10-15 per
cent of overall OTC currency
options trade.

Some of the most popnlar
exotic options used include:

Average rate options, the
settlement of which involve an
average exchange rate rather
than a single spot rate;

Barriers, which have
become especially widely used;

Binary or digital options,
which Involves discontinuous
pay-outs; and

Basket options which collect
together a number of curren-
cies Into one basket and which
rely on correlation between
put and call currencies.
Barrier options have become

an especially popular tool for
managing foreign exchange
risk. They now account, on
some estimates, for around 10
per cent of all currency option
business. This growing interest
in barriers contrasts with fall-
ing demand for aggressively
leveraged products.
There are four basic types of

barrier options - rail* and

puts, each with either a knock-
out or knock-in feature.

A knock-in barrier option
pays nothing at expiry unless
it is first "activated" as a
result of the underlying
exchange rate reaching a cer-
tain predetermined level (the
barrier). A knock-out option,
on the other hand, begins life

as a standard option but is

“killed off” If the underlying
exchange rate touches the bar-
rier. Because Of their uncertain
life, barrier options are gener-
ally much cheaper than con-
ventional options.

But the move to even more
highly structured products thin

year has seen fire increasing
use of new types of hedging
and trading instruments.
One of the most popular has

been the so-called "forward
extra”, which is used to hedge
underlying cash exposures. It

is a combination of a vanilla
Option and a reverse knock-in
barrier option. Another is the
“range binary”, which is a
derivative of the binary option
family and which is generally
used as a trading instrument,
although it can also have hedg-
ing applications when used
with an option.
John Wareham, head of

global foreign exchange mar-
keting at Merrill Lynch in Lon-
don, agrees with the view that
the currency options market is
now characterised by Increas-
ing complexity.
He thinks that trading vol-

umes overall reached a peak
two years ago. while specula-
tion on the rise or fall of the
yen this year has led to some
extremely large options trades
that have had a profound
impact on the underlying cash
market, activity overall has
declined in the absence of
events as cataclysmic as the
ERM crises.

In addition, profitability of

LhJuunr
iWth in
>le haw
looked

the more exotic options bas
declined as the technology
underlying them has become
more widely available and
more banks have been able to

offer the new products to cus-

tomers. Those instruments
considered “exotic” only a few
years ago have in time become
standard "vanilla" products,

freely available in liquid sec-

ondary markets.
But this decline in profitabil-

ity and the lack of growth
the market as a whole
meant that banks have
to Increasingly complicated
products, which offer custom-
ers even more precise hedges,
as a means of boosting their

business.

“There has been a general

rise in the level of complexity
but it is becoming increasingly

difficult to take It any further,"

Mr Warebam said.

For Mr Wareham, perhaps
the most important innovation
over the past 12 months has
been the introduction of exotic

options tied to emerging mar-
ket currencies.

While the first currency
options were traded on
exchanges, most of the subse-

quent growth in the market
since the early 1980s has been
in over-the-counter products -

to such an extent that the OTC
market now eclipses the
exchange traded market
There has. however, been

attempts recently to breathe
new life into the trading of cur-

rency options on exchanges.
Last year, the Philadelphia
Stock Exchange, the world’s
largest currency options
exchange, began its UnjJjd
Currency Options Market to an
attempt to bring together the

benefits of listed exchange
trading with the advantages of

over-the-counter products,
which are customised to meet

a user’s particular needs.
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CASE STUDY

Step closer to becoming
a well-rounded market
The now Kuala Lumpur
Options and Financial
Futures Exchange (Kloffe), to

bo launched next mouth, 'will

hruiir Malaysia a step closer

im jis ambition or becoming a
loading financial centre in
south-east Asia.

L'ndauuted by the Barings
debacle in neighbouring
Singapore earlier this year
and the bad press and law
suits surrounding derivatives

worldwide. Malaysia is

pressing ahead, hoping that

the long-planned derivatives

exchange will boost the

appeal or Malaysia's markets
and attract more
international investors.

“Malaysia has seen the
growth in the derivatives

markets in other parts of the

world and the substantial

development of its own
capital markets, and decided

ii needed a derivatives

industry to be a well-rounded

market." says John Duggan.
K Ioffe's chief operating

officer. The exchange will

open with a futures contract

on the Kuala Lumpur Stock

Exchange's Composite Index
of 100 capital-weighted stocks,

followed next year by equity

options.

“Having stock index

futures, options on the index
and options on individual

stocks will increase liquidity

of the cash market and allow

investors to manage their

portfolios and their risks

better." says Khairil Anuar
Abdullah, a director at

Malaysia's Securities

Commission, which, together

with the finance ministry,

regulates and supervises the

exchange. "Currently, the

only way 3 fund manager can
reduce his exposure is to sell

his holdings. In the future,

derivatives will allow him to

go in and out of the market
without selling the

underlying shares."

Separately, the Malaysia
Monetary Exchange <MME>
will start trading with a
three-month interest rate

future based on the

three-month Kuala Lumpur
inter-bank offered rate. The
exchange also plans to launch
currency options.

Trading on Kloffe will be
screen-based while

open-outcry will be used on
the MME. idoffe's trading

system is based on that of the
German futures exchange
DTB. This system is also used
by Soffex. the Swiss
derivatives exchange. "It has
a strong track record." says
Mr Duggan. Both exchanges
will share one clearing house
which they jointly own. the

Malaysian Derivatives

Clearing House.
"This brings risk

management into a single

arena and will allow the

exchanges to get a better

picture of participants' risk

exposure." says Mr Duggan.

"The Barings incident

highlighted the importance of

cross-exchange
communication." Moreover,
he says, having only one
clearing centre represents

cost savings for members who
will not have to set up
separate clearing

infrastructures and financial

guarantees.

For the sake of greater

transparency, however,
members will be required to

run separate trading accounts
for their own and their

clients' positions. "The
segregation of house accounts
and client accounts will

prevent the co-mingling of

different clients' positions and

Kuala Lumpur new exchange set

to open next month

bring additional protection to

the market,” says Mr Duggan.
Kloffe certainly has a lot of

things in its favour. For one.

Malaysia's seven years of

economic growth above 8 per

cent have fuelled the

explosive expansion of a
liquid, diversified stock

market - the region's largest

In terms of capitalisation.

Moreover, Malaysia's

prospects to become a

regional financial centre have
been boosted by a package of

wide-ranging capital market
reforms, announced by the

government in June and
aimed at attracting more
foreign participants.

“Billions of dollars are
looking for a home in

south-east Asia." says Mr
Duggan. “MME and Kloffe

will allow easier entry for

newcomers, and more
flexibility for those who are

already active on the KLSE.”
Moreover, “Kloffe will be

unique in that it will be the

only futures exchange in the

Association of South East

Asian Nations (Asean) to list

an index based on
home-grown products, rather

than another country's

securities." says Lee Slang
Chin, managing director of

Arab-Malaysian Securities.

the securities arm of

Malaysia's largest merchant
banking group.
Singapore's Simex. for

instance, lists derivatives on
the Japanese Nikkei stock
index and foreign currencies,

but does not trade derivatives

based on the Singapore dollar

or stock index.

Mr Lee expects the creation

of Kloffe to boost volume in

the underlying stock market.
In the absence of a stock

index future, several offshore

US banks currently trade

baskets of stocks on the KLSE
in over-the-counter dealings.

“If we can bring that business
on-shore and on to an official

exchange, overall volume
should increase."

There is even talk that

Kloffe could develop an
Asean-lndex future, based on
a composite of its neighbours'
stock markets, or a “HalaT
inrjey containing only the
shares of Islamically-correct

companies. However, “all that

Is a long way off - we have to

learn to walk before we can
run." says a Kuala Lumpur
banker.

initially, a large number of

trades on Kloffe are expected
to come from retail investors

taking a gamble on the stock
market, attracted by the

additional leverage and lower
cost outlay of derivatives over
cash shares.

“Because of the huge retail

penetration of the underlying

market, retail could initially

make up about two-thirds of

volume." says Mr Duggan.
“But that will probably shift

to the more traditional

one-third retail, two-thirds

institutional balance as retail

investors learn that

derivatives can be a risky

business and iostitutionals

get more involved In the

product”
Some speculative trading

could also come from
proprietary traders at

International investment
banks, as well as US-based
hedge funds and commodity
trading advisers, or CTAs.
"Speculation per se isn’t

bad - it adds liquidity,” says

Mr Khairil at the Securities

Commission. “If I might
paraphrase Keynes: A few
bubbles of speculation in a
stream of enterprise is to be
expected, but not the other

way round.”

While more widespread

hedging of cash positions with
derivatives could reduce the

trading risks of individual

market participants, the

volatility of the underlying

stock market is unlikely to be
significantly dampened by the

introduction of the

derivatives exchanges.

Conner Middelmann

Commodities: by James Harding

Farmers face challenge of futures
The pioneers of
derivatives are slow
to take up the
instruments
available today
Farmers are a paradoxical
bunch. Renowned for being
conservative and averse to
change, they work in the riski-

est business of all, one that
relies on the unpredictable
forces of nature.

That combination, cautious
instincts in the face of natural
risks, made farmers the first

users of derivatives.

The tulip bulb bloom in Hol-

land in the 17th century
prompted farmers and traders

to use options to cope with the
volatile markets. More exten-

sively after the 1870s, US cere-

als farmers developed futures

contracts.

In recent years, the appeal of

agricultural derivatives should
have grown further.

Contracts have been adapted
to fanners' needs, just as vola-

tile grain prices and currency
movements have made insur-

ance more necessary; they
have become more available in

exchanges around the world;
and they have become increas-

ingly popular with govern-

ments keen to reduce expen-

sive and cumbersome price

support programmes.
But even though farmers

were the original frontiersmen

of derivatives development,
their dogged conservatism has

made them slow to take up the

increasingly sophisticated

Instruments available today.

Futures and options trading
Tor the agricultural com-
modities from the developed
world is at the fringes of the

soft commodities markets,
dominated by tropical goods,
like coffee, cocoa and sugar.

Agricultural futures analysts

suggest that this will have to

change. Bob Moore, agricul-

tural futures manager at Reveo
Overseas, says volatile grain
markets, whether because of

low stocks, exposure to cur-

rency movements or political

interference, will force fanners
with decreasing government
support to take out some kind
of hedge.
“Any farmer who has seen

the price movements we have
in the last few years and does
not consider some form of

options trading is living in the

dark ages," be says, suggesting

that “in the coming years, the

options premium will be

charged to a farmer's costs

rather like seed, fertiliser or

machinery today.”

Futures contracts offer farm-

ers a pretty effective hedge
against crop failure.

Contracts mirror the actual

performance of a fanner's crop,

generally rising in value as the

spot price fan* »nd vice versa.

When the real and futures

price are taken together, the

farmer neither wins nor loses

- provided he has matched the

size of the two deals exactly.

Such use of futures con-

tracts, or alternatively options,

which for a small premium
give the right to sell at an
agreed price, offer insurance.

By taking out contracts

smaller or bigger than the

farmer's underlying business,

he ran take on- risk - only

partly insuring his crop or

speculating in futures dealing.

Whether farmers seek pro-

tection or opportunities for

speculation, there are more
contracts to choose from and
more places to trade.

A1though the experimental
phase in commodities con-

tracts may have peaked in the

early 1990s, there are still new
products coming out regularly.

In September, the world’s

first citrus futures market

opened in Valencia, giving the

farmers of Spain's annual 5m
tonnes of citrus fruit a chance

to hedge against movements in

the Spanish Navel-Navellna

orange markeL
Earlier this year, the Chi-

cago Board of Trade launched

the Cora Yield Insurance

Future, a risk management
tool for formers, grain han-

dlers, and exporters who are

vulnerable not Just to fluctua-

tions of commodity prices, but
ai«n to the size of the crop.

Agricultural commodities
ni»n look set to become avail-

able in more markets around

the workL
Micbael Hofmann, chief

operations officer of the Deut-

sche BOrse, said that “agricul-

tural subsidies have been foil-

ing away for a number of years

now, and it’s beginning to

really have an impact because

there’s no other mechanism to

offset risk”. Reforms to the

Common Agricultural Policy.

awvM ipting financial support to

formers from production and
leaving them with little or no
price protection, is fuelling

expectations that more Euro-

pean farmers, futures and
options laggards In comparison

with north American formers,

will deal in derivatives.

At the London Commodity
Exchange, where dealing in
tropical commodities dwarfs

business in the wheat contract,

Anthony Rucker, director of

operations, says: “The changes
to the CAP have removed the

certainty of a floor price, creat-

ing more need for people to

hedge.”
In Canada, the government's

efforts to reduce the burden of

form payments and at the
same time offer & means of
price protection has resulted in

a pilot programme in cattle

futures, effectively passing the

responsibility of price insur-

ance for its beef farmers on to

the derivatives markets.
And yet, whatever the merits

of improved, former-specific
contracts, increasingly avail-

able worldwide and on offer

with the government's bless-

ing, derivatives dealing Is

something farmers will only
undertake reluctantly.

The very slow growth in the
LCE’s grain contracts has led

tropicals traders to dismiss UK
formers' interest in futures and
options. But enthusiastic LCE
traders argue that “formers
have always tended to hold on
to the product for too long, not
really seeming to understand
the principles of the market”.

M Emerging markets: by Laurie Morse

Flow of capital slows
In the wake of the
Mexican crisis,

strategies have
become more
conservative

The crisis in the Mexican
economy and the ensuing vola-

tility of the peso and Mexican
stock market shocked emerg-
ing market investors to such
an extent that the flow of capi-

tal from developed economies
into emerging markets during

the past year has slowed signif-

icantly.

Foreign equity investment
by developed countries in

emerging markets dropped to

$39.9bn in 1994, according to a
recent report by Baring Securi-

ties. down dramatically from
the 1993 record of $62.4bn.

That trend also flattened

interest In emerging market
derivatives, although Mexico's

economic crisis did underscore

the value of sophisticated risk

management to investors who
are committed to diversified

global portfolios.

Derivatives, be they over-the-

counter or listed as futures and
options contracts on a formal

exchange, are designed to help

money managers separate deci-

sions about funding - interest

rates, loan duration, and the
like - from decisions about
risk management, which
involve issues like currency
and political stability and
credit quality.

In emerging markets, these

Instruments allow traders and
investors to alternatively spec-

ulate on, or hedge, credit,

interest rate, and foreign

exchange risks.

In developed economies the

use of derivatives is fairly

sophisticated, with corpora-

tions and fund managers rou-

tinely swapping debt and other
financial obligations to match
investment goals. In develop-

ing countries, however, liquid-

ity in these instruments is

thin and clearing and settle-

ment procedures are not yet up
to international standards.

Thus, says Daniel Sivolella,

co-head of J P Morgan's global

emerging markets derivatives

group, “emerging markets
derivatives are very much a
credit play”. In other words,
traders in these arenas are tak-

ing positions as much on the

prospect of debt repayment, for

example, as on the direction of
interest rates.

In the wake of the Mexican
reversal, traders say deriva-

tives trading strategies within

Latin America, still the largest

source of emerging market
debt, have become more con-

servative. Two years ago the

most popular derivatives play

in Latin countries was a highly

leveraged transaction that
profited or lost on the move-
ment in value between a Latin

debt or equity Instrument and
its rough offshore equivalent -

perhaps a US Treasury bond or
US stock index.

Now. after the shock of the

Mexican crisis, traders are

ingftwH afignming plays based

on the relationship between
two types of debt -with similar

credit quality. A spread
between two Mexican bonds,

for instance, or between Mexi-

can and Argentine bonds, car-

ries for less risk than inter-re-

gional spreads, albeit with a
smaller potential reward.

The “tequilla effect” also
riMTnpgnpri interest in leveraged

derivatives based cm emerging
Asian markets. However, two
countries, Poland and South

I

Poland and

South Africa are

attracting

modest interest

Africa, are attracting modest
new interest. Investments in

both economies offer portfolio

diversity, and interest in South
Africa has increased because of

new supply availability. Sev-

eral successful eurorand issues

came out in the past quarter,

and these debt issues were
quickly “swapped" in the
derivatives markets. The
merger of the commercial and
financial rand has greatly

aided derivatives development
in South Africa, swaps traders

say.

The viability of derivatives

in emerging markets depends
to a large extent on govern-

ment policies - currency con-

vertibility, tax treatments, and
the legal framework, or the

down
enforcement of contracts - all

have a significant influence on
derivatives ose.

Even offshore markets are

vulnerable to the vagaries of

foreign governments, as the
Chicago Mercantile Exchange
learned in the 1970s. At that

time it had a viable Mexican
peso futures contract that pro-

vided for physical delivery of

pesos. The CME had to stop

trading pesos when the Mexi-

can government outlawed peso
transfers for futures contract

deliveries. Despite that set-

back. the gme and a number
of investment banks believe

the potential growth of deriva-

tives use in emerging markets
is too great to ignore, and are

turning the structural ineffi-

ciencies of the local govern-
ments to their advantage.
The GME. following the Mex-

ican crisis, persuaded the Mexi-
can gnvemniant that a viable

hedging instrument was essen-

tial to the peso’s recovery, and
was granted permission to

restart peso futures trading,

with physical delivery, in Chi-

cago last ApriL Volume in that

contract is relatively small, but
growing steadily.

The exchange is not waiting

for similar concessions from
authorities in other emerging
markets. Next month it will

open an entirely new division

for trading futures and options

on the currencies, equities, and
interest rates of dozens of
emerging markets countries. It

also intends to offer deriva-
tives based on a variety of

Latin American Brady bonds.

The CME’s strategy Is to

offer exposure to market move-
ments in these countries while
nHminating local market risks.

Its Brazilian real futures and
options, launched on Novem-
ber a, are cash settled to avoid

delivery complications, and are

denominated in US dollars, so

US fund managers do not have
to incur exchange rate risks.

William Brodsky, the CME’s
president, has described the
exchange's emerging market
initiative as a sort of supermar-
ket for financial institutions.

He thinks money managers
will welcome the opportunity

to select exposures to dozens of

developing economies while

dealing In a familiar environ-

ment and avoiding the costs of

establishing operations, or
clearing relationships with
each country Individually.

The real contracts wQl test

the robustness oT this theory,

since Sao Paolo’s fast-growing

futures exchange, the Bolsa de
Mercadorias & Futuros,
already offers global traders a
liquid US dollar/real futures

contract

Investment bankers that deal

in over-the-counter derivatives

are sceptical that the CME’s
emerging markets products
will attract the necessary
liquidity to make them viable.

The exchange’s futures con-
tracts on developed country
currencies, like the D-Mark,
are dwarfed by the over-the-

counter market, and are fast

losing their relevancy.
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M Retail derivatives: by Graham Bowley

At the heart of everyday life
Many things which
people simply take
for granted would
not be possible
without derivatives

Derivatives have long been
used by large multinational
companies to manage their

risks. But these sophisticated

financial instruments have
also begun to play an increas-

ingly important role In the
everyday lives of ordinary men
and women - although many
may not yet be completely
aware of this fact.

The fixed-rate mortgage
would not be possible without
the use of derivatives, for

example. Offers by shops of
interest-free finance to bay
goods such as cars or washing
machines also rely on deriva-

tives.

And individual savers, too.

are using these instruments,
either directly or through
investment funds, as a profit-

able and guaranteed home for
their money.
"Derivatives are at the heart

of many things which people

simply take for granted in
everyday life." said Richard
Pratt, director of external
affairs at the London Interna-

tional Financial Futures and
Options Exchange (Liffe).

Small businesses, too, have
begun to use derivatives,

chiefly to protect themselves

against adverse movements in

interest rates and exchange
rates.

They use instruments such

as an interest rate cap, which
puts an upper limit on the
interest rate a borrower has to

pay, an Interest rate swap
which allows the client to swap
his floating interest rate pay-

ments for those tied to a fixed

interest rate.

Businesses alao use

exchange rate futures or
options which allow them to

fix the price of their overseas
revenues, so that they do not
lose oat if the exchange rate

moves against them.
Individual Investors, too,

have begun to ose derivatives.

On Liffe. equity options are
among the most popular
instruments for the smaller
investor, bought either directly

through a broker or indirectly

by investing in a fund which
deals In these instruments.
“Derivatives are playing an

increasing role for investors
and savers in the retail mar-
ket." said Richard Bolchover.
director of Close Fund Manage-
ment, a company recently set

up to manage funds for small
investors.

“They are more efficient and
cheaper than the underlying
market and you can tailor the
risk and return profile to what
the customer actually wants,”

be said.

Small investors also benefit

from the increased use of
derivatives by pension funds
and other institutional inves-

tors in which they have a
stake. Potentially, derivatives

can enhance the performance
of the fund, hence providing a
higher return for each individ-

ual investor.

“Fund managers in insur-

ance funds, pension funds and
unit trusts have been using
derivatives for years and their

use is on the increase," said Ms
Sandy Phillips, head of equity
products at Liffe.

The advantage for an invest-

ment fund of investing in
derivatives rather than in the
underlying stock is that the
derivatives market is larger

and more liquid.

This makes asset allocation

between stocks cheaper and
easier. It also means that the
funds, which are often very
large, do not move the market

against them when they decide
to change their asset alloca-

tion.

In the UK, high-street banks
have been active in promoting
fixed-interest rate products,
motivated in large part by the

difficulties inflicted by high
interest rates at the end of the
last decade.

These high-interest rates put
both borrowers - and hence
banks’ business with the cli-

ents - at risk. Banks think
that many small business fail-

ures could have been avoided if

derivative-based techniques
had been in place.

A fairly long-standing com-
plaint by small companies was
that often the only financing
available to them was floating-

rate finance, which meant that
in times of recession they were
hit by a double blow - not only
by a sharp slowdown in the
demand for their goods and
services but also by the high
interest rates which often pre-
vail in recession.

But banks are now able to
offer their customers financing
that has a fixed interest rate.

Their ability to do so has been
enhanced to a large extent by
their increasing use of
short-term interest rate futures

and options markets for medi-
um-term financing, and, for

longer-term financing, of gov-
ernment bond futures and
options.

One of the most important
developments in the deriva-
tives industry in recent years,
and one which has made the
provision of fixed-rate finance
possible, is the Introduction
and growth of short-term inter-

est rate futures and options
markets, such as the short
sterling market an Liffe in
London.
These markets are useful

because they allow an investor
to offset the effects of interest
rate movements on cash mar-

ket holdings with price
changes in the futures and
options.

In this way, bnyers of
short-term interest rate con-
tracts can effectively fix the
interest rate at which they bor-
row or lend money.
For example, a company may

have a sum of money it wishes
to invest but it thinks that
interest rates are set to faff
The company could buy a
short sterling contract which
expires in three months. If, by
that time, interest rates have
not fallen, then the company
will have lost nothing u, on
the other hand, rates have
declined, the company will be
faced with a lower investment
rate but the price of the
futures contract will have
risen to offset this.

Another example is a com-
pany which wants to borrow
some money but which thinks
that interest rates are set to
rise. The company could sell
short sterling futures today. If
rates do rise then borrowing
costs would also be Hig>w but
the company could now buy
futures hack at a cheaper price
and use the profit to offoet the
increased interest cost

If this is a bank or a btrilding

society, it can then pass the
fixed rate achieved in this way
an to their customers. It may
also be a car manufacturer
who offers potential buyers
interest-free finance, which in
effect means It takes on a fixed

interest liability which It can
then hedge in the short ster-

ling market
In the UK, Ioffe’s short-ster-

ling market is at the heart erf

the provision of fixed-rate
mortgages. A building society,

for example, will seek to off-

load the fixed-rate liability it

takes on when it provides such
a mortgage for a customer by
swapping It for a floating-rate

liability from a larger bank.
The bank will, in turn, use the
short-sterling market to hedge
its own exposure to interest
rates while it holds the fixed-
rate liability.

Since it was set up In 1982,

the short-sterling market has
grown rapidly - a sign that
derivatives are being used
more and more widely for
hedging purposes in the retail

market. While only around
42.000 contracts were traded in
its first year, by the 1994 this
had grown to more than 16m
contracts, representing a daily
turnover of around £40bn.
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l wew prodticts: by Richard Irving

A licence for fresh markets
Specialists are
aiming to engineer
a whole range of
potentially

lucrative products
Futures and options on fishing
rigits, endangered species and
even permits aimed at combat-
ing the threat of global
wanning could be among a
welter of new environmental
derivative products reaching
the world’s trading floors
before the end of the century
According to Richard San-

dor, chairman and chief execu-
tive of Centre Financial Prod-
ucts, the New York-based
derivatives boutique. Wall
Street specialists are looking to
apply their financial engineer-
ing know-how to a whole range
of potentially lucrative mar-
kets, from pollution control to
crop yield insurance.
Mr Sandor. a former director

of the Chicago Board of Trade
.(CBoT) and a founding father
of the financial derivatives
industry, says it is only a mat-
ter of time before atmospheric
pollutants such as carbon diox-
ide are commoditised and
honed into freely-tradeable
instruments. At least one lead-
ing US bank is looking at a
way to create a two-way mar-
ket in pollution licences and
fnore are expected to follow
suit as further amendments to
the US Clean Air Act (1990))

are introduced.

Already the US Environmen-
tal Protection Agency is pio-
neering a programme aimed at
reducing sulphur dioxide emis-
sions, the principal pollutant
in acid rain, by up to 10m
tonnes a year. Together with
the CBoT. the agency runs a
sealed auction each year where
power utilities can trade
licences granting them certain

emission rights on a spot six-

and seven-year forward basis.

The latest auction, held this

March, raised more than £ggm
and garnered bids for licences

from around 140 industry par-

ticipants.

A similar market in carbon
dioxide emission licences,

backed by a global accord and
based in each of. die Asian,

European and North American
time zones, is being considered

by a United Nations environ-

mental working party and

could be up and running bv
1998. Although little

exists In the way of infrastruc-
ture, the potential for a bur-
poning swaps market, where,
for example, a user might want
to pay out a cash flow linked to
en oxygen-producing asset and
receive a cash flow Kni«^ to a
securitised carbon dioxide
emission licence, is massive,
Mr Sandor says.
'We've already shown that a

market-based psychology can
re-invent environmental regu-
lation. If it can Mn»mhjpi^w]y
stop acid rain in its tracks.

become the single largest
derivatives market of an
In particular, the catastrophe
insurance sector is desperately
short of capital and unable to
generate enough capacity to
write new business - the loss

potential from just one earth-
quake or hurricane, for exam-
ple, could stretch the resources
of the US’s ?2O0bn insurance

pool to breaking point
Moreover, investment bank-

ers stand ready to encourage
portfolio managers to accept
insurance derivatives as. a
means to diversify away from
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then it can help combat the

threat of global warming," he
says.

Commoditisation of Ashing

rights and land to support
endangered species could fol-

low if the concept proves suc-

cessful.

Mr Sandor has a remarkable

gift for turning potential deriv-

ative applications Into multi-

billion dollar markets. As. wen
as pioneering futures and
options cm interest rates and
currencies In the late 1970s and
early 80s he continues to play a
pivotal role in encouraging
closer links between the capi-

tal markets and the insurance

industry. -

Supporters believe trade in

insurance futures and options

contracts has the potential to

the more traditional capital

markets: "The good news is

that insurance derivatives rep-

resent a totally new asset

class," says Marcus Everard,
managing director of Crtdit

Suisse Financial Products in

T/aidon. "The had news is, that

they represent a totally new
asset eiaaa and thus have lim-

ited appeal to what b tradition-

ally a conservative end of the
market.” But, he adds, while
there Is still a good deal more
tallc than action, ranch of the
hype surrounding the launch
of insurance derivatives has
died down. “Expectations are

at least more realistic now," he
says.

Perplexed by the low trading

volumes passing through the

floor and convinced that the

devil- lies in the detail, the

CBoT recently launched a new
series of options on fibre catas-

trophe loss indices compiled by
Property Claim Services, a
leading supplier of loss esti-

mate data The trutiffaw
,
which

are more fungible with existing

over-the-counter products,
cover US exposures nationally,

regionally (eastern, north-east-

ern, south-eastern, mid-west-

ern and western) and in select

catastrophe-prone states (Flo-

rida, Texas and California) and
afm to capture more tb°n dou-

ble the catastrophe losses
pooled in data used in earlier

contracts.

As part of the overhaul, the
exchange also extended the
development period of the con-

tracts from three months to
either six or 12 mrmtha to cap-

ture slower-developing losses

such as those arising from last

year’s $7bn earthquake In
Narthxidge California, which
killed GO people and damaged
more ihan 40.000 homes.
But despite all its efforts,

under 4,000 catastrophe Insur-

ance options have traded this

year - fower a fraction of
the daily volumes its flagship

treasury long-bond options
contract might trade in an
hour.
In the UK, the situation is

even worse. Bankers say busi-

ness is stymied by the lack of
an exchange-traded contract

off which to price hedge
privately negotiated deals.

According to one senior rein-

surance broker, nna of tha larg-

est hanira in the market has
only written one structured

dgfll in tire three years it has
run an rfBw* out of London.

Finally, fhic year an innova-

tive development in the agri-

cultural sector has attracted

intrest. When the Canadian
government put out to trader a
new insurance programme to

replace cattle subsidies with a
derivatives-based alternative
this .Imre, competition to win
the mandate was reportedly
fierce. Bankers Trust eventu-

ally emerged to run the pro-

gramme, which allows Cana-
dian farmers to not only ireHgw
against swings In cattle prirpg

but also against fluctuations in

the Canadian dollar exchange
rate, and promises similar
price insurance contracts on
other commodities if the pilot

proves successful.

M Managed futures; by Henry Harington

Testing times for

fund managers
The volatility in
markets is causing
a reassessment of
investment
strategies

{

Few things in life are
predictable but investors in
managed futures funds have,

over the years, become used to

the idea that they do well
when stock and bond markets
are not faring well And they
do not do so well when stock
and bond markets are thriving.

But this conventional wis-

dom is being tested. According
to Nicola Meaden, managing
director of TASS Management
Limited in London which
tracks the performance of
these funds that invest In

derivative products, "last year
was the first year where every
market lost money. We saw
pretty awful to dreadful
results".

And this year, “after doing
fatitiwHwiiiy well in t>re first

quarter, by the dollar,

managed fund managers have
not done so well for the rest of
the year", she says.

This uneven pftrforraan^ is

borne out by Frank Simons
who runs Simons Capital from
Coral Spring in Florida. He
says that his fund’s perfor-

mance is 137 per cent up to the

end of October. The ptn« wimp
In two spurts and relied on cur-

rency and interest rate shifts

rather than a uniform invest-

ment strategy.

However, Mr Simons stresses

he was in a good position to

take advantage of the sea
changes when they came. "I

made adjustments to my port-

folio in February which placed

me well for the rise of the yen
and the decline of the dollar. It

was luck later in the year
when I was also positioned

with a large proportion of
futures contracts.”

He says his strategies involv-

ing US treasuries, UK gilts and
the German Bund have also

done wefl. “If you get two
moves in currency in a year
that is a tremendous trading

opportunity. I «»nght the good
moves on currency and inter-

est rates," he concludes.

Ms Meaden says managers
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who relied on "the blade box"
- trades driven by computer
programmes - have tended to

do well as the trades are trig-

gered by market events. Those
whose strategies are macro-
based, relying on fundamental
economic indicators, did not do
so well at the beginning of the
year when the yen rose, but
were better placed In August
when the dollar rose.

But the volatility of the past
two years is bringing into
question the traditional link

between managed futures fond
performance and that of stock
and bond markets. "Managed
futures have benefited histori-

cally from the correlation with
stock and bonds markets. The
rise of stocks and brads in the
past has not boded well for
managed futures while a foil In
these markets ban usually been
a good sign for managed
funds." says Ms Meaden
She adds: "Some investors do

not look for a correlation but
take a punt. They want some-
thing a bit racy.” But some are
mare methodical, especially at
the institutional level. Some
people want to be able to rely

on a low correlation.

Kenneth Jakuhzak, president

of KMJ Capital Management in
Chicago, says he h»« had a
good year on the back of cur-

rency and interest rate move-
ments. From January to Sep-

tember thin year htn diversified
fund was the top performer
among funds with more than

$10m under nMimgwnmt.
He believes that the low cor-

relation between bond and
stock markets and managed
fixtures funds still holds anti

sees managed futures as an
addition to any investment
portfolio.

Mr Jakubzak notes, however,

that volatility was higher than

five years ago and that inves-

tors are looking for curtailed

volatility. "They are looking
for a smooth ride even if that

means a smaller return." He
believes that trend will con-
tinue.

"We are working hard at
reducing volatility." He admits
that thlR will make him more
conservative but adds that it

means they are adapting to

their clients’ wishes.

But Ms Meaden says in 1981

Nicola Moncton: “we saw pretty awful results tost year”

academic research suggested
that it made sense to allocate

between 5 per cent and 20 per
cent to managed futures
because of the correlation with
the stock and bond markets.

"If the same study were done
today yon would be unlikely to

get the same result. In those
days at least two thirds of the
futures transactions were com-
modity-based. Now it is finan-

cial futures that are in the
majority,” she says.

There is a range of new vari-

ables which may be diffusing

the effects of the traditional

correlation and. incrementally,

farcing change on the market.
Globalisation has meant

more markets, more products

and more exchanges. The pro-

cess has been accelerated by
more and greater access to

financial information and the

deregulation of existing mar-
kets and indeed the increase in

the number of people trading

derivatives. Ms Meaden says
the number of commodity trad-

ing advisers (CTAs) has risen

fivefold in the past 14 years.

In 1981. the personal com-
puter was in its infancy. Today
it is ubiquitous in the develop-

ment of investment strategies
and in trading.

But Mr Simons sees a swing
back to commodities. "In the

past three or four years I have
concentrated on financial

fixtures hut recently I have
been trading raw commodities
which I have not traded far

eight years. We have done
research and the simulations

are spectacular. To my disbe-

lief diversification into com-
modity markets offers the
same risk factors but a profit

potential of 20 per cent.

Although 95 per cent of profits

this year come from currency
and interest rates I am very
excited to be working with cop-

per, cotton and crude.”

Along with the market
changes the managed futures

industry bos suffered some set-

backs. Last year. TASS Man-
agement calculates that funds
shrank by about $lbn out of

the $20bn managed.
Managers feel frustrated by

the loss of about 5 per cent of

the funds they manage. The
withdrawals, they maintain,
were no reflection on the per-

formance or the funds. The
decisions were taken for politi-

cal or cosmetic reasons.

Virginia Retirement System
(VRS) withdrew from managed
futures investments when a
change from a Democrat to a
Republican administration saw
a clean sweep which included a

change in investment objec-

tives.

Eastman Kodak has with-

drawn its long-standing invest-

ments in managed futures. The
view among managed futures

managers is that the company
wished to distance itself from
the losses publicised in such
financial disasters attributed

to derivatives use.

Industry sources stress that

most of the bad publicity relat-

ing to derivatives involved cus-

tomised or over-the-counter
(OTC) products. Managed
futures managers stock in

trade are the better regulated

and liquid exchange traded
instruments.

Mr Simons does not consider
VRS and other departures as
negative, "Managed futures did

work for them. The change
reflects a change in the politi-

cal administration rather
economic factors."

FLAGGED DOWN
ANY EXCITING
CANADIAN FUTURES
LATELY?

If it’s Canadian

financial futures you
want, the Montreal

Exchange is the place.

Volume and liquidity

have never been

greater, which means

the potential for

profit is .unfurling

like never before.

The Montreal

Exchange. It’s where

more and more of

today’s investors are

flagging down the

best opportunities in

Canadian financial

derivative products.

v/

a

v/ Montreal— •'Exchange
;For information: Tel.: (514) 871-3516 Fax: (514) 871-3514 Internet: info@me.org
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M OTC interest-rate products by Richard tapper

New generation takes over
Two developments
are helping money
managers to define
the risks they want
to trade

Growth in the over-the-counter

derivatives market may be
slowing as corporate buyers
and dealers reassess their
exposures in the wake of the
highly publicised losses of the
past three years.

However, the once exotic
innovations of the early 1990s
- the “quanto swap" and “path
dependent options" - are grad-
ually becoming an established

feature of international finan-

cial markets, as buyers
increasingly turn to the new
techniques. With interest rates

lower than expected, same end-
users arc using the techniques
to enhance returns. But,
according to dealers, many
more are turning to complex
structures as a way of reducing
the cost of their protection.

“People are much (ess will-

ing to take aggressive trading
views." says James Orbel).

director Credit Suisse Finan-
cial Products. “They are using
derivatives to protect them-
selves and reduce the cost of

defensive strategies. As a gen-

eral rule clients hate paying
premiums for options and they
use this technology to reduce

the costs."

Two developments in the
early 1990s have paved the way
for a new generation of inter-

est rate and money market
products, which give investors

and money managers a greater

ability to define more accu-

rately the risks they want to

trade.

First, an increase in accessi-

ble and affordable computer
power has made it easier for

dealers to design complex, prod-

ucts and to protect their own
exposures. Cheaper computer
hardware and faster software
is identified by dealers as a
crucial element in the emer-

gence of so-called path depen-
dent and barrier option prod-
ucts. which offer a return or
protection based on the direc-

tion in which a particular asset

or market moves. Computer
power not only allows dealers

to calculate numbers more
quickly to develop new prod-

ucts. it also enables them to

monitor their own exposures
more efficiently and. ulti-

mately. to use their capital
more effectively.

“Two to three years ago it

could take all weekend to pro-

duce a risk report on a portfo-

lio," says Jerry Del Missier,
head of interest rate and cur-

rency derivatives in Europe at
Bankers Trust. "You can now
carry out these calculations
much more quickly.”

Second, methodologies for
pricing the risks linked to cor-

relation between different

kinds of financial instruments
have become much more
sophisticated. For example,
these new techniques are an
Important element in the emer-
gence of the quanto swap, a

product which can give inves-

tors a return based on the per-

formance of a bond or financial

instrument denominated in

one currency and pay them in

another currency.

The combination of these
two developments has made it

easier to "handle the risk asso-

ciated with those kind of prod-

ucts". says Mr OrbeU. “Many
more people have experience of

running these systems. More

and more people have done
these transactions and feel

comfortable with them."
After the highly publicised

losses this year, the use of
these new techniques and
products for speculative pur-
poses has become less popular-
Demand for "path dependent”
products offering highly geared
plays on market movements -
of the kind which resulted in

heavy losses for Procter &
Gamble. Tor example - has
fallen sharply. But with
short-term interest rates lower
than expected, some investors
and money market managers
are beginning to look at ways
to enhance yields.

Mr Del Missier says this
explains an increase in
demand for so-called “you
choose” trades. In these cases
investors forecast a range of

interest rates - 50 basts points
above and 50 basis points
below Libor, for example - for

the length of their intended
investment. If the London
interbank offered rate (Libor)

remains within this range
interest is accrued at a higher
than market rate. By contrast,

for the days in which Libor
falls outside this range no
interest is accrued. An addi-

tional feature of the product
allows buyers to reset terms
every three months.
Traditional buyers of float-

ing rate products, such as
money market managers, are
accounting for the bulk of
demand for such products,
says Mr Del Missier.

The more significant trend,

though, is the way in which
products based on path depen-
dent and barrier options tech-

niques are being used as a
means of reducing the cost of

protection. Because of the

trend in short-term interest

rates, money managers have
faced relatively high opportu-
nity costs when they choose to

shift their liabilities bom float-

ing to fixed rates.

At the same time, the
increase in levels of volatility

in international money and
bond markets means that caps
limiting floating Interest rates
are relatively expensive.

As a result, many end-users

are opting for caps or barriers
which they pay for only if they
are used. Alternatively, some
caps are being priced further

“out of the money” or are
structured to disappear if Inter-

est rates rise beyond a certain
specified level, or if other eco-

nomic variables - such as cur-

rency rates - vary beyond pre-

set limits “The paint is that

protection can be structured to

fit a specific risk profile."

explains Mr Del Missier.

Ian Garrison, head of UK
derivatives marketing at
Soctet# Generate, says that
Interest rate caps with barrier

options can be cheaper and
provide more cost-effective pro-

tection.

Flexible caps with a limited

life are also popular. These
products can be attractive for

end-users who believe that
interest rates will rise at some
stage over a given period but
will not remain at high levels

for long.

For example, end-users can
buy a cap which comes into

effect only on the first few
occasions that Interest rates

rise above a Pre-determined

leveL

“It is not suitable If rate rises

prove to be sustained trot it

can be between a third and two
thirds of the price of a stan-

dard vanilla option.”

Hedge hinds: by Christine Moir

A drift
After sparkling

performances, hedge
funds were hit by
the bloodbath in

global bond markets

It happens all the time in the
retail financial market. Unit
trust prices rise and rise until

finally they take the public's

fancy. Investors pile in just as

prices peak. They then sit on
their bands while prices fall

only to bead for the exits once
their losses have begun to

hurt Shortly afterwards, prices

start going up again.

Americans have a name for

it: “Impatient investor” syn-
drome. And it seems that even
the most sophisticated corners

of the investment market are

not immune from it.

Hedge funds, which take

large positions in currency,

bond and equity markets using
derivatives to hedge and to

enhance their returns, pro-

duced sparkling performances
in the early 1990s. George
Soros, the Hungarian financier

who runs the largest hedge
fund of all, posted returns of

29.6 per cent, 53.4 per cent. 68l6

per cent and 63.2 per cent

between 1990 and 1993.

Pension funds, Swiss bank
clients, institutions and profes-

sional Investors were drawn to

the magnet Michael Goldman,
of Momentum Asset Manage-
ment. confirms that money
poured in through the doors in

1993 and the beginning of 1994.

“One of our funds quadrupled
in size in January 1994.”

Next month came the blood-

bath in the global bond mar-
kets and the hedge funds paid

twice over. The losses were
bad enough (Mr Soros was said

to have lost $600m on Valen-

tine’s Day alone). What fol-

lowed was worse. Investors

lost their nerve and began to

withdraw their money.
London-based TASS Manage-

ment, which monitors the per-

formance of hedge fluids world-

wide, estimates that by the
middip of this year funds under
management had shrunk by
about S15bn from their end-

1993 peak of $80bn.

Last month. Michael Stein-

hardt, a hedge fund manager
well known for his aggressive-

ness, suddenly quit at the age
of 54. Mr Steinhardt's com-
pound annual performance
from 1968 to 1993 had been an
enviable 27 per cent But in

1994 he plunged for the first

time into the international

bond markets and lost $lbn.

“The word that springs to

mind is hubris,” he said. “I

didn't have the depth of experi-

ence I bad in other areas."

Competitors put Mr Stein-

hardt's departure down to his

emotional temperament but
the hedge fund industry as a
whole has been scarred by the

experience of 1994. Perfor-

mances may have recovered
this year - TASS reports that

the large, macrofunds have

towards experience

George Soros: the Hungarian Ikiancfer nan the tegest hedge tend

returned plus 16 per cent in the

first nine months compared
with minus 18 per cent in 1994

- but investors no longer

believe that managers can
devise effective strategies to

shield them from losses if they

take huge punts on the direc-

tion of markets.
Mr Goldman believes there is

“a drift away from those who
think they know What the yen
is going to do to specialists

who know a particular sector

Inside out”. The specialists

themselves seem to be adopt-

ing more conservative strate-

gies. going long on Individual

stocks which they believe will

perform differently from the
rest of the market while pro-

tecting themselves against

market falls with a permanent
“put” on the index.

These “back-to-basics” strat-

egies are further anchored to

the real world by being, in the

Peefunnance ofgtobaT
macro hedge funds
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event-driven. A special-

ist in bank stocks would be

activated when, far instance, a

bout of merger mania seemed
likely. In short, behaving as
pure arbitrageurs.

This preference has also

accelerated what Mr Goldman
calls “a drift to experience".

Apart from the big operators
' who wrongly bet on which way
interest rates or currencies

would go, the other casualties

of 1994 were mainly newcom-
ers, sucked in during the

heady days of 1992 and 1993

only to came unstuck in the

turbulent markets in 1994.

This has, of course, played

into the handc of established

operators such as Mr Soros and
Julian Robertson, who runs
the doyen, of US hedge funds,

the Tiger Fund. Mr Soros's

Quantum Fund performed
poorly by its standards in 1994,

but at least it returned a posi-

tive; 35 per .cent. While it did

suffer net redemptions that

year, by March of this year
new contributions were again
measurable and growth has
now resumed.
Mr Robertson's Tiger Fund

has also returned to a net new
money position since early this

year. Tiger’s attraction for cau-

tious investors is that it is run
as the antithesis of a solo bril-

liant stock picker. Joseph
Nicholas, president of the Chi-

cago-based Hedge Fund
Research company, says “with
180-odd staff Tiger is a

full-scale corporation. Its

approach is institutionalised”.

Once-bitten investors, Mr
Joseph believes, are looking for

transparency, for strategies

which are intelligible and
replicable. An institution has
the same requirements.

Some experts In the field,

however, believe that hedge
fund managers must resist

becoming too institutionalised

and. especially, too large. One
of the reasons for the bond
market losses of the macro
funds, it is argued, is that they

took positions which were too

large to hedge.

The argument that size is a

barrier to agile trading seems

to have been accepted by some
of the fund managers them-
selves. In June. Bruce Corner,
chairman or Caxton Corpora-

tion, one or the largest hedge

fund managers ,
returned two-

thirds of his $1.8bn under man-
agement back to investors.

Seven months earlier Paul
Tudor Jones, of Tudor Invest-

ments. had returned $670m. or

one-third of the total he mMi-

aged. V
Where that money will now

flow is not easy to see. Emerg-
ing markets have their sup-

porters again and the advice of

contrarian strategists is being
heeded. Before 1994, both of

these strategies would have
been packaged with some of

the fancier forms of hedges.

Now, with investors happier
with less exciting - and less

risky - investments, some
think they may prefer to put
smaller sums into vanilla-fla-

voured direct strategies.

U Risk management by Richard Irving

Shock-absorbing models
Banks with risk

management systems

are developing

versions for the

commercial market

On January I next year, the

Bank of England's interpreta-

tion of the European Capital

Adequacy Directive (Cad)
becomes law. For the first

time, a leading regulator will

offer UK banks an opportunity’

to use their own state-of-the-art

risk management systems to

calculate the capital they must
put aside to support foreign

exchange and securities deal-

ings.

It is unlikely to be the last.

The latest consultative propos-

als to be published by the

Basic Committee on flanking

Supervision, which intends to

implement a stricter regula-

tory regime in early 1997, also

suggests there will be a place,

albeit a strictly limited one, for

similar in-house models.

But although risk managers
have fought long and bard to

win regulatory' backing, the

victory appears to be some-
thing of a hollow one. Accord-

ing to one Bank of England
official, only a handful of

banks arc seeking permission

to use internal value-at-risk

models as part of the Cad pro-

cess. The reality for most UK
hanks is that the more tradi-

tional “building-block”
approach, which relies on
allocating capital separately

for different business lines,

will ultimately require a

smaller capita! charge and

therefore prove a cheaper alter-

native.

Nevertheless, the industry

fights on. Risk management is

one of the last great frontiers

in global investment banking,

not least because there has

been a shift In emphasis

towards risk-adjusted perfor-

mance measurement but also

because ever more stringent

regulatory requirements are
malting capital scarcer. More-
over, the use of risk analysis

models is rapidly advancing
way beyond the point where
they are being used to fine-

tune capital adequacy require-

ments. At the very least, banks
use them to estimate the
potential losses (or value-at-

risk) they face in their

day-to-day operations.

By adjusting the range of

data that Is fed into a model, a
bank can cushion itself to a
greater or lesser extent against

severe shocks such as the
global bond market shake-out
of February 1994 or the 1987

stock market crash.

But the real potential lies

elsewhere. Those with more
sophisticated systems are
already waking up to their

marketing potential and devel-

oping user-friendly versions for

the commercial market a good
system is an ideal platform
from which to launch a whole
gamut of risk management ser-

vices, from securities valua-

tions and risk-adjusted perfor-

mance measurements to

long-term strategic advice.

The frantic pace of activity

dates back to J P Morgan’s sur-

prise decision to make its own
proprietary risk management
system, RiskMetrics, public in

October 1994. The intention

was to show the techniques

and historic data it uses daily

to estimate risk exposures, set

position limits and refine asset

allocation strategies. “By pro-

viding potential users with a

relatively simple tool kit to

analyse risk, we hoped to open

up a debate on the measure-

ment of market risk and has-

ten lbe development of an
industry-wide standard.”

explains a spokesman at J P
Morgan's New York headquar-

ters.

The bank's latest version

still has its shortcomings * it

cannot for example, generate a

value-at-risk exposure for

many derivative products
including options, (arguably
the securities most likely to

worry the regulators). Neither
can it take into account the
influence derivatives now have
on underlying cash markets,
which lays it open to losses

that might arise through basis

risk. But the system continues
to be successful in doing wbat
it promised to do - encourage
rival banks and software
houses to use its number-
crunching methodology as a
base from which to develop a
new generation of risk manage-
ment systems.

Leading the field is Bankers
Trust, which recently unveiled

its Raroc (Risk-adjusted return

on capital) 2000 system. The US
investment bank, still trying to

extricate itself from an embar-
rassing legal dispute with a

former client over derivatives

deals that turned sour, is hop-

ing to rebuild its reputation

with the launch of a model
which, it says, takes risk man-
agement a giant step forward.

"Value-at-risk as we currently

know it is just a snapshot - a
single consolidated number
that gives you a backward-
looking view of what could
happen to your portfolio,” says

Lee Barba, managing director

and head of Bankers frost's

risk information services

group. “What risk analysis

should really be. Is a movie."

Raroc. says Mr Barba, is not

just another “black-bos" which
translates the market risk of

portfolio into a simple number
reflecting earnings sensitivity.

It is a methodology for

unbundling, measuring and
evaluating risks, and for set-

ting capital requirements to

cover those risks. It can help

identify the extent to which a

portfolio may be diversified

and indicate how specific busi-

nesses are doing on a risk-ad-

justed basis, thereby allowing

management to adjust the

asset and liability mix to prop-

erly reflect risk management
policies.

Sign ificantly, Raroc 2020 also

attempts to capture the market
risk associated with deriva-

tives by subjecting them to

thousands of potential market
moves and allocating a capital

charge that would sufficiently

cover 99 per cent of all losses

generated by them.
But the system does not

come cheap. Unlike RiskMe-
trics, which JP Morgan offered

to the market free of charge, a
one-off run through Raroc 2020
reportedly costs around $75,000

while on-site licences start at a
cool Sim.

Yet, despite the price, the
bank reports no shortage of
willing takas - it has already

signed up three leading US
institutional fund managers,
including the $l2£bn Chrysler
pension fund, a leading inter-

national insurer and a Euro-
pean utility. And the potential

savings the system can offer

look set to encourage more.
When Russ Flynn, Chrysler's
director of pension fund man-
agement, ran the fund’s 5400m
currency exposure through the

system, he uncovered a natural
hedge which reduced the incre-

mental risk exposure In the
portfolio to less than 5 per cent
or $20m.
Raroc 2020 is not the defini-

tive word on risk management
While it has made efforts to

include derivative Instruments
within the framework and
offers near-endless opportuni-
ties for customisation, the
model, like all its competitors,

still only attempts to capture

99 per cent of the possible

losses that might occur in a
market shock.

The only solution is to run
another model, which puts the

portfolio under unusual
stresses to try to shake out any
potential unexploded bombs,
alongside the original risk

management system.

PROFILE Fimat

Focus on international horizons
A large, strlpey brown sea
urchin sits encased in glass In

the Paris office of Alain
Crosier, the chairman of
Fimat. Its dangerous and
irregular limbs might well

symbolise the risks and
irregularities of the
derivatives market with
which he has to deal every
day.

But while most companies
would prefer to live a
relatively risk-averse life

without too many
uncertainties, for Fimat and
other dealers on the world
derivatives markets the more
variation the better.

Until now, Fimat certainly
seems to have been able to

cope rather well with the
fluctuations of the past few
years, although it is now
becoming increasingly
difficult as it becomes a bigger
operator and has to adjust to a
more competitive market at a
time of falling volumes.
Created in 1986 by Soctete

Generate, one OF the France's
largest private sector banks.
Fimat was in many ways a
response to the development
or the Matif, the French
financial futures exchange
also launched at the same
time, and which remains a
very important focus for Its

activities today.
Partly as a marie of the

company’s relative

independence from its only
shareholder, it has resisted

the move over the past few
months by Soriete Generate to

consolidate its dispersed

offices around Paris into the
gleaming new headquarters
tower in La Defense to the

west of Paris, which was
Inaugurated in late October.

Instead, Fimat’s focus over
the last few years has been on
far broader foreign horizons,

opening offices around the

world. Since turning towards
international expansion In

1989, it now has 26

subsidiaries, employs more
than 1.100 staff in 16 countries
and has membership on 31

different futures exchanges. In

the latest wave of expansion
due very shortly, it is to start

trading index products in

Korea and Malaysia, with
others in the pipeline.

It seems that its parent
company has had every
incentive to remain its sole

investor, given the
performance of its subsidiary.

Volumes, market share, staff

and membership of exchanges
grew consistently between
1989 and 1994. Last year, net
income jumped almost
threefold from the previous
year to FFr79m and total

assets stood at FFr7.4bn.
On the other hand, the

relationship with its

shareholder is clearly not only
one-way. since Fimat receives
a large proportion of work
from Soctete Gdn&rale as a
client, which it argues is a
purely commercial
relationship. “We have to

provide them with a
competitive service," says Mr
Crosier.

However, 1995 has not
proved an easy time for

brokers. “Volume last year
was much more significant

than this year,” says Mr
Crosier. “I can say that 1995 is
a crisis year, with a very
strong decline in volumes."
To some degree. Ffcnat's

International spread of
business has helped ft absorb
some of the worst impacts of
the crisis, with its Asian and
US business helping to
compensate for a poorer year
in the derivatives exchanges
in Europe.

It has also been boosted this
year with the effects of

starting on new exchanges -
such as Brazil and Canaria —
as well as its important
acquisition ofBrody White,
tile US commodities broker,
finalised towards the end of
last year.

All these add-ons mean that
Mr Crosier estimated total

volumes traded for 1995 will
still be up on last year - to
about 105m from 92m in 1994.
He says there would have
been some growth even after
stripping out these new
activities.

He argues that 1995

represents simply a “cyclical”
decline, albeit a powerful one,

Fimat now has
26 subsidiaries

around the

world and
employs more
than 1,100 staff

in 16 countries

and partly reflects the
inevitable drop after the
exceptionally active period of
1994. He adds that there has
teen some negative impact
from recent well-publicised
problems with derivatives,

such as the collapse of
Barings and the problems of
Orange County in California
“Clients are using derivatives
less frequently than before.
They are afraid,” be says.
The difficulties have not left

Fimat untouched. It closed Us
currency options dpsfc in
Philadelphia earlier ihw year
-leaving just two
representatives in place - and
is planning shortly to shut
down Its currency desk at the
Chicago Mercantile Exchange

“The volume and the clients
were not there," says Marc
Breillout, general manager.

Despite the pressure on
volumes, Fimat is committed
to substantial financial
Investments begun recently,
totalling at least 520m a year.
In 1994, it centralised all its

back office processing
operations in Chicago,
reflecting the fact that its

contractor GM1 Is based there,
and the ability to deal with
daily transactions in the f;
period between the closure of
New York and before the
Asian markets open.

It has also taken the
decision to appoint a single
private telecommunications
network, which is being
managed by France Telecom,
at a cost of$7m a year. “We
want to provide a global
service to global customers,
while decreasing our costs,"
says Mr Breillout. “We want
to provide more services at
lower costs. It’s easy to say.
but It’s exactly the key."

Mr Crosier argues that
gaining market share is a
central strategic objective to
ensure Fimat's future
survival While some other
brokers close down operations
in markets with falling
volumes, he argues that Fimat
needs to remain present so it

can capture this business
from its rivals’ clients.

“It is more and more
important to have critical
size," he says. “Clients are
asking more than ever for
brokers backed by institutions
with good ratings, who ha«
fidl control of processing
are able to clear in all

markets.”

Andrew Jack and
Richard Lapper
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PROFILE ING Futures & Options

Salvage operation forges ahead
Key

njy

edu

Cleaning up the site of a Slbn
“accident" requires delicate

management, particularly

when substantia] assets are to

be redeployed, and millions of
dollars in business must be

salvaged. For the post nine
months, that has been the task

of Karsten “Cash" Mahlmann.
a senior managing director of

ING Capital Holdings, a
subsidiary of

Amsterdam-bused iNG Bank.
When ING rode in like a

white knight and acquired the

remains of Barings last

February, analysts praised the

fit between INC and Barings's

remaining businesses. The
Dutch bank had offices in

some 50 counties around the

globe, and was a specialist in

emerging market debt and
commodity financing. Barings

operated in many of the same
countries, and specialised in

emerging market equity. Both
had growing asset

management portfolios.

Combined under the ING
flag, the two companies
created a powerful
international investment

bank.

The task of weaving
together ING's nascent futures

and options operations and
Barings's wounded, but
considerable, derivatives arm
was left to Mr Mahlmann.
The clean-up is something of

a redeeming opportunity for

Mr Mahlmann. Once the bead
of Chicago-based brokerage

firm Stotler. and a

distinguished chairman or the

Chicago Board of Trade. Mr

Mahlmann was forced to

resign both positions in 1990
when Stotler collapsed and it

was discovered customer
funds had been used to prop
up the firm’s finances.

The Stotler failure was
attributed to misdealings on
the part or Mr Mahlmann's
partners at the firm, and Mr
Mahlmann was never charged
with wrongdoing. Nonetheless,
he quickly departed for

London, where he managed
the operations or
Chicago-based Rosenthal and
Collins, a futures trading

boutique.

That position grew into a job
as head of all or ING's futures

dealings worldwide, which,
prior to the Barings
acquisition, included
operations in London.
Chicago, and New York.
For the past year Mr

Mahlmann has been back in

Chicago, building ING's
business. Sitting in his office

in the splendidly-restored
Rookery Building Just a

stone's throw dowu LaSalle
Street from the Chicago Board
of Trade, Mr Mahlmann ticks

off a progress report on ING's
Asian futures and options

businesses.

One of the biggest plums of

the Barings takeover was
Barings Securities' Japanese
presence. Obtaining
memberships to Japanese
futures and options exchanges
and permissions to do business

can take years.

“To be in Japan, to have
done business there, and to

have a big client base, that is

something." said Mr
Mahlmann.
Late this month, ING will

restart that Japanese futures
and options business under
the old name of Barings
Securities.

In Hong Kong. ING has
rebuilt the futures operations
Tram the ground up. and will
open offices there wi thin a few
weeks using the name ING
Futures & Options Hong Kong
Limited.

ING did not acquire the
assets or the liabilities of
Barings's ill-fated Singapore
operations. Instead, Mr
Mahlmann and the ING team
have been conducting careful
diplomacy, and recently
received approval in principle

to open a new business under
the ING Futures & Options
name at tbe Singapore
Internationa] Monetary
Exchange.
"We hope to be doing

business in Singapore by the
end of tbe month," Mr
Mahlmann said.

Re-opening the Asian offices

win be just the start of ING's
challenges in the Far East.

Prior to the crisis Barings
Securities held in excess of

$300m in margin deposits from
US futures brokerage firms

that dealt through Barings in

Asia.

In tbe nine months since the

British bank's crisis, some of

those US companies have
opened their own operations in

Singapore, and have turned
from customers into

competitors. "That nine-month
hiatus has hurt. We have to
work hard to rebuild that
business," Mr Mahlmann said.

ING's high-quality credit

rating will help, but Mr
Mahlmann is aware that
rebuilding trust in Asian
futures and options dealing is

a must. “We're going to offer

clean statements, we’re
assuring fund safety, good
service, good management,”
be said.

A fundamental difference
between CMC Futures and
Options and the old Barings is

that ING will have no
proprietary trading operations,
and customer funds will be
completely segregated from
company accounts. Every
account sent through the Far
East will also have supervision
out of London.
The long-time futures

industry connections and
experience of Mr Mahlmann
and his associates at ENG will

also help.

That has already been
demonstrated over the past

year in Chicago. Neither ING
or Barings had much
presence here two years ago.
However, ING is now one of

the 10 largest trade-clearing

firms at both the Chicago

'

Board of Trade and the

Chicago Mercantile Exchange,
and Its business at the Chicago
Board Options Exchange
represents about 25 per cent of

the CBoE's dally volume.
That growth was prompted

in part by ING's willingness to

back local, or individual.

traders in Chicago. However,
the Dutch bank has inherent

global interests that feed its

derivatives business.

As a commodity lender, ING
needs to offer commodity
hedging services to its

customers. With 5210bn in

assets and $13bn in capital it

also has Its own hedging and
investment needs in the

financial futures markets.

ENG's AA credit rating also

attracts business from
managed money and hedge
funds, which need futures and
options services.

ING's strategy is a global

one, and Mr Mahlmann says
that be Is continually

evaluating futures and options

opportunities Cor INGIn
emerging markets.

Fix’ now. operations in Latin
America and parts of Asia are
difficult for regulatory

reasons, but he said, “we
strongly believe we have to be
part ofnew emerging markets
products (whether traded

onshore or offshore) and be In
the emerging market countries

themselves.”

With global operations, ING
can also offer customers global

custody arrangements, an area
of potential growth. A
customer dealing fhtures and
options in one country can
move those funds to another

market easily, instantly

redeploying resources. “This is

a very important aspect of this

business,” »s»d Mahlmann
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The days of
dangerous price
manipulation may
now be a thing of
the past

Witching hour, dealers'
descriptive phrase for the

moment at which derivatives

contracts expire, is not what it

used to be. There was a time -

in the aftermath of the dra-

matic stock market shake-outs

of 1987, for example - when
derivatives expiries with their

scenes of near feeding frenzy

as dealers scrambled over
themselves to cover or extend
positions were treated with
.extreme caution and often out-

right distaste.

However, the outward signs
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suggest that much of this

apparent investor disaffection

has begun to melt away.
The reasons for the change

of heart among investors and
marketmakers as well as regu-

lators are manifold and com-
plex. There Is no single cata-

lyst

In some senses, time has
simply proved an efficient

healer. There have been some
regulatory changes, but these

have been more of an adjust-

ment than strict police-work.

If there is a driving force it is

probably increased usage of
derivative markets coupled
with a wider variety of con-

tracts and greater investor

sophistication. As a result the

scope for distortion via arbi-

trage trading has been reduced

by a relatively painless process

of natural selection.

"Thanks to mere players and
better liquidity the major
derivative markets have
become more evenly balanced.

It does begin to look as if mar-
ket forces, the trade-off

between supply and demand,
are now asserting themselves

with more equal force,” said

one top futures marketxnaker.

This is not to suggest that

distortion to prices in underly-

ing cash markets no longer

take place. They do. But when
they occur it is within clearly

more defined and easily inden-

tified boundaries.

"There will always be a tech-

nical risk at expiry. That is tbe

nature of the beast”, says Nick
Carew Hunt, market secretary

at Liffe, London's financial

futures exchange. But the risk

Is now wholly visible, he says.

“It is now there for all to see.

Those who want to play can.

and those who not need not”
Expiry distortions are driven

by a whole string of factors.

Volume and volatility during
the life of a contract, dividend

flows and fair value calcula-

tions and the proportion of
structured (over-the-counter)

business are perhaps the most
important structural influ-

ences. Operating structures are

also crucial-

Most futures markets are

dominated by the leading
global marketmakers. As the
life ofa derivale approaches its

end. the bigger market opera-

tors will often attempt to max-
imise profits (or minimise
losses) by adjusting cash mar-

ket prices.

Guardians of fair market
practice refer to such manoeu-
vres as manipulation. Others

see it as fair business risk.

Whatever the regulatory ver-

dict, position-taking by the top

traders is an accepted feature

of Uffe's leading stock index

contract, tbe FT-SE 100 con-

tract, in the run-up to expiry.

Recent FT-SE 100 contract

expiries have been relatively

tame affairs with the transition

from one quarterly contract to

the next going through
smoothly. Low trading volume

has been one important reason.

Tbe nett FT-SE 100 expiry is

December 15. The so-called

witching hour is in fact 20 min-

utes. The price of the expiry Is

calculated as an average of the

trading prices between 10.10

am and 10.30 am. It is during

this period that tbe arm-twist-

ing gets into its stride.

From this distance and given

the low level of volume experi-

enced during the quarter to

date (lots dealt have rarely

tapped 10,000 per session) few
futures watchers expect real

fireworks come the middle of

next month.
It was not always so. Two

years ago when the December
1903 contract moved towards
its dose, the FT-SE 100 cash
index powered ahead by
around 100 points as market-
makers took advantage of the

seasonally thin conditions to

make the most of their posi-

tions.

The June 1990 expiry was
another watershed session for

the FT-SE 100 contract During
the final moments of the con-

tract life, more than 30 per

cent of the underlying cash

index shares swung momen-
tarily into backwardation -

effectively a reversal of the

buying and selling spread for

the shares.

Although dull volume has

helped take some of the specu-

lative sting out of the FT-SE

100 expiry in recent quarters,

there is a strong argument for

suggesting that moves by the

authorities to smooth the tran-

sition process have been a suc-

cess.

The measures, set in train by

a working party set up by tbe

London stock exchange and
Liffe, essentially changed the

structure of the expiry. The

timing was moved from late

morning to mid-morning: and
the actual expiry day was
moved from the last day of the

month to mid-month.
Both changes helped tbe

investors to avoid the notori-

ously thin Christmas markets
previously faced by the Decem-
ber expiry. At the same time

the actual expiry period was
extended from 10 minutes to 20

minutes.

On a broader front, working
parameters were assigned ttf

brokers and marketmakersPbrokers and marketmakers:
Essentially, these were aimed
at improving communication
between the user and the sup-

plier of derivatives services.

“Empirically, the steps that

have been taken have worked,”
says Carew Hunt
There are two distinct expiry

patterns among the leading

derivatives markets. The US
style, which the German and
Japanese markets tend to fol-

low, is for an overnight expiry

with expiry prices based on the

first deal of the following day.

Backers of the London
method, which include the

Matif in France and the futures

market in Amsterdam, argue
that overnight expiry exposes
the investor to too much
uncertainty. In the US. trading

stops in mid-afternoon - a full

15 hours before the expiry
price is finally struck.

Time will tell, but in London
most derivatives observers pre-

dict with some confidence that

the days of dangerous price
manipulation is a thing of the
past
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Asian currencies attract interest
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Since last year Chase
Manhattan Private Bank has
been purveying the acceptable
face of derivatives to its

wealthy clients in and beyond
Asia: structured products
which preserve capital while
offering the potential for

enhanced returns.

Derivatives are employed
essentially to eliminate capital

risk and to reduce the
volatility of yields. Or, as

Bryan Carter, Asia area credit

and portfolio executive at

Chase Manhattan Private

Bank in Hong Kong, puts It, to
enable clients to benefit from
the movements of an
underlying market or
currency without being
directly exposed to that

market or currency.

The customised products,

which are chiefly based on
two of the so-called exotic

currencies, Thai baht and the

Indonesian rupiah, allow the

customer to name his view of

a market and invest

accordingly.

The Chase Manhattan
Private Bank claims a wide

audience for the products,

with investors attracted by
tbe inherent security of

capital preservation and the

flexibility to follow their own
view of markets and time

table.

There is also growing
interest in Asian currencies

per se: Peregrine Investments,

a Hong Kong-based
Investment bank winch last

month restructured its foreign

exchange business to create

an Asian currency trading and
distribution operation,

estimates that the total daily

volume in spot and forward

dealing in Thai baht is

U$$L8tm, with some 60 per
cent of spot volume and as

much as 70 per cent of swap
volume coming from offshore.

By comparison, in 1992

estimated daily spot volume
was US$25Qm and forward

volume was USSlOOm and
offshore interest was
negligible.

Peter Kingston,

vice-president ofglobal

markets with Chase
Manhattan Asia, says the

Asian currency markets have
developed rapidly over the

past 12 to 18 months, both
from a liquidity perspective
and from increased

sophistication.

“There was not much
happening with regard to

more sophisticated currency
types of options in the market
for local currencies two years
ago. But now you can get

quotes off brokers and broker
screens. It has gone from the

odd trade to getting a series of

quotes from brakes on
trades.” he says.

However, while markets like

tiie Thai baht are roaring

ahead, progress in the rest of

Asia is more patchy, partly

due to the absence of forward

markets (in Taiwan, Korea.

China and India), pegged
currencies On Hong Song,
where the dollar is fixed at
arotmd 7A to the greenback),
and government restrictions

(In Singapore and Malaysia).

Mr Kingston, whose desk is

responsible for structuring the
investments among other
derivative-based products, for

both private and institutional

clients, says that customers'
demands have changed in iiw
with the development of the

market No longer prepared to
settle for products that boast

neither potentially high yields

nor protected capital

customers in the past two
years have been seeking
capital guarantees and
investments that enable fham
to take a position based on
theirown beliefs: a demand
which, thanks In part to

derivative instruments, can
now be met in Asia's key
currency markets. The ability

to meet these demands has
widened the appeal, and
brought US mutual and hedge

fund managers into the fold.

The structures are managed
by the bank with knock-out
put and call currency options.

For range binary structured
deposits, double knock-out put
and call currency options
allow investors to fix an upper
and lower limit within which
they believe the currency will

range-trade, while for digital

structured deposits, the bank
manages the structure with a
single set of knock-out put
and call options for the single
limit selected on maturity
(digital). Chase always hedges
these positions.

Mr Carter notes that the
more risk-adverse investors
can also opt to have a
minimum coupon, so that
even ifthe chosen currency
moves beyond the stipulated
limits, he can still be assured
of a return (For which he
sacrifices a greater return if

he correctly predicts the
parameters). In each cose, he
knows at the outset what his
yield will be.

The bank, through its asset
management arm. Is also
offering discretionary

^
portfolio management, where
again return of the Initial

Investment is guaranteed.

Louise Lucas
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Technology; by Claire Gooriinr,
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.. yea UP *or progress Meaningful expressions in the tradeoonware maKerS are TOe second IT arrival is the an tho armiimKiKKr rvT Hatn XSoftware makers are
trying to meet the
demand for

sophisticated methods
of risk management
"The language oF risk is in its
Infancy.*' So says Till Guldi-
mann, the man who managed
risk at J P Morgan for 21 years
and developed its market risk
management and RiskMetries
systems.

According to Mr Guldimann,
who recently became executive
vice-president at derivatives
software provider Infinity, “an
annual report tells you about
rash, loans, bonds and build-
ings, but not about their risk
levels, and the potential vola-
tility of their market value. In
the absence of a common lan-
guage to describe risk, inde-
pendent internal risk control is

a very difficult task.”

Frightened by the disaster at
Barings, and with minds
focused by the Capital Ade-

Tbe second IT arrival is the
"data warehouse", a phrase
that suggests retail or manu-
facturing, but in feet is morb to
do with hoarding information
that may (or may. not) prove
significant, and attempting' to
make sense of it. The data
warehouse pools transactional
data from operational gywtmnc
into one huge repository, dedi-
cated to analysis.'

Retailers have indeed pio-
neered such systems, using
parallel processing to discover
who buys wbat, where, and
when, and wbat the weather
was like at the time, “data
mining” to unearth gems of
wisdom about customers and
buying patterns.
Although financial transac-

tions cannot - unlike shopping
- be traced by bar codes,
global risk management also
demands such techniques, with
links to disparate operational
systems.
The process of “cleansing 1*

the data to define exactly what
Is what (different systems tend

[ITS TIME GUESTS WEW1 WAV fcfrJT tflU
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quacy Directive (Cad), many a
financial institution is anxious
to become fluent in the lan-

guage of risk. “Enterprise-wide

risk management" are the first

words in the phrase book, and
chapter one starts with deriva-

tives.

The complexity and volatil-

ity inherent in derivatives
trading mean that anyone try:

mg to compose a cross-disci-

plinary view of risk tends to

start there, simply because it is

the most difficult variable to

handle In the overall “enter-

prise-wide” risk equation.

This puts the providers of

derivatives software solutions
- SunGard, Infinity, CATS,
Renaissance and Summit, to
Tiame but a few, in a particu-

larly strong starting position

in the race to produce “global

risk” systems. At their disposal

are information technology
methods already applied suc-

cessfully elsewhere, arriving In

the nick of time for those rac-

ing to comply with Cad.

The first of these is object-

oriented programming (Oop),

which provides a simpler

approach to programming
through the use of “objects".

An object gathers together in

one place all the relevant infor-

mation about an item (for

example, a transaction), its

characteristics and relation-

ships.

It also brings the ability to

create a complex but very flexi-

ble “data model" In which new
objects feuch as a new finan-

cial .product) can "Inherit"

characteristics from an exist-

ing one, without starting a new
definition from scratch.

Correction
Contrary to the impression

given in the article on securi-

ties lending in the survey of

Global Custody (FT November
6, 1995), Scottish Amicable is

just starting to lend UK secu-

rities. It is an established par-

te) proffer slightly differing def-

initions) is intrinsic to both
Oop and data warehousing.
This process is one that

demands skill, subtlety, and
internal understanding of how
each individual business oper-

ates, and often a large consul-

tancy budget if the end results

are to mean anything at all.

US database software house
Oracle Haimc to be the leader

in data warehousing and paral-

lel processing. Oracle is

already working with a num-
ber of software houses which
build and sell derivative trad-

ing systems, such as Infinity,

C.ATS, Teknekron and Sum-
mit.

"They all want to extend into

the enterprise-wide area of
applications, and for that they

require the ability to have high
levels of performance against

very large databases. They can

-
,
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TBl Gubfinanre "the language of

risk Is in its infancy"

tlcipant in international

equity and fixed interest lend-

ing. The Co-operative Insur-

ance Society has been lending

stock since the early 1980s.

Threadneedle Asset Manage-

ment acts for both Eagle Star,

all see the applicability of data
warehouse technology.” says
Rob Cullen, senior Industry
director of financial services
for Oracle,

Oracle itself has extended its

software, with the acquisition

of IRI Express for analysts of

multi-dimensional and spatial

data (ag. in Monte Carlo analy-

sis), and the development of

sophisticated query tools.

CATS became an Oracle
business alliance partner last

month and Is porting its appli-

cations via Oracle’s design and
migration services. CATS
chief executive Rod Beckstrom
is convinced that techniques
developed In the analysis ‘of

derivatives win provide the
genesis of generalised risk

management.
"Financial specialists have

developed the ability to break
down risk into fine-grained
granular data: they tear an
option apart, ripping out for-

eign exchange risk, volatility

risks, and so on across months,
making very precise estimates,

along with the hedging in off-

setting those risks,” he says.

CATS, says Mr Beckstrom is

well placed to deal with
importing data from the hun-
dreds of operational systems
which feed and translate the

data into a constant model.
“Our unique offering is the

mapping tool for translating

the data and mapping it into

the database for risk analysis.

It’s complex: there's no magic
potion. We also have a hands-
down advantage In that our
system is designed and tuned
to be five to IX times fester

than others.”

Infinity, already tuned to

Oracle, and with the wisdom of

Mr Guldimann at its disposal,

might also think it has a
hands-down advantage. It uses
OO technology for rapid devel-

opment. and has approached
the market with a “toed kit"

approach that allows users to

tailor their own solutions.

In creating enterprise-wide

risk tools, argues Mr Guldi-

mann, “experience with com-
plexity certainly helps, but it’s

the flexibility that really mat-
ters.

“The 00 approach helps
because of re-usability: it’s the

lego-build technique, offering

flexibility, adaptability, and
efficiency. The analytics, the

interface and the database are
|

the three key elements. First I

create the data model, then 1

apply the statistical analysis.

The problem is granularity, the

level ctf detail needed for mean-
ingful analysis: for that yon
need object-orientation-"

SunGard Capital Markets,
about to launch a new product

j

division geared to enterprise-
(

wide rials, management, also
niaimg a unique approach. “A
complete data model for stor-

ing all of an institution's trad-

ing information, together with

innovative, seamless links to

the extant systems and an
arsenal of risk management

|

weapons which includes hedge i

equivalence, flow profiling, sce-

nario analysis derivatives lad-

ders and value at risk” accord-

ing to marketing director Ian

Armstrong.
“We don’t believe it is feasi-

;

ble for a bank-wide risk man-
agement system to rely on just

a software development tool-

kit, or adherence to a single

mathematical concept such as

value-at-risk.”
i

which traditionally has lent

stock and for Allied Dunbar
which has not Threadneedle
is currently deciding whether
ATHpd Dunbar, also part of the

BAT industries Group, should
join the active participants.
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An explanation of
some of the jargon
used by dealers in

the derivatives

markets

Asset allocation; the division

of investments among markets
to achieve diversification or
mnvimnm rstnrn.

As-you-Uke option (or chooser
option or the call-or-put

option): enables the holder to

convert from one style of

option to another during a
preset time period.

Average rate option (or Asian
option): an option in which
the settlement is based an the
difference between the given
strike and the average prices

of the underlying stock or
index on selected dates.

Barrier options: a family of

path dependent options whose
pay-offpattern and survival to
the expiration date depend not
only on the final price of the

underlying security but also

cm whether or not the
underlying security sells at or

goes through a pro-determined
barrier at any time duringthe
Hfe of an option. Barrier

options include:

Knock-in option: an
option which pays nothing at

expiry unless it is first

“activated” as a result of an
underlying variable reaching a
predetermined level.

Knock-out option: begins

life as a standard option but is

“killed off” ifan underlying
variable touches a
predetermined level

Best-of-two option (or

either-or option or alternative

option): provides the option
bolder with a pay-off based on
the independent performances
of two separate and distinct

securities or indices.

Box options: instead of
placing cash in. a money
market instrument and
generating interest income,
equity options are purchased.
The pay-offs create capital

gains that can be offeet
against current capital losses.

Cali option: tbe right to buy a

given stock, commodity,
index, or futures contract at a
fixed price on or before a
specified date.

Cap: contract between a
borrower and a lender where
the borrower is assured that
he wfll not have to pay more
than some maximum interest

rate on borrowed funds.

Collar: a floating rate debt

contract that establishes a
maximum and a mmirnmn
interest rate to be paid by the
borrower.

Commodity swap: a swap in

which counterparties

exchange cash flows based on
a commodity price an at least

one side of the transact]oil

Compound option: an option

on an option. Tbe holder has
the right to purchase another
option on a preset date, at a
pre-set premium.
Contango: a condition in a
futures market where the
more distant delivery months
trade at a premium to the near
term delivery months.
Covered call: one of the most
popular option strategies.

using an existing equity
position. Calls are sold on the

underlying security with
strikes which are higher than

the market price.

The strike price chosen
limits the profit a security

holder can realise from the
position and this strategy is

best used when the holder is

fairly certain that there will

be little movement In the
security’s share price.

Currency swap: an exchange
of equal initial principal
amounts of two currencies at

the spot exchange rate. Over
the term of the agreement, the

counterparties exchange fixed

or floating rate interest

payments in their swapped
currencies.

At maturity, the principal

amount is reswapped at »
predetermined exchange rate

so that the parties end up with
their original currencies.
Derivative: a contract the
value of which change in

concert with tbe price

movements in a related or
underlying commodity or
financial instrument. The
term covers standardised,
exchange-traded futures and
options, as well as
over-the-counter swaps,
options, and other customised
instruments.

Equity swap: a contract

between two counterparties to

exchange two different cash

flows over time. During the

life ofthe swap one party
agrees to pay the rate of

return on an equity or the

equity index while the other

party agrees to pay a floating

or fixed rate of Interest

Floor an aspect of a floating

rate debt contract that

specifies a minimum interest

rate for a borrower.
Forward: an over-the-counter

agreement for a buyer and
seller to exchange a particular

good for a particular price at a
specified future date.

Futures contract: an
agreement between a buyer
and a seller to exchange a
particular good for a

particular price at a fixture

date as specified in a contract

common to all participants In

a market on an organised

futures exchange.
Collateral must be posted

for performance bonds, and
positions are marked to

market at least once a day.

Hedge: a transaction that

reduces risk of an underlying
security or commodity
position by making the
appropriate offsetting

derivative transaction.

Hybrid security: a complex
security consisting of virtually

any combination of two or

more risk management
building blocks - bond or

note, forward, future, or

option.

Interest-rate swap: the
exchange between

highest market price is used

whereas for a lookback put,

the lowest market price is

used.

Put option: the right to sell a

particular stock, bond,

commodity or index at a
specified future date at a

counterparties of fixed-rate

and floating-rate debt in a
single currency.

Lookback option: an option

the pay-out of which is

calculated using the highest

intrinsic value of the

underlying security or index
over the life of an option. In

the case of a lookback call the

specified price.

Quanto option (or guaranteed
exchange rate option): an
option in which foreign

exchange risks In an
underlying security have been
eliminated.

Risk reversal: this strategy

combines the purchase of a
put option with tbe sale ofa
call option.

The put option preserves the

capital value of the

shareholding while the sale of

a call option reduces or

eliminates the cost of this

insurance, at the expense of

giving up some of the upside

potential of the stock.

Swap: a contract to exchange
a stream of periodic payments
with a counterparty.

Swaption: an option to enter

into a swap contract.

Warrant: an option to

purchase or sell an underlying

instrument at a given price

and time or series of prices

and times. It is ordinarily

issued for longer than a year.
Sauna: Dtakmary of Financial Sisk
itanmemaubu Gary GaStineau; Option
Volatility and Priam Strategies by
Sheldon Naienbcrg: Emntu Derivatives
Glossary, published by Swiss Bank
Cbrporuaon.

When the need is expertise

in risk management anywhere in the world...

RISK
Global Derivatives

Awards 1995

Top Currency
Options House

CHASE

...the solution is Chase.

Chases award winning foreign exchange options capability is committed to helping customers

manage their risk with sophisticated tools and competitive pricing.

Our- foreign exchange options expertise, together with our broad range of currency, interest rate,

commodity and equity-linked products, offers you tailored solutions to risk situations, appropriate

responses to market conditions and innovation in risk management strategy.

For further information please contact: in London - Sara Sullivan on (171) 962 7040, inNew York- Demetri

Papacostas on (212) 552 5222, in Tokyo -Noriyuki Fujita on (3) 3287 4062.
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Only one company on earth

has this manyways to
help you manage your risks.

• All forms ofproperty/casualty insurance through brokers

• Claims management and cost containment services

• Global employee benefits

• Loss control and engineering

• Political risk coverage and trade financing

• Emergency evacuation and security services

• Economic and political assessment

• Local currency financing

• Direct equity investment funds in many countries

• Infrastructure finance in Asia and Central Asia

• Interest rate and currency swaps and hedging

• Trading and market making in foreign exchange,
interest rates, base and precious metals,
petroleum and natural gas

• Aircraft leasing for airlines

With 75 years of international
experience, only triple-A-rated AIG
has the worldwide insurance and
financial services capabilities to

help you manage all your balance
sheet and other risks. And our list

of ways to help you manage risks

continues to grow.

World leaders in insurance and financial services.
For more information, write to American International Croup. Inc.,
Dept. A, 70 Pine Street. New York. NY 10270. Or fax 212.4253499
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EUROPE’S DYNAMIC ENTREPRENEURS
Exports and quality
create success

pan-European study into the successful fast-growingmpany has presented policy-makers with valuable but
unexpected conclusions. Richard Gourlay reports

B usiness Objects, a
French software devel-
oper, is just the kind of

company Europe's politicians
would love to see sprouting up
all over the continent
Formed five years ago by

two French software entrepre-
neurs, the company had sales
last year of FFrl68m (£21.78m>
and now employs more than
200 people.
Yet accortiing to research

into Europe’s most dynamic
entrepreneurial companies
which has just been completed.
Business Objects is not typical.

First of all it is a young com-
pany. Secondly it is run by rel-
atively inexperienced entrepre-
neurs who quit a European
division of Oracle Systems to
branch out on their own.
Thirdly Business Objects
raised venture capital early in
its life. And fourthly it has
made expansion into the US a
pivotal element in its strategy,
floating on the Nasdaq
exchange along the way.
Almost none of these charac-

teristics emerges as typical
fTom the research which is

being presented today and
tomorrow in Ghent.
So what is the make-up of

the typical rapidly-growing
company in Europe, if such a

business exists? On pages II

and in overleaf this survey
profiles just the sort of compa-
nies in a variety of European
countries which exemplify
rapid growth in a dynamic
business environment. The
answer is, however, that until

now. few policymakers at
European level have known
the answer, in spite of the
growing importance, of these
new companies to th£ creation

of wealth and Jobs in Europe.

This lack of understanding

partly explains why the Euro-

pean Commission last year
firnded a group of research

institutes, co-ordinated by the

European Foundation for
Entrepreneurial Research
(Eferj and supported by
accountants Ernst & Young,
and financial information pro-
viders Dun & Bradstreet, to
identify 500 exceptional entre-
preneurs who are running very
East-growing companies.
The survey Involved more"

than 20400 fax and telephone
calls to companies and nearly
400 face-to-face interviews. It

has resulted in one of the larg-

est ever pan-European studies
of entrepreneurial success.

The research was not
Intended to be comprehensive.
It does not claim to have iden-
tified the 500 fastest-growing
companies or those that have
created most jobs. Too many

.

European companies prefer
their privacy for such a nlam
to be made.

.

Nor were its terms of refer-

ence, based oh criteria dictated
by the Commission, as clear as
they could have been. As a
result, the measurement of
growth was over-dependent on
the rate of job creation-rather
than increases in turnover.

Other limits on tha h!b> of

the businesses to be covered
were built into the research
parameters. To be eligible com-
panies bad to be growing rap-

idly - as measured by a combi-
nation of absolute employment
growth and growth relative to
the company's size (far details

see methodology on page HI}.

They were also required to

have grown to at least 40
employees by 1994 and to have
started in 1989 with fewer than
500 employees.

In consequence many small

but rapidly-growing high tech-

nology companies will have
been missed out, such as Probe
Entertainment, a UK games
software company sold to
Acclaim Entertainment of the

US for mare than fsnm last

month.

At the other end of the scale

the Commission’s criteria

excluded companies such as
BiTIa, the Austrian supermar-
ket chain owned by entrepre-
neur Karl Wlaschek, which has
increased its workforce by
nearly 50 per cent through
organic growth from 10,000
over the period. Another entre-

preneur excluded is Eugen
Munch, who controls Rhtae
Klmlkmn, a hospital services

company. It has increased
employment fourfold since 1989
but started with 630 employees.
In spite of these reservations,

the researchers have com-
pleted, possibly for the first

time, a pan-European investi-

gation of entrepreneurs across
Eurqpe.
A preliminary look at the

data carried out by the Belgian
consultancy IP Strategies
showed that the 800 fastest-

growing entrepreneurs created
more than 112,350 jobs - an
average of 140 jobs each - at a
time when most medium-sized
companies were shedding
labour.

A more detailed study of the
fastest growers - what Efer
calls Europe’s Dynamic 500 -
broadly supports the IPS find-

ings, though, it was incomplete
at the tirnp of going to press.

“These are hyper-growers of

employment and turnover,"
says Mr Juan Roure, a profes-

sor at IESE Business School in

Barcelona and academic co-or-

dinator of the project “We are
faiirirtg about 22 per cent per
annnm employment growth
and 38 per cent a year growth
in sales at a time when most of

the countries were going
through recession.”

The typical entrepreneur dis-

plays surprising characteris-

tics. The research shows that

most of the companies were
founded by experienced men
and (a tiny l per cent of)

women with an average of 10

Fast food companies are among i i identified as dynamic and entrepraMNefal
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years in business and an aver-

age age of 44. Many are trained

professionals but all levels of
educational attainment are
present - half the entrepre-

neurs do not have a degree.

Equally striking is the fact
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that more than half the entre-

preneurs founded their compa-
nies with at least one business
partner. Hus supports the find-

ings of research carried out in

the UK that teams are either a
more creative force than lone

mt.-VflOr 91 82 S3 'M .
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entrepreneurs or that busi-
nesses with more than one
founder start with greater criti-

cal mass and therefore have a
much bigger chance of surviv-

ing and thriving.

As to the kinds of businesses

that are growing rapidly, Mr
Roure says the research shows
there is almost no difference

between the sectoral distribu-

tion for Europe’s 500 compa-
nies and that of enterprises
throughout the EU In general.

Thus there are a large num-
ber of software companies,
computer systems integrators

and other information and tele-

communications companies,
such as Business Objects, Net-
zwerk Service in Germany and
Peoples Phone in the UK
together with fotber high tech-

nology companies, such as
MBR In the Republic of
Ireland. These companies are
no more strongly represented
among the fast growers, how-
ever, than within all EU enter-

prises.

“The finding* are consistent
with other finding* in the US
that you do not have success-

ful sectors, but successful com-
panies and teams,” says Mr
Roure.
What may dismay research-

ers and policymakers who are

hoping Europe will become a
hotbed of the new technologies

is the age of the companies
surveyed. The average was 17

years, but a quarter had been
founded In the last century.
These companies have clearly

found a second or third wind
under new management in

order to achieve superior levels

of growth.
What is also surprising is the

small number of entrepreneurs

emerging from large compa-
nies. “We have hardly identi-

fied any dynamic entrepre-
neurs who have left large

companies such as Siemens or
Mercedes to start ventures on
their own,” says Mr Bert Twa-
alfhoven. who is president of

Efer and the driving force

behind the study of Europe’s
entrepreneurs.

Unlike technology-based
companies, which have to oper-

ate in global markets, many of
the rapid growers attributed

their success to exploitation of

the European market. There
was a much higher proportion

of exporters among the rapid

growing Dynamic 500 than
within the EU in general.

But while exporting was a
common characteristic among
the rapid growers, more than
three-quarters of the exports of

Europe’s Dynamic 500 were to

other EU countries.

Only a very small number of

the Dynamic 500 grew in exist-

ing markets with existing prod-

ucts. Almost two-thirds

achieved growth by entering

new markets with existing

products. But half of these per-

formed the high wire act of

launching new products into

new export markets.

With few exceptions the

entrepreneurs attributed their

growth rates not to their abil-

ity to compete on price but to

their quality and service. “The
companies never say they are

competing on cost." says Mr
Roure. “They compete on dif-

ferentiation and in particular

on quality."

Yet if the quality ethos has
caught on, the use of external

financing, which is firmly
established in the US and the

UK, Is far from well accepted.

For more than 70 per cent of

the rapidly-growing companies,

retained profits from the busi-

ness are the main source of

funding.

Bonk loans are the next most
popular method, whereas ven-

ture capital is the most popu-

lar funding route for only 10

per cent of entrepreneurs.

Although venture capital has

been widely adopted in the UK.
and to a lesser extent in

France, it is very rarely the

prime source of capital else-

where in Europe.
The strongest message to

emerge is that these entrepre-

neurs are succeeding in spite

of government policy rather

than because of it. High on
their list of concerns with gov-

ernment - for which also read

the EU - is bureaucracy and to

a lesser extent the heavy bur-

den imposed on them by social

security payments.
But as Mr Heinrich von

Liechtenstein, executive direc-

tor of Efer, points out: “We
know the entrepreneurs are
growing in spite of the bureau-

cracy - they are bypassing the

problems.”

The success of these compa-
nies in exporting to other EU
countries would also suggest

farther measures to ensure the
single market is fully imple-
mented would bear fruit.

“These companies are target-

ing the European market so
anything that facilitates expan-
sion of the single market and
eliminates obstacles is impor-

tant,” says Mr Roure.

Dynamic advice for successful entrepreneurs
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Over the last decade, when they needed creative corporate finance advice, acquisition ideas and capital raising capabilities, many of Britain’s most

successful entxepreneurially-led companies have turned to Hill Samuel. For example, we advised First Leisure Corporation PLC on its management buy out

from Forte Pic and its subsequent flotation on the London Stock Exchange in 1984. Since flotation, shares in First Leisure Corporation PLC have out

performed the FTSE All Share Index by almost 200 per cent. 1 More recent transactions include:

Pizza Express pic

one of Europe’s most
successful restaurant

groups

Hill Samuel sponsored the

flotation on the London Stock

Exchange in 1993

M.A.LDplc

one of Europe’s most
innovative businesses

providing on-line

business information
services

Hill Samuel sponsored the

flotation on the London Stock
Exchange in 1994

Sharelink Investment
Services pic

one of Britain’s most
innovative financial

services businesses

Hill Samuel sponsored the

flotation on the London Stock
Exchange in 1993 and advised on

its subsequent acquisition by
Charles Schwab Inc. in 1995bine, in 199j

cm

Sterol

IMIplc

one of Europe’s leading
engineering businesses

Hill Samuel advised on the
acquisition ofTheodor Heimeier
Metallwerk KG and ETV GmbH

and underwrote the equity
financing in 1995
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Henlys Group pic

continued international

expansion

Hill Samuel advised on the
investment in Prevost Car Inc.

in partnership with AB Volvo
and the acquisition of Northern

Counties Limited
in 1995

Hill Samuel is the leading adviser to Britain’s fastest growing quoted companies2 and a leading merchant bank sponsor of mid-sized company flotations.

We have specialist teams with particular experience in the areas of media, information technology and telecoms; financial services; pharmaceuticals and

chemicals- and engineering. Two of our clients. The Capita Group pic and Protean pic, were recently selected by Forbes, the leading US business magazine, for

its list of “The 100 Best Small Companies in the World”3
.

In offering merchant banking advice to Britain’s leading dynamic entrepreneurs. Hill Samuel is out in front. To talk to a team that understands success call

John Llewellyn-Lloyd or Stephen Aulsebrook on 0171-600 6000.

Hill Samuel
Bank

Leading advisers to successful growth companies

HU Samuel Bank Limited - 100 Wood Street London EC2P 2AJ - Telephone 01 71-600 6000

Regulated by The Securities & Furores Authority A member of the T5B Group

Soared: I. DaUUCOUtt; 2. The Hambro Company Guide. August Quarter 1995; 3. Forbes, November 6 1995, “The Best Outside rhe US’.
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Vitae Groups by Ronald van deKrol

A matter of personal chemistry
A small agency has
grown into a
four-part

employment
services group
Boyhood friends do not always
turn out to be the best

business partners but in the
Netherlands Jetle Boelen and
Teo Rasing provide positive

proof that successful,

fast-growing companies can
find firm roots in a 20-year-old

friendship.

Over the past 10 years the
two men have built up an
employment sendees group
which regularly racks up
annual growth rates of -10 per
cent and more.
Their Amsterdam-based

Vitae Group - which takes its

name from the second word of
“curriculum vitae" - plans to

generate FI 75m <$47m) in sales

in 1996. up from a projected

FI 50m -F] 55m in 1995. Another
of the company's goals is to

launch its first national

advertising campaign in

newspapers and on radio. This
will mark a departure from its

usual policy of mounting
advertising campaigns in the

trade press and relying on
referrals from pleased clients.

The secret of their success
in employment services - a

quin[essentially Dutch sector

with lots of competition and
many short-lived ventures - is

not at ail straightforward. One
reason why Vitae Group has

survived and nourished while
competitors have gone out of

business is that it has
specialised in selected niches,

such as those for engineers,

accountants and advertising
executives. Another is the
company's ability to foster an
exciting climate of swift

growth, while maintaining

tight financial controls.

But much of the concern's
success is the result of the
simple chemistry which exists

between two men who have
been friends for 20 years, since
they met at the age of 15 at a
billiards club. The two
partners complement each
other, with Mr Boelen looking
after the commercial side
while Mr Rasing keeps watch
over the group's internal

organisation.

They also manage to see

Teo Rasing: Vitae Group is no ordinary employment agency

Netzwerk Sendees by Michael Lindemann

Network company
with a national niche
Flexibility and
national scope
have helped
Netzwerk Service

to grow
Mr Joachim ROder could not

have put up a better show of
frenzied activity and dyna-
mism if he had been asked to

stage It Tor the benefit of a
Hollywood director.

With his designer leather
jacket draped over his chair,

he was moving agitatedly up
and down behind his desk
warning his representative in

Berlin by phone of the pitfalls

of Bctricbsr6h\ the employees'

councils which 'are. fhe bane of

every German manager but
have played a key role in the

country’s post-war economic
success.

"Well I've just about come to

terms with the idea of a beiri-

ebsrat but what I'm not going

to permit is that people use it

as an excuse just to travel

around Germany checking on
our operations nationally,” he
barked. "I’m not having any of

these bcrrzcbsrat excursions."

Netzwerk Service, the
Munich-based computer net-

work company which Mr ROder
co-founded in 1989 has grown
at such a rapid rate that it now
nreds .in employee council. In

the past five years sales have
risen from DM3m lEl^ml to a
forecast DMlifim this year. Mr
Ruder started with 77 employ-

ees and now has 700.

"I want to turn this into a

company with sales of

DM750m. employing 1.500 peo-

ple." is the first thing Mr
Ruder says after putting the

phone down.
He has taken no holiday far

six years and works 16 hours a

day to mastermind a company
which has 22 offices nationally

and has installed telecoms and
computer networks for clients

as diverse as the Russian
police force and a German
insurance company.
The former wanted ISO police

stations across the Federation

modernised. The latter needed

22.000 portable computers
exchanged nationally and all

the employees using them re-

trained.

“We are established and it's

becoming easier to get clients,"

he says. “In fact, clients can't

keep away from us.”

Over half of Netzwerk Ser-

vice's turnover comes from
installing networks, a business

which has been booming in
recent years in Germany given

the prospect of a liberalised

telecoms market In 1996.

Another 25 per cent comes
from maintaining networks
and servicing computers.

Netzwerk Service has cre-

ated a niche for itself as the

biggest of the smaller network
companies: slimmer and more
flexible than a Siemens but
with a national reach which
companies of a similar size do
not have.

Netzwerk Service's national

scope, explains Mr ROder, is

particularly important for the

lucrative after-sales contracts

Joachim ROden seeking greater

participation from employees

under which tbe company is

obliged to have a network any-
where In Germany up and run-

ning again wtthin four hours of

a problem.
But Mr ROder, 48. says the

company's success lies la hav-

ing been able to turn the tech-

nicians who install the net-

works into managers and
salesmen. “I think I’ve been
able to teach them that wher-

ever they go they must have
the clients' needs foremost in

thetr minds." the entrepreneur
explains. “If we are installing a
network Tor the client then we
immediately ask him if he
needs a new floor put in and do
it for him. We also offer to put
in a lighting system better

suited to the needs of the new
network."
TO get home the point about

customer care. Mr Ruder has
warned his employees that he
will deal personally with com-

plaints from clients about the

service provided by the com-
pany. There have been rela-

tively few. he adds.

Another vital ingredient of

success is employee participa-

tion. he says. Ideally he wants
Netzwerk Service to become a
joint stock company with
employee participation.
Although he has so far been
unable to persuade the compa-
ny's managers to invest in the

company. Mr Rbder nonethe-
less offers successful employ-
ees up to 30 per cent of the

profits. This year he will pay
out DM2m of premiums to the

company's best employees.

Does he sometimes worry
that he may be overreaching

himself? After all Nixdorf, the

computer producer where Mr
R6der worked for several years

before starting Netzwerk Ser-

vice suffered just such a fete.

Mr Rbder, whose father owns
a chemicals company which is

one of the hundreds of thou-

sands of Germany's medium-
sized companies or Mittelstan-

dhr. has a quick answer.

"The secret is to remain
small enough where one per-

son can still drive tbe whole
thing body and soul. Never do
what they do." he says, refer-

ring to the likes of conglomer-
ates like Siemens. “Always
remain a Minelst&ndler.

"

Netzwerk Service’s main
problem. Mr Rbder says, is

raising new capital. The com-
pany has few assets which it

can use as collateral to secure
money from the banks and Mr
Rbder complains that there are

too few sources of venture cap-

ital. a common grievance in

Germany.
Netzwerk Service is leaving

no stone unturned in its efforts

to remain flexible and improve
performance. When Mr Rbder
needed a licence for a new
Israeli telephone system
recently he knew the German
authorities would take weeks
to process the application.

Instead he flew to England
where it took just one week to

do all the necessary paper-

work. One of the advantages of
Europe's three-year-old single

market is that a licence issued

in any one of the 15 member
states automatically has to be
accepted by the others. He has
vowed he will do the same
again in future if the German
authorities are too slow.

THE ONLY TEMP CONSULTANCY

The Australasian Temp Company is honoured to have been named

as one of Europe’s 500 most dynamic Entrepreneurial companies.

The only Personnel Consultancy in the U.K. to be selected.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank our dedicated team

but above all, to thank our Clients and our Temps, whose support

and loyalty have made this award possible.

Australasian
TEMP COMPANY

128-129 Cheapside, London EC2V 6BT. Telephone: 0171 600 1709

eye-to-eye in ways that elude

most many married couples.

“IF we were to go out and buy
a car together, we'd quickly
agree not only on the type of

car but the odour, too,

4 Mr
Basing says.

Their business partnership
began in 1988 with the

establishment of their first

company. Inter AT. Just three
years out of technical college,

Mr Boelen and Mr Basing
decided to set up a project

engineering agency for

“automation and technology”,

hence the name Their idea

was to offer architectural

firms, contractors and other

technical companies the
chance to hire trained

specialists on a short-term

The decision to

branch out was
driven by the

demands of

clients

project basis.

Inter AT, which is still

thriving today, is decidedly

not a temporary employment
agency In Hip iuniat «pna»

“The difference is that we’re
highly involved with the

project and that we feel

responsible for it,” Mr Basing

notes. “We can be Involved in

all stages, from supplying
draftsmen for the drawing
board operations to

supervisors on the

construction site."

In 1689, Inter ATs two
founders decided to branch out

in two new directions in job

placement and temporary
employment The impetus
grew partly out of demand
from existing clients who
began approaching the
company for secretaries and
bookkeepers as well as for

technical staff. “We soon
found ourselves in the position

of being bakers who also sold

cars on tbe side," Mr Rasing
remembers. “We soon thought
'Let's do this properly'.”

Tbe result is a group with
four operating companies
which have regional offices in

Rotterdam. Eindhoven.
Utrecht and Zwolle as wen as
Amsterdam.
Besides Inter AT. the Vitae

Group comprises Nouveau
Metier, a placement bureau for

sectors such as insurance and
advertising; Tools, a
temporary employment agency
for plumbers and welders;

Wtae Secretaries and Vitae
Financieel, temping and
employment agencies for

secretaries, bookkeepers and
other financial staff
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A cMI engineer, provided by Inter AT on a temporary basis, supervises a roac&uicfing project

respectively.

The grotfo finds itself in a
favourable business

environment in the
Netherlands, whose workforce

has the world's highest

percentage of temporary
employees. On average around

2 per cart ofemployees are

temporary compared with just

0.5 per cent in Germany,
where labour laws have
hampered the sector’s

development.

The Netherlands' biggest

temporary staff and
employment agency,

Randstad, ranks among the
world’s top five. It was started

in the 1960s by another

enterprising Dutchman, Frits

Goldschmeding. Its turnover of

more than FI 4bn makes it 80
Hmpa larger than Vitae.

To survive in the home
territory of such giants. Vitae

>ms purposely kept to its own
niches and specialisations. It

baa also been careful in

Tpnnaging- thp financial side of

its swift growth. “We still

check every invoice." Mr
Rasing says.

The group has a permanent
workforce of 100, though the

cumber of people who find

work through Vitae’s four

companies is far larger. Mr

Rasing, aged 37, is almost the

oldest of them. “There’s one

member of staff who is two
months older than I am,* he
says.

Despite recent expansion.

Mr Rasing and Mr Boelen

consciously try to hold on to

the family feeling that has

pervaded the closely-knit

Td hate to go to an
after-hours drinks party and
see 10 to 15 people Z didn’t

know. We make sure that

when new people join us in the

regional offices, we get to meet

them at one of our
twice-weekly management
meetings."

ATCs by Tim Burt

Anzac spirit suits City customers
Graduates keen to

earn money for

travel constitute a
high quality

workforce

When New Zealand
recruitment specialist Ruth
Foreman first arrived in Lon-
don six years ago she was
looking for business opportuni-

ties not work. She saw rich

packings arising from what she
perceived as the mixed quality

of Britain’s personnel and tem-

porary staff agencies.

"Few consultancies were
delivering a high standard of

service and there was little loy-

alty among client businesses,”

she says. Her disappointment
with the City’s existing person-

nel agencies extended to the

calibre of the temporary
employees they offered to then-

clients , so she decided to
import her staff.

In 1990, the Australasian

Temp Company opened its

doors promising clients “temp-

ing with a new accent". Its

workforce was made up of
young Australians and New
Zealanders keen to meet the

demands of the London labour
market.
The group satisfies UK law

by declaring itself an equal
opportunities employer, but Ms
Foreman is unashamedly parti-

san when extolling the virtues

of the Anzac work ethic.

"In Australia and New Zea-

land service is seen as an art

and profession. Our people
have a reputation for flexibility

and a 'can-do' attitude." says
Ms Foreman. She believes this

approach is uncommon in
Britain.

Fortunately for the company,
its arrival coincided with a

shift by many City institutions

from permanent to temporary
or short-term contract staff.

According to the Chartered
Institute of Marketing tbe UK
is following In the footsteps of
the US, where a quarter of the
workforce work on a tempo-
rary basis or as part-timers,

freelances or consultants. Tem-
porary staff, who now farm
approximately l per cent of the

UK workforce, could present
10 per cent by the turn of the

century, the institute says.

ATC claims it can meet that

demand by supplying a steady

stream of recruits from New
Zealand, where Lampen Gkonp
— its parent company — has

already became the country's

largest privately-owned person-

nel consultancy.

Ms Foreman, a former gen-

eral manager of Lampen. says

the strong links enable the
London subsidiary to recruit

the best candidates before they

even leave New Zealand.

The company also relies on a
steady stream of visitors, who
put down temporary roots in

London to earn money for fur-

ther travelling.

This semi-nomadic Austral-

asian workforce, mostly com-
prised of young graduates, ran

take advantage ofUK immigra-

tion regulations to work far up
to two years if they are aged
between 17 and 27. They can
stay for longer still if they
have grandparents residing in

tbe UK
“These people are grateful to

be earning British- pounds
rather than spending their

New Zealand savings," Ms
Foreman adds.

Their willingness to work to

finance their travels provides

the raw material for ATC,
which has won a strong follow-

ing among such blue-chip City

of London clients as UBS.
Credit Suisse First Boston and
the London International
Financial Futures Exchange.

The promise of relatively

cheap labour, from often over-

qualified graduates, is attrac-

tive to these clients. It has
proved very lucrative far ATC.
Last year the company’s turn-

over rose 55 per cent to about

£5m and operating margins
readied 10 per cent
That growth should continue

it as the Chartered Institute of
Marketing predicts, demand
for temporary and short-term

contract workers continues to

grow at 10 per cent a year.

The potential of ATC is dem-
onstrated by the recent growth

- vc-C-

A shift by many City institutions from permanent to temporary or short-term contract staff suited ATC

of some of the UK's largest per-

sonnel groups. CRT for exam-

ple saw operating profits jump
last year from £3.7m to £6.Tm

amid strong demand far com-

puter-literate staff.

Similarly profits at Reed
Executive grew from £665,000

to £6.4m as its temporary
employee business increased-

by 500 per cent
The financial equation

behind that growth is fairly

simple. “As the middlemen In.

temporary recruitment, agen-

cies such as ATC receive a fee

from clients and a cut of the’

hourly wages paid to tempo-
rary staff.

Typically ATC charges £12

an hour for supplying a worker
to a blue-chip client. In turn it

pays the temporary employee
between £8 and £9 an hour in Jfc

wages. Most of the company's
clients pay ATC two weeks in

arrears. So the agency has to

pay its staff wages from cash
balances ranging from £50,000

to £80,000 a week.
The skill of entrepreneurs

such as Ms Foreman is to man-
age the cash to fund that wage
bill. They must also invest in

marketing to woo new corpo-

rate clients and training facili-

ties to improve staff skills.

“There’s no doubt we can man-
age that challenge and we've
never once gone into over-
draft," she says.

Although ATC believes its

model would work elsewhere
in the UK, and possibly in
other parts of the English-
speaking Commonwealth, it iq.

concentrating future growth
;

plans on London.
“This is a fast-growing Indus-*

try. particularly in the legal
and financial sectors.” Ms
Foreman adds. “We see 10
years of further growth ahead,

’

and that’s just in the City.”
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Buffalo Grill! by Andrew Jack

French palates adapt to American steaks

Editor nh

Christian Picart has
sold American
eating habits to the
conservative
French public

Setting up US-styte steak
houses in France, which sees
itself as the home of fine

cuisine, might seem foolhardy.

But it is a formula which has
worked extremely successfully

for Mr Christian Picart.

Nestling lntriguingly

alongside the computer
software groups and other
East-growing European
companies producing more
abstract products and services.

Buffalo Grill restaurants are
delivering steaks and fries to

some 14m French customers a
year.

Fifteen years after he opened
his first branch in im Mr
Heart oversees a chain of

nearly 130 restaurants

employing 2.600 people from
his office in Arainville to the

south of Paris.

Last year he reported sales

of FFrlbn (£i30m) and net
income ofFFrSDm from the 87
restaurants he controls

directly. A further FFr400m in

turnover was provided by
Buffalo Grill's 40 franchise

holders.

“IT you had asked me in 1980

I would never have imagined
that I would be running 130

restaurants today," he says.

Fifteen years before that, he
had. not even realised that he
would be spaiding most of his
working life in the country of
his birth.

Mr Picart believes that one
of the secrets of his success
has been that you have to

know a country - in this case
the US - to sell its lifestyle.

He was boro and brought up
in France, in a family which he
describes as “fairly poor. After
completing his military service
be emigrated first to Canada
and then tbe US during the
1960s. He says he had every
intention of staying there.

Be lived in Palm Springs and
then San Francisco, working in
a variety of restaurants - a
umber of which were French -

and in all sorts ofjobs,

including that of a waiter.

“I am more American than
an American." he says. “There
are real possibilities to earn
money in the US. I found it

marvellous. It took me two
years to readjust when I

returned to France.”

He came bads in the late

1960s. driven by the economic
demands of his family. First he
opened a dry-cleaning

business. Then In 1974 he
opened a motel south of Paris
with what he calls “a little bit

of Club Med style”. This
included a swimming pool and
tennis courts.

The venture still performs
well although Mr Picart

changed the name to respond

to French prejudices that all

motels are cheap and
distasteful

His real long-term interest

was the food business and he
was eager to return to his
preferred sector. The concept
of Buffalo Grill restaurants

which he developed is

unashamedly North American,
from tiie 'Wild-West-style

lettering spelling out the name
of the chain to tbe logo

representing hooked horns
which surrounds tt.

The food is also

unmistakeably American. “We
have every type ofmeat you
can imagine," he says. The
wine list features Californian
vintages, although - in a
concession to the snrmrmrfmgB
- some French varieties are

also on the menu.
Financed largely internally,

with help from an associate

and then from the Total Group,
Mr Picart has built up the
chain around the ill"? of

leasing large sites by main
roads on the periphery of
towns.

It toed: three years before he
was ready to open the second
restaurant In 1983. But then
the pace accelerated quickly.

Mr Picart says that in the last

three years Buffalo Grill has
set up about 20 pew
restaurants every year.

Apart from a superiority of
attitude from Parisians
towards many US products and
services, Mr Picart says he has

never been aware of
nationalist prejudice against
his chain. Striking farmers
who had caused problems for
McDonald's, passed by one of
his restaurants without
trouble.

His restaurant in Bobigny, a
long-standing stronghold of the
French Communist Party, is
also thriving despite his Initial
reservations at opening an
outlet there.

“The ideology of the left is
not to denigrate US culture,”
he says. “In general the French
react very positively to the
idea of American food despite
what one might- think."
He does concede that the

quality of service in the US is
very different to that in
France. “It is one thing we
have imported.” he says.

placing emphasis on training
his staff and applying his
personal experience on the
western side of the Atlantic to

the French restaurant trade.
Mr Picart says that he

currently has Ms eye on
opening a further 30 to 40 sites
within France in the
medium-term.
He is also beginning to look -

further afield, and expects
from next year to start setting
up restaurants elsewhere in
Europe: notably in Germany,
Spain and Belgium.
Meanwhile, Ms relatively

low profile - he says he hae
never before given an

’

interview to a journalist. may .

have to change. Mr Picart is
*

considering seeking a
quotation on the French stock .,

market
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EUROPE’S DYNAMIC ENTREPRENEURS III - profiles

Methodology; by Richard Gourtav

Dynamic search
Peoples Phone: by Tim Burt

This is the first time the
project to identify 500 dynamic
entrepreneurs running medi-
um-sized European companies
bds yielded useful results.
Though it has not produced

a .comprehensive list of the
continent’s moBt dynamic
entrepreneurs, the research
has created a database for fur-
ther research and thrown up
some surprising Endings.
Ohe research set out to iden-

tity a group of the fastest grow,
ing entrepreneurially-led com-
panies in Europe. The
intention was to complete the
search with Cace-to-face inter-
views with 500 of the fastest
growers, conducted by Ernst &
Young, the accounting firm.
The project started late last

year with IP Strategies of Brus-
sels, a consulting firm, search-
ing through the databases of
Dim & Bradstreet and other
providers of European com-
pany information.

.This identified about 80,000
companies that could demon-
strate growth in employment
or sales between 1989 and 1994.
IPS applied an objective mea-

surement to filter the sample
further. This was a formula
created by David Birch, a lead-
ing analyst of entrepreneurs in
the US, combining the absolute
growth in the employment ot a
company with the relative
growth. Using the Birch for-
mula IPS chose about 6£00 of
Fthe companies from its first

search of the databases.
The researchers then made

16.000 phone calls and sent
5,500 faxes to this group asking
for more information. As a
result, they selected about
1.000 companies that were the
most rapid growers and which
were prepared to co-operate

Nrioymmt

Annual growth
36%

Former minnow may pursue a listing

saw

with t-hpm

IPS reduced this sample by
100 companies because the
Europe Commission, one of the
key funding partners in the
study, was only interested in
companies that started in 2989
with fewer than 500 employees.
The group of 100 entrepreneur-
ially-led companies that were
excluded created a net 50,000
jobs between them in the five

years to 1984 in spite of the
recession.

Over the summer teams
within Ernst & Young’s
national operations in each
European country started
interviewing key individuals
within the companies identi-
fied by IPS.

This has taken more time
than any of the partners had
anticipated. The results of the
face-to-face interviews are
being gathered by EIM, a small
business research and consul-

tancy firm in the Netherlands.
The findings of thin study

form the basis of papers being
presented and discussed in a
conference in Ghent today and
tomorrow.

Peoples Phone
operates on low
profit margins and
high volumes of
business

Mr Charles Wlgoder, the
35-year-old chief executive of
Peoples Phone, rapidly
unpacks a new mobile phone
and turns it over in his hands.
Standing in the loading bay

of the company's north London
service centre, he says: “We
think this will be a best-seller
- it's a useful lifestyle tool”
Rapidly increasing sales of

products of bind have
transformed Peoples Phone
from a minnow in telecom-
munications industry into one
of Britain’s largest mobile
phpne distributors and service
suppliers.

Since 1990 pre-tax profits
have risen steadily. They
reached £6.52m in the 12
months to October 31 last year.

Sales more than doubled to
£U8£m in the same period.

However Mr Wlgoder admits
that net wmTgtng are thm —
currently about 5 per cent -
and that business relies on
volume growth and taking
market share from competitors
such as Ceflnet or Mercury's
One-to-one.

It would be churlish to attri-

bute the success at Peoples
Phone solely to its ability to

ride the wave of increasing
customer demand for mobile
ptvwipc

The privately-owned com-
pany has won' about 10 per
cent of the UK market by offer-

ing customers a guide through

the maze of phene networks,

tariffs products available.
it has established a significant

presence in the high street by
increasing its retail outlets

from just four at the start of
last year to 160, while also

bonding a fall service capacity

cm the, OeDnat and Vodafone
networks.

.

Mr Wlgoder, a former execu-

tive at Carlton Communica-
tions, claims pmniiiy "We are
the most efficient operator in
the marketplace and there’s a
lot more growth to go for."

Given its growth aspirations.

Peoples Phone admits it would
be surprising if it did not float

on the stock market or seek a
merger partner to fond, future

developments.
"To develop this business

there must be a likelihood that

we will come to the market to

fond operations which the cur-

rent balance sheet could not
sustain," says Mr Wjgoder.

The company's plans include
proposals to establish a pres-

ence an the “fixed wire" net-

work. It intends to challenge

BT and Mercury for a place

among the suppliers of com-
mercial and domestic tele-

phone services.

The only potential brake an
Peoples Phone’s growth is the

MoMe phones ara now usod by people of al ages and walks of fife

cash-hungry nature of file busi-

ness. Hie company needs deep
pockets to fund investment in

its infrastructure and subsidise

the cost of acquiring handsets
from manufacturers.

Companies like Peoples
Fhone burn cash because they
have to sell mobile phones as

loss leaders. A typical handset
could sen far £10 in a shop, but

it may have cost the retailer as
much as £400 to acquire from
the manufacturer.

Peoples Phone has to recover
that investment from the cus-

tomer through Wtw rentals and
rati charges over a 12-month
contract
To ease the pain of selling

handsets at a loss, the com-
pany capitalises the cost of
obtaining new subscribers and
writes It off over three years.

At the end of that period. Peo-
ples Phone expects that about

50 per cent of the subscribers

will be under under con-

tract and paying the charges
which deliver profits.

Most of those customers join

Peoples Phone after visiting

one of its retail outlets, which
are being rolled out at an ever-

increasing pace.

To finance that expansion,
the concern raised £12m in
January 1994. Of this amount
£?..5m was new equity and
£9_5m was loan stock from
twaring shares to Singer and

Priedlander, the merchant
bank which owns 35 per cent of
Peoples Phone and which has
invested some £20m in the
business.

Peoples Phone further

strengthened its balance sheet

in December by drawing down
a £15m term loan secured

against the subscriber base or

the company and by raising

another Eiassm of equity.

The chief executive says the

proceeds will be used for work-

ing capital and to repay loan

stock.

"We’re positioning ourselves

for the mass consumer market.
pnd that ywana taking market

share from our rivals,” be says.

In the UK the mobile phone
market grew to 3m subscribers

last year, of which Peoples
Phone boasts 350,000 custom-
ers. This year the total could

reach 5m and is projected to be

more than 15m by the turn of

the century.

Peoples Phone pursues a
slice of that market not only
from its brightly-coloured
showrooms but also the call

service centre at its new head-
quarters in north London. Offi-

cials there use a sophisticated

computer system to monitor
call charges and invoicing, and
are reminded of any calls

waiting by a ceiling-mounted
electronic display.

Mr Wlgoder says the speed
and efficiency of the system
and its staff help to make Peo-

ples Phone one of Britain's

fastest-growing non-quoted
companies.

“This is a customer-led busi-

ness and they are interested

only in whether the phone
works or not," he says. “We
make sure it does.”

When Europe’s Dynamic Entrepreneurs
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Telepizza: by Tom Bums

Fast food means fast growth
Telepizza brought
an old concept to a
new market and
ploughed profits

back into growth

Telepizza realised before its

competitors that Spain was
changing rapidly. Gone were
the days of siestas and
elaborate famiTy ynpals Fast

food was what Spaniards
wanted and needed.
The company was founded

in 1988 as a single pizza .

partour offering home
deliveries in its immediate
north Madrid neighbourhood.
It now has nearly 200 centres

spread out across 120 Spanish
towns and cities.

This year Telepizzaaspects
to poet consolidated profits of
more than PtaSOOm (£frn),

more than double the Pta375m
reported last year. It forecasts

sales of scone PtalSbn far 1995,

up from 1994’s PtaHJhn.
“The market was zero when

we started,” says Mr Jose
Maria Serrano, Telepizza's
rfflrvmnnlration* i»hirf

,
“but

there was a terrific

opportunity”. Mr Leopoldo
Fexnfindez Pujals, the
company'sfounder, spotted

the gap in the maxketi He

owns 40 per cent of Telepizza’s

shareholder capital and was
its rhahmHTi until a recent

boardroom coup.

Mr Fernandez was formerly
an executive with the

hffljthrare TnnTtrnatinnal
Johnson & Johnson. He knew
a lot about marketing and
consumer fads and nothing at
all about fast food. But he
knew what the Spanish public

was prepared to buy. When he
came across pizza borne
deliveries during a stay in the

US he had found the product

he was looking for.

Telepizza now has a 54 per
cent share ofthe pizza home
deliveries market in Spain. Its

success is as much the
triumph of a concept as it is of

a product
The company's management

understood that Spain had
undergone a profound
-SQfffolnglral change that had

brought young mothers out of
the kitchen and into the
•workplace. And office workers
in Spain, like everywhere else,

had begun to eat at their

desks.
Home deliveries, as opposed

to office deliveries, make up
the bulk of Telepizza's

business. They are ordered

both by children battling with
their homework while thetr

parents are still at theirjobs
or by exhausted parents

staggering home late because
office hours in Spain can
stretch into the night
Telepizza also understands

that although Spaniards have
belatedly come round to the
concept of fast food, the
domestic culture remains
imbued with the tradition of

good home-made cooking. This
means that the company haB
to taka special care over the
quality of its product - fresh

ingredients are delivered daily
- and over the amount of

choice it offers its customers.
After pioneering pizza home

deliveries. Telepizza ha*

stayed ahead of its

competitors by introducing

the do-it-yourself pizza; clients

can summon up literally

thousands ofpermutations of
the product’s 15 basic

ingredients. Its latest success

has been a Tex-Mex pizza

called the Jalisco, dreamt op
by its consumer research

department
The corporate culture and

growth strategy are no less

important Telepizza believes

in decentralisation and cutting

out bureaucracy. This ethos

has set the tone of its staff

relations and franchising.

Telepizza has succeeded in

creating a corporate culture
and with it an expansion
strategy that has multiplied

its rewards. Employees who
deliver pizzas by motorcycle
within half an hour of
receiving the order are, in the
company’s parlance,

autonomous businesspeople
responsible for their own slice

of the pizza market These
employees are allotted a
specific area. It is up to them
to develop a relationship with
their rtianta

Spurred on by sales

incentives and bonus packages
Telepizza’s representatives

will spend nearly as much
time promoting the company
in their allotted area as they
do dehvHing its products to

customers.
About half the 195 Telepizza

centres iu Spain are
franchises. The company
believes this mhr is the right

one and that further

franchises as it expands will,

for the time being, be the
property of the existing 50 or

so franchise owners.
“For a franchise system to

work you have to have
franchisees who love the

company and what it

produces,” says Mr Serrano.

“These are exactly the sort of
people that we have got now

Tatapira wants employee to aaa them—Iw—

and we want them to grow
with us.”

Telepizza has pursued a
strong investment policy,

ploughing PtaL3bn into new
centres and equipment last

year. It will invest a further

PtaLShn this year.

One reason for the
boardroom revolt that forced

Mr Fernandez’s resignation in
October was that other

shareholders were cls&nouring
for dividends and objected to

the drive for expansion that he
was masterminding.
Firmly established in Spain

Telepizza has also tested

foreign waters again through
a mix of cbrectly+Twned units

and franchises and has set up
around 50 centres abroad. It is

operating in Poland, Portugal,
Greece and Belgium a well as

in Mexico, Chile and
Colombia. But the focus is on
Spain. Its home market is far

from saturated.

BMR: by John Murray Brown

Creditor who saw his chance to profit
How a small
Donegal-based
healthcare
company is blazing

a trail to the US
The windswept wilderness of

northern Donegal might seem

an odd place to find one of

^Europe's most dynamic compa-

iiies. But a small assembly unit

mate^g a muscular stimula-

tion product for the leisure and

healthcare sectors is blazing a

trail from a modest site in the

lMaris na • Gaeltacht. the

industrial zone run by the

development authority of the

Irislwspeakir^ region.

BMR Teoranta - to gh*
Irish language corporate title -

has quietly established a niche

market for itself, making prod-

ucts for muscular therapy and

body toning using the Slender-

tone brand name which ft

bought in 1989.

Mr Kevin McDonnell, the

^airman, chief executive and

owner of 95 per cent of the

company, is a little vague

about the source of his success,

part of it, he says, is the strong

work ethic in the area. He
points out that half of his

employees are from Glaswe-

gian families - migrants who
have returned to the

north-west corner of Ireland

bringing with them Scottish

attitudes of thrift and Industry.

Mr McDonnell himself fell

into the Job by accident. BMR,
originally a UK company prod-

ucing the Slenderttme range

from Ashford In Kent, relo-

cated in the 1960s to take

advantage ofthe Shannon free
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zone. However, the company
eventually went into receiver-

ship. Mr McDonnell, then a
creditor of BMR, approached
the receivers to see what he
could salvage. When he looked

at the business plans, he spot-

ted his ctiarwag.

“I thought it was a hit odd
that the company could go oat

of business and yeti, according

to its business plan, ft was
capable of a 20 pea- cent return

on turnover."

A chartered accountant by
training - he was articled to

Lord Parkinson, the former

Tory minister —. Mr McDonnell
a bunch he could turn the

company round. His judgment
was well-founded. He bought
the company for . £300,000. In

1389 and BMR' sates .are now
growing at around 50-60 per
ceit a year.

The TnpfflpHi products busi-

ness, where growth Is less dra-

matic but margins are more
attractive, is seenas the source

of the company** future earn-

ings.- In the US done the mar--

ket for muscular rehabilitation

products has
;
jumped from

588m in 1991 to more than

pb»p is to engage an interna-

tional shareholder before even-

tually going public. “Every-
thing we have done since I

took over has been geared to

getting us ready for flotation,"

he says. -

Many BMR products are not
available over the counter. The
company is looking at special

advertising on video shopping
channels. As Mr McDonnell
puts it “It’s fine if it's an off-

The company
sees the

higher-margin

medical

products

business as the

source of future

“We have -a completely revi-

talised product range, all of
which has been developed and
all of the cost of which has
been completely written cfl.”

says Mr McDonnefl.
Half of the original invest-

ment wag .provided by the
Gaeltacht office in an unusual
arrangement; whereby the
-arithari^bought the assets off

-the receivers sold them to
the company.
* Last- year BMW bmnght in
the local Paribas venture capi-

tal campatiy -Smurflt Paribas
— as a small' equity partner.

Smurflt has two nan-executive
directors on BMR’s board. The

earnings

the-shelf product But you
can’t expect Boots to stock our
product jf they have to spend
15 minutes explaining how it

works every time they have a
prospective costumer.*'

In the US companies like

BMR are prohibited from sell-

ing medical products over the

counter. In Europe, the situa-

tion is shghtJy different. BMR,
for example, is starting to sell

its consumer range in Carre-

four superstores in France and
its range is available in phar-

macies. However Jn 1998, under
a European TTnfon ruling simi-

lar to US laws, companies that

sell such products will have to

reequip their factories to meet
new health standards.

“I believe it wifi make life

easier for ns. I know it sounds

a bit smart, but our products

have always been seen as the
industry standard,” says Mr
McDonnell
Currently BMR spends half

its budget on advertising costs.

The company is also spending
around £800,000 a year on
research and development,
quite a large sum for a com-
pany of its siz8. Accounting
policy is conservative. “We
don’t capitalise any R&D. It’s

written off the month the
expenditure takes place. The
idea of tying up assets in your
balance sheets reflecting your
designs or your trademarks is

just fluff. I know others dis-

agree, but I can’t go to the
bank with it and I cant raise
any money with ft. I'd only be
fooling myBelf" he says.

The company is best known
for its Slendertone product Tme
- a series of muscle stimula-

tion equipment used in the cos-

metic and personal care mar-
ket. On the advertising front,

the company is talking to
Twiggy, the 1960s model, about
an ‘Tnfommarial" to promote
the product.
But Mr McDonnell is more

excited about the prospects for

the medical side, particularly

in the US where increasingly
healthcare is being done “off

site” at home or in therapy
centres.

Only last month BMR con-
cluded a deal with the Kaiser
group of hospitals in Calif-

ornia. BMR will supply an
incontinence product under a
rental arrangement, aim pro-
viding servicing and direct
patient aftercare.

Mr McDonnell is keen to
point out that “few people real-
ise that the sales of artnifr dia-
pers in developed countries
exceed those of baby diapers”.
The market for adult diapers is
now worth $L3hu a year.
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,: You’ve spotted an opportunity to grow. An acquisition, or international expansion maybe?

Where do you find the capital to realise your plan? At 3i, we have 50 years' experience of

growing private businesses, and we are the UK’s leading specialist source of investment capital

for those businesses To date, we’ve made more than 6,500 investments in growing companies,

offering long-term help and support whenever needed, whilst leaving management firmly in

control. So, whether your name is James. David, Jennifer or Alexander, we want you to

succeed, we want you to be great. For more information please call 0171 92S 3131
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